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PREFACE
TO

THE FIRST VOLUME.

(THIRD EDITION.)

IT is the author's first duty, in committing this remodelled

third edition to the public, to thank those kindly and sympa-
thetic critics who have not only encouraged him by general

approbation, but sought to improve the book by many correc-

tions and suggestions. Similar obligations are also due even

to the most adverse reviewers, who, while they have said many
unjust things, have generally been able to lay their fingers oh

some real blot. Wherever manifest mistakes were thus pointed

out, whether from good will or the reverse, they have been

corrected. Many notes are added, indicating materials which

have since accrued for the study of particular authors, and

which could not conveniently be embodied in the text. But

it is well to say a word here on points which are still main-

tained against the critics, if it were only to show respect to

the strictures of learned men which are not here adopted.
An incautious reader of reviews might have imagined this

book to be the work of a paradoxical person, who despised the

existing lights, and set up his own, often crude, opinions against

all authority. Nothing could be further from the truth. It was

rather from a wide and laborious survey of the recent literature

in this field, that opinions were gathered and set down without

any pretence to originality, which appeared new to those who
had never searched for them. Unlike the lot of other authors

in the same field, who fret over their unrecognised or refuted
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claims to originality, it was my fortune to have far too much
ascribed to me, when I was really selecting from and supporting
what the learning or the acuteness of others had discovered.

The reason of this is not far to seek. While it is an usual

fashion among authors to affect the modesty of concealing their

personal opinions a fashion very convenient for those who have

no personal opinions, or who are afraid to state them it is

surely far more honest, and more modest too, that in disputed

questions a man should label the opinion he adopts, not as

an universal truth, but as that which he himself has preferred.

Thus, when a critic stated that I had been 'unfair to Pindar,' this

is itself unfair in the face of the statement (p. 250), 'I am
bound to say that they (the critics) show a general agreement

against the view I have taken of the poet's position in his age.'

What more could be expected than that an author should warn

his readers not to accept what he said as more than an indi-

vidual conviction ? This personal element in a book has surely

its value as well as its weakness.

Passing to more definite criticisms, it may be observed, in

answer to thosewho complained of the omission ofPlutarch l and

Lucian, while Apollonius Rhodius and Babrius were included,

that a History of Greek Classical Literature was promised, and

nothing more. If, therefore, any classical author had been

omitted, it would be a decided defect. But if a few poetical

authors outside that category were added, the reader only got

more than his bargain, and had no reason to grumble. The

principle on which these few authors were added was this : that

they are read for their form's sake, and are so far classical.

So also the division into poets and prose writers, one now

general in Germany, was adopted not merely for its intrinsic

value, but to enable each volume to stand alone, and to be

sold separately. The few repetitions complained of were for

this reason unavoidable, and appear, moreover, to have been

of special service to those who desired to find faults.

This last advantage also belongs to the spelling of Greek

1 I have since treated Plutarch at length in my Greek World under

Roman Sway, chaps, xiii., xiv.
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proper names, in which everyone attempts some compromise,
and no one satisfies his neighbour. Censures on this head are

therefore of little importance, unless the method censured is

one that produces ambiguity and confusion. And now at last

we see our way to a settlement of this vexed question, by
means of the reformed pronunciation of Latin. It is hardly

possible that the English schools will keep up the old absurdi-

ties of Greek pronunciation ;
but even if they do, our obvious

course is to print our Greek names in Latin orthography, and
tell our readers to pronounce them as they ought to pronounce
Latin. Thus we shall banish from our classical books such

monstrous forms as Aischulos, Lukourgos, &c., which represent
no known utterance, and have no earthly claim to respect or

endurance. Had the reform in Latin pronunciation been

generally adopted, I should now have gone back to the Latin

orthography of Greek names. In a few years let us hope that

no other course will even seem tolerable.

It is worth recording as a curious fact, that there is hardly
a chapter, or indeed a general feature in these volumes, which

has not been by some praised as their strongest, by others

censured as their weakest, point. This applies, for example, to

the bibliographical notes, which the special student of any one

author often found defective, while the general student, who

sought starting points only, found them of great assistance.

Of course they could not be, and were not meant to be, com-

plete. They only professed to give the reader some idea of

what amount of special literature he would find illustrating each

great Greek writer, and those works were specially selected

which would at once give him fuller information when he turned

to them. Much additional matter of this kind has been added ;

but even now the critics may possibly find, in more than one

instance, the omission of the name of some learned editor,

whose repute, like some very loud voices, has not reached so

far as might be judged from the noise close around them.

The student who desires general directions is referred (as

was done in my former edition) to Miiller and Donaldson's

'Greek Literature' (ed. Heitz in German), a work of genius on

Miiller's part, of vast erudition on Donaldson's. There are
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also easily accessible, in French, E. Bournoufs book
;
in Ger-

man, Munk's and Nicolai's, the latter particularly useful for its

bibliography. Recently we have the works of Sittl (Munich,

1887) and of M. and A. Croiset (the first twovols. Paris, 1890),

both learned and able histories. The larger and deeper books

are partial or unfinished : Bernhardy's and Bergk's Histories,

the former on all the poets, the latter incomplete (edited by
Hinrichs and Peppmuller in 4 vols. from the author's MSS. and

brief sketches) ; Patin on the Greek tragedians and Meineke on

the comedians, Klein (Gesch. des Dramas) on both. Since

my first edition appeared, the Fragments of Comedy have been

splendidly re-edited by Th. Kock. I speak of the principal

authorities on Greek prose authors in the Preface to the Second

Volume.

From all these I have borrowed freely, and far more than

can possibly appear from special acknowledgments. There

must be added those numerous and invaluable periodicals in

which the Germans and French prosecute philological discovery:

the Transactions and Proceedings of the many Academies

Berlin, Leipzig, Munich, Gottingen, Vienna, &c.;the Philologus,

Neue Jahrbiicher, Hermes, Bursian's Jahresbericht, the Rhein.

Museum, the Revue Critique, Journal des Savants, &c., &c.,

as well as the many Programs, with which the press of Germany
teems. For it is not enough nowadays to know the texts

thoroughly, or even the standard commentaries. The histo-

rian must take account of the theories of many specialists, who

publish them in monographs, or in scattered articles through-

out various journals. Those only who have attempted to

put together and systematise such materials will make due

allowance for the mistakes and the inconsistencies, some-

times real, which cannot but creep into so vast a scheme. The
existence of such defects is merely human, and should be con-

doned. It is only their number and quality which can make
them the object of fair censure. To delay the publication of

any large work until all possible flaws are removed, is to post-

pone it, if not indefinitely, at least till some remote period,

and to sacrifice any freshness or vigour it possesses for no

certain equivalent.
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Homeric Literature in England has recently been enriched

by Mr. Leafs Iliad^ Mr. D. B. Monro's Homeric Grammar, his

article Homer in the Encyclopedia Britannica, and by a con-

troversy with Mr. Saycein the Journal'of'Philology. As regards

the careful review in the Homer there is nothing special to re-

mark, save that the author has regarded Nutzhorn's book as of

greater authority than it commands among other Homeric

critics. This is specially the case in the criticism of the legends
about the Peisistratic Commission, which he is disposed to re-

ject, as having no basis in fact. But on all critical questions
Mr. Monro expresses himself with an amount of caution which

precludes decided views. In his controversy with Mr. Sayce
he adopts the more conservative view of the antiquity of the

poems, even in language, whereas Mr. Sayce is tending more

and more to become a disciple of Mr. Paley, and to assert the

Periclean age as that in which our Homer assumed its present
form. Mr. Paley also added another tract to his many declara-

tions on the subject, in which he has unwittingly classed me

among the old conservatives, whereas the view deliberately pre-

ferred in this book is that which attributes a moderate antiquity

to the completed poems. But I still think the eighth century
B.C. nearer the mark than the fifth, though the traces of an

Attic recension are very deep and often startling.

The decisions of recent German criticism have been dis-

tinctly in Mr. Sayce's direction, though I am glad to see that

Aug. Fick, in his remarkable transcription of the Iliad into its

supposed older or ^Eolic form, while holding the present text

to be a Mischmasch) does not place the recasting of it later than

700 B.C., so far agreeing with me. I must, however, add that

recently, on the strength of his new theory concerning the

lyric poets, which the reader will find explained in its place, he

brings down the change to 540-04 B.C.

As regards the bibliography of both ^Eschylus and Sopho-

cles, general editions are so much more common, if we except

the Agamemnon^ than special commentaries on single plays,

that the list is placed at the conclusion of the chapters. The

larger compass of Euripides has made editions of single plays,

in his case, the general rule, and accordingly the best editions

VOL. i. i a
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are specified under each play. This will account for an appa-
rent inconsistency, which may thus be fairly vindicated.

Many corrections have been introduced into the account of

the Comic Fragments from the work of Theodor Kock, as

well as from some valuable private communications, for which I

here return him my sincere thanks. This edition has received

similar help from that of Prof. Lewis Campbell as regards the

MSS. of Sophocles, and in many places my own studies have

taught me to modify or emend what was amiss. August Pick's

important labours on early Greek poetry are also introduced

to the English reader, as well the recent German and French

histories of Greek Literature. On the other hand several allu-

sions to controversies since laid asleep have been struck out.

For the convenience of students, both volumes have been

divided into parts, which can be obtained separately, and which

will thus save many readers the expense of buying the whole

book, especially when they only seek information upon a par-

ticular branch of the subject.

TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN :

July, 1891.
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HISTORY
OF

GREEK LITERATURE.
PART I.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

i. It has been the usual practice with historians of Greek

Literature to begin with a survey of the character and genius of the

race, the peculiar features of the language, and the action which

physical circumstances have produced upon the development
of all these things. In the case of many German books these

discussions are so long and so vague that the student is wearied

before he arrives at a single fact in literature. It is furthermore

necessary for the proper understanding of generalities that the

reader should be intimate with the details which are postponed
to a later part of the book. This appears to me so unpractical

a method that I have abandoned it, and will not attempt any
broad survey of the subject in a work devoted to the discussion

of details, except in immediate connection with these details.

In the present day, when so much is taught, and talked, and read

about Greek history and art and poetry, the readers of such a

book as this cannot but have enough acquaintance with the sub-

ject to permit them to dispense with any general introduction.

2. When we come to inquire what were the earliest pro-

ducts of Greek Literature, we turn of course to Greek poetry,

VOL. i. i B
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for it is a well-known law of human progress, that long
before the discovery or use of writing, and long before men
care to read or hear simple prose statements, they delight in

rythmical song, which strikes their imagination with greater

force, and is more easily retained in their memory. This may
be seen among us in the education of children, who pass in a

few years through successive stages not unlike those of human-

ity at large in its progress from mental infancy to mature

thought. We know that little children can be taught to repeat

and remember rimes long before they will listen to the simplest

story in prose. We must therefore expect to find the earliest

efforts among the Greeks in their poetry. This is of course

the case, and the poems of Homer and Hesiod are mani-

festly older, even as they stand, than any other books the

Greeks have left us. For though we should concede to certain

modern sceptics that the arrangement, or bringing into large

unities, of these poems was not completed till pretty late in

their history even this extreme theory must admit and re-

quire that the materials of the poems, the short lays from

which they were put together, are older than any other species

of Greek literature. It must also be admitted that the num-

ber and extent of these shorter poems, which may have been

worked into what we call Homer, was very considerable, and

that only a very small portion of this literature has been trans-

mitted to us.

When, therefore, we go back as far as we can, in our search

for the earliest specimens of Greek poetry, we find ourselves in

the presence of a very large body of what is called Epic poetry,

all of which in early days passed under the name of Homer.

The noblest and best of this poetry is in the opinion of all

critics, ancient and modern, the Iliad a poem of great length,

of a definite plan and purpose, and composed with a perfect

mastery both of style and language. The characters are pretty

consistently drawn, and our general impression of the whole

work suggests (a) that its author was one master hand, using

both the legends of his people, and his own studies in human

nature, to produce a dramatic picture not since surpassed

or perhaps equalled. If this be so, we may safely assert, that
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such a piece of work cannot be the first hesitating attempt of

any people, however gifted, at literary composition.

But throughout the various shorter episodes of which the

Iliad may be composed, there is such a harmony in the

drawing of the various heroes who appear on the scene, that

(b} even if one great master did not sketch them all, there

must have been recognised types, which had long since as-

sumed a definite and fixed shape for a school or series of

poets, each of whom was able to express this type with ade-

quate consistency. Either theory implies long and gradual

preparation, many lesser attempts that have failed, and many
faulty pictures which have disappeared, because they departed
from the once fixed and recognised features of known cha-

racters.

3. The ambitious and elaborate structure of these epics

will clearly appear when we come to discuss them more fully

in detail. It is here sufficient to insist that such compositions
can in no wise represent the first attempts of the nation to

frame a literature. In all the other fine arts, which the Greeks

cultivated with equal success, they began with rude and even

childish efforts, which possessed no beauty, and were evidently

the work of artists who had as yet obtained but little control

over the material upon which they wrought. We have still

remaining archaic specimens of architecture, and of sculpture

which strike us as almost ludicrous ;
nor do the various accounts

of early painting and music handed down to us leave a shadow

of doubt that these arts went through a similarly gradual deve-

lopment. The use of harmony in music was a late discovery,

after many generations had been content with an accompani-
ment played note for note with the voice. The laws of per-

spective were not made out and introduced into painting until

the exigencies of theatrical scene-painting had reacted upon the

higher branches of the art. Thus everywhere in the history

of Greek culture we find the same rude beginnings and gradual

growth in grace and power. It is only a false and random

metaphor when older critics speak of epic poetry springing like

Athene full grown and in panoply from the brain of a single

Homer.
B2
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4. But if the Iliad is far too great and too perfect for a
first attempt in literature, its vast superiority over what went
before is, on the other hand, the main cause of our being so badly
informed about earlier and ruder efforts. When any people are

feeling their way in art, it is but natural that the first work of

real genius should eclipse and supersede all its rivals, so as to

become the model for succeeding ages. The great popu-
larity and thorough nationality of Homer not only made him

supplant earlier epics, but even made epic poetry supplant the

earlier and simpler forms of poetry which had existed among
the people ; and so for some generations in Greek literature we
hear of nothing but epic poets, hexameter verse, and legendary
subjects.

5. Yet there can be little doubt that the earliest forms of

song among the Greeks, as among all other people, were not

epic but lyric. The very Linus song mentioned by Homer,
and the choral dances accompanied by singing, as well as the

vintage songs, and other such national poetry all these were

distinctly of a lyric character. There is no reason to believe

that these, though eclipsed by the splendour of epic poetry, ever

ceased to exist, and we must rather conceive that the feelings

of the common people satisfied themselves in these songs,

while the nobles sat in state at their feasts, and even paid
a bard to compose and recite the praise of gods and men.

But it was not till this more artificial and elaborate school had

worked itself out along with the society which produced and

fostered it, it was not till the old aristocracies and kingdoms had

broken down, and the epic poets became shallow and pedantic,

that the lyric instincts began to assert themselves in literature.

Then it was that great men went back to the people, who
alone can originate a really fresh and lasting current in poetry,

and borrowed from them the various forms of iambic, elegiac,

and lyric proper which form the so-called lyric age of poetry in

Greece.

It is a great and general mistake to set down this lyric

poetry as the invention or product of a later age ;
it is merely

the revival, and the drawing from obscurity, of the oldest

form of Greek national song, modified and varied no doubt by
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literary genius, but with its root deep-set in the hearts of the

people.

When in process of time this lyric poetry became in its turn

frigid and over-wrought, when it passed into the pay of despots
or Olympic victors, and the people felt the want of some more
national literature, the great poets of Athens again went back

to the people. They adopted from the rude merry-makings of

Dionysus and the boisterous vintage-feasts the popular elements

of dramatic poetry, which when ennobled by the heritage of

epic and lyric forms took its place as the last and perhaps the

greatest branch in the rich growth of Greek national life. For

from this day onward, and with a reading public, national efiface-

ment and decay, political ruin, social decadence made particu-

larism and not nationalism the feature of Greek poetry. Yet

even when the centre of gravity of Greek culture had passed
from Hellas to the East, Theocritus and his school found in

Sicilian pastoral life a pure vein of gold, which has made his

bucolics, written among the bookworms and the sandhills of

Egypt, an independent and fresh development in Greek Litera-

ture. These songs had existed in the uplands of Sicily, as we

know, for centuries. They had attracted the genius of the

great Stesichorus, who had treated some of their pastoral stories

with his elaborate art. But the day of bucolic poetry had not

come, or rather the great lyric outburst was just then carrying

with it all the higher spirits of the nation ;
and so the attempt

of Stesichorus, though known and approved, did not find any
followers.

6. This brief sketch of the periods of Greek poetry is

drawn here only so far as to make it appear that all the so-

called new kinds of verse, all the revolutions in taste which are

so definite and plainly dated in Greek literary history, were

simply reversions to the only true and pure source of inspiration

in old days the untutored songs of the people.
1 It is in the

1 This reasonable theory, based on the nature of things, and supported

by good scholars, such as Theodor Bergk, is rejected by Bernhardy (Hist.

Lit. vol. ii. pp. 576, 589, 602) merely because he thinks our positive

evidence for it insufficient. Niese agrees with him (Horn, foesie, ex-

curs, i.). Sittl sides with me (Lit. gesch. i. cap. i).
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nature of any cultivated school of poetry to grow gradually

more laboured and artificial, until at last it ceases to appeal to

the public taste, and becomes a mere exercise and amusement
for the student and for learned audiences. This was plainly

the case with the later epic poets who were called Cyclical, and

whose laboured accounts of the wars of gods, giants, and by-

gone men, roused the ire and fed the satire of Xenophanes
and his contemporaries. It is perhaps not so easily proved,
and will not be so readily admitted, that the lyric poetry of

Pindar and Simonides, which was eclipsed by the rise of

tragic poetry, showed plain traces of the same defects. The

epitaphs of Simonides are indeed very sti iking, clear, and

devoted to great national subjects ; but these can hardly be

called a separate school of poetry, and were written with equal

beauty and effect by many poets not exclusively lyric. What

really damaged the national position of Simonides, with all his

merits, was the feeling that he was a poet for pay a poet of

courts and despots, at a time when courts and despots were

rapidly passing out of all favour and becoming the objects of

a great national hate. The poetry of Pindar laboured under

the same disadvantages. He celebrated, indeed, victories at

the national games, but celebrated them for pay, and was

ready to write for pay in honour ofanybody of Sicilian tyrants

or Corinthian courtesans. There was, moreover, strongly

marked in Pindar's poetry another quality, which we do not

meet in the extant fragments of Simonides, and which heralds

the decadence of lyric poetry I mean that obscurity and

elaborate richness which made him quite unintelligible to

the masses. Literary men studied him, and admired him for

these bold and daring flights ; but the mass of the Greek public

had forgotten him and laid him aside in the very next genera-

tion, as we hear from Cratinus. Of course lyric poetry could

not die in a moment
;
but even as epic poetry had been

transformed rather than destroyed in the odes of Stesichorus

and Pindar, and in the dialogues of tragedy, so lyric poetry

passed into the humbler sphere of being the handmaid of the

drama, and filling up the gaps in the action of the piece.

Whatever purely lyrical dramas and dithyrambs existed were
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never successful, and have left only faint traces m the history
of literature.

7. The later fortunes and decay of tragedy, which occurred

in a very advanced civilisation and a reading public, demand
a more complicated history. When the majority of people begin
to read, poetry loses its hold upon the public, and the prose

writer, who composes with greater simplicity and less labour,

at last obtains an advantage over his rival the poet, who is put
into competition with all the older poets now circulating

among a more learned public. It is here sufficient to repeat,

as an additional illustration of the principle, that although in

the Alexandrine epoch there were learned and even brilliant

imitations of all species of old Greek poetry the epics of

Apollonius, the elegiacs of Callimachus, the lyrics of a false

Anacreon, the tragedies of the Pleiad one kind only of the

varied products of that wonderfully prolific and greatly under-

rated age has held its place with all the critics and admirers of

pure Greek poetry. This is the bucolic poetry of Theocritus,

imitated, not from earlier literature, but from the people's songs,

from the shepherds' pipe and ditty, from the fresh feelings of

untutored hearts. It is indeed beyond the scope of the present

work to develop such a theory further, but it is worthy of

suggestion, that the history of the fine arts generally, nay even

the political history of the world, shows perpetual examples of

the same principle. The tendency of all human invention is

to become conventional, then cramped, and then effete. It is

to be revived only by breaking with venerable traditions, and

going back to nature, to natural men and natural things, for

new inspiration.
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CHAPTER II.

THE TRACES OF POETRY BEFORE HOMER.

8. WHEN we endeavour to discover the preliminary stages

through which Greek poetry reached the perfect condition

which produced the great epics, we find ourselves reduced to

doubtful inferences and conjectures. The Homeric poems
themselves tell us almost nothing on the subject. Apart
from the two bards in the Odyssey Demodocus at the

Phseacian court, and Phemius among the suitors who are dis-

tinctly epic singers of the same style and class as the author or

authors of our remaining epics, we have only an allusion to

one person, Thamyris, and to various choral songs of a lyric

kind, sung at marriages and vintage scenes, or on other occasions

of great grief or joy. We have also several earlier legends men-

tioned in such a way as to suggest that they had already been

treated by bards such as Phemius and Demodocus.

9. The facts which may with certainty be interred from

these allusions are : (i) that poets were common before the com-

position even of the Iliad, or oldest of the poems ; (2) that

the earlier poems were both lyric and epic in character; and (3)

that there existed a feeling of rivalry, if not regular contests, in

poetry. These latter are indeed openly asserted to have taken

place in the old account of the contest between Homer and

Hesiod, but are implied also in the reference to Thamyris

(B 594),' 'who boasted that he would conquer even were the

Muses, the daughters of Zeus, to contend against him
; but

they in anger made him blind (irrjpov), and took away his

1 The books of the Iliad are indicated in capitals, those of the Odyssey
in small letters.
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godlike song, and caused him to forget his cunning upon the

lute.'

This famous passage occurs, it is true, in the Catalogue,

which is perhaps the most suspicious part of the Iliad. But,

on the other hand, it occurs in the account of the forces of

Nestor from Pylus, and there is evidence that many other

poetic legends were in vogue about this kingdom legends

perpetually cited in the reminiscences of the aged Nestor him-

self, whose very age seems to imply that he had been the sub-

ject of earlier ballads. This justifies the opinion that the men-

tion of Thamyris
'

is really old, and points to the age before the

composition of the Iliad. But, unfortunately, there is no hint

as to the nature of his poetry. We cannot tell whether he com-

posed lyric pieces such as the old dirges and marriage-songs, or

whether he was an epic singer like Demodocus, or whether,

again, he was an author of that early religious poetry, which

was by later writers ascribed to the age before Homer.
After the days of Herodotus, we hear constantly of this

religious poetry, which was of a mystical or symbolical cha-

racter, and certainly of a very different type from the worldly
Homer. But as to its antiquity, our authorities are not

very encouraging. The first and most important is Herodotus,
who says in a famous passage (ii. 50-4) in which he dis-

cusses the origin and names of the Hellenic gods :

' Whence
the gods severally sprang, whether or not they had existed from

all eternity, what forms they bore these are questions of which

the Greeks knew nothing till the other day, so to speak. For

Homer and Hesiod were the first to compose Theogonies,
and give the gods their epithets, to allot to them their several

offices and occupations, and describe their forms
; and they

lived about 400 years before my time, and not more, as I

believe. As for the poets who are thought by some to be

earlier than these, they are, in my judgment, decidedly later.'

And he adds presently :

' What I have said of Homer and

Hesiod is my own opinion, and not borrowed from the

priestesses of Dodona.'

I should consider this judgment as to the relative age of the

1 Also called Thamyras, especially in a comedy of Antiphanes,
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old Orphic and other religious poems (to which he clearly

alludes) as of the greatest weight, were it not evident that

Herodotus is here sustaining a' favourite theory of his own, viz.

that almost all the Greek religion, and especially all the mystic

part of it, was borrowed from Egypt Thus he says (ii. 81; :

' Here their (the Egyptian) practice resembles the rites which are

called Bacchic and Orphic, but which are in reality Egyptian and

Pythagorean ;

' and it was a necessary part of this theory that

these rites, and the poems belonging to them, should not be very
ancient. I do not, therefore, think that the sceptical judgment
of Herodotus, which he, with his usual honesty, confesses to be

a peculiar opinion of his own, can be here decisive. 1 The fre-

quent poetical allusions of Euripides to a collection of Orphic

poems of pious and philosophic import can, on the other hand,

afford no secure evidence of their antiquity, for we know that the

school of Onomacritus, in the sixth century B.C., added con-

siderably to the old religious poems, if it did not forge them

wholesale. But the very fact of the forging of the name of

Orpheus, Musaeus, and others proves clearly the antiquity

of these names, and that the poetry ascribed to them was

of a character quite different from that of the Epos. The very

frequent allusions of Plato, on the other hand, who even in

three places quotes the words of Orpheus,
2 show clearly that he

accepted Orpheus and Musseus, whom he usually co-ordinates,

as ancient masters of religious song, and on a par with Homer
and Hesiod. This general acceptance of Orpheus as a real per-

sonage, with no less frequent suspicions as to the genuineness

of the current Orphic books, appears in other Greek writers
;

e.g. Aristotle
3 cites the so-called Orphic poems, just as he cites

the so-called Pythagorean books. Apart from these casual

allusions, our really explicit authorities are the antiquaries of

1 We might just as well accept the almost unanimous verdict of older

tradition, and believe the Greek race to be autochthonous, and their civili-

sation perfectly original ; whereas their eastern origin can be clearly de-

monstrated, quite apart from the discoveries of Herodotus and his school,

from the surer evidence of architecture and the plastic arts, and from the

refills of comparative Linguistic.
2 Crat. 402 B, Phileb. 66 C, Leg*. 669 D.
1 De Anima, i. 5, 410 b

; and elsewhere.
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later days, to whom we owe almost all the definite knowledge
we possess. Pausanias, in particular, not only speaks constantly

of these poets, but refers to some of their hymns, which he

had heard, and it is he and Strabo who afford us the materials

for constructing a general theory about them.

10. It is remarkable that the two races which tradition

consistently asserts to have been the first civilisers of Greece

are known in history as barbarians the Pelasgi and the Thra-

cians. Herodotus (i. 57) found remnants of the Pelasgi still

living at Creston, Scylace and Placia, and he characterises their

language as that of barbarians. The savagery of the Thraciana

was proverbial all through Hellenic history, and yet among the

various obscure and doubtful statements of the legends, these

are the only neighbouring peoples of which we can affirm with

tolerable certainty that they were the forerunners of the Hellenes

in culture. With the Pelasgi we are not much concerned.

They were great builders and great reclaimers of land. They
settled all over Greece, and especially in such rich plains as

those of Thessaly and of Argos. But their literary character

is nowhere attested. Nor have we remaining any certain trace

of their language, save the words Argos and Larissa, which

(as interpreted to mean plain and fortress) point to these very

tastes. They seem to have been a peace-loving, quiet people ;

and if they built everywhere great forts, such as was the

Pelasgic ring wall of the Acropolis at Athens, they were not,

like the Leleges or Minyans, famed for pillage and war.

They must have been a settled and agricultural race, opposed
to the roving pirates, whom they doubtless dreaded.

One fact connected with literature, and one only, may be

traced to them. It was they who received from the Phoenicians

the letters of the alphabet, adapted from the Egyptian hieratic

character by these traders. The varying appellations of Cad-

mean, Phoenician, and Pelasgic letters seem clearly to attest this.

Despite Herodotus' condemnation of their language, they were

doubtless of Aryan descent *

; and one thing is clear, that the

change of Greece from its Pelasgic to its Hellenic state was no

1 Emile Burnouf believes them to have been akin to the present Alba-

nians, whom later invasions have reinstated in many parts of Greece.
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sudden revolution or conquest, but a gradual absorption of the

older and weaker in the new. The most venerable elements in

the Hellenic religion were adopted from them, and there is no

nobler invocation in the Iliad than that of Achilles to the old

Pelasgic Zeus of Dodona that ruled in the heavens. l This ap-

peal agrees well with the interesting notice of Herodotus, that

they worshipped their gods, but without names or divers

functions, in simple and silent adoration. Hence it came that

they were reverenced by the Romans for their religion.

ii. The legends about the Thracians are of quite a different

order. This remarkable people appear from the notices of the

Iliad to have been allied rather to the Phrygians than to the

western Greeks. The Phrygians have been proved from the

extant words of the language to be not only Aryans, but Aryans
of the European branch

;
and thus we can conceive an early

culture among the great Phrygio-Thracian tribes extending to

the borders of Thessaly. However this may be, we hear of a

school of Thracian minstrels, of whom Orpheus is the best

known name, which is associated with the district of Pieria a

region not very clearly denned, and apparently moving gradually

southward, till we find it about the slopes of Mount Olympus.
3

These singers were specially devoted to the worship of the

Muses three goddesses who are always associated with wells

and water- springs, and who were the special patronesses and

inspirers of poetry.
3 There are traces of these Thracian bards

1 Cf. II 233. Zfv &va, Ao.'Soiz'cue. Tle\affyiKf, Tij\69i valav,

* It has been well pointed out by many scholars that the legendary

Thracians of Attica and the historical Thracians have nothing in common,
and that not impossibly the mythical Thracians were pure Ionian Greeks

(cf. Petersen in Ersch und Gruber's Encydop. vol. Ixxxv. p. 271) ; at all

events, they were a distinct people, with a distinct religion and polity.
* The names for them at Helicon were, in Pausanias' day, /J.VTJH.T], ju

and aoiSjJ ; at Delphi, according to Plutarch, uwdrrj, /ueVrj, and

from the principal strings of the lyre. The three Charites of Orchomenus

seem to correspond to them (Paus. ix. 35). In later days the number was

nine, and the names quite different. Bergk absurdly suggests the Lydian

H<av= water, as the origin of Moucra, which is rather = AIOVT-/O, and con-

nected with the root of /ubru.
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down through the mountains of Phocis to Delphi and round

about Parnassus ; and still more certainly are they, and with

them the worship of the Muses, associated with the northern

slopes of Helicon. There is no range through all Greece so

rich in springs and tumbling brooks as the northern slopes of

Helicon, and men might well imagine it a favourite abode of god-

desses, who loved this most speaking voice in nature. It is here

that the author of the Theogony, ascribed to Hesiod possibly

Hesiod himself fixes their abode, when he calls them to come
from Pieria at the opening of his didactic poem. The estab-

lishment of the worship ofthe Muses, which the Thracian school

had introduced from Pieria, is perfectly demonstrated by its

persistence up to the days of Hesiod, and the so-called

didactic and genealogical epics.

Attic legends seem to indicate that the Thracians were not

mere singers, and that they sought to extend their influence

still further. The legend of the war of Eumolpus, the Thracian

warrior, king and bard, against Erechtheus, king of Athens, im-

plies that the Thracians extended their power from the slopes

of Helicon across the glades and gorges of Cithseron to its last

spur the citadel of Eleusis. This approach so threatened

Athens, that the legends represent Erechtheus engaged in a

desperate struggle with Eumolpus, and victorious only by
the aid of human sacrifices the voluntary death of his own

daughters. This legend, now glorified by Mr. Swinburne's

splendid drama, may have real facts underlying it
;
and it is, in

any case, in consonance with the other hints collected by Strabo

and Pausanias. Certain it is that the mysteries of Demeter

and Persephone, celebrated by the Athenians at Eleusis all

through history, were under the special direction of the clan of

the Eurnolpidae, who professed to trace their origin to this

Thracian ancestor. His name, like that of Musaeus, shows

clearly enough his connection with the old worship of the

Muses, and their poetic inspiration.

12. Our oldest direct evidence for Orpheus is the fact that

in Peisistratus' day his namewas sufficiently venerable to produce
and protect extensive forgeries ;

but it is probable that Hera-

cleitus, who could hardly have been deceived by Onomacritus,
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believed not only in Orpheus, but in some of the extant writings

attributed to him. l The mention of his poems by Pausanias is

very interesting.
'

Whoever,' says he,
' has made a critical

study of poetry, knows that the hymns of Orpheus are each

composed in the briefest form, and are altogether very few in

number. The Lycomidae (an Attic clan) know them and sing

them in accompaniment to the ceremonies (of the mysteries).

In elegance they would rank second aftei the hymns of Homer,
at any rate, but they are more highly honoured than these on

account of their religious spirit.' In another place (i. 14, 3),

he distinctly rejects poems attributed to Orpheus, and doubtfully

to Musseus. This Musaeus was supposed to have been a pupil

or successor to Orpheus.
There are other names which Pausanias considers still

older Linus, the personification of the Linus song mentioned

by Homer, and from early times identified more or less with the

Adonis song of the Phoenicians and the Maneros of the Egyp-
tians. After Linus came the Lycian Olen, the oldest composer of

Greek hymns known (Paus. ix. 27, 2), whose style was adopted

by Orpheus, and also by Pamphos, the oldest hymn-poet among
the Athenians. A hymn of this Pamphos to Eros was sung at

the mysteries by the Lycomidae, along with those of Orpheus.
Several of his hymns are referred to by Pausanias. With the

old Delphic contests in music and poetry were connected

Chrysothemis, Philammon, and his son Thamyris, who were

said to be the first three victors recorded at these contests.

Orpheus and Musaeus were distinctly reported to have ab-

stained from contending, as being of too great fame, and also

connected with a different worship.
2 The names of Bakis and

1

Bergk calls attention to Euripides' Alcestis (v. 967) and the scholia.

Cf. for the following statement, Pausanias, ix. 30, 12.

1 The various relations or genealogies of these poets referred to by

Pausanias, Diodorus, and Suidas are irreconcilable, and are, indeed, not

worth reconciling. Some called Thamyris the eighth poet before Homer,
some the sixth. Charops, GEagrus, Orpheus, Musseus, Eumolpus, Philam-

mon, Thamyris, is one suggested order. The object of these legends is

various : first, to account for the transference of the mysteries and their

poetical rites from Thrace to Athens ; secondly, to bring the Delphic oracle
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Lycus were known as the authors of antique oracles, all of them

probably spurious. This only is to be observed about the old

responses of the Delphic oracle, that while the extant rhetra

of Lycurgus seems to be literally an oracular response in the

Delphic dialect, we are told that the hexameter verse was first

invented at Delphi, either by Phemonoe, the first priestess,

or by Olen, when he founded the prophetic shrine.

This inquiry into the poetry of the Greeks before

Homer leads us to some very natural and some very strange

results. In the first place, no educated Greek, except perhaps

Herodotus, seems to have denied the existence of poems, far

less of poets, anterior to Homer. The tradition about these

poets is all the more trustworthy, because they are not

represented in any sense as forerunners of Homer. For, in

the second place, all the poems attributed to these men
were either lyrical or oracular

; they were all short, and they
were all strictly religious.

1 In these features they contrasted

broadly with the epic school of Homer. Even the hexame-

ter metre seems not to have been used in these old hymns, and

was called a new invention of the Delphic priestess. Still

further, the majority of these hymns is connected with mys-
teries apparently ignored by Homer, or with the worship of

Dionysus, which he hardly knew.

13. Indeed the Homeric poems seem to ignore all Pelas-

gian religion (save in a single appeal to Zeus); they seem to

ignore the Thracian bards and their Muse-worship ; they speak
of the rich shrine of Delphi without even naming an oracle. It

is therefore plain that if these early bards were really the

forerunners of Homer in time, they can in nowise be called

his teachers or forerunners in poetry. He seems to start from

quite a fresh commencement, like Archilochus, like ^Eschylus,
like Theocritus, and to start up among a people who knew

poetry, but of a different sort.

What, then, were the real beginnings of Epic poetry, and

who prepared the way for the great Iliad as we have it ? To

really a different religion into relation with them; and, lastly, to satisry

the universal desire of bringing great men of old into near relationship.
1 Thus of Thamyris the lexicographers say : tfprn^f /j.e\-n <cal
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this question we can only answer by a probable theory, which now
indeed has been accepted by many competent critics, which is

however not based directly on positive facts, but on reasonable

inferences. The hexameter verse was commonly attributed to

the Delphic priests, who were said to have invented and used

it in oracles. In other words, it was early used in religious

poetry. If we examine its structure, as opposed to the shorter

and
;
more varied lyric measures-, it is evidently composed and

intended for sustained narrative, and for poems of consider-

able length. There is no doubt that the priests did com-

pose such works for the purpose of teaching the attributes

and adventures of the gods, and bringing into harmony the

various local myths concerning them. These genealogies of

the gods were called Theogonies, and we have still under the

name of Hesiod a poem of this class, which, though later

than Homer, appears to have been composed upon a far earlier

model, and affords an example of these didactic religious

works. It may be that the earlier lyric hymns contained short

descriptions, such as we find them an epic element in the

remains of Pindar and Stesichorus
;
but the superior evenness

and calm of the hexameter must soon have made this species

of verse generally preferred for narrative purposes.

14. With the gods were closely connected the heroes,

who ruled over the tribes in these old feudal days, and it was

impossible to treat of the descendants ofthe gods without record-

ing the legends of older days in the history of the nation. So

the genealogies and acts of demigods and of men came to be

treated in connection with the Theogonies of the priests.

Such old genealogical epics were said to have survived long

among the Peloponnesians. But the secular element gradually

gained ground, especially among the luxurious and worldly

lonians, and a class of bards who were not priests began to treat

the histories of the heroes and their adventures, in fact, the fc-Xt'a

at'bpuv
l of Homer, which delighted the Ionic chiefs and their

1 This phrase the acts of renowned men seems almost a technical one.

Achilles (I 189) ei5 8' apa K\fa avSpwv, in his tent, evidently older heroes;

so again, v. 524, OUTW aJ ruv vp6y6tv fTtev86fJi.eda KAea av$p&i> K. T. \. Again

(0 73)) MONO"' <*/>'
aotSbp a,i>rJKfv deiSeuevai K\e'a avSpwv ;

and so Hesiod,
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courts. Thus epic poetry, from having been purely religious,

became purely secular. After having treated men and heroes

in subordination to the gods, it came to treat the gods in rela-

tion to men. Indeed it may be said of Homer, that in the image
of man created he God. 1 The statement of Herodotus, that

Homer and Hesiod the poet of adventure and the genealogist
made the religion of the Greeks, and assigned to the gods their

epithets and functions, is apparently true, and full of import.
2

We must take care not to understand him as if these poems
had created or even commenced this transformation. It is

plain enough that Homer and Hesiod represent, both theo-

logically and socially, the close of a long epoch, and not the

youth of the Greek world, as some have supposed. The real

signification of many myths is lost to them, and so is the im-

port of most of the names and titles of the elder gods, which

are archaic and strange, while the subordinate personages gene-

rally have purely Greek names. Such epithets as Argeiphontes,

Tritogeneia, and Philommeides (laughter-loving) seem purely tra-

ditional
; indeed, the latter is wrongly interpreted by Hesiod

(Theog. 198) from n^ea. Speculations about these words were

common in the Boeotian school. Some picturesque epithets,

such as vvc.fclo//, which seem to indicate the first surprise of

northern tribes at the rapid sunsets in southern Greece, may be

also traditional, and derived from old hieratic poetry.

But in Homer's time the whole character of popular

Theog. 99, who shows the combination of the gods and heroes in this sort

of poetry,

ait-rap aoiSbs

Movffdwv Bfpdirwv K\?a irporfptav avdpiSnrttv

iifivflffr/ /j.a.Kapds re 6eovs ot "OA.v/iiroj' t-)(ov*w.

Cf. also the Hymn to Del. Apollo, 160. These passages are collected by
Bergk, Literaturgeschichte, i. p. 347.

1 Cf. Aristotle, Pol. i. I (p. 1252 b) for this oft-repeated idea.

2
Bernhardy (Hist. Lit. ii. I, 78) cautions us against allowing Hero-

dotus' words to comprise the real religion of the Greeks, which was kept

up by simple prayer and devotion. It was the combination of plastic art with

epic poetry which made the mythology of Homer and Hesiod prominent.
So also Croiset (Lit. grecque, i. 80) rejects Herodotus' statement on account

of the number of hieratic epithets in Homer, which seem of non-epic origin.

VOL. I. I C
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religion had become altered and humanised
;
the wars, and ad-

ventures, and passions of men had become the centre of interest

among the poets. We must not imagine that the older and

simpler religion wholly disappeared. As the common people

went on singing their Linus and lalemus, and jesting at their

marriage and vintage feasts, so schools of priests and didactic

bards kept up the old genealogical epics about the gods and

their human descendants, especially in the poorer Pelopon-

nesus, and in Boeotia, while the rich and prosperous lonians

revelled in the glories of Homer. But so strongly was the

predominance of the Ionic epos felt, that the Ionic dialect

was universally adopted in didactic poems ;
and genealogical

poems, nay, even the responses of the Delphic oracle, were

composed in this dialect, which was widely different from most

of those spoken in Greece proper.

The great brilliancy of Homer has completely eclipsed all

the earlier stages of the Epos. He alludes to many stories

which appear to have been treated before him in shorter lays ;

he speaks of the hunt of Calydon, of the exploits of Nestor, of

the labours of Heracles, of the good ship Argo, as well known ;

he alludes to the wars of the gods, and cites a Catalogue of

famous women. It may be well not to conclude this preli-

minary sketch without noting these epic subjects referred to in

the Iliad and Odyssey, as well as the chief popular songs
which Homer mentions, and which have left some traces even

in historical times.

15. Taking the Iliad separately, as the older of the poems,
and therefore furnishing the clearest evidence as to what earlier

epic lays must have existed, we find a considerable body of

stories mentioned in such a way as to make it extremely pro-

bable that they were no mere current popular tales, but had

been poetically treated. This is surely the case with the

legends of the wars and conflicts among the gods in A 396 sq.,

E 380 sq., Z 130 sq., O 10 sq. Some of these are conflicts for

supremacy among the gods ;
others are quarrels about or with

men. Both are quite foreign to popular poetry, and show the

influence of a school of priests or theologians who were rapidly

becoming secular. The actual battle of the gods in * is a speci-
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men of this sort of work. There is less obvious, but still dis-

tinct mention of genealogical epics in S 38 sq. and S 201, 246.

But the great mass of legends alluded to are the adventures of

earlier heroes, such as Tydeus, Meleager, Heracles, and Beller-

ophon ;
as well as of celebrated wars, such as those with the

Amazons and Centaurs. There are even earlier legends about

heroes at the Trojan war presupposed, as is the case with

Achilles and Hector among those present, and Philoctetes and

Protesilaus, among those absent or dead. Even should it be

held that some of these were mere current talk, preserved

among the people as oft-told tales, yet such is the number of

them, and such the character of some of them, that no fair

critic could possibly deny the existence of a large number of

shorter lays of an epic character earlier than the Iliad, and

even presupposed by it.

16. Let us pass to the popular poems alluded to in the

same way. Euripides, who was something of an antiquary,

draws a picture of women at the loom, like Calypso and Circe

in the Odyssey, singing epic lays to the sound of the plying

shuttle. 1 In his day no such custom existed; whether he is

correct in drawing this picture, we cannot now tell
;
he is

certainly the best authority we could have in his own time.

As Linus and lalemus were afterwards personified as sons

of the Muses, the subjects of sad ditties sung on various occa-

sions among the people, so Hymenseus was the personified

marriage song, of which we find distinct mention in Homer. 2

All these were evidently choral performances, accompanied by

pipes and harps, as well as by a dancing chorus of youths, and

oUre \6yois

<f>a.Tiv &'iov fiiTvxi

6f68e v TfKva Bvarois,

ays his chorus (Ion, v. 506). And again, v. 196 of the same play,

ts tyaiffi fiv-

Ofverai irapa irfivats

ooTriffTOS 'l6\aos.

* The scholiast on 2 570 gives the following specimen of the Linus

c 2
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the last was sung during the procession of the bride to her new

home. So the Threnus or funeral dirge seems a choral song,

but with solos interspersed, as may be inferred from the de-

scriptions in the last books of the Iliad and Odyssey. Hecuba,

Helen, and Andromache each make a separate lament over the

body of Hector, and this seems an expansion of the simpler

and shorter account 1 In the Odyssey the nine Muses lead

song, which has been variously emended and restored. I quote it accord-

ing to Bergk's version (Fragg. Lyr. p. 1297)

2> AiVe Traffi Qeoiffiv

rertfj.fvf, ffdl ykp fSasKav

rpurcfi fj.t\os cu/Opdnrouriv

(puvais \iyvpcus aelcrar

*ol/8os 5e K6r(f> <? avatpti,

Movffat 8e fff BpTjveovffiv.

Probably the dialect of this song has been considerably modernised, but the

metre seems very primitive, and is probably that from which the hexa-

meter was formed. The lines vary in pairs, and may be called either lo-

gocedic or dactylic, with 01 without an anacrusis, thus : w
|
_ww | _j^ | _^.

Leaving out the first anacrusis, we find that each pair of these lines, with

at times the slightest alteration, can form an hexameter. This origin

would also account for the importance of the strong caesura in hexameters,
which was, in fact, the old point of junction of separate lines. We have

fragments of Hymenseal hymns by Sappho (Fragg. 91 sq., Bergk), of

which the first may possibly be an imitation of the old popular form :

fyot 5^ ri> fif\a6por

ydH&pos fpxerai Iffos "Apeui

"Tyu^voov

&v5pos fieyd\<a tro\v uflfav

'tufyaMV.

Here the metre is apparently the same as in the Linus song. It is not

probable that the beautiful chorus of Euripides' Phaethon, beginning fy*V
VIJL^V, is meant for a hymenaaus, it seems rather an ode to Aphrodite. See
a criticism, however, of this origin of the hexameter in Croiset, Lit.

grccque, i. 68.

1 H 72O : irapa 5' elcrav aoiSoits,

8p4\vtav fdpx<>vs, olrf ffTov&tffffav doiS^i/

oi jUtv &p' fBp-fivfov, M 5e ffrevaxovro yvv
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the Threnus, supported by the Nereids. If we are to trust the

descriptions of the Iliad, the Threnus was not a fixed formula,

but a rehearsal of the virtues of the dead a form of lament

common to almost all ages and nations. Of course the epic

poet must have modified the original metre, which can hardly

have been hexameter.

The rest of the fragments of that Greek popular poetry
which may have been in vogue before Homer, but which is not

actually mentioned in the poems, will be better discussed in

connection with the origin of lyric poetry. The comic or

lighter poems ascribed to Homer, such as the Margites and

Eiresione, which show peculiarities in metre and style of great

interest, will be treated after the Homeric hymns. Enough
has here been quoted to prove the widespread practice of danc-

ing and playing together with lyric singing, partly religious,

like the paean of supplication or of victory,
1

partly secular, such

as war-dances and dances at feasts. We have also shown the

almost certain existence of shorter epics, both heroic and

genealogical. Such were the conditions of literature from

which Homer or the Homeric poems sprang.
2

1 A 473, X 391.
2 Niese (Ent. der horn. Poesie, Berlin, 1882) has an excursus arguing

against the existence of any popular poetry, or of parallel epic stories,

earlier than the Iliad. He thinks all the other epic stories grew out of,

and were attached to, it and the Odyssey. Nevertheless, he admits that

the dialect of the poems from the commencement was a highly artificial

one, and specially constructed for them (p. 13). Is it possible that this

should be the earliest poetry of a poetical nation ? That the Iliad' and

Odyssey either absorbed or superseded earlier attempts is of course what

we should reasonably expect. Cf. the note of Sittl, Lit. Gesch. i. p. 34,

and p. 41.
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CHAPTER III.

THE HOMERIC POEMS. HISTORY OF THEIR TRANSMISSION

FROM THE EARLIEST DAYS. EDITIONS, SCHOLIA, ETC.

17. THE first great problem which meets us when we ap-

proach this subject is that of the origin and composition of the

Homeric poems. Was this wonderful species of Greek litera-

ture created by the transcendent genius of a single man, or

was it the outgrowth of a series of lesser men and lesser

poems ? Is Homer a real and historical person, or is he only

the imaginary author to whose single genius was ascribed the

combined excellence of many men, together with the organis-

ing and combining talent of later hands? Were the Iliad

and Odyssey handed down from prehistoric days substantially

in the form which they now present, and did the arrangers

(Statricevaorai) of Solon's and later days only restore the

original order, or were the elements of these works lying in

their original disorder and confusion when Onomacritus, or

Theagenes, or Antimachus brought them into unity, thus

creating an Iliad and an Odyssey which had never before

existed ?

This is the first great question on which an historian of

Greek literature must make up his mind. It is not to be

expected that he will now be able to discover a new theory,

seeing that all possible hypotheses have already been suggested.
It is not to be expected that he will reconcile the majority of

scholars, who, having long since compromised themselves by
declaring for various solutions, will not desire, or indeed be

able, to shake off their long adopted and cherished convictions.

But what is fairly to be demanded from him is a critical esti-

mate of the controversy up to its latest stage, and a survey of
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how much certainty has been attained, and how much doubt

still remains, in the present state of Homeric controversy.

Nor is it fair to the student that this survey should be con-

cluded without the critic's venturing to express his own convic-

tions on the subject.

Perhaps the best way of approaching these complicated and

difficult problems is, in the first instance, to dispose of the

external history of the poems.
1 8. We need but cast a passing glance at the legends

current among the Greeks about Homer as a person, and as

the author of the great epics. It is quite certain that the ex-

tant lives of Homer, attributed to Herodotus and to Plutarch,

have no authority, and that even the most critical inquirers

of an earlier age could find out nothing trustworthy about

him. 1 The very name of the poet has been variously explained,

and has given rise to long controversies. The older mean-

ings of hostage, companion, or blind have given way before the

theory that the name is somehow compounded with oyuov.

Welcker suggested opov and apw, in the sense of ' connector of

lays.' Upon this G. Curtius observes that the root ap had

originally an intransitive sense, so that with this derivation the

word would mean the ' bond of union,' or centre-point of the

legends.
2

1 See the critical discussion of these lives, eight in number, in Senge-
busch's Horn. Diss. prior, pp. i sq. Four are anonymous, another attri-

buted to Porphyry, and one of the fullest is in Suidas' Lexicon. None of

them seems to be older than the age of Augustus, and some of them are cer-

tainly as late as the 2nd century A.D. That attributed to Plutarch (who
had really written upon Homer) is not more genuine than that ascribed to

Herodotus. The extant aywv, or contest of Homer and Hesiod, though it

may preserve old legends, mentions Hadrian, and is therefore not prior to

his reign. Modern critics refer its origin to Alkidamas.
2
But, as Sengebusch and others observe, this derivation would imply

among yEolians and Dorians a form "0/j.dpos, which never occurs. All the

Doric citations agree in the form "O/iTjpos. This seems to show that the ori-

ginal form was not "Ofjuipos, but "O/xepos or"O/udpos, and this not formed from

6/u.ov and etpta (which would give as dialectical forms "Opipos and "O/ueppoj),

but from 6/j.ov, with a mere suffix, in the sense of 'the harmonious.' This

is the derivation preferred by Diintzer and Sengebusch. Upon this theory
it may be identified with the 'O^tvpr/y, and the more celebrated Qduvpis,
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19. The still wider controversies as to the age and the

birthplace of the poet were idle and resultless, till new light

came to be thrown upon the causes of the variations among
the ancients, first by the researches of Carl Miiller, and more

recently by Sengebusch. We will consider the dates first.

These may be fairly divided into those of conjecture, and

those of tradition. Thus, among the former, Crates placed

Homer 60 years after the Trojan war
;
Philochorus 180 years ;

Eratosthenes 240 years ;
others in Archilochus' or Lycurgus'

times. Miiller was the first to show that in these chronological

speculations the learned Greeks used astronomical cycles, par-

ticularly that of sixty solar years, which corresponded to sixty-

three lunar. Hence the apparently precise number of years/<?.r/

Troica merely mean the number of cycles, or multiples of sixty,

which were supposed to have elapsed, of which the seventh co-

incided with Lycurgus, and the eighth with Archilochus.

These speculations were, however, suggested by the tra-

ditional dates asserted in sundry towns, which laid claim to

have been the poet's birthplace or residence, and the dates vary

from the Athenian tradition, which places him at the supposed
time of the Ionic migration (circ. 1043 B.C.), to the Cretan,

which places him in the days of Thaletas (67040). The par-

ticular dates variously assigned during this period by the cities

are shown with great probability to be determined by genealo-

gical if not by astronomical reasons. In the genealogies pre-

served by the Ionic clans or gentes in the Asiatic towns, the

generation was specified in which Homer was born. Three

generations were allowed for a century. Hence the Colopho-
nians placed his birth at Colophon, 132 years before the first

Olympiad ; the first year of which, being included, makes up
four generations. The 400 years which Herodotus (cf. above,

p. 9) mentions as the interval between himself and Homer
means twelve generations, perhaps in the genealogies of the

Samians, to which he attached great importance. We thus

obtain a logical reason for the apparent precision in the num-
bers of the years assigned as the dates of Homer's birth.

who are mentioned as related to the poet. The whole matter is carefully

argued by Sengebusch (Diss. Horn, prior, pp. 89-100).
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20. How shall we account for the extraordinary diverg-

ence of place and of date? From a careful comparison of

these legends Sengebusch was led to the important result

that they severally note the establishing of a. Homeric school

of rhapsodes in the various cities, and from this evidence

he endeavours to construct a history of the spread of epic

schools of poetry through Greece. Thus, starting from

the tradition of the Athenians, which Aristarchus adopted

(possibly from Theagenes), that Homer was an Athenian, he

holds him, or his poetry, to have migrated with the Ionic

settlers, first to the island of los (according to the tradition of

that people), then to Smyrna, at the time when the Kymaeans
sent a colony there. These earliest notices may possibly
refer to a personal Homer. The traditions of the Chians,

Coiophonians, Samians, Milesians, as well as of the Cyprians,

Cretans, and Lacedaemonians, he interprets as simply the

recollection of the first settlement of epic schools that of

Crete by Thaletas. When poems with local allusions (such as

the Chian Hymn to Apollo) came to be composed by suc-

ceeding poets, these allusions were ascribed to the original

Homer, and his birthplace asserted in accordance with them.

It is a remarkable corroboration of this theory, that the suc-

cessive dates assigned by the various towns correspond to

the natural spread of the Ionic race in the Eastern Levant

Cyprus and Crete being th'e latest points (with the latest

traditional dates) ;
los and Smyrna the earliest, and directly

attached to the Athenian date, which asserts Homer to have

gone out with the Ionic migration.

21. There are many traces that the poems early attained

a great and widespread reputation. Midas, king of Phrygia, and

Gyges, king of Lydia, who lived shortly after the year 700 B.C.,

are said to have patronised Greek rhapsodists at their courts, as

we hear from Nicolaus of Damascus. But whatever doubts

may be entertained about these kings, it is probable that the

prominent place given to Lycian, Rhodian, and Cretan heroes

points to recitation in these countries, a long way from the

original home of the poems. The enumeration in the Cata-

logue of Rnodes, Cos, and other adjoining islands, on the
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Greek side, though their situation would naturally place them

with the Mysian cities, among the allies of the Trojans, is a

clear evidence how strong an interest was taken in the poems

by the chiefs of these islands. This far-reaching influence is

also proved by the adoption of both metre and dialect of the

Ionic epos by the Delphic oracle, and by the Boeotian school of

Hesiod. It is further proved by the consistent avoidance of

Homer's subjects in the cyclic poems, or by other epic composers,
who flourished during an epoch reaching back from Solon's

day for a long period. Lastly, the legend that Lycurgus brought
the poems to Sparta, though perhaps a mere copy of the more

authentic stories of Solon's care to preserve them, points to the

belief that they were early known and prized in the Pelo-

ponnesus. This is corroborated by Herodotus' story (v. 67),

that Cleisthenes forbad poetic contests in reciting Homer at

Sicyon, on account of the prominence the poet had given to

Argos. The chest of Cypselus, an old work of art described

by Pausanias, had among its pictures scenes from both Iliad

and Odyssey.
22. The first difficulty which arises, if we admit this

early date for the composition of the Iliad, is to account for its

preservation and transmission down to the time of Solon. It

was believed in old times that both poems were really written

by Homer, and then transcribed and preserved by schools of

rhapsodists. This opinion was exploded as soon as any close

criticism was brought to bear upon it, and has never been

maintained since Wolfs refutation, till resuscitated by Bergk,
who endeavours to prove that writing, even general writing,

was much older in Greece than has been supposed, and,

though he still maintains that the composition
1 of a great

1
I am convinced that it is rather the composition than the transmission

of the great epics which postulates the use of letters. It is the planning
and executing the structure which seems unattainable without writing.
This is now strongly maintained by Fick as regards the Odyssey. Croiset,

however, adds (i. 172) an important point. Whatever use the composers,
made of writing, it was for an audience, not a reading public, and how
vindicate the composition of such immense poems for such a public ? The

gathering in, therefore, of short recitations into long epics presupposes
the systematic recitations of an age far later than the Homeric. Tradition

made it that of Peisistratus.
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epic such as the Iliad is impossible without writing, holds

that it probably marks the very time when this instru-

ment of literature first came into use, and was applied to

perpetuate the passing thoughts of men. But when he fixes

this epoch as the tenth century B.C., we may well hesitate and

wonder, in spite of the ingenuity of his arguments. He has

indeed established, or rather recent discoveries have established,

one thing, that the first common use of writing had been

generally fixed at too late a date. An inscription scrawled by
Greek mercenaries under Psamatichus, in Upper Egypt, has

proved that some of this class 1 could write easily about the

year 600 B.C. probably fifty years sooner. 2

This discovery makes it almost certain that the Homeric

poems were, or could have been, written down about 700 B.C.,

and thus they may have been preserved orally only for a very
short time. The analogy of early French and German epics is

quoted to prove that even when writing exists and is known,

very long poems are preserved and recited orally without seek-

ing aid from this invention. But there existed in the early

Middle Ages a severance between the bard and the literary

classes quite foreign to Greek life, and I am convinced that

the rhapsodists did not delay to seize the advantage offered to

them.

23. As to the oral preservation and transmission before

the art of writing, many scholars have cited cases of extra-

ordinary memory in bards and strolling minstrels, and there

is no impossibility in the Iliad or Odyssey having been so

preserved, especially by such schools or guilds of rhapsodists as

1
It is usual to say

' even such hirelings
' could then write ; and this

argument is employed both by Bergk and Professor Geddes to argue a wide

and therefore not recent diffusion of writing. Both of them forget that it

was often the highest classes exiled nobles like Alcseus and Antimenidas

who served as mercenaries, and on account of their literary talents, which

raised up enemies against them at home. But the treasures of Tiryns and

Mycenae contain no writing, though an advanced art.

- This depends upon whether we take the Psammetichus then reigning
to be the first or the second of the name. Cf. Kirchhoff, Studien zur Gesch.

des griech. Alphabets. Wiedemann (Gesch. Egypt.} argues for the second.

The first is the more probable.
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certainly existed in Greece. In fact, in addition to Creophylus

of Samos and Cynasthus of Chios,
1 both of whom are men-

tioned as friends of Homer, or early preservers of his poetry,

the main source of early traditions about Homer seems to

be the clan of Homeridae, at Chios, who claimed him as

their founder, and who recited his epics through Greece. In

the Hymn to the Delian Apollo one of these bards speaks of

himself, and we know of contests being held among them,

such as are described in the alleged contest between Homer
and Hesiod. So little difficulty, indeed, does there appear to

have been in preserving the poems, that a quantity of epic

songs came down to historical times, and was even generally

referred to Homer, until a more critical taste separated the

wheat from the chaff, and acknowledged the two great poems

only. And not only were there many additional poems, and

many additions made within the poems by the rhapsodists, but

owing to the fact that they were usually recited in cantos, these

fragments were handed down in loose and uncertain order.

24. We must conceive Homer as reaching the first

literary epoch in Greece in some such condition. With the

studies of Solon, a new stage begins in the history of the poems.
There seems little doubt of the fact, hinted at by Pausanias and

Plutarch, but explicitly stated only in late scholia that not only
did Peisistratus and his son Hipparchus ^

takes every pains to

circulate the old epics, by establishing or encouraging musical

and poetical contests, at which recitations took place, but

that there was even a sort of literary commission appointed to

re-arrange and edit the poems,
2

consisting of Orpheus of

1 On Cynsethus cf. the curious discussion of Fick, Odyss. pp. 278 sq.,

who shows that Cynaethus introduced the Homeric poems at Syracuse (he
thinks about 660 B.C.), and probably composed the late parts of the

Odyssey.
2 Nutzhorn and Niese have adopted from Lehrs' work (2nd ed. pp.

445 sq.) his doubts about the whole story. I acknowledge the frequent
absurdities of our accounts, which relegate Zenodotus and Aristarchus

to the days of Peisistratus, but still I believe in there being an authentic

tradition, in spite of the able summary of arguments against it by Niese

(op. cit. 4 sq.), adopted also by Sittl, L.G. i. pp. 66 sq. Aristotle's just-
recovered A0. rio\. says nothing about Peisistratus' literary tastes.
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Croton, Zopyrus of Heraclea, Onomacritus of Athens, and of a

fourth, whose name is not to be made out, owing to a corrup-
tion of the text of the scholion. 1

It is asserted that the version

or edition of the poems which they sanctioned rapidly super-

seded all others
;
that it was the archetype from which the

well-known city editions were long afterwards copied, and we
know that these were the oldest and most trustworthy materials

which the Alexandrine critics used. At the same time, we
have distinct tradition that Onomacritus, apparently for politi-

cal purposes, interpolated lines of his own, and this raises a

suspicion that the commission may have handled the great

epics with somewhat reckless hands.

25. There are modern critics who think that to Onoma-
critus we owe the whole unity and structure of the great epics,

which had never been before united, and that he not only

brought together the separate lays, but welded them together

artistically, so as to produce the poems as we now have them.

This opinion, which must be discussed at greater length here-

after, is, in the first place, in distinct conflict with our tradition,

which states that he restored unity to the poems which had

been so composed, but separated and corrupted by recitation. 2

There are also clear evidences of a conservative spirit in the

old arrangers of the Iliad and Odyssey ;
for they left in the

poems a number of repetitions and inconsistencies, which

1 It is KayeirlKoyKv\w, in which Cramer suspects the epic cycle was men-

tioned, but in what connection ?

2 It is reported (Diog. Laert. i. 57, and Plato's Hipparch. 228 B) that

Solon ordered the poems to be recited by the rhapsodes | viro/3o\rjs and

e| urroA.7)^eajy. These expressions are anything but clear to us, and have
afforded the Germans scope for endless discussions. It results, I think,

from the researches of Nitzsch that inro&o\ri means probably a text, or

authoritative list of lays, to which the rhapsodists were ordered to adhere.

'E| viro\i]TJ/ews is by no means so clear, but is fairly explained by Bernhardy
as implying fixed divisions or lays in the poems, which were to be sung
entire, and each of which was matched against other similar divisions in

the contests. Perhaps it does not differ materially from the other phrase,
with which it is not, I think, used in common (cf. Sengebusch, ii. p. III).

In the Teian Inscr. (C. I. G. 3088) inropo^ is a subject of competition
for boys, and means recitation. In Xenophon it means prompting.
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they could have easily removed, had they intended to produce
a new and harmonious whole. What is more important, there

is no attempt traceable to interfere with the Homeric gods, and

to substitute for them a more moral and philosophic religion ;

still less any allusion to the Orphic ideas and mysteries, which

had in Onomacritus' day become very prevalent in Greece.

There is also no attempt to magnify the glories of Athens. It

may be held certain that changes in this direction could not

but have been attempted, had the commission of Peisistratus

not confined themselves to arranging and sifting extant

materials. This, then, was the earliest literary criticism on

the Iliad and Odyssey, and all the rhapsodising of the poems
of which we are told was at Athens, and in connection with

this edition, though it was merely the continuance of an old

and widespread fashion.

There seems little doubt that the early critics did not

confine themselves to the Iliad and Odyssey, but embraced
all the kindred epics which were at that time, or perhaps after

that time, indiscriminately ascribed to Homer. 1 It is pro-
bable that the commission did not attempt any critical sever-

ance of the wheat from the chaff, and that in the course

of succeeding studies these inferior poems were condemned
one after another to lose their high claims to the name of

Homer.

26. Thus the gradual sifting of the large body of old epic

poetry appears to have begun by the gathering and ordering
of all the materials by Onomacritus. In the next genera-
tion Theagenes of Rhegium was the first professedly critical

writer about the Iliad whom the Greeks knew. Then
comes Stesimbrotus of Thasos, towards the latter half of the

1 The list given by Suidas shows to what extent this was done :

a.va<t>fpfTiu 5e els avrbv ical &AAo TWO. iroi^ora' 'Ajiafoyia, 'I\ias fJ.iKpa,

Nd<rrot, 'EiriKtx^iSes, 'HBietraieros ifroi "la/uifioi, Mvo0a.Tpa.xopa.xta, "Apav-

yofiaxia, IVflaj/ojiax"1. Kepa/ieij, 'Afujtiapdov te'\a<m, Uauyvta, 2iKfA.i'as

S\w<j-is, 'Eindo\ofj.ia, K.VK\OS, "ffj.voi, Kvtrpia. Of these some are completely
unknown, and none have maintained their claim even in old Greek days.
It does not include the Margiies, which was acknowledged genuine by
Aristotle.
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fifth century B.C.
;
and he again is followed by his pupil

Antimachus of Colophon, during the Peloponnesian war him-

self an unsuccessful epic poet, but the critical editor of a

text of Homer. Thus every generation since Solon had its

Homeric studies. Indeed, at the time of the middle comedy
these critics were so prominent as to be ridiculed upon the

stage. We know that Aristotle discussed the poems, and

is even said to have prepared a special edition for Alexander.

The copy thus prepared was carried in a precious Persian

casket, and hence known as >/ SK TOV vapSrjKoc. The quotations

from Homer to be found through Aristotle are numerous, and

differ remarkably from our texts, while those made by Plato

are according to our texts. Ammonius wrote a book about

Plato's citations, and yet all the critics are silent about Aris-

totle's text, which had been lost when the school of Alexandria

began its labours. But there remain fragments of his six

books of problems about Homer, and his school busied them-

selves with these questions also. We can infer that Aristotle

used a worse text, and was a worse Homeric critic, than Plato.

The series of Attic editors and critics concludes with

Demetrius Phalereus, who wrote on both the epics.

27. In addition to the professed criticisms on the text,

which were not many, there were endless allusions to, and

discussions about, Homer all through the course of Greek

history, i. (a) Among the early poets Hesiod, though in-

tentionally silent about the Ionic epic,
1 was noted in the scholia

as implying in many places a knowledge of the Iliad. 2 Similar

allusions are found to Archilochus, Alcman, Stesichorus, in fact,

in all the older poets. Simonides of Ceos seems the earliestwho

mentioned Homer himself as distinguished from his poems.
3

He also seems to refer the Theban cycle of poems to Homer.

Bacchylides is quoted as referring Homer's birthplace to los.

Pindar calls him both a Chian and a Smyrnaean, and comments

on the morality of his praise of Odysseus. He furthermore

1
I agree with Sengebusch (ii. 1 1) that the three passages in which he

b sunposed to mention Homer are spurious.
* Twenty places are cited by Sengebusch, D. II. ii. 8.

8 He calls him a Chian poet, quoting Z 146.
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seems to have referred the Cypria to Homer. (/3) As regards

the tragic poets, not only did ^schylus profess his tragedies

to be morsels (re/zax?) from the mighty banquets of Homer,
but Sophocles

'

copied the Odyssey in many dramas,' and

his vulgar admirers were wont to call him the tragic Homer.

(y) Passing on to satyric and comic poetry, we still have the

Cyclops of Euripides, many Homeric titles of other satyric

dramas from ^Eschylus, and the rest, and indeed the Margites

is named in the Poetics as the direct forerunner of comedy.
This is especially true of the middle comedy, in which types of

character were ridiculed. The learned epics of the fourth

century B.C. will be considered hereafter.

2. (a) The early logographers, who wrote much on genea-

logies, were often cited by after critics both for differing on such

points from Homer, and also for their pedigrees of Homer and

the other ancient poets. (/3) The allusions to Homer in Hero-

dotus and Thucydides are frequent and highly interesting. On
the whole, Herodotus seems the more critical, as he rejects the

Cypria, while Thucydides accepts the Hymn to the Delian

Apollo, though well disposed to reject the legends of 'the

old poets.' It is also to be remarked that their references show

considerable variations from the present text. It is discussed

by Greek grammarians and by Germans whether Herodotus or

Thucydides resembled Homer more closely in style and tone

of thought a ridiculous debate, seeing that Herodotus was

both by temper and by education steeped in epic poetry and

ways of thinking, to which Thucydides was in most respects

antagonistic. Both these authors, however, as they treated

a definite portion of later history, only mention Homer inci-

dentally, (y) Later historians, such as Ephorus, who gave a

general history of Greece from the earliest times, and geo-

graphers like Strabo, naturally paid him more attention.

3. All the philosophers were obliged to consider Homer
as the source of the popular notions, not only in theology
and in morals, but also in physics. They may be divided

either into opponents of Homer, as an immoral and false teacher,

which was the opinion of Heracleitus, Xenophanes, Pythagoras
and Plato; or allegorising interpreters, such as Anaxagoras,
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Metrodorus of Lampsacus, and Democritus, the last being the

author of the earliest Homeric glossary. The Homeric style

and language of Plato, and his constant citation of the author

whom he banishes from his Republic, has excited much attention

from critics. It would almost seem that Aristarchus had Plato's

very copy of Homer before him, so accurately do Plato's cita-

tions agree with the final Alexandrian text. Antisthenes the

Cynic, whose style and tastes were by no means so poetical,

wrote a number of tracts on special Homeric points, and indeed

Plato's attack on Homer gave rise to a controversial literature.
1

The special studies of the Stoics, Cleanthes and Chrysippus,
were developed by the school ofPergamus, which adopted their

views. Aristotle's studies on Homer, which were various, led

the way for a whole series of Peripatetic commentators.

4. I will but add a word on the Sophists, who constantly

used Homeric subjects for declamation, and from whom we still

possess Encomia of Helen ; there are also allusions to Apolo-

gies for Paris, Encomia on Polyphemus, and other paradoxes.

5. Among the orators, Demosthenes, like every great Greek

writer, is said to have imitated Homer, but we see less Homeric
influence in his than in Lycurgus' and ^schines' speeches, both

of whom cite passages, though with considerable variants, from

our texts. Dion and Plutarch appeal to him as an inspired

authority on most matters. This mere skeleton of the facts

shows how constant and familiar was the reading of Homer in

classical days. We might as well attempt to enumerate the bibli-

cal phrases and influences in our own standard English authors.

28. Such were the preliminary studies on Homer when Jie

passed into the hands of Zenodotus at Alexandria. While

he found many city editions, and private texts representing

recensions like that of Rhianus,
2 as well as many additional

essays or problems, such as those of Antimachus or Aristotle,

1
Cf. the titles cited by Sengebusch, Diss. Horn, prior, p. 119.

2
It may be inferred that critics of this period, and even Apollonius

Rhodius and Aratus, of Alexandrian days, were very reckless in correct-

ing the text. Timon the Sillograph is said to have told Aratus, when the

latter asked his advice to procure a good text, that he would do so, et roii

apxaiois a.vTiypd(f>ois ft>Tvyx^volt
Kâ P& ro^s ^ft't 5/>0a>/*eVo (Diog. Laert.

ix. 12, 6).

VOL. I. I D
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we can hardly say that much thorough criticism had been

done before his day. The grammatical or philological side

was probably quite obscured by the philosophical and moral,

and lines or books were rejected rather as being unworthy
of the great poet than as violating epic usage or the tra-

ditions of the old epic dialect. For we must remember

that Homer, especially after the rejection of the inferior works

once attributed to him, became literally the Bible of the Greeks.

All religion and philosophy were supposed to be contained in his

poems, and of course, when men were determined to find these

things, they easily found them. As Seneca tells us, some made
him a Stoic, some a Peripatetic, some an Epicurean, some

even discovered him ' to be the father of the Sceptics. Never-

theless the good homely orthodox Greeks of earlier days had

attached all their moral teaching of youth to the examples and

advices given in the Iliad and Odyssey.
A good deal of adverse criticism had been expended upon

this way of looking at Homer by Plato, in the wake of Hera-

cleitus, Xenophanes, and others; but ofthese Zoilus, a rhetorician

of the fourth century B.C., the pupil of Socrates and said to be

a teacher of Demosthenes, has gained the chief notoriety.

This was because he did not recognise, like Plato, the poetic

excellence of the poems, but attacked them aesthetically and

even grammatically, as well as morally. He wrote nine books

against Homer. His name might probably have been forgot-

ten, but for the fancy of some Roman emperors, such as

Caligula and afterwards Hadrian, for depreciating Homer.

Of course they revived and favoured whatever adverse criticism

could be discovered. But it may fairly be said that, except
the work of Zoilus, which was probably more a rhetorical

exercise than a serious attempt to destroy Homer's influence,
2

all the criticism which was handed down to the school of

Alexandria was rather troublesome from its consistent pane-

gyric, and even superstitious reverence for Homer, than in-

structive from its severity or justice.
1

Diog. Laert. ix. 71.
2

yv/j.vatrias eVe/ca, fiaMrav Kal r&v ^-rjrSptav ev rots ironjTois yvfj.vdeff9ai

(Schol. K. 274). Cf. also Suidas on Daphidas, punished by Attalus I. for

having insulted the memory of Homer.
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29. It seems that the Alexandrian critics, when they came
to sift all these materials, and were unable to reach back even

so far as Peisistratus, laid most stress on the old editions, of

which seven city editions were then extant,
1 and seven KOT

avfya, or recensions by individual scholars, which had been

prepared from the recension of Onomacritus. It would be

most interesting to know at what exact time during the present

period these copies were taken. Seeing that epical recitation

went out of fashion when lyric and dramatic poetry was de-

veloped, and seeing that these copies were thought older and

better than those of the earliest critics, they cannot have been

later than the middle of the fifth century B.C., and possibly

somewhat earlier.

30. When we speak of the Alexandrian critics we almost

exclude the dilettanti, such as Philetas, Aratus, Apollonius,

&c., and confine ourselves strictly to the grammarians, who

brought the accumulated treasures of the great library to bear

upon the study of the text of Homer. It may indeed be said

that all philology among the Greeks, all textual and grammatical

criticism, arose from the desire to purify and to understand the

text of Homer, and then of other old poets.

The glories of the great school of Alexandria cluster about

three names the successive leaders of the school, the two latter

each rivalling and opposing his master. Zenodotus 2 was the first

who rejected as spurious all but the Iliad and Odyssey, and

1 An edition in those days meant a single official copy, preserved by

authority, from which private copies were made. The civic editions were

the Massaliotic, Sinopic, Chian, Cyprian, Argive, Cretan, and JEobc

(Lesbian). The four first were Ionic, the rest yEolic. The Massaliotic is

far most frequently quoted (twenty-nine times), the Chian next (fifteen

times). The ^Eolic editions seem to have been specially intended to pre-

serve the Ionic dialect of the poems among an ^Eolic population. The

quotations from these do not give us a very high idea of them, nor, indeed,

were the private editions much better, that of Antimachus being noted for

wild conjectures. Nevertheless, Aristarchus seems never to have opposed

them, when they all agreed (cf. Sengebusch, Diss. Horn, frior, 185-200).
1 lie was an Ephesian, and flourished 300-250 B.C. The second

Ptolemy made him librarian at Alexandria, and he undertook the task of

critically revising the epic and lyric poets.

D 2
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undertook a thorough revision ofthe text, which attained such a

reputation that it soon obscured all others. We unfortunately

know hardly anything of his work, and what we know is from the

criticisms of his successors. 1 It seems probable that he had

before him no sufficient materials, or sufficient preliminary dis-

cussion, to afford a really clear and scientific method of esta-

blishing the text. He therefore was guided partly by aesthetical

and moral considerations, partly by a love of archaisms and rare

forms. He seems to have laid special stress on Ionic forms, if

we may judge from the occasional references to him in the

scholia. But he rejected and altered with great boldness, and

so incurred the grave censure of his successors.

Before proceeding further we may notice that one of his

pupils, Hellanicus, revived the doctrine of an unknown Xenon,
and asserted the separate authorship of the Odyssey. This

was the natural and logical outcome of the criticism which had

abjudicated the Cyclic poems successively, and we may well

wonder that this final step had not been taken long before.

Hellanicus appears to have had a following the xuP^ovr f

(Separatists], and their view might have prevailed but for the

determined hostility of Aristarchus, who crushed it completely
till the present century. It is now accepted by the majority of

critics.

31. The famous successor and pupil of Zenodotus, Aris-

tophanes (of Byzantium), re-edited Homer from a more con-

servative as well as critical point of view. Here again we can

only speak from the hints left us by the criticisms of Aristarchus.

He checked the boldness of Zenodotus in rejections and

alterations, and based his labours on a careful comparative

study of all the best texts, especially the city texts, which were

then being acquired for the Alexandrian library. Though

1 His critical edition first separated the poems into books, noted by the

letters of the alphabet. He first used the obelus, to distinguish sus-

picious lines, whereas the manifestly spurious were ejected. These pro-

ceedings are respectively called aBenttru and r'b ou5e ypdfeiv. He also

published a glossary of obscure Homeric words, and a computation of the

days of the action of the poems, of which a fragment is published by
Lachmann (Betrac/itungen, p. 90).
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defended by his pupil Callistratus against the attacks of Arist-

archus, he did not maintain his ground, and we must deeply

regret that the labours of so careful and candid a writer have

been almost totally lost to us. 1

Thirdly comes Aristarchus,

a sort of king or infallible guide to later grammarians, whose

opinions were adopted by the scholiasts even when they were

aware, as they tell us, that Zenodotus or Aristophanes appeared
more reasonable.

32. Aristarchus was not only a remarkable critical scholar,

but must have been a man of strong and commanding person-

ality, that swayed all those who came in contact with him. He

again edited the Homeric poems as well as the principal lyric

and dramatic authors, and besides these editions published
commentaries (vvoftt^para.) and dissertations (trv-yypa.pfj.a-a).

Moreover, his oral lectures were attended by a crowd of eagei

hearers. Thus even the unwritten opinions of Aristarchus^

taken down by his numerous pupils, became widely known.

He analysed carefully the epic use of words and phrases as

well as the epic forms of the myths, and based most of his

rejections from the text on the violation of these criteria. He
indicated his opinions by a famous series of critical marks,

which are preserved to us in the old Marcian MS. at Venice. 2

1 He rejected the end of the Odyssey from ^ 297, and used the stigme
and antisigma, as well as the Kfpavviov, ~|~ to mark a spurious passage,
whereas Aristarchus preferred to append an obelus to each line. But his

glossary seems to have been of peculiar value, and he seems also to have

composed a formal commentary on Homer.
2
They were as follows : (i) Zenodotus' obelus, ,

a sign universally ac-

cepted from the terrible grammarian as a mark of spuriousness, and com-

monly to be found in the margin of German texts now-a-days. (2)

Leogoras' diple, >- (called SnrAr) Ka.6a.pd, or airfpiffriKros), used rather for

exposition, or to show a line which told against the Separatists, or an oiraf

\ey6/j.fvov, or an Attic construction ;
in Aristarchus' second edition it seems

to have called attention to the notes of the earlier editions. (3) The
dotted (irfpiffTty/j.evri) diple, :- ,

to denote the variants from the edition of

Zenodotus, and afterwards from that of Crates also. (4) The asterisk, *
,

to mark the genuine verses, in case of repetitions, whereas the re-

jected duplicates were marked with both asterisk and obelus. (5) The

antisigma and the stigme, ) and .
,
were used to mark repetitions of the

same idea. It seems that Aristarchus' earlier edition was accompanied by
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There is great difference of opinion as to the real merits of

Aristarchus. Some of the Germans are disposed to submit to

his authority absolutely. Others think he was a pretentious

and shallow critic, if not an impostor. As he has simply super-

seded all the older texts, so that all we know of Homer, saving

stray quotations, comes from his recension, we have not suffi-

cient materials to judge him. 1 The extreme arrogance of the

man and his absolute dogmatism do not dispose us to rate him

very highly ;
and though he certainly surpassed most men in

real grammatical knowledge and familiarity with epic diction, it

is to be feared that he was often led by traditional reasons, and

even by mere caprice, in default of, or in opposition to, solid

grounds. On one question certainly he seems to me to have

shown great prejudice his rejection of the Separatist theory.

He based this, we are told, on no more sustainable argument
than supposed anticipations of the Odyssey which he found in

the Iliad, as well as on the admitted discrepancies within the

Iliad itself, and on these points he wrote a special treatise.

All three critics were too straitly bound by tradition to

venture on the theory of large interpolations in the text, if we

except the sound judgment of Aristophanes, that the end of the

Odyssey from ^ 297 was added by another hand. They con-

tented themselves with frequent rejection of what they con-

sidered spurious lines in all 1160 were thus rejected and

this is commonly called athetising (aderflv). Constant reference

to Aristarchus's opinion is preserved in the Venetian scholia on

the Iliad.

a commentary, but that the second was not so, the critical marks referring

to his own and others' commentaries. His special essays were probably

appended, or to be read in relation, to the later text. All these matters

are subject to doubt, and are inferred from hints in the scholia and lexica.

Lehrs' book De Studiis Horn. Aristarchi, and now Ludwich's ed. (1885)
as well as Sengebusch's First Homeric Dissertation, may be consulted for

full and learned details. On the critical signs, the best book is now Gardt-

hausen's Palaographie, p. 288 (Leipzig, 1879).
1 A fragment from the Petrie papyri, which was written before his

time and contains the ends and beginnings of the lines A 503-37, shows
that there were five lines within that compass, not now in our text. The
details are given in my 'Cunningham Memoir,' published by the Royal
Irish Academy (cf. Plate III. and the Commentary thereon).
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33. But whatever faults we may attribute to Aristarchus,
his criticism seems sober and practical beside that of Crates,
who founded the rival school of Pergamum, and who, under
the influence of Stoic philosophy, endeavoured to thrust in

allegory where Aristarchus would only allow ordinary inter-

pretation. Still the establishment of a rival school, with its

controversies, is a fortunate circumstance, since it has preserved
for us in our scholia sundry notes, and allusions to Aristarchus'

opponents, which had else been lost. It is also to the treasures

of this school that the Alexandrian scholars owed the replace-
ment of some of their MSS., when the fire of 47 B.C. destroyed
the authentic copies of their great recensions a loss, how-

ever, but ill compensated by transfers from the Pergamene
library.

It would require a long and tedious enumeration to give an
account of the various grammarians who carried on the work
of the great masters. I will mention but a few leading names.

Demetrius of Scepsis discussed with prejudiced acuteness the

geography in the Iliad, and especially of the Troad. It is to

Didymus' book on Aristarchus' recension that we owe much
of our knowledge of Aristarchus' work. The fragments of

Didymus are carefully collected by Ludwich, Arist. Horn. Text-

Kritik, pp. 174-620. Aristonicus, about the same time,

explained the marks of Aristarchus, which were evidently

becoming ill-understood. Nicanor on the punctuation of

Homer (Hadrian's time), and Herodian on his prosody and

accents (M. Aurelius), are well spoken of, though the fashion

in Hadrian's day was to slight and even to revile Homer.

From a compendium of these four works, Herodian's Homeric

prosody, Nicanor on Homeric punctuation, Didymus' account of

Aristarchus' recension, and Aristonicus' critical marks, is drawn

the best body of scholia found in the Marcian codex A at

Venice, and excerpted in inferior MSS. At the end of the

second century A.D., independent criticism, if we except

Porphyry's, ceased, and people began to make compendiums
and excerpts of previous works. Porphyry seems to have

gone carefully into the artistic merits of the poems, but on the

somewhat absurd ground that they were to be treated as trage-
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dies. Hence he applied to them the laws laid down in Aris-

totle's Poetic concerning that kind of poetry.
l A mere compi-

lation from various works, ascribed by Eustathius to Apion, is

still extant, though in a bad and incomplete condition.

34. This review has brought us down to the verge of

the dark ages. If we ask what the actual materials are which

modern scholars can use in reconstructing the texts of the Iliad

and Odyssey, we must separate these materials into commen-

taries, scholia, and texts. Our oldest and best commentary is

that of Eustathius, Archbishop of Thessalonica, who wrote in

the end of the twelfth century in Constantinople a careful

Greek commentary on both Iliad and Odyssey. He used not

only the same sources as the extant scholia, but had access to

many others since lost, and his book is valuable, though he

adopted the allegorical interpretation of the Stoics and the

Pergamene school, in preference to the Alexandrian. We
have besides the beginning of Tzetzes' commentary on the

Iliad, Manuel Moschopoulos on the first two books of the Iliad,

and a prose paraphrase. A little Homeric lexicon by Apol-
lonius has survived,

2 and there are explanations of Homeric

words and phrases in the dictionaries of Hesychius and Suidas.

We now come to the scholia. These are short notes

(vjro^vjjjuara) added in the margin of our MSS., and are the

work of different hands and ages. They are meant for com-

mentaries on the text. It may fairly be said that some authors,

such as Homer and Aristophanes, would be often unintelligible

but for these explanations, which were added at a time

when the learning of Alexandria yet survived, at least in

excerpts and compendia. We must separate here for the

first time the Iliad and Odyssey, as the value of the scholia

of the former is far superior to that of the latter. For a

1 Cf. the curious details brought together on this question in Tren-

delenburg's Gram. Gr<zc. de arte trag. judiciorum Reliqq., p. 73, sqq. He
shows that the quotations from Porphyry are contained in the scholia on the

exterior margin of the cod. Ven . B, while those of the interior margin are

mere compendia of these and of the far better scholia of cod. A.
2 Edited by Villoison (Paris, 1768), and again by Tollius (Leyden, 1788).

We have now an Ed. of Porphyry on the Iliad by Schrader (Leipzig, 1880).,
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long time, indeed, the only scholia known on the Iliad were
those called brevia or Didymic scholia, which were taken

from various fourteenth-century MSS. and first printed by
Lascaris (Rome, 1517), and then more completely with those

of the Odyssey by Aldus (1521-8). These notes seem merely
such as might be of service in school teaching, and are very
short and simple.

The discovery of the Marcian codex of the Iliad at Venice,

by Villoison, and the publication of its text and scholia (Venice,

1778), known as Schol. Ven. A, form an epoch in the history

of Homeric studies. It is from these notes that we derive

all our information about the several old editions used or

produced by the Alexandrian critics. The text is also fur-

nished with the critical marks (o-Tj/zawo-etc) of Aristarchus and

his pupils, which are explained in a prefatory note. 1

The best edition of the Venetian scholia A, together with

the scholia B, which are not unique, but of the same origin

as the Townleiana (Brit. Mus.), Lipsiensia, Leidensia, and

Mosquensia, was till lately Bekker's (Berlin, 1825). We have

at last from Cobet and D. B. Monro, collating for Dindorf

(Oxon. 1877), a thoroughly critical and, I suppose, final re-

vision of the text. La Roche and C. Wachsmuth have written

short essays on the critical marks of the margin, and the value

of the whole collection has been sifted in the essays of Senge-
busch and Lehrs. 2

It is probable that there was a copy of the Odyssey corre-

sponding to the old Marcian Iliad at Venice also
;
but all efforts

to find it have been in vain. Apart from the scholia brevia,

which extend to the Odyssey, and which were long since

1 Villoison's text, and his Prolegomena, though perpetually referred to,

are now seldom read. As most academic libraries contain the book,

a fresh perusal of this great monument of diligence and learning may
be strongly recommended. The style of the Prolegomena is very pon-

derous, and the author is perpetually digressing into all manner of col-

lateral subjects ; but he is always instructive. The account of the dangers

he incurred in his voyage from Upsala to Venice, and of his stay there,

is very amusing, and almost rivals the famous enumeration of persecutions

by S. Paul.
2 The most complete book is now Ludwich's (AristarcKs Horn. 7ext-

Kritik, 1885), who fully describes the Cod. Ven. A, pp. 89 sqq.
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known, Cardinal Mai published, from the Ambrosian Library

at Milan, older and fuller scholia, which, with some additions

from Palatine and a Harleian MS., were first edited by Butt-

mann (1821), and now, as fully and completely as the materials

will allow, by G. Dindorf (Oxon. 1855).

35. As to the condition of our texts, it seems that the

early mediaeval grammarians contented themselves with critical

notes and commentaries, and were not desirous to revise,

so that what has come down to us is a sort of eclectic vulgaf

text, with a general adherence to Aristarchus, but fortunately

giving a good many readings from previous editors. We have,

indeed, interesting remains of an older date. In Egypt three

fragments on papyrus were found, dating not later than the

first century after Christ, and probably earlier. They con-

tain part of i and part of 2. There is among the papyri of the

Louvre a similar fragment of N found at Elephantine.
1 These

very early texts offer only blundering variations from our medi-

aeval MSS., and thus supply a strong argument in favour of the

general trustworthiness ofthe transmission of our Greek classics.

Next in age come fifty-eight pages of very curious pictures from

an old copy of the fifth or sixth century, containing on the

back of each picture fragments of the poem in capital letters,

very like in character to the oldest New Testament MSS.
These pictures, together with the tabula Iliaca, the Odyssey
scenes of the Vatican (published by Karl Woermann), and

some Pompeian frescoes, show how widely illustrations of the

Homeric poems were circulated. The pictures of the Am-
brosian codex (published by A. Mai, Milan, 1819), are very

remarkable, as being perhaps the last really classical pictures
before the advent of the lower mediaeval type. The text offers

no variance of importance in the 800 lines it contains
;

it was

merely added by way of explaining the pictures. Next in age
is the Syriac palimpsest edited by Cureton (London, 1851),

containing several thousand verses. All these fragments are

greatly inferior in critical value to the Marcian codex A in

Venice, which dates from the eleventh century, but is one 6f
1 Mr. Petrie has since found the end of A and most of B under the

head of a mummy at Hawara (now in the Ashmolean Museum).
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the most precious and carefully prepared in all the range of

our Greek classics. The Townley and Harleian seem to rank

next in value. From the fourteenth century we possess a great

many inferior MSS., which have no independent value.

36. Bibliographical. The editio princeps of Chalcondylas

(Florence, 1488) is a very splendid book, containing the lesser

works attributed to Homer as well as the Iliad and Odyssey.
It is produced in a type unfortunately abandoned since Aldus

began to print,
1 and is now one of the rare ornaments of a few

great libraries. The two Aldine editions which follow (Venice,

1504, 1517) are not to be named in comparison with it. Ex-

cept the first attempt at a commentary by Camerarius, there is

no edition of note till the very fine Heroic Poets of Greece of

Stephanus (1554). Passing by Schrevelius' edition, with scholia

and indices (Amsterdam, 1655), we come to Josh. Barnes (1711)
and S. Clarke (1724-40), with good notes, and then to Vil-

loison's learned and valuable Iliad from the Marcian codex

(1788). Wolf (1794), Heyne (1802-22), and Person (1800)
were the most noted editors at the opening of this century.
In our own day the text has been further analysed and fixed

by the labours of Bekker (1858), La Roche, and Dindorf.

The best annotated editions are, in German, those of La Roche,

Faesi, Ameis and Diintzer
;
in English, Leafs Iliad,

2
Hayman's

and Merry's Odyssey Nitzsch's elaborate commentary on the

first twelve books of the latter had led the way (1826-40) in

French, A. Pierron's Iliad (Hachette), with a translation of

Wolfs Prolegomena, and good notes. Ebeling's elaborate, and

at last finished, Lexicon Homericum is full of materials
;
Auten-

rieth's is shorter, and a mere handbook. The very complete

Indices of Seber (1604), reprinted with Clark's Ed. (Oxon.,

1 The earlier Greek types were on the model of the older and finer

MSS. of the tenth and eleventh centuries. Aldus unfortunately took the

fourteenth century writing as his model, and so permanently injured Greek

printing.

Since this was printed Mr. D. B. Monro has published a very

elaborate and valuable Homeric Grammar (2nd. ed. 1891), as well as

short commentaries on early books of the Iliad, and Mr. W. Leaf has

brought out a full and satisfactory commentary, a great boon to the world

of Hellenists. Christ's critical edition (1884) is the most recent.
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1780), and Mr. Prendergast (Iliad only), also deserve mention.

Commentaries and special tracts on portions of the poems are

a library in themselves.

Translations into all manner of tongues, and in every

variety of style, are even still pouring from the press, though

every generation since the Revival of learning has been supply-

ing them. The literature of these translations has become

a special study, as may be seen from Bernays' Bonn Programm

(1850) on the early Latin ones, and Penon's Versiones Homcri

Anglica inter se comparata (Bonn, 1861), in German, W.

Henkel on the English, and W. Miiller on the German versions ;

and Mr. Arnold's Oxford Lectures on translating Homer

(Longman, 1861). As has been well said by the last, and,

perhaps, best translators of the Odyssey, Messrs. Butcher

and Lang (1879), every age has its own way of looking at

these immortal epics. Chapman satisfied the Elizabethan

age, while Pope breathed the spirit of Queen Anne's period

into his version ;
so that these poems, though permanent

English works, are translations
' from a lost point of view.' 1

Hence we may expect no version to be final, and so long as

Greek letters are studied, and the great poems of Homer read,

countless hands will repeat the same fascinating, but never

ultimately satisfying experiment. The Faust oi Goethe, which

already can boast of forty English versions, and the Divina

Commedia of Dante, seem to possess the same curious and

distinctive feature of the highest productions of human genius.

I will only specify a few of the successive attempts.

The barbarous version of the Odyssey into Saturnian verse

by Livius Andronicus, in the days of the first Punic war, stood

alone in its antiquity. It was long a Roman school-book,

though the style shocked literary men of succeeding genera-

tions, and, if extant, would be a curious and interesting relic of

early Roman education.

After the Revival of letters there were several Latin and
hexameter versions, from Valla's (1474) to Cunichius' (1776),
in Italy. The Dutch produced a metrical Odyssey by Coorn-

horst (1593), then Van Manders' Iliad (1611), a whole prose
1 Cf. also Arnold, op. dt. p. 29.
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Homer (1658), and sundry other attempts, ending with the

recent hexameter poem of C. Vosmaer. The French, besides

older and now little known versions, have Madame Dacier's

(1711) and many others in the present century, ending with

some remarkable prose translations. The Germans contribute

Voss, Donner, and A. Jacob. England has been the most

prolific, owing to a longer and more thorough study of Greek.

First comes Chapman, then Thos. Hobbes, Pope, MacPher-

scn's prose Iliad, then Cowper. In our own day it is almost

hazardous to assert that any scholar has not, at least in part,

translated Homer. The catalogue of those which occur in

any library is indeed curious. If we include short pieces,

Tennyson and Gladstone may be added to F. W. Newman,
Lord Derby, Sir J. Herschel, Dean Merivale, J. S. Blackie,

Worsley, Wright, Musgrave, Brandreth, and many others. The

Odyssey of Messrs. S. H. Butcher and A. Lang, and the Iliad of

Messrs. Lang and Leaf, deserve special note as a remarkable

attempt to render Homer into antique prose. Even the

modern Greeks are now producing paraphrases in their lan-

guage, of which two (Christopoulos' and Loukanis', both Paris,

1870) are cited as of merit.

The reader who has looked through this mere skeleton list

will doubtless excuse me from attempting the task of criticising

or comparing these myriad reproductions.

Having thus traced the external history of the preservation

of the poems down to our own day, we shall proceed to a brief

sketch of the Homeric controversy in modern times as based

upon the materials set forth in this chapter.
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CHAPTER IV.

HISTORY OF THE HOMERIC CONTROVERSY FROM THE REVIVAL

OF LEARNING TO THE PRESENT DAY.

37. AFTER the discovery of printing, and the dissemination

of copies through Europe, the history of the poems concerns

itself no longer with their preservation, now assured, but rather

with their general reputation and the criticism of their compo-
sition. The scholars ofthe Renaissance could not but revere the

man whom they found celebrated in all Greek literature as by
far the first and greatest of poets; but owing partly to the better

knowledge they possessed of Latin, partly to the influence of

Dante, partly to the artificial nature of their culture and their

ignorance of spontaneous art, Homer was not greater in their

eyes than Virgil nay rather with many decidedly inferior.

He was praised as the rival and fellow of Virgil, but not studied

with any real care. Voltaire, indeed, seems to have appreciated
the perfection ofthe details of the Iliad as compared with its de-

ficiency in plot; and still earlier, Vico had made some bold and

curious guesses about the mythical character of Homer himself

as the ideal representative of Greek epic poetry, and had been

followed by Zoega and Wood. But these isolated judgments
are of no importance.

38. The first move in modern Homeric criticism was the

discovery and publication of the older Venetian scholia by
Villoison. The second and greatest was the Prolegomena of F. A.

Wolf (1795), based upon this discovery ;
for the scholia showed

plainly the doubts and difficulties ofthe Alexandrian editors, who
were obliged to accept and reject passages, not on the authority
ofwell-authenticated manuscripts, but according to laws of criti-

cism established among themselves, and based on taste, and on
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minute study of epic diction. It was plain that the manu-

scripts which we possess represent nothing older or purer than

the Alexandrian texts, it was equally plain that the Alexandrians

had before them no text approaching the age of the composi-
tion of the poems. Their best authorities were the city copies,

which were posterior to the age of Peisistratus, and none ofthem

written in the older alphabet. As for Peisistratus' copy, not

only had it disappeared (possibly in the Persian destruction of

Athens), but there was no city copy professing to represent it

better than the rest.

Accordingly, Wolf held that we had no evidence for the

writing down of the poems earlier than the commission of

Peisistratus. He showed that the writing down of these long

poems required not merely knowledge, but expcrtness in

writing, and presupposed a reading public to take advantage of

it.
1 This was not the condition of early poetry in Greece, as

may be seen from the brief and fragmentary remains of early

hymns and of Hesiodic teaching. The poetry of the nation

was rather that of wandering rhapsodes, who composed short

poems for special occasions, and trusted to a well-trained

memory and to a traditional style for their preservation. In the

days of Wolf there was a strong reaction in taste from learned

and artificial composition to folk-song and primitive simplicity.

Hence the rhapsodes were to him no mere repeaters or preservers

of Homer, but gifted natural poets, each pouring out his pure
and fresh utterance to a simple and receptive audience. The
shortness and independence of these several rhapsodies were

proved, in Wolfs mind, by the many discrepancies and contra-

dictions which a careful examination could show in the Iliad.

He would not, in fact, admit in it any conscious or deliberate

plan of composition.

From these premises he drew the conclusion that one

Homer could not be the author of the Iliad and Odyssey,

1 To this last statement I demur. A listening public, with a taste for

poetry, is quite sufficient, provided there exist a literary class who can use

writing in the composition of their works. Cf. my arguments on the ques-

tion in Macmillaiis Magazine for February and April, 1879, in answer to

Mr. Paley.
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but that our Iliad in particular is a mere aggregate of materials,

which were accumulating for generations, until the artists of

an advanced literary epoch took it in hand to combine and set

in order these scattered fragments. This redaction removed

many traces of suture and of discrepancy, but left a large

number, and especially the conclusions of both poems, which

had been suspected and condemned even at Alexandria.

Peisistratus completed the work by authentic written copies

and orderly recitations. Homer, then, was merely the symbol
of this long, secret, national activity among the lonians, and

does not represent an individual genius.

No work on Greek philology ever created such a stir

in the world as this short book. All the German poets,

philosophers, and critics discussed it. Schiller, on aesthetic

grounds, declared it barbarous. Goethe wavered, and having

adopted it in his youth recanted in old age. W. von Humboldt
declared his assent

;
and Fichte even pronounced it, in truly

German style, to be a conclusion he had himself attained

metaphysically and d priori. On the whole, with the aid of

Niebuhr, the two Schlegels, and G. Hermann, the new theory

may be said to have taken Germany by storm. Nothing in-

dependent was done, either in France or England, on this

question till the nations had settled down after their great war.

39. The Germans consider G. Hermann as the principal

writer on the subject in the period following upon Wolf's
; but

his theories are not so much based on historical data as

on probable assumptions, and have therefore been without

lasting effect. His main merit was to see the great difficulties

in parts of Wolf's theory, and the necessity of not resting con-

tent with his book as if it were a Homeric gospel. He pointed
to the absurdity of the Homeric bards confining themselves

to so small a portion, not only of Greek legend, but even of

the Trojan war
; then the apparent sudden silence of all these

bards in the period between the composition of Homer and

that of the Cyclic poems, which were decidedly later
; lastly,

he pointed to the universal feeling of the unity and excellence

of the Iliad and Odyssey as based on the interest and excellence

of their matter, rather than on exceptional treatment.
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Hence he assumed, what is probable enough, that the di-

dactic epic poetry, like that of Hesiod, is really older in Greek

literature
;
that Homer was the first bard who struck out a new

path, and created a school of imitators and rivals who con-

fined themselves, as he had done, to a small portion of the ex-

isting legends. Hermann assumed no pre- Homeric materials

in Homer, but supposed him to be a great and original genius
whose work, as we have it, is enlarged and deformed by long
and disturbing interpolations. He thought the same poet had

composed a short Iliad and Odyssey, and that these were the

basis of the succeeding poems. But he confessed himself un-

able to explain the gap or silence in epic poetry from the old

Homer to the later Cyclic poems.
The point in favour of this theory, as compared with Wolf's,

is that the general plan in the poems is regarded as not the

accidental result of their aggregation, but an original outline

sketched by a master hand, and gradually filled in by expanding

episodes.

40. On the other hand, Lachmann was led by Wolfs

work to apply similar reasonings to the old German epic, the

Nibdungen-lied, which he examined for the purpose of dis-

covering its claim to unity in the relation of its component

parts. The result of this comparative study was a more

advanced and thorough-going scepticism concerning the unity

of the Iliad. He denies, indeed, that the Iliad is a mere

aggregate of rudely joined poems without any deliberately

composed transitions
; but, nevertheless, he believes that he

has found so many inconsistencies and contradictions that he

distinctly asserts the plan of the Iliad to be the afterthought

of a clever arranger, and not an original feature in the

poem.
The views of Hermann and Lachmann may be said to

comprise under them all the various theories, or modifications

of theories, with which the classical press of Germany is

teeming, and which have caused angry controversies.

41. No notable German scholar of the present day ven-

tures to hold the substantial unity and purity of either the Iliad

or Odyssey in the sense received at Alexandria, and still not

VOL. L i E
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unfrequent in England. The so-called advocates of the unity

of the Iliad Nitzsch, Bernhardy, Bergk, and a few others

advocate it in a sense which would astonish any ancient critic,

or any modern enthusiast for a single Homer. Instead of

obelising here and there a line, or pair of lines, as Zenodotus

and Aristarchus had done a proceeding which, with all the

old critics together, only affected some 1160 lines in the two

poems these defenders of the unity of the Iliad reject books,

and parts of books, with a readiness which almost destroys

their own argument. It is, in fact, no more than the theory

of Hermann, that there was a short, simple nucleus, enlarged

and injured by great and often inconsistent additions.

Thus Bergk, the latest of them, rehandles the Iliad in a

manner more arbitrary than has been done by advanced advo-

cates of the theory of aggregation. He assumes that the original

Homer, a personage of stern and grand temper, living in the

tenth century B.C., composed a short, simple epic of such merit

that all additions can be detected by their style. Then there are

the imitators, of undetermined number, one of whom certainly

possessed much grace and elegance, and was a true poet,

though far removed from the grandeur of the real Homer.

These have composed the famous dialogue of Priam and

Helen on the walls, the parting of Hector and Andromache,

the funeral games, and the ransoming of Hector all unworthy
of the stern original poet. It verily requires some assur-

ance to assert that in a great literary artist sternness and

tenderness are inconsistent, and to found upon it a difference

of authorship ! But this is not all.

In addition to the real Homer, and the gifted but weaker

imitators, comes the '

impertinent diaskeuast,
5 who re-arranged,

altered, and greatly injured the poems in reducing them to their

present form. To this man he attributes all passages in which

the Cretan chiefs, Idomeneus and Meriones, appear on the

scene. The diaskeuast had probably been hospitably treated

in Crete, was very fond of eating and drinking; and so he

glorifies Lemnos for its wine and Crete for its valour. He also

inserted all the eating and drinking scenes which are so pro-

minent in the Iliad, besides many other narratives, or parts of
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narratives, which are in Bergk's judgment flippant and vapid
in tone, though good literary judges have read and admired

them without any suspicion of such late and unworthy

origin.

42. Nothing can prove more completely how the views of

Wolf and Lachmann have affected even their bitterest adver-

saries in Germany. There is, in fact, no writer of any note for

the last generation in that country who has ventured to uphold
the real unity of the Iliad even in the most modest way. On
the other hand, the professed followers of Lachmann are

numerous, and loud in proclaiming their victory. His at-

tempt to separate part of the Iliad into the original songs of

which it was composed has been followed up by Kochly who
has also published an Iliad in sixteen or seventeen separate

songs by Lehrs, by Bonitz, and by many others. They
differ, as I have said, from the pretended advocates of unity,

by denying that there is any plan in the patchwork of the Iliad

beyond what was brought into it by the commission of Pei-

sistratus. Lachmann even declares such a notion ridiculous.

Bonitz thinks that all the world's admiration is really pro-
duced by the excellence of the details, and that this feeling is

fallaciously transferred to the plot, which has no such merit.

All these critics have fixed their attention so firmly on

discrepancies, they are so outraged by inconsistencies of the

most trifling sort, by mistakes in the names of heroes, by the

re-appearance of slain heroes, by the inaccuracies of chronology
in the action, that they have lost all appreciation for the large

unity of plan which has conquered and fascinated the literary

world for more than twenty centuries. 1

43. Thus the controversy about the Iliad has narrowed

itself in Germany to a very definite issue. All critics allow

that there is considerable patchwork m the poem, that but a

small part of it comes from a single author, that there are

evidences of the incorporation of various independent lays.

There is, of course, great diversity of opinion among these

subtle and dogmatic sceptics concerning the merit of the

1 The literature since 1882 seems to show a reaction in favour of a

certain kind of unity. This is so especially in Sittl's Z. G. i. pp. 74, sq.

E 2
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individual pieces and their fitness for their place. What one

considers splendid old poetry the next considers foolish and

vapid ;
what one holds to be so out of place as to prove

manifest patchwork, the next proves necessary to the march of

the action. Yet upon many passages they are agreed, and

have brought in a verdict of incongruity. The great question

still at issue is this : Were these separate poems brought

together before the plot or after it? Were they connected by a

poet who conceived a large plan, and who desired to produce a

great work on the wrath of Achilles, or were they a mere aggre-

gate brought together for the sake of preserving and publishing

old and beautiful lays, which by their mere cohesion formed a

sort of loose irregular plot, and by their several excellence im-

posed a belief in their unity upon an uncritical age?

44. While this has been the general course of the Homeric

question as regards the Iliad in Germany, scholarship in England
has followed quite a different and isolated path. I will not say

that our English writers on the Homeric question are ignorant
of the labours*of the Germans, especially of the earlier labours,

which are for the most part written in Latin. On the contrary,

some ofthem as, for instance, Mure show a very wide acquain
tance with this literature. But I cannot help thinking that none

of them, except Grote, has been familiar with German philo-

logy from his youth. They have read the Germans for the

sake of the controversy, and when their minds were made up;
so that both Colonel Mure and Mr. Gladstone study the Ger-

mans in order to refute them, while Mr. Paley is so carried

away by their arguments that he outruns even their wildest

scepticism.

45. I will give a very brief sketch of the principal points
in the English history of this controversy. The arguments of

Wolf had their effect upon Payne Knight, whose Prolegomena
to his curious edition (with the digamma introduced), while

asserting very conservative views as to interpolations or aggre-

gation of parts in the Iliad, advocated the separate origin of

the two poems. He urged the usual grounds for a difference

of authorship differences of language, of mythology, and of

general treatment sustaining them with profound learning
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and great acuteness. This theory was submitted to an

elaborate examination and refutation by Colonel Mure, in his

very erudite History of Greek Literature &. book which has

not received a tithe of the attention it deserved, and which

the German writers on the subject pass over with a single

sentence, as a retrograde British work a generation behind the

attitude of Wolf.

Mure is, indeed, the most determined advocate of the unity
of authorship of the whole Iliad and the whole Odyssey. He
will hardly allow even the v^vxaywym of the last book in the

Odyssey to be interpolated, and will only submit to the obelus

of Aristarchus where there is authority for it in the old editions

not where the sesthetical taste of the Alexandrian school was

offended. But he holds this view with his eyes open, and after

a careful perusal of all that the Germans up to his day had

written upon the subject. Moreover, he makes good the great

standpoint of English criticism as opposed to them : it is the

principle that a large quantity of inconsistencies, and even con-

tradictions, are perfectly compatible with single authorship.

This principle has been further worked out by Mr. Glad-

stone,
1 who has added many illustrations and much ingenious

pleading to the position of Mure. He, too, holds the person-

ality of Homer, his historical reality, and that both the Iliad

and Odyssey are the offspring of his genius. He has exhausted

his great ability in showing, as Mure had before done, deli-

cate touches of character consistently applied to the same

individuals all through the poems. It is well known that

Aristarchus refuted the Separatists by a tract proving antici-

pations of the Odyssey in the Iliad. This argument has not

been pressed of late years ;
but every casual conformity is

urged as a proof of unity, while all inconsistencies and diffi-

culties are explained as the natural imperfections of a long
work composed without writing, in an uncritical age, and

addressed to uncritical hearers. The beauty and perfection

of the suspected books of the Iliad (I, 1, and others) are

cited as proving their genuineness ; it is assumed that no

1 Homer and the Homeric Age (3 vols., 1858) ; luventusMundi (&(><)},

and in many articles in the Contemporary and Nineteenth Century,
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number of different poets could possibly be so excellent. Even

the Alexandrian rejection of the conclusions of both poems is

disallowed. In fact, the attitude of Mure and Mr. Gladstone

is not only behind Wolf, it is distinctly behind Aristarchus and

Zenodotus. There is, I think, no other question in Greek

literature where England and Germany appear to me to have

travelled so long on such different lines
;
nor do I know any

controversy where the attitude of the two nations is more

separate and isolated, in spite of numerous quotations from

one anoiher's writings.

46. But while these respectable scholars were advocating

the vulgar beliefs of an uncritical age, Mr. Grote, with a com-

plete study, and, still more, with a thorough appreciation of

German philology, matured his great chapter
1 on the Homeric

poems, which contains (in my opinion) more good sense and

sound criticism than all else that has been written on the

subject either in England or Germany ; for, in addition to

his great natural ability, he combined English good sense,

and correct literary taste, with German thoroughness of eru-

dition. He agrees with Payne Knight on the divided author-

ship of the Iliad and Odyssey, but does not separate them in

age by any serious interval He advances beyond him by

admitting what the Germans had unanimously accepted the

want of connection of parts in the Iliad. The arguments of

W. Miiller, G. Hermann, and Lachmann forced him to see

the inconsistencies of the Iliad to be more than mere forget-

fulnesses. But he does not admit the necessity of supposing
more than two authors one of an Achilleis^ the other of an

Iliad. He constructs an ingenious theory about the piecing

together of these poems, and the possibility of resolving the

Iliad into its component parts. As to the hypothesis of an

aggregation of independent lays, mechanically combined in the

time of Peisistratus, he refutes it by arguments so strong that I

can hardly conceive them else than final. Whatever doubts

may remain as to his positive theory on the construction of the

Iliad, his general review of the German authorities up to the

year 1854 is of inestimable value to the English reader.

1 Hist, of Greece, part i. chap. xxi.
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The theory of Grote, received with great respect and con-

siderable adhesion in Germany, has not yet triumphed among
us over the old-fashioned views advocated by Mr. Gladstone

not at least generally, for there are many English scholars who
have of late shown tendencies towards a critical attitude.

47. But after many years Grote's labours have borne their

fruit in the learned work of Professor Geddes, of Aberdeen,
who has taken up and expanded them into a peculiar and in-

genious theory of his own. 1

Accepting the severance of the

Iliad into an Achilleis and an Iliad, he spends much ingenuity
in showing that the Achilleis is by a different and an earlier poet,

whose psychology, mythology, and personal character are ruder

and less artistic than those of the later poet, but who possesses
certain massiveness and fierceness which are very striking.

The tastes and the beliefs of this poet point, he thinks, to

a Thessalian origin ;
and this accounts for such features as his

love of the horse, an animal common only in a few parts of

Greece, and his limited geographical knowledge, which is well-

nigh confined to the northern ^Egean. But as to the rest of

our Iliad, Professor Geddes advances a long way beyond Grote,

and, indeed, opposes him, holding that it was not only the

work of one poet, but that this poet was also the author of the

Odyssey, and the real Homer. This conclusion he seeks to

establish by showing that the strong contrasts between the

Achilleis and the rest of the Iliad are all contrasts carried out

in the Odyssey as compared with the Achilleis. He is, in fact,

a chorizonlist, or separator, but draws his line through the middle

of the earlier poem and not at its close. In mythology, in

manners and customs, in the use of peculiar words and

epithets, he draws out tables to show that the Odyssey and

the Odyssean cantos of the Iliad agree, and are opposed to the

Achilleid.

With his separatist arguments I am perfectly satisfied, and

think he has brought valuable evidence in detail to show the

critical sagacity of Grote in guessing the truth on general

grounds ;
but his positive theory is vitiated by accepting what

Grote and all the men of his day accepted the unity of the

1 The Problem of the Homeric Poems (1879).
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Odyssey. Writing, though in 1878, without regard to Kirch-

hoff 's work, he thinks that any likeness in the '

Ulyssean
'

cantos

of the Iliad to any part of the Odyssey proves unity of author-

ship in these cantos. This evidence rather proves that the

same school of poets was at work on both poems, and that

the framers of the Odyssey were either contemporaneous with

the completers of the Iliad, or copied closely the Ionic features

which appear in the '

Ulyssean
'

cantos. I am still disposed to

place the Odyssey as a whole later than the Iliad, and ' in

the old age of Homer,' as the Greek tradition expresses it
;
but

no doubt some books of the Iliad, such as K, , and O, may
be as late as the lays of the Odyssey.

1

1 This theory of Professor Geddes receives curious corroboration from a

German source which he never quotes, and which may therefore be looked

on as supporting him on perfectly independent grounds. Sengebusch, in

his elaborate Dissertationes Homerica (prefixed to DindorPs Teubn'er text

of Homer) developes a most important Homeric the'ory, altogether in pur-

suance of the remaining fragments of Aristarchus' criticism, which is to him

the infallible guide in these matters. Adopting from Aristarchus the Attic

origin of the Homeric epic, he believes the tradition that Homer, or his

parents, or at any rate his poetry, passed with the Ionic migration to los,

then to Smyrna, and that there, in the new Ionic home, the Iliad and

Odyssey saw the light. But he also holds that epic poetry in Athens was

not indigenous, and came with Eumolpus, as the legend says, from Pierian

Thrace or Thessaly, the original home of the Olympian worship of the

Muses. These Thracian singers separated into Heliconian (Boeotian)

and Attic, and from the latter arose the poet or the school which passed
into Ionia. Moreover, Sengebusch rejects all arguments to prove that

the Odyssey is younger than the Iliad, or by a different school of poets

here, too, following in the wake of Aristarchus. In all its main features

this theory of Sengebusch, which is sustained with masterly ability, and
with a knowledge of the Homeric scholia such as few possess, is upon the

same lines as Professor Geddes' book, though Sengebusch divides his

homage for Aristarchus with his homage for his master Lachmann so far

as to admit against Aristarchus that a school of bards working together may
have composed the poems, but within a very few years, as the Nibdungen-
lied\s said to have been put together between 1190 and 1210 A. D. Thus

Sengebusch would hold that the earlier epics composed in Thrace or Attica

had disappeared, while Professor Geddes holds that they have distinctly
survived in the Achilleid. If our English scholars would but acquaint
themselves with the rest of European study on their subjects, some general

agreement might not be impossible.
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48. The atomistic theory of both Iliad and Odyssey has,

moreover, received unexpected support from the rise of com-

parative mythology into philological importance. For upon
this theory the legends of the siege of Troy are mere echoes

of immensely older solar myths ;
the names of the heroes

are adapted from those of solar phenomena ;
and extreme

easiness of belief on this point is compensated by a corre-

sponding scepticism as to the age of their combination into

larger unities. The most prominent advocate of this view is

Mr. F. A. Paley, who not only accepts the destructive criti-

cism of Wolf, Lachmann, and all the Germans, but even

refuses to the commission of Peisistratus the fabrication of the

poems, and believes that the Iliad and Odyssey did not receive

their present form till the time of Plato. 1 He bases this

judgment on the facts (i) that the quotations from Homer in

earlier authors do not correspond with our text; (2) that the

earlier art of the Greeks in sculpture, vase painting, and tragedy
seems to have borrowed very little from our present text,

though perpetually reproducing other Trojan legends; (3) that

there are late forms of language in the poems, and blundering
archaicisms

; (4) that the common use of writing, required for

the composition and dissemination of the poems, cannot be

proved earlier than the days of Pericles. He advances to the

position that possibly Antimachus of Colophon, or some obscurer

contemporary, put our Iliad and Odyssey together from loose

materials in the words of Dio Cassius, 'having got rid of

Homer, he introduces to us instead Antimachus of Colophon,
a poet whose very name we hardly knew.' What we do hear

of Antimachus is this : that he was a notably frigid and unsuc-

cessful epic poet, contemporary with Plato
;

that his poems
were extant, and are quoted in the Venetian scholia by the

Alexandrian critics
;
that he prepared an edition of the Iliad,

which is quoted constantly in the same scholia as one of those

Kar ai'Spa, and as inferior to and more recent than the city

1 The following tracts contain Mr. Paley's various restatements of his

theory : On Qitintits Smyrtuzus >SrY. (1876) ;
Homerus Peru-Its tetate, &c.

(1877) ; Homeri qutz nunc extant, &c. (1878) ; and his article in Macmil*

lan's Magazine for March, 1879.
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editions, when it differs from them. These facts surely dispose

of the claim of any such new Homer, if it were not already

sufficiently absurd to imagine the noiseless and unnoticed birth

of the two great epics in a literary and critical age.

It is moreover only by inventing an impossible epoch that

Mr. Paley has found a date for the composition of the poems.
He places it after the Tragic poets and before Plato, who knows

and quotes our text. But Sophocles and Euripides were com-

posing tragedies until Plato was of age, and the latest of these

plays show no greater familiarity than those of yEschylus with

our Homer. This silence then of the dramatists must have

been intentional, and proves nothing for Mr. Paley.
1

Again, the absence of reference in Greek tragedy to the

subjects of the Iliad and Odyssey cannot be explained by their

non-existence as epics, for it would equally demonstrate the

non-existence of the separate lays which compose them, and

would thus prove infinitely too much, as not even Mr. Paley
will assert that the materials of the epics were not old. If they
existed as separate lays, their excellence would have secured

their frequent imitation, but for the only tenable reason the

conscious abstaining of later Greek art from touching these great

masterpieces. Thus the Odyssey carefully avoids all iteration

of, or even allusion to, the Iliad.

The assertion of the late dissemination of writing in Greece

has been disproved by the actual existence of old inscriptions,

I cannot here turn aside to discuss the linguistic arguments
of Mr. Paley, but will only refer to Mr. Sayce's supplementary

chapter in this volume, where it is shown, with a full apprecia-

tion of Mr. Paley's objections, that no really recent origin can

be inferred from the grammatical complexion of our text. I

will add, moreover, that the newer researches into Homeric

language prove in many respects not its recent, but its exceed-

ingly ancient complexion. This is, I believe, more strictly the

case with Homeric syntax, so far as it has been examined.

49. The history of criticism on the Odyssey, which has

1 The reasons of ^Eschylus, the father of tragedy, for preferring other

legends than Homer's are well explained by Nitzsch in the second volume

of his Sagenpoesie der Griechen.
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been necessarily touched in the foregoing sketch, is somewhat

simpler than that of the Iliad. Wolf, who felt so strongly the

piecemeal character of the Iliad, declares himself as struck at

every fresh perusal with the harmony and unity of the Odyssey.

Grote, who wonders that critics have commenced with the

more complicated and difficult poem, asserts that the question
of unity would never have been raised had the Odyssey alone

been preserved. The most trenchant dissectors of the Iliad,

and those who stoutly maintain it to be an aggregate without

any presiding plan among the authors of its fragments, confess

that the Odyssey differs in the much greater method and clear-

ness of its structure, and at least represents the work of a far

more experienced arranger. Nevertheless, the Germans could

not but admit large interpolations. Even Nitzsch, Baumlein,

Schomann, Bergk, and other defenders of its unity, admit this,

nor do any of them maintain the conclusion (from i|/ 296 to

the end) which Aristophanes had already rejected.

But the effect of pulling to pieces the Iliad at last began
to tell on the Odyssey. The task of hunting for supposed

discrepancies and the sutures of divers accounts is too con-

genial to the German analyst, and too well suited to his tone

of thinking, to permit so large and complicated an epic as the

Odyssey to escape his censure. So, beginning from Spohn's
tract (1816), and Kayser's Program of 1835, a series of acute

monographs have assailed the consistency of the Odyssey, and

endeavoured to show that this poem also is made up of several

special songs, at least four in number, with interpolations

besides. By far the ablest of these critics and their acknow-

ledged master is A. Kirchhoff,
1 whose views are now generally

adopted and developed by the Atomistic school.

While this writer shares with his countrymen their over-

subtlety, and not very convincing a;sthetical judgment as to

what is good and bad, or as to what is excusable or inex-

cusable, in an old poet reciting to an unlettered and uncritical

audience, he nevertheless shows with real force many evidences

of patching in the Odyssey which had hitherto escaped other

scholars. He makes it very probable that the advice of

1 Die Composition der Odyssce (Berlin, 2nd ed., 1879).
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Athene to Telemachus in o is made up not very skilfully from

the subsequent narrative. Still more clearly he shows how the

action is too manifestly delayed by the absence of any direct

reply of Odysseus to the point-blank question of Arete as to

his name and family.
1 He also shows grounds for asserting

that the long narrative (*-//) put into the first person in Odysseus'
mouth was adopted from older narratives in the third person.

He discovers two inconsistent reasons, one natural and the

other miraculous (' 429), for the non-recognition of Odysseus.
He believes therefore that the old nostos of Odysseus was

greatly enlarged, and endeavours to show, on various grounds,

that this took place somewhere about Ol. 30. His theory

seems very parallel to that of Grote on the Iliad, who holds

the shorter, and I think older, Wrath of Achilles to have been

expanded by the borrowing of whole books from a longer Iliad.

50. The examination of particular passages throughout the

Odyssey has not yet been carried out by the Germans with

their accustomed detail,
2 but enough has been done to bring

the latest advocates of its unity, Bergk and Faesi, to admit

large interpolations. I do not think the theory of a me-

chanical aggregation by Peisistratus is now held by any man
of sense in Germany ;

it being universally allowed that the

plan is an essential part of the composition, and that it is

considerably older than the famous commission. Mr. Paley
alone ventures to class it in this respect along with the Iliad,

and bring down its compilation to those well-known and critical

days when every new poem was named and claimed by a

jealous author.

The controversy concerning the composition ofthe Odyssey
is growing hot in Germany, but the main point at issue is not

quite the same as in the case of the Iliad. The theory of

aggregation of short lays being very improbable, and that of a

plan guiding the composition or adaptation of the lesser uni-

ties being generally accepted, it remains to account for the

1 Cf. the interpolation a 270-97 with 209, sq. ; and T; 238, to which

no answer is vouchsafed until 19.
3 Cf. now Pick's work on the Odyssey in its original ^Eolic form, a very

curious and important work, of which more presently.
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numerous passages, which are, in the opinion of German

critics, out of harmony with this plan, and so inconsistent with

it that they cannot have been composed by the poet who
framed the general narrative. On the one hand, the school of

Kirchhoff, represented by Friedlander, Bonitz, Hartel, and

others, hold that these passages
[ are vamped together, or

arranged by the poet who was uniting the adventures of Tele-

machus with the return of Odysseus, and who framed the main

narrative of Odysseus' travels as a recital by the hero himself.

They hold that original passages were deliberately left out, or

changed into the form in which we now have them, and that

the unskilfulness with which this has been done lets us see

when and why it has been undertaken. Kirchhoff rejects alto-

gether as unscientific the assumption of interpolations, unless

a distinct reason can be assigned which prompted such inter-

polation.

This great principle, which ought to become a canon

in criticism, is a terrible blow to the speculations of his

opponents, who accordingly attack him vehemently. Of

these Diintzer, Heimreich, Kammer, and Bergk maintain

that they can restore the primitive form of the Odyssey

by merely extending the proceeding of Aristarchus, and

rejecting as interpolations such passages as are inconsis-

tent in thought, or unworthy in style, when compared with

the genuine poetry of the Odyssey. They allow large room

for critical taste, and accordingly differ widely as to the merit

or demerit of sundry suspected passages. To assert the unity

of the Odyssey in any honest or real sense is now nearly as

obsolete in Germany as it is to assert the unity of the Iliad.

It is even very unusual to find competent critics, like Senge-

busch, who will assert that the Odyssey and the Iliad even

in part come from one poet or from poets of the same

age and school. Professor Geddes is led to this view by as-

suming the Odyssey to be one and indivisible, and finding

close .correspondences in certain parts of the Iliad
; Senge-

busch evidently by the authority of Aristarchus, who asserted

1 Such as a 269-302, w 370-390. v 94 compared with o 50 (the same day).
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the author of the Iliad to have anticipated the Odyssey in many
of his allusions. 1

51. A calm review of this long controversy suggests

several curious reflections, which have so large an application

that they can hardly be here out of place. The first point

which strikes us is the remarkable contrast of attitude be-

tween the English and German critics. The Germans, one

and all, lay the greatest stress on matters of detail; and it is

quite an admitted axiom among them that any passage incon-

sistent with the general argument, or illogical, or merely re-

peating a previous idea, cannot be genuine. Of course they

quarrel violently over their facts, some declaring against pas-

sages which others assert to be necessary to the text and of the

highest importance. Secondly, it is generally asserted among
them, though not universally admitted, that passages of inferior

merit come from the hand of interpolators, and are also to be

rejected ;
but as the question of poetic merit is purely sub-

jective, and as the Germans are not over-competent, though

very positive as regards it, the admission of this principle ne-

cessarily destroys, all chance of ultimate agreement. Thirdly,

it seems tacitly assumed by them all, that all the interpola-

tors or imitators, or later poets, if such there were, must be

inferior to the older and more original bards. Without this

assumption, the second principle is in absolute jeopardy; and

yet why may it not constantly be false? Thus the poet of the

last book of the Iliad, generally believed to be later than the

rest, is surely a poet of the very first order, and in the opinion
of any fair critic this book must be held superior to many of

those which precede it. It is even highly conceivable that the

very excellence of a later lay might be the cause of its recep-
tion in an older and poorer composition.

The English, on the other hand, are all impressed with the

fact that no large plan can be carried out without a great deal

of inaccuracy in the details, even in critical days ; they cite

modern poets and novelists who have been guilty of the grossest
blunders of this kind ; they maintain that such things are abso-

1 All the works of the German authors mentioned will be found enume-

rated in the notes to Bonitz' last edition (iSSi) of his excellent pamphlet On
the Origin of the Homeric Poems.
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lutely to be predicted in long poems, composed without writing,

for an uncritical audience, in an uncritical age. They regard all

the dissection of details by the Germans as the result of irrele-

vant subtlety, provided a general harmony of plan, of diction,

and of character can be established. They have taken .great

pains to show such harmony, especially in the characters, and

have even applied psychological subtleties to explain away

great inconsistencies, as in the cases of Agamemnon and Hector.

This contrast of attitude is so strong that it has blinded each

nation to the importance of what has been said by the other,

unless we admit the explanation that few scholars of either

nation are able to appreciate accurately the force of an argument
in a foreign tongue. They read, indeed, or rather quote each

other; but it is certain that to apprehend the force of an in-

tricate and tedious polemical statement, the reader must be able

to run along quite easily in the language of the writer. It is

the absence of this facility which produces both the general

contempt and the occasional veneration shown by the two

nations for each other's work. The natural results have fol-

lowed. Each side spoils by exaggeration a very strong case.

While the Germans exhibit not a little pedantry in many of

their criticisms, and often rouse the astonishment of the reader

by the dulness of their literary judgments, they have certainly

detected too many flaws and contradictions to be overlooked

and explained away. While the English are, on their side,

too subtle in discovering harmonies, and over-generous in con-

doning blunders, they have certainly made a strong case for a

general unity of plan in both poems, and their arguments on

this point, if read with any care, might have made the Germans

less confident in their assumptions. There is but one critic

Grote who seems really at home in the writings of both sides ;

accordingly he has propounded an intermediate theory on the

Iliad, which is, I conceive, not far from the truth. Had he

continued to study the question after Kirchhoffs analysis of

the Odyssey became known, he might have modified his views

on this poem. The absence of all reference in his notes to

the work of Kirchhoff makes it plain that he had not followed

up the controversy beyond the date of his fourth edition.
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51*. Kirchhoff, in the preface to his book (die homerische

Odyssee, 2nd ed., Berlin, 1879), sums up briefly the leading

points of his theory, which is here more definitely stated than

in his previous essays. He holds our Odyssey to be made up

(10) of the old Nostos of Odysseus,
1

composed at a very early

date, complete in itself, and of the highest poetic merit, but

composed when epic composition was already at its zenith, and

far from its rude beginnings. (<) He has since discovered that

a younger Nostos, in which Kirke and Helios play the same

parts as Poseidon and Kalypso in the original Nostos, has been

embodied in it. (2) An early continuation of this Nostos by a

later poet, but still before the first Olympiad in date. This

poet sang the adventures of Odysseus after his return,
2 em-

bodying in the work many shorter lays which we cannot now
sever. That this poet was not identical with the composer of

the Nostos, Kirchhoff infers with perfect confidence 3 from the

fact that in poetical merit he is far beneath him. Aus diesemfur
sick alhin vollig durchschlagenden Grunde (!) ist es ganz unmog-
lich Identitat der Verfasser anzunehmen. (3) Then come (in

an appendix) the Adventures of Telemackus, very loosely fitted

to the Nostos and Tisis, (4) But anyone who looks into these

separately printed divisions of Kirchhoffs text will notice long

passages in a smaller type. These are due to the later redac-

tion of the poem, about Ol. 30, by a person of no poetic power,
who expanded the earlier work, and in his turn combined the

whole with all manner of needless and disturbing interpola-

tions.

The reader will easily see how far I am disposed to agree
with this definite theory. I am unable to feel the decided

inferiority of the second poet, and I see no evidence that he

must have lived before 776 B.C. But in holding a conscious

combination of larger unities by a poet-artist in the eighth cen-

tury, Kirchhoff seems to me correct. How far the redactor of

the thirtieth Olympiad is necessary cannot be determined with-

out an intricate discussion. The usual German feature of set-

tling antiquity, and denying identity, according to subjective

1 o-v 184.
2 v i82-ij/ 296 (he calls it riffis).

3
P- 496.
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notions of poetic merit, has not diminished in Kirchhoff's

now long-matured views.

52*. It is but just to the reader that I should here say

something concerning the later literature of the Homeric con-

troversy, and the attitude which the question has assumed
since the publication of my last edition. At the risk of appear-

ing to overrate my former decision, I am obliged to state that

the general solution then offered has since become the preva-
lent one among critics, as may be easily seen by an examination

of the newest books. Thus M. Maurice Croiset, in his very in-

teresting volume, though he rather insists upon his differences

from Grote's theory than his agreements, and though he classes

me as a strict adherent of that theory, in reality only modifies

it in the direction which I had indicated, and produces a more

explicit and expanded account of the genesis of the poems,
which is but a further step in the same direction. 1 But I will

not underrate the additions he has made, and will sketch

as briefly as I can this new and highly reasonable Homeric

theory. While accepting the critical results which have esta-

blished varieties and irregularities of style, as well as positive

inconsistencies, in the poems, he is not satisfied with attributing

these signs of various workmanship to the amalgamation of two

complete or definite poems, an Achillas and an Iliad. But

while he insists, as I did, upon the scattered and individual

character of the lays which Grote called an early Iliad, he is

of course obliged to hold, as I did, that it was a great tragic

idea, a great human interest the wrath of one man and its

consequences which made one poet, whom we may call the

original Homer, superior to all his rivals. Even he did not

compose his lays to be sung in one connected whole. They
were, M. Croiset supposes, mere separate lays, such as those

sung by Demodocus in the eighth book of the Odyssey, but yet

they were related to one another, inasmuch as they were

stories grouped round one idea, in chronological sequence, and

felt by the audience to be parts of the same legend. Thus

this series of lays and their author began to gain and to retain

a greater popularity than the rest, and when their author passed

1 Histoire de la Litt. grecque (1890), vol. i. chap. 4, ?.

VOL. I. 1 F
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away, his name and work were kept alive by a class of singers,

probably at Chios, who not only preserved them, but presently

began to enlarge them by composing o.ther lays within the

framework of the same story, more or less closely allied to the

original Homer. The days of literary property, of claiming or

protecting originality, were not yet. Every poet and every
hearer would only desire to see so great an idea enlarged and

perfected.

Accordingly, early bards, differing in ability but resembling
in style and feeling, began to expand the Achilles-lays with new

matter, partly by imitating the Acts of Achilles or of Aga-
memnon in composing praise of other heroes, partly by episodes
such as the parting of Hector and Andromache, the Embassy to

Achilles, and the long combats about the fleet, to which a ram-

part was added, and many other features not found in the original

conception. These are the supplementary lays of M. Croiset,

who wisely refuses to be bound down in details, but expounds
the general process with great clearness. I will again insist upon
one point which he mentions without dwelling upon it. The

suitability for recitation at particular courts was attained by

composing aristeia in which the ancestors of the several princes

were ennobled by giving them a prominent place in the poem.
When many such supplementary lays had been composed,

and had become popular, there arose the difficulty of fitting

them chronologically into the original frame a difficulty never

completely overcome, and one which first led modern critics to

suspect a composite origin. The device resorted to by the bards

was the composing of the accommodating lays of M. Croiset,

generally of later style and inferior workmanship, inasmuch as

they seek by allusions and vampings to fill up the gaps and

close the sutures in the expanded poem. To give an example :

the lay of the Embassy (ix.) ends with a refusal of Achilles

to interfere
;

it could not therefore come in after the Patrocleia,

which moves Achilles in the opposite direction. Hence it

must come before that long and varied conflict, including the

Exploits of Agamemnon (xi.). On the other hand, it must not

come immediately after the Quarrel (i.),
in which Agamemnon

is haughty and uncompromising in tone towards Achilles.
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Hence it must be placed after the Exploits of Diomede. But

as these are all victories of the Greeks, it was necessary to com-

pose a defeat (viii.) which would account for the humble Em-

bassy. In this way, not by a Commission, not by a mere

Arranger, but by the free treatment of a school of poets, an im-

plicit unity of idea became explicit. The original genius had as

it were marked out the new territory with three or four isolated

but magnificent towers
;
others filled in his plan by richer and

more decorated, but less massive buildings ; lastly came the

wall of rubble masonry, which closed the gaps and completed
the noble city. Such is the theory in which M. Croiset gathers

and systematises the converging results of modern criticism.

53*. Mention must next be made of the elaborate critical

edition of the Iliad published by W. Christ,
1 which not only

contains a careful recension of the text according to the newest

lights, but also an explicit Homeric theory, in the Prolegomena
and Epilegomena to the text. The main results will be found

enumerated at pp. 91-6 of the first volume. They are briefly

as follows. The Iliad is not a conglomerate of lays originally

distinct, and brought into an imperfect unity, but rather the

expansion of an originally artistic and dramatic unity, made up
of books A, A 1-595, n and P, Y 381-$ 227, and 3> 526 to

the end of X. This selection, according to Christ, shows a

great logical as well as poetical superiority. The first addition

was made either by the original poet himself, or his immediate

school, and consisted of the books M-O, inserted between

A and II. Then come the introduction by another poet of

Sarpedon and the Lycians, of the mission to Achilles (I) and of

the sequel to the death of Hector, i.e. his ransom and funeral.

Later, but still in a good epoch, and from competent poets,

come the Doloneia, the Shield of Achilles, the Games, and

some more lays.

The Catalogue is the latest accretion, made before the

first Olympiad, at the time when the Odyssey was being com-

pleted, and Arctinus, Lesches and Stasinus were already com-

posing. Pisistratus and his Commission added hardly anything,

but deserve great credit for bringing all the poems together in

1

Leipzig, Teubner, 1884.
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their proper order, and so publishing them that this order was

secured for the future. But the poems had already been

written down, and were known by their initial verses. Christ

thinks that probably two, or at most four poets, not differing

in age by one hundred years, composed the real Iliad. The
additions were made by many hands. He proceeds (p. 95) to

give a list of the several lays under six heads or periods.

I need not repeat what I have so often said as to the sub-

jective taste of this sort of criticism, which adopts poems as

genuine because they seem to the critic better than the rest,

and assumes that no later poet can excel or even rival the

older composers. Such canons, though almost universal among
the Germans, seem hardly based on common sense, or upon a

calm review of the development of poetry among men. Christ,

indeed, himself, in his Epilegomena makes some changes in the

arrangement, which in the text are indicated by the use of three

various types for various strata of the poems.
But what does he say of the new theory of Fick, to which

I am about to introduce the reader ? He seems to me evi-

dently a more than mature scholar, trained upon the received

traditions of Homeric grammar, and unable to face the problem
from a new point of view. He rejects an ^Eolic origin for the

Homeric epic, because (i) the subject-matter points to an

Ionic origin (p. 126), and cites in a brief sentence Nestor,

Athene, the Cayster, Poseidon, Glaucus, as all Ionic gods,

heroes, or rivers appearing in the oldest or most remarkable

parts of the Iliad. This last alternative, however, invalidates

his argument, if we do not assume that the most remarkable

must be among the oldest poets.

But what about (2) the ^Eolic forms ? While ready to

admit them (cf. his 74, sq.), he will not admit that they con-

stitute an argument for a different type of Iliad, and falls back

upon what I consider the exploded view that a mixture of

dialects may have been deliberately used in the first composi-
tion of the poems. He gives three different explanations of the

phenomenon in various parts of his treatise : (a) that Homer may
have borrowed these forms, especially in names and formula,
from older ^olic poets ; (ft) that the dialect of Smyrna, and
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even of Chios, inhabited by both races, may have contained an

actual mixture in the speech of the people ; (y) that these

yEolic forms are the remains of the oldest form of Greek, kept
alive in the epic language.

The first account almost gives up the point in dispute, for

if the so-called Homer borrowed from ./Eolic poets, can we
believe that he selected isolated forms, and that he did not

rather transcribe or adapt actual lays ? The second assumes

that a spoken jargon, and not a really literary dialect, was the

language of Homer a supposition contrary to all that we
know of Greek poetry. The third is based upon an ignorance
of the laws which rule the development of dialects, as it assumes

that determined ^Eolic forms, and not the vaguer mother forms

from which both ^Eolic and Ionic can be derived, were the

primitive Greek speech ;
and what Fick says in reply is un-

answerable, viz., that our oldest Ionic remains, reaching to 700

B.C., have no traces of this sort of impossible primitive dialect.

But another and far more important theory regarding, not

only the Iliad and Odyssey, but all the early poetry of the

Greeks, is that developed by August Fick in a series of very
remarkable articles in Bezzenberger's Beitrdge reaching over

the last seven years, in the course of which he has also pub-
lished the '

purified
'

text of the Odyssey, and of part of the

Iliad, the 'purified' text of Hesiod (1883 and 1887 respec-

tively), and has given us texts of most of the early lyric and

elegiac poetry. This theory, starting from purely linguistic

grounds, has advanced to constructive arguments from aesthetic

reasons, and he has recently (especially in his Hesiod] adopted,

in concert with arguments from dialect, another test of genuine-

ness, which is based on a law of arithmetical symmetry. It

seems to me most astonishing that this large theory, resulting

in a comprehensive handling of all the old texts, has as yet

received no consideration in English classical publications.

In the last edition of this book I could only announce it, as it

had not assumed its mature form in the distinguished author's

mind, and indeed he has recalled a good many statements made

in the only expression of his theory then accessible. But since

that time we have only an occasional timid allusion, or a con-
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temptuous rejection in a sentence, like those of Christ and

Croiset, which show that our Homeric scholars are either afraid

of the theory or have not taken the trouble to study it.

Mr. Sayce's appendix (in the first edition of this book) gave
a summary of the facts upon which Prof. Pick has enlarged con-

siderably, and upon which his theory is based I mean, the

analysis of the dialectical forms to be found in our Iliad and

Odyssey. The main fact there established is the composite and
artificial character of Homeric language. The ancient critics

had long since observed that there were ^olic, Ionic and Attic

forms side by side in the poems, and naively conjectured that

the great poet had, with a full knowledge of all these dialects,

of his wisdom selected from each what suited his purpose, or

fitted his metre. Such a notion of poetic taste or of primitive

genius in literature would seem too grotesque to be worth

stating, were not a very usual modern notion of equal absurdity
still current that this jumble of forms represents the old Ionic

speech of the people among whom the earliest poets composed
and recited.

The notion that any primitive dialect contains the developed
differences found in its widely varying descendents, in use, and

side by side, is an hypothesis not less absurd than that just men-

tioned. 1
It is refuted, if it require refutation, by the fact

noticed in Fick's recent studies of the old Ionic poets Archi-

lochus, Semonides, &c., that in them, at a date not far removed

from Homer, or from most of what we call Homer, no trace of

such a jumble of forms is to be found. Why it is found in the

more recent elegists is one of the most ingenious points of his

theory. The fact remains, then, that two distinct dialects, the

^Eolic, such as is shown in its later stage by Alcaeus and Sappho,
and the Ionic, such as we know it in the elegists, and after-

wards in Herodotus (its later stage), are embedded in the

present text. I shall say nothing at present of the distinctly

Attic forms which are akin to New-Ionic, or of the few curiosi-

ties which seem constructed upon false analogies, and of which

Mr. Sayce has given specimens in the Appendix. I am not sure

1 The /ecus of Herodotus cannot be derived from the irws of Homer,
but both from a parent form nfias which explains them (B.B., Fick's

Odyssey, p. 5).
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that blunders in language (in the strictly theoretical sense) are

always the mistakes of imitative poetasters ; they may be the

mistakes of an unlearned age, applying analogy falsely to cases

which are only parallel in sound, and not in reality. The point

of moment is the juxtaposition of yolic and Ionic, two forms

of Greek as mutually exclusive as Genoese and Venetian in

Italian, as Somerset and Cork English in our own islands.

No rational explanation was ever given of this phenomenon
till August Fick saw that the poems had been originally com-

posed in one of them, and then transliterated into the other.

Such a proceeding, far from being exceptional, or as some ob-

jected, unique, is almost universal, when a later age seeks to

make ancient poems intelligible to a society whose language
has changed, and which finds obsolete forms strange and dis-

agreeable. Thus in our own literary history Dryden reformed

Chaucer, and Bishop Percy (in a less degree) the ballads of

older days. Low German poems have (I believe) been trans-

literated into High German, or vice versa, and in all these cases

where the metre was built upon an antique form, this form was

retained, while the neighbouring forms were altered. In the

well-known epigram on the heroes of Thermopylae (ascribed to

Simonides) a Doric form reVopes has been left in the distich

otherwise transformed into good Ionic, because reWapes would

not scan.

The transliteration, therefore, if supported by good argu-

ments, is neither unique nor surprising. But it must be shown

that one of the dialects is older and essential, the other newer

and superficial. This is the task which Fick has under-

taken {B.B. vii. 139, sq., and introduction to his Odyssey), as I

think, with complete success. He shows that no possible or-

dinary speech of any Greek race would use the forms in long
a and in 17 simultaneously as they are found in Homer.

NYM$H, ATPEIAH2 stand beside EA, NAY2IKAA, and,

still more oddly, beside their own genitives NYM<J>AfiN,

ATPEIAAO. Legends placed the birth of Homer at Smyrna,
which once had been ^olic, but passed into Ionic hands, and

from thence onward we know that the school of early rhapso-

dists settled at Chios, which was Ionic. There are, then, plenty

of suggestions on either side. The legends are yEolic ; the
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seat of the Trojan war is ^Eolic
;
the subsequent preservation

and spread of the poems was entirely due to Ionic hands.

The antecedent probabilities are therefore in favour of an

/Eolic original, transformed by Ionic reciters. But yet they

did not do it thoroughly. They left unmistakable traces of the

digamma, which had vanished early from Ionic Greek, at all

events in our earliest certain specimens, such as Callinus.

But I will refer the reader to the appendix for the details con-

cerning ^Eolic forms. They were first separated and collected

by G. Hinrichs.

Upon close examination Fick found that these ^olic forms

only remained where the corresponding Ionic forms would not

suit the metre, or where there was no equivalent form in Ionic
;

and this he follows out in great detail. 1 He shows that in con-

siderable portions of the poems the Ionic forms can be replaced

by what we know to have been their ^solic equivalents, while

the reverse process is impossible. But this is not everywhere
the case. In some portions of the poems the Ionic dialect is

essential, and cannot be ^olised. It is a striking coincidence

that the lays in which this latter condition of things is found

are the very lays which independent critics have asserted to be

the later parts, or additions, to the poems. This corroboration

is so convenient, and is based upon such speculative work

especially that of A. Kirchhoff that it may have done more to

discredit than to confirm Fick's theory among cautious scholars.

But even rejecting Kirchhoff's dissection of the Odyssey, the

main facts of Fick's position remain unshaken. We need only
admit that there are older and newer strata in the poems, and

that the later portions were composed first in the independent
Ionic dialect, afterwards in the crystallised Epic speech, which

had become the model for later poets, and which was an artificial

mixture which they mistook for primitive Greek. By this theory
alone do the complicated phenomena of Homeric grammar
receive their logical explication.

In his recent studies upon Hesiod (1887) the acute dis-

coverer has burdened his theory with another development
which I cannot but think unfortunate, as it rests upon the cor-

rectness of a series of hypotheses. He thinks that Hesiod, the

Odyssey, pp. 12, sq.
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Homeric Hymns, and the older portions of the Iliad and

Odyssey were composed on a system of symmetrical para-

graphs, multiples of 9, or of 10 lines. Whole poems were

divided into triads, these triads again into lesser members,
till we come down to the unit, say of 9 or 10 lines. But in the

first place he is obliged to assume various units in various

poems. Secondly, no old poem or hymn gives him his required
numbers without getting rid of a number of lines, or supposing
the addition of lost verses. Lines superfluous to his scheme

are rejected for all manner of reasons, in fact for any reason

that comes to hand because some editor has suspected them,
or because they contain Ionic forms, or because they seem to

Fick poor stuff, or because they can be spared! With these re-

sources at hand, it seems to me that Fick produces his results

somewhat after the fashion of the theologians of my youth

dealing with the number 7 or the fatal 666 in the book of

Revelations. And yet it may be that my impatience may yet

be compared to that of other critics towards his dialect theory,
which I regard as the most important step of our times in

Homeric criticism. I must not extend this discussion any

further, but will close with giving his own summary of results

from the conclusion of his Hesiod (1887) and his most recent

article (B.B. xvi. i, sq. 1890.)
' There were probably songs concerning gods and heroes at

every epoch and everywhere among the oldest Greeks ; the

artistic or studied composition of the epos began with one

branch, the Pierians about Mount Olympus, just as at the old

Norse courts almost every Skald was an Icelander. These

Pierians established the artistic metre, the language, and

also the complicated numerical symmetries of epic poetry
For there are forms still to be found in Homer which

are strange to ^Eolic, but appear in the dialect of northern

Thessaly. Of these EMMEN and <EPEMEN are examples.
But of this Thessalian epic poetry we have no remains [unless
it be in the glorifying of the special heroes of that country], and

the epos makes a fresh start in JEolis. The earliest works of

this school are the Menis (Wrath of Achilles), about 730 B.C.,

the original Nostos of Odysseus (about 710 B.C.). Possibly here
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also arose the oldest form of the Thebais and the Argonautica,

certainly (about 660) the little Iliad of Lesches, who came

from Lesbos. The Menis and Nostos were circulated at an

early period among the Achseans who had settled in Gnosus

and Gortyn (in Crete). Here was formed a Cretan school,

which added the books N H O to the Iliad, the Tisis (Revenge
of Ulysses) and the Telemacheia to the Odyssey. The Tisis

is younger than the acts of Idomeneus in N (for the hero is fami-

liar to the poet), but older than Archilochus, whose frag. 70 is

modelled upon 2 135 ;
the poet of the Telemacheia, who makes

allusions to Arctinus (660 B.C.) may be the so-called Homer,
with whom Thaletas of Gortyn was said to be familiar.' What
follows belongs properly to a subsequent chapter, but I shall

give it here in its connection, and refer the reader back to it

when we approach these later poets.
' A singer from Myrinna,

subject to the royal house of the Pelopids of Kyme (whose last

representative, Hermodike, daughter of Agamemnon, married

Midas king of Phrygia, who was overcome by the Kimmerians

in 680), carried the epos to Cyprus, and composed the Oitos

(or Sorrows of Ilion). From this school came also the Cypria,

and the Homeric hymns to Aphrodite. In Cyprus also, later

than the Cypria, about 600 B.C., was completed the expansion
of the Trojan epic, by which the Menis and Oitos [Grote's

Achilleis and Iliad] were welded together and extended by the

Cretan books N E O.
' Hesiod of Kyme came about 690 B.C. to Hellas, and there

founded, perhaps in contact with a surviving Thracian (Pierian)

school at Delphi and Helicon, the Locro-Boeotian school.
' When Smyrna passed, about 700 B.C., from the yEolians

to the lonians, these latter began to study the epos. The

younger Nostos, or expanded adventures of Odysseus, seems to

have been composed at Teos. The Dorians of Rhodes were

responsible for the Tlepolemus episode in E. After the con-

quest of the coast by the Persians in 540 B.C., Ionic rhapsodes
transformed the epos into their dialect

;
the Iliad and Odyssey

owe to Kynsethus of Chios, the Hesiodic poems to Kerkops of

Miletus, their present form. But our oldest text-traditions do

not reach back so far
; they are derived from the Attic recen-
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sion, made about 490 B.C. The second Nekyia (Od. u> 1-200)
is younger than Kyngethus, who made his redaction for Syracuse
in the year 504 B.C., and the writing of the first text was not in

Ionic but Attic characters, where the non-distinction of O and
E from O and H led to many subsequent mistakes.'

The reader will be justly astounded at the precision of

many of these statements, nor is it possible for me to give him
all the acute and learned arguments by which the author seeks

to establish them. I will not here make myself responsible for

more than one of his conclusions, and that the greatest of

them I mean, the transliteration of the older ./Eolic lays into

an Ionic dress, which lets the older forms show through here

and there, as evidence beyond dispute.

In reconsidering the whole question quite recently (B.B. xvi.

1890), Fick very properly rests the strength of his case, not on

one argument, but on three. From the combination of these

he infers the certainty of his conclusions. The first is that
1

higher criticism
' which starts from the principle that we must

demand from original genius logical and sesthetical perfection,

and that violations of plot and inconsistencies of detail prove

spuriousness. But even Fick admits that this method of

criticism may lead us astray ;
it is not necessary that mere re-

petitions should be later stuff, or that the original poets should

be infallible and incapable of a slip. Nor can such general

views determine with any accuracy where the old ends and the

new begins. The linguistic test, however, comes to our aid.

Where the Ionic dialect is not '

protected by the metre,' and

allows us to rewrite it into ^Eolic
;
where the poetry is likewise

excellent, we may declare that the old yolic epos is before us.

We may also bring to our aid the strophic principle which applies

fixed numbers to the old lays. But of this I have already spoken.

I will only add his curious proof that 540 B.C. was the

date of the transformation of the old epics. In his critical

edition of the older Ionic personal poetry, he has shown that

before 540 the Ionic poets make no use of the epos ;
after that

date they constantly echo or refer to it. This curious pheno-

menon points to the fact that while the epos was yolic, it was

unfamiliar and unsuitable to the lonians. No sooner had it
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become Ionic, than its language becomes a sort of poetic

model, and begins to influence all later literature. 1 Fick

argues in great detail that the pretended ^Eolisms which still

appear in the text of the earlier iambists and elegists are

mere blunders for old Ionic forms which can be easily restored.

On the other hand, in Archilochus and Semonides the di-

gamma has already vanished from the speech of the people, so

that its occurrence in our Homer cannot reasonably be referred

to primitive Ionic use.

So far, and so far only, can I lay before the reader this re-

markable theory, of which the real moment lies in the linguistic

details of which Fick is confessedly one of the greatest living

masters. But these belong to the difficult and complicated

grammar of dialects, not to literary history. I need hardly

repeat that the general outcome of all these studies, as regards
the composition and the probable date of the Homeric poems,

agrees generally with the views which I reasoned out and laid

before the reader in the first edition of this book.

There are, of course, great difficulties still in the way ;

Christ's admirable discussion on the digamma
2 in his edition

is a proof of it. The name "lAtos, which generally has the

digamma, is used eleven times where that letter would spoil the

metre (p. 162), and though these instances come from later

books, yet we should imagine the poets would here, if anywhere,
have adhered to tradition.

It will require a generation or two to persuade the learned

that the dialect of the poems is as composite as the plan.

When doubts were first suggested concerning the latter, there was

almost a howl of indignation. Could all the world have been

wrong, could the critics from Aristotle to Mr. Gladstone err,

who asserted the harmony and consistency of the details with

the general plot ? Yet as surely as this prejudice has given

way under the light of reason, so the old superstitions con-

cerning the language of Homer will vanish, and we shall learn

to regard it as one which, in its present form, was never

spoken, and in which no early or original Greek poet could

ever have composed his lays.
1 Cf. B.B. xi. 242, sq.

2
Op. cit. 91, sq.
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CHAPTER V.

GENERAL REMARKS UPON THE ORIGIN AND THE
CHARACTER OF THE HOMERIC POEMS.

52. IT will not be here necessary to give a formal analysis
of the Iliad and Odyssey, inasmuch as the texts are in every
scholar's hands, and even those who are not familiar with

Greek can study them in many excellent English translations.

For our purpose it will be sufficient to sum up the general results

attained by the long controversy on their origin, and offer some

suggestions as to the points decided, and the points still in

doubt. It is hardly requisite to add a word on the literary

aspects of the poems, or to undertake to assist the student in

his survey and his appreciation of them.

Looking in a broad way at the arguments for and against

the unity of each poem, as bearing upon the unity or di-

versity of authorship, we may say that there is no contro-

versy in which each side has been more successful in proving
its case, and yet has more signally failed to overthrow its

opponents. This is the impression which the controversy
will make upon most unbiassed readers. As long as we study
the advocates of the single author, so many undesigned coin-

cidences, so many hidden harmonies, such consistency in the

drawing of character, such uniformity in diction in fact, such

a cloud of witnesses is adduced, that the poem seems cer-

tairly the plan of a single mind. On the other hand, when
we turn to the subtler analyses of destructive critics, they
show us such a crowd of inconsistencies, such wavering in

the drawing of character, such forgetfulness of any general

plan, such evident traces of suture and agglomeration, that the
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poem falls in sunder, and discloses a series of ill-matched

fragments. But, as the advocates of unity are unable to smooth

over these breaks and haitings, so the advocates of plurality are

unable to destroy the strong impression produced in favour of

a fairly consistent and harmonious plan. In fact, I am distinctly

of opinion, that the moderate and critical advocates of the

general unity even of the Iliad, as conceived and carried out

by a single genius, hold the strongest and the most durable

position. But hitherto, and especially in England, they have

ruined their case by wild exaggerations, and by putting a greater

strain upon our faith than it will bear.

53. Thus, for example, they not only insist upon the

unity of authorship of each poem separately, but that both

are the work of the same man. This is one of the points

which modern criticism has, in my opinion, finally decided

in the negative. In the absence of any good evidence for

the common authorship of the poems, the differences are

quite sufficient to prevent us from assuming so improbable
a hypothesis. The tone of the Iliad and that of the Odyssey

are, to my mind, contrasted. The poet of the Odyssey
is more quiet and reflective ; he writes as a poet by pro-

fession, and alludes to others of his class as attached to

various courts. He lives and moves not in Asia Minor, and

close to the Mount Olympus of Bithynia, but in western

Greece, and with his interests turning towards the fabled

wealth of the western Mediterranean. 1 To him Mount

Olympus is not a snow-clad visible peak, but a blessed habi-

tation of the gods, where frost and storm are unknown. The
lions that are so perpetually stalking through the coverts and

prowling about the folds in the Iliad, are only described five

' On the other hand, Bergk (LG. i. p. 741) acutely points out that

the troubles of the city of Erythrse, which are repeated from the history of

Hippias by Athenaeus (vi. 259), have so marked an analogy to the proceed-

ings of the suitors in Ithaca even the name of Irus recurring that lie

believes the poet of the Odyssey to have lived in the neighbouring and

closely connected Chios, and to have painted his scenes from contem-

porary history. But a temporary sojourn would have been sufficient to

suggest the subject, and hence Bergk's argument can only prove that the

poet knew Erythrae, not that he lived at Chios.
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separate times in the Odyssey, and once at least with a com-

plete ignorance of their habits. 1 Above all, there is a careful

avoidance of all direct allusion to the Iliad, which seems
nevertheless distinctly presupposed by the poet This is hardly

explicable if both proceeded from the same hand, but is easily
reconcilable with the attitude of a conscious rival and fol-

lower. But all these details are as nothing when compared
with the difference of tone, which is perfectly convincing to

those who feel it.

The arguments adduced against these reasons are, in my
opinion, either of no intrinsic weight, or based upon a grave
misstatement of evidence. First comes the d priori assertion,

that the coexistence or close succession of two poets of such

genius is inconceivable. But we may reply, that the composi-
tion of the Odyssey is perhaps a century or more subsequent
to that of the Iliad, and, in any case, whatever the law of the

appearance of poetic genius may be, history shows that the coex-

istence of the greatest poets is rather the rule than the exception.

54. Next comes the confident assertion, that the consistent

tradition of the Greeks assigned the two poems to the same

author. This is a serious misstatement, and the more likely to

mislead because it is not absolutely false. The real state of

the facts is as follows. When we examine the traditions of the

earliest historical age in Greece, we find ascribed to Homer,
not the Iliad and Odyssey alone, but a vast body of epic

literature, including a collection of Hymns, and several comic

poems, in some of which there are even passages in iambic

metre alternating with hexameters. Above all, let it be remem-

bered that some of the cyclic epics, then commonly attributed

to Homer, were composed by known poets, and within histori-

cal times. The name of Homer was, therefore, used in the

same general way as we usually speak of the Psalms of David,

though many of them not only make no claim to be composed

by David, but are even distinctly assigned to other authors. In

Greek literature the names of Hesiod and of Hippocrates were

1 Cf. 8 791, f 130, 292, x 402 with 5 33S> repeated in p 126, where

a doe is represented as leaving her young in a lion's lair a perfect ab-

surdity. Lions are simply mentioned a few times in addition (K 212-8,

456, A 6 10).
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used in the same manner to denote a whole school of a pe-

culiar kind.

This simple and uncritical attitude reaches down to the

days of Pindar, who seems to ascribe all the cyclic epics to

Homer, and recognises no other early poet except Hesiod.

The critical labours of the commission of Peisistratus, and of

such men as Theagenes of Rhegium, began to open men's eyes

to the impossibility of holding this view. Herodotus questions

the Homeric authorship of the Cypria and the Epigoni. Plato

only once cites the Cypria, and as the work of an unknown poet.

He appears from his other numerous quotations to have recog-

nised only the Iliad and Odyssey as genuine ; whereas Thucy-
dides had still acknowledged the Hymns as such, and still later

Aristotle quotes the Margites as a poem of Homer.

It appears, then, that of all our authorities on this question,

down to the Alexandrian epoch, there is only one (Plato) who

seems to hold that the Iliad and Odyssey, and these alone,

were the work of a single Homer. Nor is even this to be

asserted positively, but merely as an inference from his silence

on the pseudo-Homerica, or where he notes the existence of

such apocryphal poems. We rather find successive critics dis-

allowing work after work which had been attributed to the

author of the Iliad, and we find that the two poems which

resisted this disintegrating process longest were the Odyssey
and Margites. It is even quite possible that the earliest attacks

on the Odyssey may have preceded Aristotle's time.

But it must be kept in mind that those who may have

allowed the Homeric authorship of the Iliad and Odyssey,
after rejecting the rest, were opposing a feeling the very reverse

of that which they are now quoted as opposing. They pro-

tested against too many works being ascribed to the poet ; they
are now quoted as if they had protested against too few being
ascribed to him. This is a totally different question, and one

which they did not examine. The so-called consistent evidence

of all old tradition as to this unity of authorship is really only
the evidence of those who believed that every epic came
from Homer ; then of those who believed that a great many
epics and other poems came from Homer

; finally, of those who
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were so occupied in rejecting other weaker claims upon his

name, that they had not yet thought of discussing the claims of

the Odyssey.

55. That day, however, did come at last, and there was a

school whose members carried their scepticism to this point.

What its fate would have been is hard to say, had not the great

Aristarchus crushed it by his authority. He was determined to

put down the advance of this scepticism, which would doubtless

have next assailed portions of the Iliad
;

and he succeeded.

But the importance of the controversy is proved by his having
written a special treatise against the Chorizontes, in which he

sought to prove the common authorship of the two poems.
It is very creditable to his sagacity that he endeavoured to

prove it by the only argument which could become conclusive

by showing anticipations of the Odyssey implied in the Iliad.

All other harmonies can be explained as the result of conscious

agreement on the part of the later poet A large body of unde-

signed anticipations in the older poem might indeed convince us.

But Aristarchus' book is lost, and his modern followers have not

attempted to sustain his position with reasonable evidence.

Until, therefore, some new evidence is produced, which is well-

nigh impossible, there seems no reason whatever for assuming
the Iliad and Odyssey to be the product of a single mind.

56. Having thus disposed of the arguments in favour of

this larger unity, we must approach the exaggerated attempts to

show that each of the poems as a whole, with the exception of

a stray line here and there, and perhaps the end of the Odys-

sey, is the work of a single poet developing a logical plot.

Here the advocates of unity have really the verdict of antiquity

to some extent with them, for although the Doloneia (K) in the

Iliad and the last book were much suspected, the sceptics of

those days did not venture on the hypothesis of the absorption

of lesser poems in the texture of the whole, and Aristarchus

believed that all the difficulties could be removed by obelising

inconsistent lines or sentences.

But here, again, I protest in limine against the evidence of

the Greek public, or of any other public, being called in to settle

a question of which no public can be a competent judge. What

VOL. i. i G
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higher authority upon poetry, say our opponents, can you have

than the consent of ages ? What more infallible verdict than

that of successive nations and centuries ? All these have felt the

Iliad and Odyssey to be unities, and shall not this evidence out-

weigh the doubts of critics and the subtleties of grammarians ?

All this plausible talk is founded upon a capital ignoratio denchi.

It is perfectly true that the public is the ultimate and best

judge of literature in one sense that of its excellence and that

there is no instance of a bad work surviving for ages in public

esteem. But surely it is absurd to set up the public as a judge

of the unity of a plot, or the exact composition of an intricate

system. On the contrary, uncritical readers are quite certain

to imagine unity and consistency in any work handed down

to them as one, however incongruous or contradictory its

details. Thus the Psalms of David strike the average reader as

the effusions of a single bard, in spite of headings asserting the

contrary. Thus too the Book of Common Prayer would pass

for the work of a single school, if not of a single pen, though
there are plain traces of compromise between parties all through

it. And so with a thousand other instances. The public,

then, is no judge whatever of the unity of a poem, though an

excellent judge of poetic merit

57. Let us now examine the alleged unity of the Iliad

more in detail. The arguments advanced by such men as

Colonel Mure and Mr. Gladstone, both expert controversialists,

are of this kind general uniformity of diction, general and

even minute consistency in the characters, general sameness of

style. They urge that when the poem is handed down by
tradition as a single whole, these additional marks of design
and unity are conclusive against attributing it to various poets.

What they say, even though greatly exaggerated, has much

weight against the advocates of an aggregation of shorter poems
by a subsequent arranger, but has no force against the advocates

of an original Iliad of moderate dimensions dilated by successive

additions or interpolations. For in this case the enlargers or

interpolators would take what care they could to observe har-

monies of character and diction, and would do so sufficiently to

satisfy the vulgar, though unable to deceive accurate criticism.
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This is in fact exactly the case. The unity which strikes every-

one at first reading gradually breaks up when we are brought to

reflect upon the logical coherence of the parts.

I am very far indeed from asserting the critical principle

assumed as obvious by many Germans, that wherever there is

plain violation of logical consistency, we have not the work of a

single poet telling his own story. The history of modern lite-

rature, even in a critical age, shows ample instances of direct

contradictions in the undoubted works of the greatest authors.

But all these cases, so far as I know, arise from forgetfulness

of details, and cannot be adduced to excuse such large impro-

babilities as we encounter through the Iliad. Yet, even in

detail, I know not whether any parallel could be found (among

great writers) to the narrative from II 313 to 252, during
which at least two days and nights elapse, and a series of incon-

sistent events. among others the building of a great fortifica-

tion with gates are crowded together, while the dead are being
buried. Both Hermann and Lachmann ' have brought out the

details. Thus the fact that the same heroes are killed two or

three times over may pass as unimportant, but how shall we
defend the utter confusion of motives in the second book, the

first view of the Greek chiefs by Priam from the wall in the

tenth year of the war, the fear of Diomede to meet some god in

the form of Glaucus, when on the same day and in the same

battle he has by divine instigation attacked and wounded both

Ares and Aphrodite ? How shall we defend the complete for-

getfulness through all the rest of the poem of two great scenes

the single combat of Hector and Ajax, and the capture of the

horses of Rhesus by Diomede ? In the perpetual encounters be-

tween Hector and Ajax all through the battle at the ships, Ajax
never once alludes to his success in the single combat, though
it was the common habit of Homer's heroes to boast of such

things. In the races of the twenty-third book, Diomede con-

tends with the horses he took from JEneas in the fifth book,

and no mention is made of the much finer horses which he

carried off in the tenth. Some allusion to them here was not

only natural, but necessary, if a single poet had been thinking
1

Betrachlungen zur /lias, p. 24.

G 2
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out his story. More generally, the promise of Zeus that by
the retirement and wrath of Achilles defeat and ruin shall come

upon the Greeks, is followed in the Iliad by a series of brilliant

victories on the part of the Greeks ;
and we are well-nigh tired

of the slaughter of the Trojans, before the least ray of success

dawns upon them. This is not the work of a single poet carry-

ing out a definite plan, but the work of other hands enlarging,

and even contradicting, the original intentions of the author.

58. But what was this plan, and what the work of the origi-

nal author? I will endeavour briefly to sketch what seems to

me the most probable theory, though it is obvious that no con-

structive criticism can be so safe or convincing as the mere

exposure of flaws and defects.

It has already been shown that allusion is made by the

authors to many earlier lays as in existence, and even as pre-

supposed by the Iliad. There are endless details about the

earlier history of the heroes, about their genealogies, and about

the adventures of the gods, which are referred to as well known
and current It is almost certain that there were some lays on

the actual subjects of the Iliad which were adopted or worked

in by the poet. Every early poet makes free use of earlier

materials, nor is there in the history of primitive literature any
instance where the first great advance was not based on previous

work. The attempt to discover and to sever out these primi-

tive elements of the Iliad has been prosecuted by the Germans

long and laboriously enough to show its utter futility. No two

of the dissenters can agree, and if they did, they would fail to

convince any candid critic that their results were more than

guesswork. But they have undoubtedly shown many sutures

and joining lines, so that, while failing in detail, they may fairly

be said to have established their principle.
1

But all these debts of Homer to earlier lays are held to

be debts of detail, and it is asserted, with good reason, that

the new feature in the Iliad, and a principal cause of its suc-

cess, was its splendid plan. Instead of singing the mere

prowess of special heroes, or chronicling the events of a war,

the great poet who struck out the Iliad devised a tragic plot,

1 Cf. the newest summary of these analyses in Croiset, L. G. i. chap. 2.
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into which he could weave character and incident, thus actually

anticipating, as Aristotle clearly saw, the glories of ^Eschylus
and his successors. The wrath of Achilles equalises the forces

on either side, so that the characters and prowess of the lesser

heroes appear ;
the friendship of Patroclus, his death and the

fury of Achilles, the death of Hector all these events are

brought out under one idea the wrath of Achilles.

59. While agreeing with this view, I must insist upon
two reservations : first, the plot was not absolutely original ;

secondly, it was unusually capable of extension. 1

It has not been remarked by any of the critics, that among
the earlier lays mentioned in the Iliad, there is one which is of

a far larger and more epic character than the rest I mean that

briefly told by Phoenix in the ninth book concerning the Life

and Death of Meleager. There are here the materials for a

splendid epic the anger of Artemis, the ravages of the wild

boar, his pursuit and death, the quarrel about his spoils, the

consequent war of Curetes and ^Etolians, the mother's curse on

Meleager, his sullen refusal to help his country, the supplica-

tions of all his kindred, the storming of his city, his wife's

prayers, his sudden reappearance and victory, his untimely
death all this (except the end) is told by Phoenix with a direct

application to the wrath and sullen inaction of Achilles.

Though this part of the ninth book probably did not belong
to the original poem, it seems so early an addition, that its

evidence as to the diffusion of the Legend of Meleager is to be

trusted, and that the wrath and refusal of Meleager to help his

country may have been the spark which kindled in the mind of

Homer the plot of the Achilleis. There are ample differences

and ample originalities in the Iliad to remove all pretence for

asserting any plagiarism. I merely mean to say that if the short

epic about Meleager was, as it seems to be, older than the

Iliad, its leading idea is reproduced in the later poem.
60. We come to the second and more important feature

above mentioned, the elastic nature ofthe plot. When the wrath

1 Niese (op. cit.), while contradicting the former strenuously, insists

upon the second as a main point in his theory viz. that all the added

passages were composed for their place, and for the purpose of expansion.
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of Achilles withdrew him from the field, and the Greeks began
the struggle without him, it was quite natural that other heroes

should endeavour to supply his place, and to avert the defeat

which ultimately showed him to be necessary to his country-
men. But though the original poet may have designed and

carried out some such extension, especially where Patroclus

comes out to fight, still the present extensions of the plot are so

distinctly at variance with the main idea, that we must at once

admit the interpolation of considerable portions of the present

text. Thus the long section which embraces books B-H is

plainly foisted in by successive bards, when they sang the

epic among Greeks who felt a national jealousy for the prowess
of their ancestors, and who would not tolerate their defeat

without inflicting greater loss upon the Trojans. This is really

carried to an absurd length. The Greeks without Achilles are

far more than a match for the Trojans. For every Greek that is

slain at least two Trojans fall, and so we are brought to feel

that these books were composed by poets actually contradicting

the idea of the great tragic master who framed the plot.

It is likewise remarkable that these portions of the Iliad

refer to events which are misplaced in the tenth year of the

war, but highly suitable at its commencement. Such are the

Catalogue, the viewing of the Greek heroes by Priam and

Helen, the single combats of Paris and of Hector with Mene-

laus and Ajax. All these matters, as Grote clearly saw, belong
to an Iliad, but not to an Achilleis. When Mure and Sittl

(p. 73) say, in support of the unity, that it is inconceivable how
all the greatest poets of separate lays should have confined

themselves to the events of a few days in the tenth year of the

war, they simply assume an absurdity. The events just men-

tioned, and the aristeia of the heroes, will suit any period in

the war, and only needed a little adjustment to make them fit

their place as indifferently as they now do.

The second,
1

third, and seventh books were perhaps

adapted from an earlier Iliad for mere expansion's sake, or

1 The Catalogues in this book are inconsistent in many details with

the subsequent books : Meges and Medon are misplaced ; Ajax (Salamis)

stranpely underrated
; Mnestheus (Athens) overrated ; Arcadians and

Asiatic islanders introduced who do not figure in the war.
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to find a nobler place for fine poetry which had else

disappeared before the growing splendour of a newer Iliad.

The aristeia of Diomede is probably due to the recitation

of the Iliad at Argos, where the poem was very popular,
and where the national hero must be made to play a pro-
minent part. Thus his kingdom in the Catalogue is simply cut

out of the empire of Agamemnon, and the hero himself is

drawn a second Achilles. But in the later books (except the

twenty-third) he almost completely disappears.

The arming and acts of Agamemnon, in the eleventh book,

appear to me another such interpolation, unless most of the

earlier books are, for in them the King of Men seems to be a

weak, chicken-hearted creature, always counselling flight, or

finding fault with his inferiors, and not the almost superhuman

being he is here represented. In the same way I cannot

believe that the acts of Patroclus are in the least consistent

with his character and reputation all through the real Achilleis.

He is nowhere spoken of as a wonderful hero, inferior only to

Achilles in valour, but as an amiable second-rate personage,
who keeps on good terms with everyone, and who obtains leave

to bring out the Myrmidons to battle. I believe that in the

original Achilleis he made but a poor diversion, and was

presently slain in fair fight at the ships by the great Hector, as

indeed the later books distinctly imply. But the subsequent

poets who recited in the interests of Greek vanity made him

slaughter Trojans all day, and at last robbed Hector of his

glory by introducing Apollo and Euphorbus to help him.

6 1. This brings me to the strongest and clearest incon-

sistency in the whole of our present Iliad the character and

position of Hector. It has been common among the English

conservatives to boast of the wonderful harmony and accuracy

of each character in the Iliad, and they quietly assume the

whole of their facts as incontrovertible. But surely we need

not trouble ourselves about their arguments, ifwe can deny and

disprove their preliminary facts. That there are many subtle

and striking harmonies I will not deny, but will assert what

has hardly been yet touched upon in this country, that there

are abundant and striking inconsistencies also. I have alluded
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to some of these the fear of Diomede on meeting Glaucus,

the various pictures of Agamemnon, the sudden splendour of

Patroclus ;
but all these are nothing when we come to the case

of Hector.

Critics, old and new, have felt the remarkable contradic-

tions in the drawing of this famous hero, and yet none of them

have ventured to suggest the real explanation. Even Mure
and Mr. Gladstone confess that in our Iliad he is wholly
inferior to his reputation ;

'he is paid off,' say they,
' with

generalities, while in actual encounter he is hardly equal to

the second-rate Greek heroes.' Yet why is he so important
all through the plot of the poem ? Why is his death by
Achilles made an achievement of the highest order ? Why are

the chiefs who at one time challenge and worst him, at another

quaking with fear at his approach? Simply because in the

original plan of the Iliad he was a great warrior, and because

these perpetual defeats by Diomede and Ajax, this avoidance

ofAgamemnon, this swaggering and
'

hectoring
' which we now

find in him, were introduced by die enlargers and interpolators,

in order to enhance the merits of their favourites at his expense.

It seems to me certain that originally the Hector of the

Iliad was really superior to all the Greeks except Achilles, that

upon the retirement of the latter he made shorter work of

them than the later rhapsodists liked to admit, that he soon

burst the gates and appeared at the ships, that Patroclus was

slain there after a briefdiversion, and that in this way the whole

catastrophe was very much more precipitated than we now find

it. I suppose that even when Achilles returns to the field,

these interpolations continue, that the battle of the gods comes

from quite a different sort of poetry than the worldly epic, and

that possibly the book of the games, and the last book, were

added to the shorter plot. But it is likely that these additions

must have been made very early, and by very splendid poets,

for I cannot think with the Germans that such poetry as

the ninth 1 and twenty-fourth books of the Iliad is one whit

1
Sittl, while allowing its excellence (L.G. p. 91), points out various

references implying late composition, such as to Egypt (381), to the

Pythian Oracle (404), to Messenian towns (149), an Underworld-Zeus

(457).
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inferior to the best parts of the original poem. It also appears
to me that the interpolators must have handled both the original

poem and their additions or adaptations very freely ;
for if my

view of Hector be correct, they must have taken out achieve-

ments of his, and put in those of Greek heroes instead, at the

same time adapting stories from the earlier history of the war

to suit the altered time and circumstances.

62. No doubt the strongest objection to this theory of

the formation of our Iliad in most people's minds will be, not the

groundless assertion about so many great poets having confined

themselves to so short a period of the war, which I have set

aside, but rather the assumption of the mere existence of more

than one poet of such eminence, not to say of several, or even

of a school of such splendour. I think this argument, which at

first sight appears strong, depends upon a want of appreciation

of the varying state of society, and its effects upon litera-

ture. There are ages, sometimes primitive, sometimes simple,

where a school or habit of thinking will produce from a number

of men what another age will only attain in high individual

exceptions.

Here are two well-known instances. It is impossible for

all our divines in the present day to produce prayers written

in the pious English of our Book of Common Prayer. There

is a certain depth of style, a certain '

sweet-smelling savour
'

about it which is almost unique in our language, and now

unapproachable. But this book is not the work of a single

man, or even perhaps of a few, but of a considerable number,
who have nevertheless attained such unity or harmony in their

way of thinking and of translating (from the Latin), that it is

not easy to find the least inequality or falling off in any part.

These men were not all Shakespeares and Miltons, but they
were men who belonged to a school greater than any individual

can ever be.

Let us consider another case not very dissimilar. The age
of the Reformation produced in Germany an outburst of devo-

tional poetry, which is preserved in the countless collections

of old hymns still sung in the Protestant churches. Many
of these hymns are assigned to well-known and celebrated
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authors, such as Martin Luther, some to men otherwise un-

known, others again are anonymous. But in literary merit

there is a curious evenness about them. They do not differ in

any way as the poetry of great and little poets does in our day.

The same lofty tone, the same simple faith, the same pure lan-

guage pervades them almost all. And yet both these examples
are from ages very literary and developed as compared to the

age of the epic bards in Greece. I conceive, therefore, that this

evenness of production, this prevalence of a dominating tone,

has made it possible for the work of several hands to coalesce

into a great unity, in which the parts are all great, and, in the

opinion of many, all worthy of the whole.

63. But the destructive critics would not have recourse to

this argument, because they deny the fact which I have assumed.

Many Germans find parts of the Iliad wholly unworthy of the

rest
; they will even tell you the line where a worse poet began,

and where the greater poet takes up the thread again. This

criticism is so completely subjective, so completely dependent

upon the varying taste and judgment of the critic, that I for-

bear to enter upon it. Many passages which they think un-

worthy seem to me the finest poetry ;
and if I were to select a

specimen of what seems to me an evident and most disturbing

interpolation, I should choose the lines ti 527-52, which dilu*e

a splendid scene, but which are nevertheless accepted as belong-

ing to their present place by Aristarchus, and even by all the

destructive critics of late days.

64. The theory which I advocate is derived from that of

Grote. But I do not think all the books which disturb the

Achilleis belong to one other poem, or Ilias, as he does. I

think they were separate lays, perhaps composed, perhaps

adapted, for their place,
1 and that the part of Hector in the

tragedy has been tampered with more seriously than he

suspected. I further agree with the best destructive critics in

Germany in thinking, that though the Iliad has a distinct plot,

and though this plot was the direct cause of its several lays

attaining to their present fame in the world, yet it is for splendid
1 This theory has been adopted by M. Croiset, who nevertheless ranks

me as a close follower of Grote, whom he criticises from this very point.
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scenes, for touching episodes, for picturesque similes, that we
love the Iliad most, and not for its economy or structure.

The successive events are sometimes so loosely connected

that we come to suspect the commission of Peisistratus of

having found many diverging versions, and of having co-ordi-

nated them, in preference to suppressing them all save one.

This is more particularly the case with the similes, with which

the Iliad abounds. In spite of the ingenuity and the reverence

of critics in defending them, these similes are often excessive

and disturbing to the narrative, they often repeat the same facts

with hardly any variation, and when we find two or three co-

ordinated without adequate reason, it seems as if different recit-

ing rhapsodes had composed them separately, and then the

commission included them all in their comprehensive edition. 1

65. These are the principal reflections which suggest them-

selves upon a critical survey of the Iliad. It would be idle in this

place to rehearse again the centuries of praise which this immor-

tal poem has received from all lovers of real poetry. While the

historian and the grammarian will ever find there subjects of

perplexity and doubt, every sound nature, from the schoolboy

eager for life to the old man weary of it, will turn to its pages
for deeply human pictures of excitement and of danger, of

friendship and of sympathy. So purely and perfectly did the

poet of that day mirror life and character, that he forgets his

own existence, and leaves no trace of himself upon the canvas

which he fills with heroes and their deeds. He paints what he

conceives an ideal age, older and better than his own, but paints

too naturally and too clearly from real life not to let us look

through the ideal to the real beneath. The society thus revealed

I have already elsewhere described. 2

66. We turn to consider the Odyssey. Though there was

controversy in old days about the priority of the Iliad, it seems

quite settled now 3 that we must look upon the Odyssey as a later

poem how much later it is impossible to say. The limits

assigned have varied from those who believed it the work of

1 Cf. especially B 55-83.
z Social Life in Greece, chaps, i. and ii.

8 Schomann alone suggests (Jahris Jahrb. vol. Ixix. p. 130) that the

Odyssey may have been the model for the framers of the Iliad.
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the same author in old age, to those who place it two centuries

later (as M. E. Burnouf does), owing to the difference of its

plan and style. But, as Bonitz says,
1 if not composed in the

old age of Homer, it was composed in the old age of Greek

epic poetry, when the creative power was diminishing, but that

of ordering and arranging had become more developed. The

plot of the Odyssey is skilfully conceived, and on the whole

artistically carried out, even though modern acuteness has found

fault with its sutures. But critics seem agreed that the ele-

ments of the Odyssey were not short and disconnected lays,

but themselves epics of considerable length, one on the Return

of Odysseus, another on the adventures of Telemachus, and

these the chief.

The drawing of the characters is perhaps less striking, but

more consistent than in the Iliad. The whole composition
is in fact tamer and more modern. The first faint pulse of

public opinion apart from the ruling chiefs is beginning to be

felt
;
the various elements of society are beginning to crystal-

lise. The profession of poet, which was either unknown or

unnoticed in the Iliad, is made one of importance, which the

author strives consciously to magnify. Instead of constant

battles, blood and wounds, we find that mercantile enterprise

and the adventure of discovery are awakening. Luxury seems

increased
;
and the esteem foi chivalry retires before the

esteem for prudence. The gods, who still constantly interfere

in the life of men, are beginning to act upon more definite

principles, and with somewhat less caprice and passion. The

similes, with which the Iliad abounded, especially in its earlier

books, become almost exceptional.

67. It has been said, with a good deal of force, by
the advocates of the unity of the two poems, that all

these differences may be accounted for by the difference of

the subjects ;
that in a poem of travel and adventure we

must expect these very variations. But this seems rather

the consequence than the cause of the altered feelings and
1

Niese, Entwick. d. H. Poesie (p. 49), shows that the Odyssey knows
the oriental fig, laurel, cypress, cedar, and palm ; the Iliad only native

forest trees. Cf. also (p. 155) the passages thoughtlessly copied from the

Iliad in <p.
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customs. With the blood and wounds, and the rude camp
life of the Iliad before him, the poet who ventured upon a com-

petition with so great a forerunner deliberately set himself to

find contrasts, not only in treatment, but in plan. He may
fairly claim to have surpassed the Iliad in the latter feature ;

and even in the former, there is more charm about the Odyssey
to a calmer and more reflective age, than about the fiercer

Iliad. The Greeks of historical times, who were always trying

to stimulate in their citizens military valour a quality in which

most Greeks were deficient enough taught their children the

warlike poem with this intent, and praised it above all others

for this reason. Their approval was taken up by the gram-

marians, and handed on to modern critics
; but it seems to

me doubtful whether it is not founded wholly upon the educa-

tional feeling among the Greeks. Unbiassed critics will now-

a-days read the Odyssey oftener, and with greater pleasure.

Most of the Germans think that there is a marked falling

off in the second half of the poem ; that the character of the

hero becomes exaggerated, and the narrative generally confused

and injured by repetitions of the same idea. It would not be

difficult to defend many of the points they have attacked, and

to maintain that the trials of the unrecognised Odysseus in his

own palace among the dissolute suitors are most artistically

varied and prolonged in order to stir the reader with im-

patience for the thrilling catastrophe. It is generally agreed
that there are spurious additions at the end. Again, Kirchhoff

has argued that the double reproof of Penelope's incredulity by
Telemachus and by Odysseus is not consistent, and shows signs

of patching. Again and this is no matter of detail it is clear

that there are in the poem two distinct reasons to account for

the non-recognition of Odysseus on his return home : first, the

natural changes of twenty years' toil and hardship ; secondly,

the miraculous transformation effected by Athene for the pur-

pose of disguise.

These and other similar objections to the original unity of

the Odyssey are not likely to occur to the general reader, or to

disturb him, seeing that they had never occurred to the acutest

critics before Kirchhoff. Thus Sengebusch, whose writings
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(so far as they are known to me) date prior to Kirchhoff's

hook, is very severe on the Chorizontes, and ridicules all their

attempts to prove the Odyssey younger than the Iliad, or made

up of parts various in age. His arguments, however, though

very strong against the minor points urged, do not touch

the later and more serious attack. 1 Professor Geddes is con-

tent, with Wolf and Grote, to assume the unity of the Odyssey
as unquestioned, and the whole of his Homeric theory is

based upon this assumption. These critics have the authority

of Aristarchus. But his assumption of the unity of the Iliad

must have vitiated his great argument about its anticipations

of the Odyssey. If several hands contributed to each poem,
it was certain that some of the later Ilian poets knew the

Odyssey, at least in part ; nay, it is very likely that the same

poets contributed to both, as has been shown by the researches

of Professor Geddes. Hence, harmonies of this kind between

the Iliad and Odyssey would only prove a gradual construction

of both in a school with fixed craditions and intent on avoid-

ing manifest contradictions.

68. It may be fairly expected that I should not conclude

the subject without giving a brief summary of the general re-

sults attained by this long controversy.

We may assume it as certain that there existed in Ionia

schools or fraternities of epic rhapsodists who composed and

recited heroic lays at feasts, and often had friendly contests in

these recitations. The origin of these recitations may be sought
in northern Greece, from which the fashion migrated in early

days to Asia Minor. We may assume that these singers became

popular in many parts of Greece, and that they wandered from

1 His most ingenious point is his escape from the difficulty about the

Kimmerians, whose mention in A. 14 is held to prove that that passage was

composed after the appearance of the nation in Asia Minor, circ. 700 B.C.

Sengebusch notes that there were Xeipepioi in Epinis ; that Aristarchus

probably on this account rejected the variant Ktp&fptwv, but preserved the

Ionic form Kiju/iepiW , as the home of the legend came from that country ;

finally, that this very passage suggested the name which the Ionian Greeks

gave to the devastating invaders who overran Asia Minor, and who were
not really so called. Cf. Jahrts Jahrbiicher, vol. Ixvii. p. 414. But all

this seems argutius quam verius.
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court to court glorifying the heroic ancestors of the various chiefs.

One among them, called Homer, was endowed with a genius

superior to the rest, and struck out a plot capable of nobler and

larger treatment. It is likely that this superiority was not

recognised at the time, and that he remained all his life a

singer like the rest, a wandering minstrel, possibly poor and

blind. The listening public gradually stamped his poem with

their approval, they demanded its frequent recitation, and so

this Homer began to attain a great posthumous fame. But

when this fame led people to inquire into his life and his-

tory, it had already passed out of recollection, and men sup-

plied by fables what they had forgotten or neglected. The

rhapsodists, however, then turned their attention to expanding
and perfecting his poem, which was greatly enlarged and called

the Iliad. In doing this they had recourse to the art of writ-

ing, which seems to have been in use when Homer framed his

poem, but which was certainly employed when the plan was

enlarged with episodes. The home of the original Homer
seems to have been about Smyrna, and in contact with both

yEolic and Ionic legends. His date is quite uncertain; it need

not be placed before 800 B.C., and is perhaps later, but not

after 700 B.C.
1

When the greatness of the Iliad had been already discovered,

another rhapsodist of genius conceived the idea of constructing

a similar but contrasted epic from the stories about Odysseus
and Telemachus, and so our Odyssey came into existence a

more carefully planned story, but not so fresh and original as

the older Iliad. Both poets lived at the time when the indi-

vidual had not asserted himself superior to the clan or brother-

hood of bards to which he belonged, and hence their personality

is lost behind the general features of the school, and the

1 This is now supported by Tick on linguistic grounds in his remarkable

Odyssce in ihrer urspr. Form (Bezz. Beitrage, 1883). Nicse (op. cit. p.

226), who makes Homer the real father of all Greek epic poetry, makes

this date a century earlier, on the ground that the oldest cyclic poets,

notably Arctinus and Callinus, directly depend from him. But who will

tell us with any certainty that Arctinus lived at the first Olympiad ? This

date may be a century, or two centuries wrong, for all we know. On
Callinus cf. below, p. 176.
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legendary character of their subjects. An. age of rapid and

original production is not unlikely to produce this result. Thus

Shakespeare, among a crowd of playwrights, and without any

prestige, did not become famous till the details of his life were

well-nigh forgotten. The controversies concerning his plays

have many points of analogy with the disputes about Homer.

When the name of Homer became famous, all epic compo-
sitions pretended to be his work, and he gradually became the

hero eponymos of the schools of rhapsodists. Hence the first

critics began by disallowing the Homeric origin of various in-

ferior and later compositions. This process had in later classical

times gone so far as to reject all but the Iliad and Odyssey.
With an attempt to reject even the Odyssey, ancient scepticism

paused. No Greek critic ever thought of denying that each

poem was the conception and work of a single mind, and of a

mind endowed with exceptional genius. The modern attempt
of the Wolfian school to prove them mere conglomerates has

failed. They have proved that there was extensive interpo-

lation, but all attempts to disengage the original nucleus have

failed.

68*. It occurs to me that I ought to say something in

answer to a natural objection which may be made against the

recent date assigned to the Odyssey in this volume. If this

poem did not receive its present form till near 700 B.C., how is

it possible to account for its vague and fabulous notions about

the geography of the West ? For if Syracuse and Naxos and

Catana, and many other flourishing Greek cities, had been

founded from 735 B.C. onward, surely the fables of Polyphemus,
of the oxen of the sun, of Scylla and Charybdis, and the like,

must have been then already long exploded.

My answer to this objection is twofold. In the first place,

recent researches have shown the geography of the Odyssey,
not only as regards the West, but as regards the very home of

Odysseus, to be so vague and inaccurate, that we must regard
it as consciously imaginary in the poet's mind. He was no

primitive bard painting facts so far as he knew them accurately,

and filling in the rest from his imagination and from legend,
but a deliberate romancer, who did not care to reproduce tame
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reality, even where he could have easily ascertained it. 1

know that some amateur scholars, like Mr. Gladstone and
Dr. Schliemann, will not agree with me, but I will merely refer

the reader to the latest and ablest survey ofHomeric geography
in Mr. Bunbury's Geography of the Ancients (especially vol. i.

ch. iii. 3), where he will see my statement amply corroborated.

Not even Ithaca, not even the Ionian islands, not even the

neighbouring coasts are described with any approach to their

real features. When Telemachus is described starting in a

chariot from Pylos, and driving within two days to Sparta with

his companion,
1 the poet leaves us to imagine either a smooth

plain, or an easy high road along which horses can gallop.

Anyone who has seen the country between the two places will

know how utterly absurd this notion is. And are we to imagine

any high roads at all through the gorges and denies between

Messene and Laconia ? At no period of Greek history down
to the present day was such a journey possible. It follows that

we cannot infer the historical or geographical knowledge of

this age from a poet who deliberately drew his pictures, even

of Greece, from fancy, and not from observation.

It is therefore likely that this geographical vagueness was the

result of an intentional archaicising, of an affected ignorance,
in the clever rhapsodist. If the ignorance had been confined

to the far West, and in that case only, could we explain it by
the antiquity of the poet and the narrow horizon of his geo-

graphical knowledge.
But even if this were not so, I could meet the objection in

another way. The received dates for the foundation of the

Greek colonies are all derived from the Sicilian Archceologia of

Thucydides at the opening of his sixth book All these dates

were evidently borrowed from Antiochus of Syracuse,
2 and we

need not extend to this old logographer the superstitious

reverence generally accorded to every statement of Thucydides.
I need only assume the ordinary motive, that Dionysius would

not compose his history without glorifying his native Syracuse,
then the leading city among all the western Hellenic colonies.

1

> 491, sq.
2 This is now generally admitted e.g., by Busolt, G. G. i. 241, note.

VOL. I. I H
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He was prevented by the ancient temple of Apollo Archegetes

at Naxos, and the customs attached to it, from asserting the

greater antiquity of Syracuse to this town, but he placed his

native city next, and by the smallest possible interval, and then

dated all the other colonies with reference to Syracuse as

really the capital of Sicily. This is manifest from Thucydides'
account.

But how did Antiochus fix the date of the founding of

Syracuse? Surely by no careful reasoning backward from

later and clearer history, by no examination of existing records,

but rather by reasoning downward from an assumed date of

Temenus to Archias the founder, who was the eleventh in

descent from that hero. This would give 330 years from

Temenus to Archias' maturity. Let us note that Pheidon of

Argos was for the very same reason misdated to 747 B.C.

Starting, I believe, from this a priori determination, Antio-

chus seems to have reversed the natural history of Greek

colonisation in the West, for the sake of glorifying Syracuse.

Other legends tell of Archias helping the founder of Corcyra ;

they tell of his helping, on his way to Sicily, the Greek settlers

in southern Italy.
1

Surely this indicates what really happened.
Greek settlers first occupied Corcyra, then they pushed on to

Italy, and, avoiding the barren shore north of Otranto, found

rich plains about the Liris, ofwhich Archilochus speaks (I think)

as of new discoveries. Thence they found their way to Sicily.
2

I do not believe that this latter island was colonised till after

700 B.C., and hold that the whole Sicilian chronology found in

all our Greek histories rests on the imaginary basis laid down

by Antiochus.

69. It is indeed sad that the historian of Greek literature

must devote all his attention to these dry discussions when

he comes to treat of the most charming among Greek books, the

oldest and the most perfect romance in European society. All

the characters of the Odyssey live before us with the most

1 Cf. Miiller, F.H.G. i. p. 183, on the extant frags, of Antiochus.
2 The earliest sea-battle known to Thucydides was between Corinthians

and Corcyrseans about 660 B.C., probably concerning this very question,
the route to Sicily, which Corcyra tried to monopolise.
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wonderful clearness. Even the old servants, and the dogs, are

life-portraits ;
and Plato has not attained to a more delicate

shading of character than may be found in the drawing of the

various ladies, or of the insolent suitors, who appear upon the

scene. When we hear that Sophocles took whole dramas from

the Odyssey, we rather wonder that Euripides did not do so

also
;
and we cannot allege the imaginary reason in Aristotle's

Poetic, that the plot was too simple and well-articulated to afford

more than one drama. For it is really very complex and inge-

nious. The gradual approach of the catastrophe after Odysseus'
return in disguise is wonderfully exciting, and thrills the mind
at the twentieth perusal as at the first. The portrait of the

hero is an essentially Greek ideal, with the ingrained weak-

nesses of the Hellenic character fully expressed in him, yet, on

the whole, superior to the fierce and obstinate Achilles. But

the outspoken admission of guile and deceit in Odysseus

produced a gradual degradation of his character in the cyclic

poets, in Epicharmus, and in tragedy, while Achilles escaped.

In fact, educational tendencies censured the general inclination

to knavery, and exalted the somewhat unusual quality of

physical courage, wherever they were found described in the

Bible of the Greeks. Nevertheless, Odysseus was the Jacob of

the nation, the real type and patriarch of the Ionic race.

I will conclude by pointing out a peculiarly poetic trait in

the character of Penelope, which seems to me to speak a long

world-experience, and very little of that buoyant simplicity of

early times and primitive manners which is usually lauded in

Homer. Nothing is at first sight stranger than the obstinate

scepticism of Penelope at the end of the story. She who had

for years sought out and given credence to every strolling

vagabond's report about her husband, cannot persuade herself,

when he actually returns, to accept him ! And yet, nowhere

has any modern poet given us truer and deeper psychology.

To a nature like Penelope's the longing for her husband had

become so completely the occupation of her life
'

grief filled

the room up of her absent lord
' had so satisfied and engrossed

her thoughts that, on his return, all her life seemed empty, all

her occupation gone, and she was in that blank amazement
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which paralyses the mind. For after a great and sudden loss,

we know not how to prepare ourselves for a change, however

happy, in our daily state, and our minds at first refuse to

accept the loss of griefs which have become almost dear to us

from their familiarity. Such a conception we might expect
from Menander or from Shakespeare. In Homer it is indeed

passing strange.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE CYCLIC POETS AND THE BATRACHO-MYOMACHIA.

.SSOP AND BABRIUS.

70. IT is not the plan of this book to notice the lost works

in Greek literature, except so far as it is necessary for the under-

standing of the remaining treasures. Those who desire to see

all that can be said on the obscure subject of the cyclic poets

may consult Welcker's Episcker Cyclus, where the greater

part of three volumes is devoted to the discussion of notices

and fragments in themselves of little value, and to an estimate

of the genius of poets whom the ancients neglected or despised.

The few facts elicited by his very long discussion are easily

summed up.

It is a salient fact in Greek literature that originality in each

kind of composition was exhausted when the next in order

sprang up. Thus, the long period which elapsed from the first

outburst of epic poetry to the rise of iambic and lyric poetry,

as well as the earlier epochs of these species, was filled with a

series of epic writers who treated subjects similar to those of

the Iliad and Odyssey. But we are told that no later poet
whatever covered this particular ground, owing, it is said, to

the great excellence of the real Homer, who far distanced and

silenced all competition. It would be safer to assert that all.

the poets who did sing of these subjects were either embodied

in the Homeric poems, or, if not, were immediately thrown

aside and forgotten. I have already shown (p. 86) that the earlier

lays discernible in the Iliad were by no means confined to the

tenth year of the war, but may have suited any period subse-

quent to the landing of the Greeks, or before the death of

Hector. To us, however, no separate poet remains who is

known to have trodden on the ground of Homer.
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It was once commonly believed that the remaining epic

poets equally avoided touching upon one another, that they

composed their poems upon a fixed chronological plan, each

resuming where the other had finished, and so completing an

account of what is called the Epic cycle, from the birth of

Aphrodite in the Cypria down to the conclusion of the Nostoi, or

Telegonia, of Eugammon. But it seems clearly made out now
that no such fixed system of poems existed

;
that the authors,

widely separated in date and birthplace, were no corporation
with fixed traditions

; that they did overlap in subject, and re-

peat the same legends ;
and that the epic cycle does not merely

mean a cycle of poems, but a cycle of legends^ arranged by the

grammarians, who illustrated them by a selection ot poems,
or parts of poems, including, of course, the Iliad and Odyssey,
and then such other epics as told the whole story of the

Theban and Trojan wars, down to the conclusion of the heroic

age. When the story was well circulated in Bilderchroniken

and prose extracts, the inferior poems were forgotten.

71. We owe chiefly to the summary of the grammarian

Proclus,
2 which is preserved to us, the following list of the

poems and subjects, (i) The Cypria, in early days attributed to

Homer himself, then denied to him by Herodotus
(ii. 117) and

other sound critics on account of variations from the Iliad and

the Odyssey in its legends, was generally cited anonymously,
as in the Schol. Ven. on the Iliad. Later on, Athenseus and

Proclus speak of Stasinus, or Hegesias, or Hegesinus, as the

author. It was called Cypria, either because the author of

the poem came from Cyprus, or because it celebrated the

Cyprian goddess Aphrodite, and detailed from the commence-

ment her action in the Trojan war. This fact of itself shows a

standpoint quite foreign to the Iliad. The poem was, how-

ever, an introduction to the Iliad, telling a vast number of

myths, and leading the reader from the first causes of the war

up to the tenth year of its duration. It is easy to see that such a

1 KvK\ii<6s in the Scholl. Iliad., in Callimachus, and even in Horace,

means vulgar or commonplace. The technical meaning is much later.

Cf. Couat, Pohie Alex. p. 503. Cf. the learned discussion of Mr. D. B.

Monro in Hell. Jour. vol. iv., and Sittl, G. L. i. p. 169.
2 Cf. Dindorfs Schol. Grac. in lliadem, vol. L (Pref.) p. xxxi, sq.
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vast subject loosely connected must have failed to afford the

artistic unity which underlies the course of the Iliad. (2) The

ALthiopis, in five books, by Arctinus of Miletus, the oldest

certainly known epic poet, who is generally placed about the

ist Olympiad (776 B.C.),' and called a pupil of Homer. This

poem reached from the death of Hector to that of Achilles,

and told of the arrival of the Amazons and the ^Ethiopians to

aid Troy. It was even tacked on to the Iliad by a modifica-

tion of the last line. Achilles was the central figure of the

poem, and appears to have been treated with breadth and

power. He slays Penthesilea, and then feels a pang of re-

morse on beholding her beauty. This is ridiculed by Thersites,

whom he kills in a fit of passion. Antilochus, who seems in

some sort to have been the Patroclus of the poem, is slain

by Memnon while endeavouring to save his father, Nestor.

Achilles then slays Memnon, and is himself slain, in his pursuit

of the Trojans, by Paris. The contest for the arms of Achilles,

and the suicide of Ajax, concluded the ALthiopis, if, indeed,

the poem called the Sack of Ilium, by the same author, m
two books, was not originally connected with the sEthiopis.

(3) But the arrangers of the mythical cycle preferred, on the

events immediately preceding the sack of the city, a poem of

Lesches called the Little Iliad, by Pausanias also the Sack of

Ilium. This Lesches was a Lesbian,
2 and contemporary with

Archilochus (about Ol. 30). He related, apparently in more

of a chronicler's than a poet's spirit, the events from the contest

about Achilles' arms to the actual fall of Troy. Odysseus was

his principal hero. (4) The Nostoi, in five books, by Agias of

Troezen, but often quoted anonymously. He sang of the

adventures of the heroes apart from Odysseus, especially the

Atreidae, and described the regions of the dead in a passage

referred to by Pausanias. (5) The Telegoma, by Eugammon
of Cyrene, who is placed about the 53rd Ol. He described

the adventures of Odysseus, Telemachus, and of Telegonus,
son of Odysseus and Circe, and thus completed the Trojan

cycle. It is hardly necessary to give similar details about the

1

According to Sittl, op. cit. p. 174, probably earlier !

* Sittl argues that as Hellanicus ascribes the poem to the Spartan Kinae-

thon, no Lesbian such as Lesches could have been the author (L. G. p. 1 76).
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Theban cycle, which has no interest to us except that the tragic

poets borrowed largely from it.
1

72. The extant fragments of these poems are so trifling

some sixty lines as to afford us no adequate means of judging

their authors' merits. 2
They are all quoted in Welcker's Epischer

Cyclus, an ingenious attempt to vindicate the old cyclic poets

against the systematic neglect or even disparagement of classical

days I mean the neglect of them as literature, though they

were the great mine from which the tragic poets drew their plots.

On the other hand, Colonel Mure, in his excellent second

volume, has put together all that can be learned from analysing

the extant fragments, and has based an adverse verdict strictly

on two famous judgments preserved to us in the Poetic, of which

this is the substance. Aristotle compares the nature of the

unity requisite for history, which he calls merely chronological,

and that for poetry, which must be logical ;
nor is it enough

that the action should be laid in one division of time, or centred

about one hero. He further distinguishes in poetry the epic

and the tragic unity, of which the former is the larger, and ad-

mits of episodes, while the latter is shorter and stricter. But in

speaking generally of the unity of story in both epic and tragic

poetry, he asserts that almost all epic poets had been content

with a mechanical unity, whereas Homer, with superior tact,

whether instinctive or acquired, had chosen subjects of which

the parts are easily comprehended and naturally grouped under

a real and logical unity. In this he contrasts him especially

with the authors of the Cypria and the Little Iliad, and ob-

serves that only one, or at most two, tragedies can be derived

from the Iliad or from the Odyssey, whereas many can be

derived (and indeed were derived) from the Cypria, and at least

eight, which he mentions, from the Little Iliad. Unfortunately,
this latter passage in the Poetic (c. 23) is hopelessly corrupt,

and conflicts not only with the plain facts of the history of

1 The principal poems of which we have any report are the epic of

CEdipus, ascribed to Kinsethon, then an old Thebais by an unknown poet,
followed by the Epigoni of Antimachus of Teos. The capture of CEchalia,

and the epics on the Minyans, lie outside this series, but akin to it.

2 The newest edition of them is Kinkel's, Ep* Grac, Fragg^ Leipzig,

1877 ; we have also Duntzer's,
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tragedy, but with other statements in this very treatise. It is

said to be absurd (c. 18, 4) to work the whole Iliad into one

tragedy ;
it is further asserted (c. 27, 13) that from any epic

poem many tragedies may be formed an obvious fact, and in

accordance with actual literary history. No doubt ingenious
critics have found means of reconciling these inconsistencies ;

they make Aristotle speak at one time of the central plot only
of the Homeric poems ;

at another of the whole poems, in-

cluding the episodes ; they emend the text, and by these and
other contrivances devise a theory which they endeavour to

force upon the facts.

I prefer to set aside the criticisms of the Poetic, either as

not being the genuine text and sense of Aristotle, or else, as

showing in that great man such a traditional reverence for the

Homeric poems as made him an unsafe critic when they were

concerned. The unity of the Iliad is not adequately sustained

or highly artistic. Many tragedies could be, and have been,

legitimately constructed from it. As far as we can see, the

poem of Arctinus was similarly grouped about a central figure

Achilles, whose death was the climax but introduced im-

portant and striking episodes. It is therefore better to refrain

from using the so-called authority of Aristotle in this matter.

Colonel Mure, however, arguing from this, and from the

low esteem shown by the rest of our authorities, degrades

the epic cycle to a series of metrical chronicles maintaining no

proper unity, and dealing, moreover, not unfrequently in low and

disgusting details. He is no doubt right in showing that the

portraiture of many of the tragic heroes, especially of Menelaus

and Ulysses, which is so different from that of Homer, comes

from the cyclic poems ;
when he asserts that the poets put

themselves forward too prominently, as compared with the self-

effacement of Homer, he says what is not provable from our

fragments.
1 Welcker and Bernhardy place Arctinus above the

others. They attribute to him the origination of the Amazonian

and Ethiopian legends ; they see in his fragments seriousness

and tragic gloom as compared with the lighter and less

1 Sittl (L. G. p. 171) thinks we can infer their style and matter from

the later portions of the Iliad and Odyssey, and makes some acute remarks

en probable interpolatipus from this point of view.
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dignified Lesches. Beyond this cautious thinkers are now slow

to venture. The rest of the cyclic poets are hidden from us in

a gloom which only the discovery of a new MS. may some

day dispel. Even Quintus Smyrnaeus, whose Posthomerica cover

much of the ground occupied by them, seems not to have

used them diligently, or to have reproduced their treatment.

73. The present place seems the most proper to give an ac-

count of the Batracho-myo-machia (often cited as pvopa-^ia for

shortness), or ' Battle of the Frogs and Mice,' which is the only
mock epic remaining to us in early Greek literature, and which,

though it excited little attention of old, has given rise to many
translations and imitations among the Italians and French

since the Renaissance. The poem, as it now exists, con-

sists of 316 hexameters, and though far removed from the

style and power of Homer, to whom it was generally attri-

buted in uncritical days, has more merit than is conceded to

it by recent commentators. By some authorities Pigres, the

son of Artemisia, to whom the Margites is also ascribed, is

named as the author a theory adopted by Baumeister, and

to which I should unhesitatingly subscribe, as the most un-

likely tradition in the world to be false, were not Pigres already

reported the author of the Margites. This obscure poet may
have been suggested by critics who felt that the work was

not Homer's, and could find no more likely person than the

accredited author of another sportive poem, once called Ho-
meric also. This consideration makes the authorship of Pigres

not improbable, but rather doubtful. There is evidence from

the familiar allusion to writing at the opening, from the

mention of the cock (v. 193), from the Attic use of the article,

and the frequent shortening of vowels before mute and liquid

{Attica correptiones, as they are called) that in the present
form the poem cannot date from a time much earlier than

^Eschylus, and that it is, besides, corrupted and interpolated

considerably by far later hands.

The plot is witty, and not badly constructed. A mouse,
after escaping from the pursuit of a cat, is slaking its thirst at a

pond, when it is accosted by a frog, King Puff-cheek, the son

of Peleus (in the sense of muddy), who asks it to come and see

his home and habits. The mouse consents, but the sudden
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appearance of an otter terrifies the frog, and makes him dive,

leaving the mouse to perish, after sundry epic exclamations and

soliloquies. A bystanding mouse brings the tidings to the tribe,

who forthwith prepare for war, and arm themselves, sending a

formal declaration to the frogs. The deliberations of Zeus and

Athena,
1 as to what part they will take in the war, are really comic,

1 w. 160-200:

*Q.s &pa <f>cavr)(ras 8ir\ois eveSvffev atravras.

</>uAAois fjiev fjiaKax^v Kvf)/J.as eas a.fj.(peKd\v\l/av,

0<*>pr]Kas 8' tlxov Ka.\Siv -)(\oep5iv airb fffvr\<av,

4>v\\a e T>V Kpap/icev fls acririSas e5 ijffKricrav,

Hyxos 8' bl-vffxoivos fKdcrref fj.ct.Kpbs a.pj]pei,

Kal TO. Kfpa /CO%XlO)' \TTTCaV Kd\Virre KaplJVa.

(ppa^dfifvoL 8' HffTTjffav fir 6x9ys v^r]\^(riv,

fffiovTfs \6yxas> 6v/j.ov 8' 1/UTrA.rjcTO eicaffros.

Zevs Se Oeovs Ka\fffas els ovpavbv acrrepdevra,

ical iro\f/j.ov ir\r)9vv Sfi^as, Kpartpovs re fiaxijTas,

TTO\\OVS Kal /j.fyd\ovs T)8' e7%ea fiaKpa tpfpuvras,

olos Kevravpoiv ffrparbs tpx^rau f/e Ttydvruv,

ySv ye\tav fpettve' rives /Barpdxoiffii' aporyol

t) fj.valv ii.Qava.Ttav
;
Kal 'A6f]va'ii)i> irpofffetirev

'1 Bvyarep, fj.vcr\v ^ p tiro\e^(rot/era Tropevffy ;

Kal yap ffov Kara vrfbv ael ffKiprSxnv airavres,

Kviffffri repir6(J.fvot Kal eSeff/J.aa'ii' t/c Qvffiawv.

*Hs ap e<pr) Kpovi8r]s' rbv 8e wpoffeenrev 'A9-fiv>f

& irdrep, OVK &^ irwiror' eyon ftvcrl reipofj-evoiaiv

e\6oiriv eirap<ay6s, eirel /co/ca TroAAa
/u.' eopyav,

<rrf/j./j.ara fiXairrovres Kal \vxvovs e'lveK e\a(ou.

rovro 8e /uou \lrjv eSaKe (ppevas, old ft fpfav.
TTfTr\ov p.ov Karerpca^av, tv ev<f>ava /ca/uoOtra

e/c f>o5dvr]s \eirrrjs, Kal ffr-fi/^ova. Xeirrbv ei/rj<ra,

rpwy\as T' e'/u7roirj(rav 6 8' TJTTTJTTJS /uoi eiretrrri,

Kal irpdtrcrei /j.e r6Kov rovrcv x-P LV e(t>pyifffj,ai.

Xp~nffa/iifVT] yap vtyava, Kal OVK %&) avrairoSovi/at.

a\\' ovS' &s fiarpdxoLiriv apr]ye/j.ei> OVK e0e\-fiffca.

tlffl yap ovS' avrol <f>pevas e/xireSor a\\d /ue Trpiaijt

fK iro\fft.ov aviovffav, firel Airjv fKOirtadriv,

VTTVOV Sevo/J.evT)!', OVK etavav 6opv/3owres,

ovS' bxiyov Ka/j./j.v<rai- ey<a 5" avirvos KareKfi/J.7iv,

r}\v Ke<j>a\r)V a\yov<ra, eias fp6r)ffev a\eKrcap.

a\\' aye, iravff(a/J.eff6a, Oeoi, rovroifftv afrfjyfiv,

uA] Ke ns r/fteiav rp<a6ri e'Aei b^v6evri,

(rf)ris Kal \6yxy<pi rviry 5f/*as r)e uaxaipri'

eicrl yap a7x e
'/
uaX'> Ka ' 6 ' ^6^ s avrios e\6ot '

xdvres 8' ovoav66fv repirwufQa, Sripiv bpiavrts
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and a very clever parody on Homer. Then follows quite an epic

battle, with deliberate inconsistencies, such as the reappear-

ance of several heroes already killed. The frogs are worsted,

and the victorious mice are not even deterred by the thunder

of Zeus, but are presently put to flight by the appearance of an

army of crabs to assist the defeated frogs.

The German destructive critics think the extant poem was

put together from fragments of earlier mock epics of the same

kind. But of this we have no evidence. The opening invo-

cation is that of a Hesiodic bard (addressing the choir of the

Muses from Helicon), and not of a Homerid. Hence it is

not impossible that the idea of such a mock epic originated in

Boeotia (where both frogs and mice must always have been

particularly abundant), and was intended by the didactic and

practical school of Hesiod as a moral reproof of the lighter

and more superstitious Ionic singers. But this is only a con-

jecture ;
the general complexion of the poem, as we have it,

being certainly Attic. The earliest allusion to it in Greek

literature seems to be a sarcasm of Alexander the Great, quoted

by Plutarch in his Life (cap. 28). The Alexandrian critics are

silent about it, so far as we know. Several Roman poets under

the Empire Statius, Martial, and Fulgentius allude to it as a

relaxation of the great author of the Iliad and Odyssey.

Bibliographical. Our MSS. seem all copied from one arche-

type of the Byzantine period, ignorantly and carelessly written.

From this Baumeister has shown two families of MSS. to be

derived, one represented by two Bodleian (cod. Baroc. 46 and

64), which are by no means the oldest, but which are tolerably

faithful copies of the archetype, even in its blunders. The
other family is very numerous, and comprises our oldest MSS.,
viz. the Bodleian cod. Baroc. 50 (fol. 358) of the tenth century,

the Laurentian (Plut. xxxii. 3) of the eleventh, a Palatine (at

Heidelberg) of the twelfth, and an Ambrosian
(i. 4, super) of

the thirteenth. There are many of the fourteenth century.

These are deliberately interpolated and emended by scribes

endeavouring to restore or improve the original. Some twenty
have been collated, and at least thirty more still await investi-

gation. This family of MSS. shows a decomposition of the
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text almost without parallel, as may be seen from a glance at

Baumeister's edition. Most of them have copious scholia and
notes by Byzantine grammarians. Those of Moschopulos, if

they indeed exist (cf. Baumeister, p. 10), are as yet un-

published. The earliest translation is by Sornmariva, dated

Verona, 1470, but the date is rejected as spurious by Giuliari,

the learned historian of Veronese typography. There is a

translation into low Greek by Demetrius Zenas, in 1534 (re-

printed in Ilgen, and by Mullach, Berlin, 1837), which shows

the text he used to be not different from ours. The book was

first printed, in alternate black and red lines, at Venice in 1486
l

the first Greek classic ever printed and this very rare edition

was imitated (only as to colours) by Mich. Mattaire, in his

edition with notes (London, 1721). The Florentine Homer of

1488 is the basis of most following editions, e.g. those of Ilgen

(with the Hymns, 1796), Matthiae, F. A. Wolf, who asserted

our text to be a mere conglomerate, Bothe, Frank, and, lastly,

Baumeister (Gottingen, 1852), whose account of the text seems

very complete, except that he does not specify the age of any
of the MSS. which he discusses. 2 Since the Renaissance the

poem has excited a good deal of attention, Melanchthon

and others imagining a hidden political or moral import
under its parody. There is a spirited old translation by

George Chapman, reprinted by J. Russell Smith (London,

1858).

74. The 'beast-epic
' we have been considering suggests

naturally a more general inquiry into the occurrence of beast-

fables in Greek literature. This form of imagination was, on

the whole, foreign to the Greeks, and there are many indications

that the supposed father offable, ^Esop, was a Syrian, Phrygian,

or ^Ethiopian. Some have argued that he was an Egyptian.

Nevertheless the fable, originally called aTvos, though not fre-

1 Per Leonicum Cretensem. The grammar of Lascaris, the Milan

^sop, and a Greek and Latin Psalter of 1481 are the only earlier books

(not qtwtations) in Greek type which I can find. They are all to be seen

in the Althorp library.
-

It now appears (according to Sittl, p. 153) that he has chosen the

worst, and that we may expect from Ludwich a very different edi'.ion,

based on a Laurentian MS.
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quent, is found at intervals in various kinds of Greek poetry.

We have in Hesiod the fable of the falcon and dove
;
in Stesi-

chorus, that of the horse and his rider ;
in Archilochus, stories

about the fox, and many metaphors from beast-life
;
in the elder

Simonides, sketches of character derived from various animals;

in yEschylus, the Libyan fable which Byron has so well adapted
in his lines on Kirke White.

Though Hesiod was named as the earliest poet who used

this form of apologue, its invention was systematically attri-

buted to yEsop, an obscure and perhaps mythical figure,

whose historical reality has been generally rejected since the

searching article on this subject by Welcker. 1

Nevertheless,

Herodotus speaks of him as a slave of ladmon at Samos in the

sixth century. Aristophanes and Plato both speak of ^Esopic

jokes as a distinct kind of fun, and Aristotle tells of his murder

by the Delphians having been atoned with great difficulty by
the special command of the oracle. Herodotus says that the

atonement offered two generations after the murder by the

Delphians was claimed by ladmon, the grandson of his owner.

It was added that /Esop came to life again, owing to his piety.
2

In spite of these definite allusions, the list of which is by no

means complete, we cannot fix either the age or nationality of

this strange personage, whom later art represented a hideous

and deformed creature, perhaps to indicate his nearer approach
to the lower animals, and his peculiar sympathy for their habits.

Such is the conception of the famous statue now in the Villa

Albani at Rome.
This side of literature, however, long remained a mere

amusement in society, or among the ignorant classes, nor

can we regard such a literary work as Aristophanes' Birds or

the Myomachia in any other light than a most exceptional

1 Rhein. Mus. vi. 366, sq. Flach (G.L. 577, sq.) argues at great

length, and with much ability, for the historical character of these notices,

though he strangely rejects the story of the murder at Delphi. On the

whole, I now accept his view that /Esop was the slave of ladmon in the

sixth century B.C.
z Cf. Herodotus, ii. 134; Aristoph. Vesp. 1258, 1437, and schol. ;

Tlato, Phaiio, 60 D, Aristotle, Frag. 445 ; ^Eschylus, Frag. 129.
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product.
1 When original power was failing, and men began to

collect the works of their predecessors, we hear that Demetrius

Phalereus made the first written corpus of these popular stories,

no doubt in their rude prose form. Then we find that

Callimachus sought to give them a literary tone by adapting
them in choliambic metre, no doubt the best metrical form

which could have been selected.

But so little prominence did he give to this side of his

multiform literary activity, that Babrius, who came much later,

was justly regarded as the originator of the metrical fable.

This remarkable author, of unknown date,
2 and not cited by

early grammarians, was only known by Suidas' fragmentary quo-
tations until the discovery of two MSS. of his work at Mount
Athos by Minas, about 1840. The name of the discoverer na-

turally suggested doubts as to the genuineness of the discovery,
but according to Dindorf (Philol. xvii. pp. 321, sq.) there is no

mistake about the first; the second is probably a compilation

by Minas from pre-existing fragments. Both texts were printed

by Sir G. Lewis (Oxon. 1846; London, 1859), but Boissonade's

(Paris, 1844) is the editio princeps, and Lachmann's the best, at

least of the former MS. The literary merit of Babrius is very

considerable, though he does not belong to the classical period.

As for the ^Esopic fables, they were variously collected in later

days, and are preserved in many MSS. throughout Europe.
The collection of the monk Planudes, with a life of yEsop, was

printed among the very earliest Greek books (Milan, Bonus

Accursius, perhaps as early as 1479); tne latest is Klotz's

(Leipzig, 1810). There are besides de Furia's, Coraes' and

Schneider's collections, all printed about 1810. There is now
an edition of Babrius by Mr. W. G. Rutherford, which may be

regarded as final, and an unusual specimen of scholarship in

the England of to-day.

1 Our early allusions seem to distinguish Libyan, Sybaritic, Syrian,

&c from ^Esopic, but ultimately \6yos Atcr<i;reioj becomes the recognised

expression for a beast-fable.

2 Otto Crusius (Leipzig. Stud. ii. 2, p. 125) has argued that he was a

Roman, and that he lived in the 3rd cent. A.D.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE DIDACTIC EPOS. HESIOD THE EARLY PHILOSOPHERS.

75. GREAT as is the divergence of critics about the Homeric

poems, it seems almost unanimity when we come to study the

modern Hesiodic literature. Every possible theory, every

possible critical judgment has been upheld and refuted; so

that, after toiling through wildernesses of German books, and

tracts, and programs, one comes to the conclusion that nothing
has been gained, nothing proved, and that the field is still

open to plain common sense, as well as to new flights of fancy.

The home of this distinct kind of epic poetry, called

Didactic, because of its occasionally moral and instructive

tone, was not originally
1 a sea-coast, with bays, and promon-

tories, and rocky islands, but the inland of Boeotia, surrounded

on all sides by mountain chains, with rich arable soil in the

plain, and light pastures on the higher slopes; with great

sedgy sheets of still water about the lowlands, and streams

tumbling from the hills. It was a climate, says the poet of the

Works and Days, bad in winter, trying in summer, never good ;

and this he says, contrasting it, I suppose, with what his father

told him, or what he himself remembered of ^Eolic Kyme, upon
the rich shore of Asia Minor, where the climate of old was

wonderful even to the Greeks. But he has certainly exagge-
rated the faults of the weather, and said nothing of the richness

of the soil.
2 Yet no doubt the extremes of cold and heat were

1 I say originally, because Bergk follows the traditions of the poet s

death, so far as to hold his ultimate settlement at Naupactus, and to call

his school the Locrian School, of which the nj Noi/Tra/cna were a further

development.
* It is worthy of note that Archilochus, with similar injustice, reviles
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then greater than they now are, for in our time Bceotia is one

of the loveliest and most fertile parts of Greece. The inhab-

itants came to be ridiculed in the days of Attic greatness for

heavy eating, and for their dulness and stupidity consequences
attributed to their moist and foggy climate. Such Attic jibes

have been repeated with too much seriousness. The ancient

worship of the Muses throughout Bceotia, the splendour of the

art and culture of the old Minyans of Orchomenus, the great

burst of lyric poetry in the days of the Persian wars, the

broad culture of Epaminondas, and through him of Philip,

and lastly, the martinmas summer 1 of Greek literature in

Plutarch all these facts, apart from the poetry now before us,

show that Boeotia, as we might expect from its rich and well-

watered soil, was not only an early home of wealth and

civilisation, but sustained its intellectual reputation all through
Greek history.

Assuming the Works and Days to be the product of the

genuine Hesiod, we look in vain for any certain clue to the

exact period of the poet's life. The only direct allusion is td

his having journeyed to Chalcis in Euboea for a poetical con-

test at the funeral games given for Amphidamas, at which he

claims to have carried off the prize.
2 But the only clue to the

date of Amphidamas is that he was an active leader in the

the climate aud soil of Thasos (fr. 21, ed. Bergk), for Plutarch says :

Ka.8d.Trep 'Apx/Ao^os TTJS Qairou ret Kapiro<f>6pa xal otVdircSa itapoput' Sia rk

Tpcf^it Ktu a.i/il>na,\ov Sie'/SaAe r^v in\aov, fltuiv

*H8e 8' Sxrr' ovov pdxu
tffrriKfv 1/A.rjs aypiris firiffTe<p'fis'

oil yap TI Ka\bs x&pos ov$' f(pi/j.epos

otiS' eparus, olos a/j.<pl "2,'ipios pods.

Plutarch might have said the very same thing of Hesiod, unless, indeed,

we hold that the plain of Thebes was covered with forest in old times, as is

described in the Homeric Hymn to the Pythian Apollo.
1 Cf. Archbp. Trench's Plutarch and his Age, p. II, from whom I gladly

borrow the expression. Thus also Mr. Symonds aptly calls the Hero and

Leander of Musseus the fair November day of Greek poetry.
2 This contest is apparently transferred to Uelos, and described as con-

sisting in singing hymns to Apollo, in frag. 227. \Ve shall return to

this point when speaking of the Hymns.

VOL. I. I I
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tedious war against the Eretrians about the Lelantine plain.
1

This passage about the poetical tournament at Chalcis is

accordingly declared spurious by most critics, and referred to

some later Hesiodic bard, who was confused with his great

predecessor, just as the blind old poet of Chios (in the Hymn
to the Delian Apollo) was commonly confused with Homer.

Setting aside, therefore, this hint, they are thrown back upon

vaguer inferences.

The poet describes no monarchy, but an aristocratical

government, as ruling over his native place. This Ascra was

probably under the sway of Thespiae, which maintained its

.aristocratical government up to late days, so as to be even in

Aristotle's time a remarkable example for citation. It is said

that royalty was abolished at Thebes about the middle of the

eighth century B.C.
;
but it is doubtful whether Thebes then

controlled a large district. The fact that Hesiod's father 2

came back from the ^Eolian settlements in Asia Minor and

on account of poverty suggests that the colonies had been

some time sent out ; yet not so long that discontented colonists

had forgotten the way home, or their sense of unity with the

motherland. But the poem is so full of evident interpolations,

that many critics reject even this personal statement about the

poet's parentage, and think that a later bard inserted it, in

order to inform the readers of the poem about the supposed
author's life.

76. From a conservative point of view, the following

seems to me the most reasonable theory as to the composition
and date of the Works and Days.

It is an admitted fact, that about the beginning of the

seventh century, B.C., the heroic epics of the Greeks were

being supplanted by the poetry of real life iambic satire,

elegiac confessions, gnomic wisdom, and proverbial philo-

1 Cf. Gottling's Pref., p. xxiii, who quotes Plutarch's Convivitim (c. 10),

with additional details. But the genuineness and authority of this tract

is denied by F. Nietzsche (Rkein. Mus. vol. xxvi. ) in his critical examina-

tion of the legends of Hesiod's life.

2 That his name was Dius seems more than doubtful. Cf. H. Flach

in Hermes for 1874, p. 358.
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sophy. The Greeks grew tired of all the praise of courts and
ladies and bygone wars, and turned to a sober nay even

exaggerated realism, by way of reaction from the worship of

Homeric rhapsody. The father and forerunner of all this

school is clearly Hesiod, to whom the critics have found strong

family likenesses in Archilochus, Simonides of Amorgos, and

Hipponax, and stronger evidences of imitation in Alcaeus and

Theognis. The Odyssey, on the other side, both in the society
which it describes the lawless rule of an aristocratic oligarchy;
in its catalogue of fair women, the prototype, or antitype, of

the Hesiodic Eoiai; still more, in the sober tone of its diction,

and in its enumerations of names, the 'Ho-to^tio? ^apajcr^p mr'

oi-ofia of the Alexandrian critics seems the foretaste, or per-

haps the heroic expression, of this changing temper in the

public mind. The decisive turning point, to my mind a marked

epoch in the history of Greek literature, is the great poetical

contest at the funeral games of Amphidamas of Chalcis, when
the Hesiodic poetry defeated its Homeric rival. This fact

seemed so extraordinary to later critics, that, when they wrote

the life of Hesiod, and the Contest of Homer and Hesiod, they

sought to invent reasons and very absurd ones they were

for such a result, and the judges (whose names were remem-

bered) were held up to ridicule. 1

Yet a more philosophical review of the development of

Greek poetry shows such a result to be natural and necessary.

The Greek public was presented with so many weak and

watery epics, with so many faint imitations of the great origi-

nals, that even these lost their charm, and were a weariness to

them. Then it was that a truly original poet again turned his

attention to the only real source of life in any literature the

songs and shrewd sayings of the people. He found old

gnomes and advices about practical life, rules of agriculture

and of morals fused like the Roman lady's distaff and her

chastity.
2 He recast them in an artistic form, retaining suffi-

1 UavtlSov tyrj<f>os was a proverb for a foolish judgment, Paneides, the

broiher of Amphidamas, being named as the judge on the occasion.

* This we find in many Roman epitaphs, e.g. those quoted by Momm-

sen, Rom. Hist. vol. I. p. 6l, note (Eng. Trans.).

I 2
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cient flavour of their rudeness to preserve their charm for

audiences weary of heroic refinement. Thus arose the famous

Works and Days, the homely rival of Homeric song, the

parent of Greek gnomic poetry, the great hand-book of

moral teaching among Greek educators. The man who

gathered and systematised this old folk lore and folk wisdom

who combined Ionic treatment with a Boeotian subject who
timed the rude dialect of the farmers on Helicon into an

almost epic style who carried back Ionic memories to his

rugged home who won the tripod at the national contest of

Chalcis who then settled near Naupactus, and died there

this was the real Hesiod. He was not removed by centuries

from the poetry which directly followed his lead. He was

rather the first of a close and continuous series of poets who
took up his realism, though they freed it from its

' Helot
'

flavour, left out his husbandry and his addresses to rustics, and

gave his ethics an aristocratic tone.

Even as to the Hesiod whom we possess, I cannot be-

lieve that he was the poet of the lower classes, and that

his great originality was to address the people. No doubt

many of the old proverbs and agricultural advices he gathered
were current among the people ; but it is to be remarked that

the poet distinctly addresses princes also, and gives them

a moral lecture (vv. 248, sq.) ;
he looks upon their justice

and good conduct as essential to the people, not only because

they are its judges, but because their sins are visited by Zeus

upon the whole people. This view is to be found in the

Iliad. Neither does Hesiod speak more harshly of these

princes than does the poet of the Odyssey in his picture

of the suitors. No princes are attacked or lightly spoken
of except for their injustice. All this is consistent with an age
when an increasing population made agriculture more im-

portant, and when the better members among the ruling aris-

tocrats wished to encourage justice and diligence, not only in

their subjects, but in their thoughtless or dissipated equals.

The high and noble view of the unity and justice of the

Supreme Governor of the world to the complete exclusion of

lesser deities is the most striking feature of the poem, and its
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most curious contrast to the Thcogony. The shepherd class,

by the way, is there treated with contempt.

77. The poet of the Works seems to me to have lived

about the middle of the seventh century, B.C. Here are my
reasons :

The return of his father from Kyme from a rich and fer-

tile sea-coast to a poor and barren upland farm can only be

accounted for by some grave misfortune or decay in the pros-

perity of the Asiatic colonies. This is most easily to be found

in the rise of the Lydian power under Gyges, after the opening
of the seventh century. According to Strabo and Nicolaus

Damasc.,
1 this king possessed the whole Troad as far as

Abydos, and therefore must have possessed the intermediate

territory, which included the inland country round Kyme.
The father of the poet seems to have taken at first to sea

traffic, but with little satisfaction
;
and thus, as his agricultural

prospects were spoiled by the Lydian conquest, he would ulti-

mately return to Bceotia, from which we may conceive his fore-

fathers to have originally set out

This chronological argument is evidently strengthened by
the further allusion to the games at Chalcis probably near

the conclusion of the Lelantine war. Chalcis and Eretria,

which contended for the possession of the disputed plain,

were then by their commerce two of the leading cities of

Greece Proper. They were founding colonies all over the

northern Jigean and the Hellespont. Their war became so

important, that all mercantile Greece, especially Samos and

Miletus,
2
joined in the fray. These facts have led historians to

see in this war a great commercial conflict ;
and therefore to

place it in the days of the great Hellenic colonisation about

the beginning of the seventh century.
3 Hence we must

bring down the death of Amphidamas, the '

king
'

of

Chalcis, to a period after the Lydian pressure had been for

1

Quoted by Grote, iii. p. 303 (orig. ed.). Gyges reigned about 680 B.C.

2 Herodotus says (bk. v. 99) that the Eretrians were repaying (in 500

B.C.) a debt to the Milesians for helping them previously. It seems absurd

to imagine this obligation incurred more than 200 years before.

3 I now see that Fick (Horn. Odys. 1883, p. 285) on quite distinct

grounds brings down the Lelantine war to Ol. 29.
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some time felt.
1 But there is no difficulty in doing, so, and

E. Curtius' date for the Lelantine war (704 B.C.) is only, I

should think, a tentative one, and based on the received dates

for the principal colonies, which are all, I suspect, at least a

generation too early. But to prove this would lead us too far

from our literary history.
2

It remains to notice what can be said against this theory,

which brings down the date of Hesiod so low, and what evi-

dence there is of his greater antiquity. I pass by the argu-

ment of Bergk, who says that Hesiod must have preceded
the ist Olympiad in date, because Eumelus of Corinth, who
is said to have been active about Ol. 10, would else be the

leader of this school of poetry, whereas he clearly follows

Hesiod. This argument contains nothing but ungrounded

assumptions. We know nothing of Eumelus, except that all

the works attributed to him (save oneprosodion) were thought

spurious by Pausanias. 3 His date is unknown
;
his very per

sonality hazy and doubtful.

78. There is indeed a general belief in the primitiveness of

Hesiod, and a desire to place him far anterior to the historical

poets of the seventh century ;
but this also rests on no basis of

any value, except the statement of Herodotus, whose real inten-

tion was not to raise, but to lower, the date of Homer and He-

siod. They lived, says he, four hundred years before my time,

and not more. But unfortunately he made them contemporary,
and this takes greatly from his authority about Hesiod : for it

has been made quite plain by modern criticism that Hesiod pre-

supposes Homer, and is therefore posterior. Of this there is

1 I think the allusion in Theognis (v. 891) to the ravaging of the Le-

lantine plain must refer to the Lelantine war as contemporary, and must

be an older fragment transferred to the conglomerate which now passes

under his name. Indeed, the date of Theognis is not very certain ; but

most critics place him about 560 B.C. The lines make the war contem-

porary with the Cypselids, and therefore not concluded before 657 B.C.

2 See the evidence for the Lelantine war brought together and discussed

in the Appendix to my article on Hesiod in Hermathena, No. IV. p. 325.
s Fausanias (iv. 33, 3) quotes two lines of it (Bergk, p. 811), which

are in hexameters, therefore not strictly lyric. In ii. i, i, he is even

doubtful that the man ever existed. Cf. Flach, Gr. Lyrik, i. p. 94.
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one clear proof. I put no stress on the shortening of syllables,

or other linguistic evidences, as the dialect of Hesiod is not

the same as that of the Ionic School, and therefore what seem
later modifications may be original differences. But in the

description of the Four Ages of Man the Gold, the Silver, the

Bronze, and the Iron the gradual decadence is broken in

upon (after the Bronze) by a fifth race, apparently better than

two of its predecessors that of the heroes who fought and

died at the wars of Thebes 1 and Troy. It is evident that no

historical place could be found for them, nor were they ad-

mitted in the legend which compared the succeeding races of

men to the metals. But so powerful was the effect of the

Heroic epics, that the shrewd poet of the Works thought it

necessary to find a niche for this race in his Temple of Fame
;

and so the legend was distorted to admit them as a fifth race,

created out of due time by the Father ofgods and of men.2 This

fact in itself would prove that Homer was considerably anterior

to Hesiod, if it were not already perfectly plain to anyone who
has studied the logical development of Greek literature. If

any critic urges the primitive complexion of many of the saws

of Hesiod in defence of his antiquity, I will remind him that

my theory postulates this very thing the adoption, by the his-

torical Hesiod of the seventh century, of all the fine old sayings

which floated among the people. I will even concede that

there was an earlier collection3 : but it seems to me impossible

1 This seems to imply that the epics based on the Theban cycle of

myths were already composed, and widely celebrated a condition of things

pointing to a date after 700 B.C. But the passage may be interpolated.
2 It is to be noted that the old legends of both Iranians and Indians con-

tain accounts of five races of anterior men, and it is not difficult to find a

similar division underlying the Semitic history in Genesis. It is, there-

fore, probable enough that the oldest Greek legends told offive races, and

that the number was no novelty invented by the poet. But admitting this,

the distortion of the legend to suit the glories of the epic heroes of Troy
and Thebes is the more remarkable, and an even clearer proof of the re-

putation of Homer and his school. In all the other legends uf five races

the decline of excellence seems to be gradual.
8 The enigmatical epitaph ascribed (on Aristotle's authority) to Pindar,

Xcupe 81s Ti/3-fiffas Kai Sir rdipov

'HffioS', avdptinrois ufrpov tx<av vo
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to detect it and separate it from the later materials. It is also

clearly to be admitted that when the poems came to be used as

handbooks of education, many wise and useful proverbs were

foisted in, some from later, some from earlier, authors. There

is evidence of distinctly inconsistent proverbs being thus

brought together, as we find it perpetually the case in the

very similar poet, Theognis. The very best lines of this kind

being probably those chosen for the purpose, it is surely a

perfectly idle proceeding to endeavour to restore the ori-

ginal poem by picking out the good lines, and rejecting what

appears to be inferior or weak. The taste of the German
critics who have attempted this is not beyond cavil, and they,

of course, differ widely from one another in their aesthetic

judgments ; but, without disputing these, we may hold fairly

that many a line may be interpolated, because it is good and

striking, and that many a line has held its place, in spite of its

weakness, because it was acknowledged by tradition as genuine.

Nothing can be more absurd than to argue that, because a poet
is a great poet, all that he composes must be great, or even con-

sistent with itself. If, as I believe, the original Hesiod com-

piled from older materials, perhaps not very easily fused ; and
if most of the interpolations which the critics allege are by
them admitted to be so ancient, that the poems were not much
different in Plato's day from their present form, it is surely idle

to attempt the separation of these various strata. The procems
of both Works and Theogony may be rejected on fair evi-

dence, and I think there has been patching clearly detected in

the long procem of the latter; but beyond this we can reject

with certainty only a very few passages. We may suspect a

great many, but have no sufficient evidence to condemn them.

79. Before proceeding to an analysis of the extant works

of Hesiod, a word should be said about the legends of his death,

is only explicable, according to Gottling (pref. ad Hes. p. 13), by assum-

ing two Hesiods, of whom two tombs were shown. The Orchomenians

admitted this, but said that the bones had been transferred from Naupactus

(or from Ascra), owing to an oracle. But as Aristotle is speaking only of

a second tomb, I suspect fi^ffas, in spite of the fitness in form, to be a

spurious word, concealing some quite different sense.
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preserved at length in the yiroc 'UtrtMiov of Tzetzes, and the

dywr. After his alleged victory at Chalcis he went to Delphi,
where the oracle told him to avoid the fair grove of Nemea,
where the goal of death was destined for him. l

Accordingly,

avoiding the Nemea in Peloponnesus, he went to live at

CEnoe in Locris, near Naupactus, with Amphidamas and

Ganyctor, sons of Phegeus. The coincidence of name with

the king of Chalcis at the games is curious These men,

accusing him of having seduced their sister Clymene, mur-

dered him, and threw him into the sea
; but the body came

to land on the shore between Locris and Eubcea (apparently a

confusion between the two separate countries called Locris),

and was buried at the sacred grove of Nemea in CEnoe. The

people of Orchomenus afterwards removed the body, by advice

of an oracle, and buried it in the middle of their agora. The

epitaph on this tomb has been quoted above. 2 I should not

mention these apparently late fables, but that they were (partly

at least) known and alluded to by Thucydides.
3

80. The"Epy of Hesiod, as it seems to have been once

called, without the addition of >//^'pa<, comprises ethics and

husbandry in about equal portions, including husbandry under

what the Greeks called (Economics
;

it directs the choice of

a wife, the management of the house, and the observation of

1
oA/3ios OUTOS avrp vs e/J.ui> $6fiov d.u^iTroAt i';ei

'HffloSos, Movffriffi reri/ufVos adavdrriffi'

TOV S-f) roi K\tos tarai bfftiv tiriKlSvarcu 'Htis.

a\\a Albs irf(pv\ao Ne/uefou KixAAi/xov &\ffos'

KfiQi Sf TOI Oavdroio TAos irftrpufifvov lariv.

2 The age and character of these legends has been carefully discussed

by F. Nietzsche in his second article on the a.y6v (Rhdn. Mus. vol. xxvi.),

but without any important positive result, except that of sustaining the

ay<av against the Convivium (of Plutarch ?) where they differ.

3
iii. 96. He says of Demosthenes, av\tffdu,evos Se ry ffrpary lv TOV

Aibs TOV Ntfifiov Ttf lepif, Iv y 'HffioSos & WOIT/T^S \eyfTcu uirb TUV TOUTJJ

iurodave'iv, xpT)<T *v aiiT^ tv Ne/ie'ct TOVTO irafifiv. Pausanias also mentions

that it was doubted in his day whether Hesiod was falsely accused of the

crime or not. Aristotle is referred to as stating in his woX. 'Op*. (Miiller,

FHG. ii. p. 144), though perhaps only as a tradition, that Stesichorus

was Hesiod's son by Clymene a legend which certainly brings the date of

Hesiod near the very time here suggested.
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ordinary morality and superstition. The first ten lines of

the exordium were rejected even by the ancients. 1 The
address to the Princes about their injustice (248-73) is the

only part of the poem which could possibly be classed under

the head of politics, and I think improperly ;
it is strictly

ethical, but not addressed, like the rest, to Perses. The

ceconomics, on the choice of a wife (695-705), are trifling com-

pared to the advices on husbandry (383-617), from which the

whole poem took its name. Then follow advices on coast-

trading (618-94), and a calendar of lucky and unlucky days

(v. 765 to the end). In addition to these principal parts, there

are three remarkable episodes that of Pandora (47-105) ; that

which immediately follows, on the Five (or Four ?) Ages of

Man
; and, lastly, the picturesque description of winter (524-

58), which many of the Germans consider a very late and

Ionic addition to the grave soberness of the Works, breathing

a spirit of levity and of display. In these three episodes,

Perses is not addressed, nor is he mentioned in the calendar.

This latter portion, especially, which consists of brief, discon-

nected sentences, shows evidence of much interpolation, though
it is impossible to expose it. As to the larger episodes opinions

vary considerably, each of them being attacked and defended

by able scholars. The proverbial character of the whole corn-

position is clear from (a) its many short and disconnected

sentences, which are in one passage (w. 300, sq.) only strung

together because of the recurrence in them of the root Ipy in

various forms. 2 This attention to sound has been shown to

exist all through the Hesiodic poems by Gottling, in the form

of (/3) alliteration. Many of the successive advices are, further-

more, plainly (y) inconsistent, as is always the case with pro-

verbial collections of wisdom.

On my theory, this question of genuineness will assume a

somewhat different form. The Hesiod of the seventh century

1 Yet possibly this invocation of the Muses is very old, and perhaps a

specimen of early hieratic poetry. The strictly ethical parts are vv. 11-46,

202-47, 274-382, 708-64.
2 The same peculiarity is to be observed, however, without any such

cause, in the Homeric Hymn to Aphrodite (6 16).
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bringing together older materials, loosely and without strict lo-

gical nexus would not be very nice in selecting fragments of

precisely the same age and character ; he would naturally adorn

the dry and sour apophthegms of the Boeotian farmers with epi-

sodes of semi-ethical, semi-mythological import The descrip-

tion of winter is most likely his own, and a most natural descrip-

tion for any man who remembered, or had heard of, the splendid
climate of Asia Minor, and who suffered from the severity of

his adopted home. But the search after special interpolations

is rather a matter of caprice, and of ingenuity, than of literary

history ;
and I therefore refer the reader to the special tracts

on the subject.
1

8 1. The general character of the Works is that of a

shrewd and somewhat mean society, where private interest is the

paramount object, and the ultimate test of morals ; but where

the poor and undefended man sees plainly that religion

and justice, however in themselves respectable, are of value

as affording his only chance of safety. The attainment of

comfort, or of wealth, seems the only object in view the

distrust of kinsmen and friends seems widely spread the

whole of the social scheme seems awry, and in a decaying
condition. All the faults of the Greek character, which come

out so strongly in after history, are there, and even obtrusive.

The picture of the Iron Age (vv. 180, sq.) contains every one

of the features so striking in Thucydides' famous picture (iii.

82) of the fourth century Greeks. Nevertheless, the poet

strongly asserts the moral government of the world, and his

Zeus is an All-wise and All-knowing Ruler, far removed from

the foibles and the passions of the Homeric type. While he

mentions the usual evils of poverty mendicancy and nightly

thieving it is remarkable that he never alludes practi-

cally to the horrors of war, or the risk of slavery, from either

i Viz. : A. Twesten, Comm. Crit. de 0. et D. (Kil., 1815).

F. Thiersch, De Gnom. Carm. Grac. (Abh. Bair. Akad. iii. p. 391).

C. Lehrs, Questiones Epicie (Konigsberg, 1837).

T. L. Heyer, De Hes. O. et D. (Schwerin, 1848).

J. Hetzel. DeCarm. Hes. Disp. (Weilburg, 1860).

A. Steitz, Die Werke, ere., des Hesiodos (Leipzig, 1869).
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this cause or from piracy. It is, indeed, doubtful whether any
of the farm-servants mentioned are slaves, and not rather hired

labourers, working for the owner of a freehold farm. 1

The poetical merit of the work has generally been under-

estimated, owing to a tacit comparison with Homer. In the epi-

sodes on the Ages of Man, and the description of winter, there

is much fine and vigorous painting, and even in the homely

parts there are quaint and happy thoughts, expressed in terse

and suitable words. I would specially point to the picture (v.

448) of the farmer hearing the annual scream of the crane in

the clouds, and feeling a pang at his heart if he has no oxen to

begin his ploughing.
2

There is no advice upon wheat -growing, and little on vine-

yards, though the making of wine is assumed as an ordinary

thing among the Boeotian farmers (vv. 611-4) ;
nor is there a

word about horses, which were kept only by the nobles. The

1 I have no doubt about the meaning of the disputed lines (600, sq.) :

avrap lir^v 8r)

irdvra fllov Karddijat tirdp/j.evov tvSo9t olxov,

07jT( T' &OIKOV iroif'ia'Bai, Kal &rfKVov tptOov

a\eir)) 8" vir6iropris tpiBos.

Most of the critics translate,
' Procure a day-labourer who has no house

[and family],' and as they cannot see why such a servant should be sought

when the main work is over, they proceed to strike out the lines, or transfer

them elsewhere. This seems to me a good instance of rash scepticism.

Hesiod throughout supposes that the farmer has one or more farm-servams

(cf. w. 441, 503, 608). There is always work to be done, as appears

from the succeeding verses. The line must, therefore, be taken strictly with

the preceding, and rendered,
' When you have brought all your stores into

the house, you must turn your man-servant out of it, and look out for a

woman servant (who still sleeps within) who has no child to feed.' The

repetition of O!KOJ, which here means barn, appears conclusive, and so is the

different verb used for the change ofresidence in one servant, and the pro-

curing of another. This proceeding is, furthermore, recommended at the

beginning of the hot -weather, when sleeping in the open air, or under any
natural shelter, is in the climate of Greece no hardship, and not unusual.

2 The terms iptptoiKos, fifj.fp6icoiTos, irWoos, aviffreos, are noted by the

commentators, with a few similar formations in ^Eschylus, as evidences oi

what they consider an oracular or religious style.
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absence ofall advice on manuring struck even the Romans,' and
can hardly be explained by the causes which permit the same
omission in the present farming of Bceotia, where the popula-
tion is so sparse that the land is not occupied, and the hus-

bandman can shift his crop yearly to a piece of ground which

has lain fallow the previous season. Such a state of things

could hardly have escaped mention through so many details

as we find in the Works.

82. The Theogony, also called the Genealogy of Hesiod,
and really an abstract of cosmogony, was acknowledged by
all antiquity, including Heracleitus and Plato, as the work

of Hesiod, until it was called in question by Pausanias,
2 who

states that the Boeotians about Helicon admitted the genuine-
ness of the Works only, excluding the preface. He himself, in

various places, adopts this opinion as his own, but his reasons,

or those of his authorities, are nowhere given. It seems very
remarkable (as Gottling notes), that in the list of Greek rivers

no mention is made of any Boeotian rivers, even of the Cephis-

sus, which is an important stream, and which was mentioned

repeatedly in other poems attributed to Hesiod. Thus the

special legends of Bceotia would seem strangely neglected by
its national poet
A careful comparison of the two poems will, however,

incline us, if we abandon the preface of the Theogony, along

with that of the Works, to pronounce both poems the work of

the same author. The subjects are so diverse that constant

similarities are hardly to be expected. Nevertheless, Steitz

has carefully collected 3 so many natural and undesigned like-

nesses in expression, as almost to persuade himself, in spite

of his very sceptical turn of mind. There are, in addition,

whole passages of still stronger resemblance. The story of

Prometheus and Pandora is told in both poems, but with

such variations that it is not possible to determine which is

the original, so that we must regard them as independent

copies of an older account. There is added in the Theogony

1 In Xenophon's (Economics this essential point is duly discussed.

* ix. 31,4. He says they had an ancient MS. on lead.

1
Op. at. pp. 37, sq.
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a satirical picture of the female sex, which is exactly in the tone

and spirit of the Works. Both poems further agree in their

piecemeal character, and seem to be the production of the

same sort of poet a man of considerable taste for collecting

what was old and picturesque, but without any genius for com-

posing from his materials a large and uniform plan.

These general features, when corroborated by the tradition

of the Greeks so far back as Heracleitus, seem to me stronger

than the objections brought by modern critics from contrasts

rather in subject than in style.

There seems, in fact, an argument in favour of unity of

authorship from the very contrast of subject. The Works, a

purely ethical and practical poem, intentionally avoids theology,

and treats of the Deity in the vaguest and broadest sense, as a

single consistent power, ruling the world with justice. The
loves and foibles of the gods, as portrayed in Homer and the

Hymns, are evidently distasteful to the poet, and opposed to

his notions of pure and practical ethics. In his second poem,
on the contrary, he goes at length and in detail into the wars,

alliances, and other relations of the gods, but distinctly in the

sense of a cosmogony, not as the prototype of a human society.

The violences which Homer attributed to the gods, as beings
of like passions with men, are felt vaguely but strongly by
the poet of the Theogony to be great convulsions of physical

nature such as the early eruption of JEtna., which he pictures

under the form of the revolt of Typhoeus against Zeus (vv. 820,

sq.). We can conceive him then composing the Theogony
as a sort of supplement to the Works ; but a supplement

already showing the changing attitude of Greek religion, by
which it was ultimately dissociated from ethics, and gradually
reduced to a mere collection of dogmas and of ritual

83. The poem begins with 115 lines of invocations to the

Muses, which show clear traces of being a cento from various

older Procemia, but which contain many passages of consider-

able beauty.
1 The personal passage (w. 22-35) ^2LS been

suspected by the critics, but assuredly represents a very old

1 On this cf. Deiters, de Hes. Th. Proem., Bonn, 1863 ; G. Ellger,

de Hes. Th. Proo-m., Berlin, 1871, and Zusatze, 1883 ; F. Ehling. de Hes.

Th. Prooem., Clausthal, 1875.
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tradition, that he was a shepherd on the slopes of Helicon.

The Boeotian Muses here distinctly contrast the lying epics
of the Ionic bards with the sober truth of the school of Helicon

(26-7). There is a very interesting panegyric on Calliope (79-

93), in which the eloquence which she bestows on princes is

specially brought out as a great power in politics and lawsuits.

If there were any allusion to the Muses as three (not as nine),
I should be more ready to agree with the German critics who

regard these fragments of Hymns as very old Boeotian poetry.

After this introduction the poet approaches the genealogies
of the gods, from primeval chaos downward till we come to

demigods and heroes. The subject is very dry, and the crowds

of names make the poem spiritless and dull as a whole, but

there are frequent passages of strange power and beauty
scattered everywhere through it. The famous passage de-

scribing the Styx shows the poet to have known and appreci-

ated the wild scenery of the river Styx in Arcadia. 1 The

description of Sleep and Death which immediately precedes
is likewise of great beauty. The conflict of the gods and

Titans (655, sq.) has a splendid crash and thunder about it,

and is far superior in conception, though inferior in execution,

to the battle of the gods in the Iliad. The same may be

said of the struggle between Zeus and Typhceus. At the end

of the legend of Pandora a satirical description of the female

sex is foisted in, which differs widely in character from the sub-

ject of the poem, and is closely allied to the extant fragments
of Simonides of Amorgos, and his school. This passage, if

genuine, would show how the poet ill concealed a shrewd and

bitter temper, in performing what may have been an ungrateful

task, and how the age of iambic satire, and of reflective elegy,

had already commenced. 2 Some parts of the conclusion have

been tampered with, especially where Latinus and the Tyrrhe-
nians are mentioned, for though Strabo holds that Hesiod

knew Sicily, which supports the theory that he lived after the

settlement of that island by the Greeks about 700 B.C., it is

1 vv- 775) sq- This M. E. Bumouf, a most competent observer, testi*

fies (Lit. grecque, i. p. 131).
1 w. 590, sq. There are foretastes of this in the Works, vv. 701, sq.
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absurd to foist upon him any statement about the descent of

Latinus from Ithacan parentage.

84. Very little need here be said of the remain'ng poem
of 480 lines, attributed to Hesiod, the so-called Shield of

Heracles. It begins with an account of the birth of Heracles

and Iphitus, then passes to the conflict of Heracles and Iphitus

with Ares, and an elaborate description of the shield, from

which the poem takes its name. It will be observed that

the hero Heracles is not yet described as armed with a mere

club and lion's skin, but wears the same panoply as his

fellows. The poem was probably intended for recitation at a

contest, and seems to be one of the latest of the productions' of

the epic age. Its genuineness was doubted by the Alexandrian

critics, especially Aristophanes, and by Longinus, and they

noted that the first fifty-six lines, which begin abruptly with

f/ otj, were to be found in the fourth book of the Eoia, or

Catalogue of famous women (attributed to Hesiod), where they

would naturally appear in the history of Alcmena. But the

third preface or vTrofoffie, after stating these facts, adds that

Megacles (probably Megacleides), the Athenian, while censur-

ing the merit of the poem, knew it to be genuine. It says that

Apollonius Rhodius supported it on internal evidence, as of

the same authorship with the Catalogue, and lastly that

Stesichorus ascribes it to Hesiod. This last authority would be

decisive, did we not suspect the writer of the preface of haste

or inaccuracy.
1

It has been clearly shown by O. Muller, that while the

shield of Achilles in IL S is a mere fancy picture, the shield of

Heracles is described from actual observations of plastic produc-

tions, and even of favourite subjects which are still extant on

vases. While this must lower the date of the poem, it in-

1
Gottling, who divides the poem into three distinct parts the oldest,

taken from the Catalogue of Women, w. 1-56; the second, also old, 57-

140 and 317-480; and, lastly, the far later description of the Shield,

141-317 thinks that Stesichorus may have quoted (in his Cycnus) from the

second part as a work of Hesiod's, and that some of it may really be such.

This would not establish the present poem to be genuine, but would admit

in it old fragments of the real Hesiod a most reasonable hypothesis.
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creases our sense of the inferiority of the imitator, who could

not, with Homer and with actual plastic reliefs before him,

imagine a more harmonious piece of work. Almost all the

perfections of the grouping in the Iliad are lost, and the terrible

and weird are substituted for the exciting and picturesque in

Homer. Had we lost the Iliad, we should doubtless admire

many of its features in the copy, but fortunately we are not re-

duced to this extremity. One passage about the tettix, though
not very apposite, has great merit. 1

It should be added, as regards its ascription to Hesiod,
that it resembles both the Works and Theogony in a great

many expressions and phrases, which are collected by Steitz in

the work above cited. It seems therefore, that with the hint

concerning Stesichorus before us, we must concede to such

conservative critics as choose to assert its authenticity, that

their case is not hopeless.

There is a recent reprint of the poem by Fick (Bezzen-

berger's Beitrage, xvi. i) from his peculiar point of view.

85. Of the fragments Gaisford and Dindorfcollected a great

many, and by the labours of Marckscheffel, Gottling, Lehmann,
and Hermann, the number has been raised to above 200, ifwe in-

clude mere allusions in scholia and commentators. As litera-

ture, they have to us no value, and will never be read, as the

fragments of the tragic poets may be, for their own sake. Their

general character is quite Hesiodic, that is to say, they treat of

lists of gods and heroes in a partly genealogical, partly epical,

way. They contain a perfect mine of mythological lore, and

give the legends and stories of peoples far beyond the range of

the ordinary Hellenic world, so that their composition, gene-

rally speaking, cannot fall before the epoch of extended Greek

colonisation. Though it is false that Homer and Hesiod

made the religion of the Greeks, in the sense of establishing

gods and cults, or in altering any old local worships, it seems

vv. 393~9 : i)juos 8e x^- P<? Kvav6irrepos

ofo f<pe(6fj.evos, Otpos a.vdp<Snroiffiv aeiS

&px.erai, iji
re ir6ffts nal fipfffts Orj\vs

Kal re iravrnj.fpi6s re ical ritfos yen 8

Jftei ev alvordrtf, 6ir6re

VOL. I. I K
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that Hesiod especially did give to the later literary Greeks a

Summa Theologies, to which they referred for the origin and

relationships of gods and heroes.

This is especially true of (i) the Catalogue, in three books,
to which was joined the Great Eoiai (y ofy), or Catalogue

of Women, in two more books, generally quoted as an inde-

pendent work. 1 The Catalogue was a sort of Greek Peerage,

and gave the family trees and relationships of the principal

Greek heroes, so showing the parentage of the ^Eolic and Doric

nobility. We have a fair idea of the fourth book from the

fragment preserved at the opening of the Shield of Heracles.

The date of the Eoiai cannot be determined more accurately
than by the allusions quoted from it (a) to the nymph Gyrene,

probably, therefore, after the founding of that colony (Ol. 39) ;

that of the Catalogue by allusions (/?) to the Sicilian Ortygia,

and (y) to the fable of lo, which Kirchhoff thinks to have come
into vogue about Ol. 30. But all these inferences are very un-

certain. (2) The Aiyi/uos attributed by most people to Hesiod,

but by some to Cercops the Milesian, was a poem on the war

of ^Egimius, King of the Dorians, with Heracles as his ally,

against the Lapithae. It seems to have' been mainly intended

to bring the Doric conquerors of the Peloponnesus into rela-

tion with Heracles, through their chiefs, who boasted of their

descent from him. (3) The KI^VKOS yajaos was also a poem in-

troducing Heracles as a leading character, and celebrating his

exploits.
2

(4) The MeAa///7rooYa was about Melampus, Teiresias,

Calchas, and other famous prophet-priests, and may have con-

tained some account of the history of prophecy.
86. It is evidently owing to this poem that its supposed

author, Hesiod, was considered the forerunner of the Orphic

mystical school. Of his successors in this direction we have,

besides Orpheus, Eumolpus, Musseus, and Epimenides, but to

us these are mere names. In the genealogical direction, we have

the Laconian Kinsethon, Asius, Chersias, Eumelus (Kopiv#ia*u),

the anonymous authors of the NcuwroKTia ITTT/, 'ApyoXi/ca, and

1 In Locris, the probable home of this poem, the importance of female

ancestry (the primitive Mutterrechf) long survived. Cf. Bergk, LG. i. p. 1002.
- Plutarch (Sympos. viii. 8, 4) speaks of it as foisted upon Hesiod

by an anonymous author.
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the $fif>wi'i'c, and others who were not apparently in any con-

tact with the Ionic epic, but Hesiodic in character.

The 'Apipucrireta by Aristeas of Proconnesus was, on the

contrary, a collection of fantastic fables about nations and
countries beyond the knowledge, but within the rumour and
the imagination, of the early Ionic adventurers into strange
seas and coasts. There was, indeed, a supposedjourney round
the world, or yijc TrcpioSor, ascribed to Hesiod, but probably of

later origin.
1 A few lines are also preserved of the Xe/pwvoe

i/;roWijrat, a set of moral instructions supposed to be given by
Cheiron to Achilles, and which Quintilian says were thought He-
siod's till pronounced spurious by Aristophanes of Byzantium.

*

87. It remains to give a short sketch of the external his-

tory of the Hesiodic poems through antiquity, and down to

our own day. It is very hard to say whether the strong family
likeness in Archilochus to Hesiod arises from a similarity
in tone and style, or from direct contact. The extant frag-

ments are not sufficient to prove the latter, which would hardly

place Hesiod at an earlier date than I am disposed to accord

him. But if he were an earlier contemporary, and living in a

parallel state of things, general similarities might be expected.

Archilochus told beast fables like that in Hesiod. He unjustly

reviles the climate of Thasos and its barrenness, in contrast

to the valley of the Siris, just as Hesiod censures the rich

Bneotia, as compared with Kyme. Yet there is no proof of

borrowing. The same may be said as regards Semonides of

Amorgos, whom the critics place, doubtfully, in the middle of

the seventh century B.C., and contemporary with Archilochus.

Here, again, there are strong family likenesses to the Works;

1 It is cited by Strabo, vii. p. 302, and there is also an astronomy,

cited by Plutarch and Pliny.

.
2 Of Hesiodic fragments there are several collections, of which those by

Diintzer (Koln, 1840-41), by Marckscheffel (Lips. 1840, which also con-

tains the fragments of the other authors above alluded to), by Gb'ttling

(appendix to his Hesiod, ed. 2, Gotha, 1843), and by F. S. Lehrs (in the

Didot Corpus Epicorum, Paris, 1862), are all to be recommended, the last

being, of course, the fullest and best. The old lists of the works ascribed

to Hesiod are found in Pausanias, ix. 31, 5, and in Suidas, art. 'H<rio5os ;

they contain a few additional titles to those I have mentioned. There are

since collections by Kinkel and Diintzer.

I 2
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but the only passage (in the Theogony) which could be sup-

posed the direct model of Semonides' satire on women is de-

cidedly an interpolation in Hesiod, and its use of the bee (in

an opposed sense to that of Semonides) for the working men,
with drones for the women, seems to me plainly a satiric cor-

rection of Semonides, and composed after his famous poem.
We know nothing whatever of Kerkops, who is mentioned

as Hesiod's earliest follower and rival, nor is there any real evi-

dence of Terpander having been such. In the extant lyric and

elegiac fragments no certain trace appears till Alcaeus, whose

frag. 39 is a most distinct copy of Hesiod. So likewise the re-

semblances in Theognis are far more than general, and it seems

undeniable that in the middle of the sixth century the poems of

Hesiod at least the Works were well known and circulated.

Acusilaus is mentioned by Plato, Josephus, and a schol. on

Apollonius Rhodius, as a commentator or prose paraphrast

of the Theogony. Bernhardy supposes him to have been a

Peloponnesian theologian, who collected genealogies and cos-

mogonies, and arranged them after the manner of Hesiod,

though in prose. But we are left quite in the dark by our

authorities concerning him.

Most critics refer to the same epoch an old poem on

the Contest and the Origin of Homer and Hesiod, which is

largely quoted in the extant tract of that title.
1 This poem

seems, at any rate, to have originated in those days when the

gnomic and sententious Boeotian school had obtained a greater

popularity than its Ionic rival. The scene is laid at the con-

test of Chalcis, and the author aims at proving that, although
Hesiod was declared victor, Homer was far the greater poet a

needless task. But, as we shall see presently, the very existence

of such a poem is denied by the most recent critic, Nietzsche.

Shortly before and after the times of the Persian wars,

Xenophanes, and then Heracleitus, attack Hesiod the first for

his immoral teaching, along with Homer, about the doings of

the gods (Theogony and Catalogue) ;
the second for idle learn-

ing on the same profitless subject.

1 Printed at the end of Gottling's and Lehrs' editions of Hesiod ; and

more recently, with great critical care, in the Acta Soc. Phil, of Leipzig,
vol. i. pp. I, sq., by F. Nietzsche.
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It seems that he was subjected to some critical revi-

sion, about this time, by the commission of Peisistratus, for

Plutarch (Theseus, c. 20) mentions a verse which was then re-

moved. Whether the poems had been hitherto preserved by a

school of Hesiodic rhapsodists, is not sufficiently clear. It

is certain, however, that they were recited at poetical con-

tests, and in early days without musical accompaniment, for

Pausanias 1
criticises a statue of Hesiod with a lyre on his knees

as absurd, seeing that he sang with a bay branch in his hand.

This was in contrast to the Ionic rhapsodising.
2 These op-

posed methods were not strictly adhered to in after times,

and were even occasionally reversed.

But in Attic days Hesiod attained a widespread popularity
as an author of moral instruction for the use of schoolmasters

and parents. The Greeks, indeed, always regarded the Works

as an ethical treatise, while the Romans laid more stress

on its agricultural side. Plato constantly alludes to Hesiod,

and quotes him, not very accurately, as an authority in morals

and in theology. He is similarly cited by Xenophon. So

thoroughly was this recognised that the comic writers brought
him on the stage as the ideal of an old-fashioned schoolmaster,

full of cut-and-dry moral advices. The philosophers who suc-

ceeded Plato, especially the Stoics Zeno and Chrysippus, made
him the subject of criticism

;
and Epicurus is said to have got

his first impulse towards philosophy from reading the Theogony.

The same story is told of Manilius, the Roman poet

Philologically, the works of Hesiod excited the same sort of

interest as those of the Ionic epic poets, but in a lesser degree.

We still have scanty traces of the critical notices of Zenodotus,

Aristophanes, and Aristarchus ;
of Apollonius Rhodius, of

Crates, and of Didymus ;
in fact, of almost all those whose

1
ix. 30, 2 : ^T! /SojS^ou Sdrpvys TjSfir.

2 Pausanias (x. 7, 3) tells us a story, that Hesiod was excluded from

contending at the Pythian games, because he had not been taught to play

the lyre along with his singing. But when he adds that Homer also was

unsuccessful, because his training in the art could not be perfected owing

to his want of sight, he seems to repeat the stories of the time when the

richer and more elaborate lyric poetry came to look upon the old epic

recitation as bald and poor.
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names are found in the Homeric scholia. But Plutarch, as a

Boeotian, wrote a special treatise in four books on Hesiod,

which the remaining fragments show to have been both critical

and explanatory, with discussions of an antiquarian and patriotic

character, defending the poet against objectors. His work was

the main source of the commentary of Proclus, who again was

copied servilely by Tzetzes. The later commentary of Manuel

Moschopulos is still extant, and completely printed in the

Venice ed. of 1537.

88. The prose tract, The Contest ofHomer and Hesiod, is

the work of some rhetor who mentions the Emperor Hadrian,

but its date is not further fixed. It is very full on the legends

and parentage of both Homer and Hesiod. The antiquity and

authority of the legends told in this tract are worthy ofa moment's

discussion. The version in Plutarch's Convivium (cap. x.)

professes to give Lesches as the authority for the contest, and

apparently Lesches the cyclic poet. If this were so, the

legend is old and of good authority, and as such is accepted by

Gottling and other editors of the life of Hesiod. But the stray

citation of Lesches in the middle of the Plutarchian narrative

has offended modern critics, who have either emended the

text, or considered it a marginal gloss indicating that the

immediately following lines are to be found in Lesches' poem.
Nietzsche goes further, and rejects the whole Convivium as

spurious and not by Plutarch at all. This being so, there

remains no older authority cited in the aywv than the rhetor

Alkidamas, a well-known pupil of Gorgias, who will be con-

sidered hereafter. This man composed a treatise called r>?e

<j>vcr(i>G Moufmov, On mental culture, in which he seems to have

described the contest of Homer and Hesiod to show that

Homer was the forerunner of Gorgias in rapid improvisation

and extempore reply. Drawing his conclusions from slight

and to me insufficient hints, Nietzsche infers that the opening

part of Alkidamas' book contained a much fuller account of the

contest of Homer and Hesiod, from which the author of our

extant dywv abridged his narrative, particularly by cutting

down the citations. When Nietzsche further asserts that Alki-

damas invented the whole story of the Contest, and that to him
we must refer all our legends of it, he goes, I think, a great deal
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too far. The passage in Hesiod's Works about the contest at

Chalcis is probably older than Alkidamas, even if interpolated,

and I can hardly believe that this alleged contest and rivalry

between the two great epic bards was not thought of till the

rhetor's time. But it is very likely that he worked up the old

story into a smart rhetorical form, and made it popular. So far

he may have been the chief source of the Contest as we have it.

The Contest also cites Eratosthenes the Alexandrian, who
wrote a poem called 'Ho-i'oSos rj 'Avreptvvs on the story of the

poet's death
;
but whether he differed widely from Alkidamas,

and used other legends, we cannot tell. So also Aristotle is

said to have mentioned the tomb of Hesiod in his Polity of the

Orchomenians, but here again we have only,a stray citation. '

The yevos 'Ho-idSou, generally printed as a preface to his

works, is probably a mere compilation of Joh. Tzetzes, from

Proclus, but is very instructive, like the dywv, in indicating to

us what materials were still at hand in that epoch.

89. Bibliographical. Passing on to the MSS. left us, we
find a very great number of copies of the Works, covered

with scholia, and often with illustrations of the farming imple-

ments, but not critically valuable. The oldest 2 seems to be the

Medicean 5, of the eleventh century ;
then the Medicean 3 (Plut.

xxxii. 1 5), of the twelfth. The rest are all fourteenth and fif-

teenth century books, generally on paper, full of scholia and

notes, and variously put together with the other Hesiodic

works, and with Theocritus, Nonnus, the pseudo-Pythagorea,
and other moral fragments. Flach has written monographs on

the scholia (Leipzig, 1876, on the Theog. ; Jahn's J. for 1877
on the Works}. The MS. copies of the Theogony and Shield

are not so frequent, and none, I believe, so old as the twelfth

century. The sort of collection generally found in the MSS. is

well reproduced in the beautiful Aldine ed. of 1495, which,

though the Works were brought out a year or two earlier at

1 All these legends have been classified, with little positive result, by
O. Friedel in Fleckeisen's Jahrbucher for 1879, pp. 235, sq. ; to which I

refer the reader for elaborate details. There is also a paper on Hesiod's

Life by G. H. Flach in Hermes for 1874, pp. 357> S(
}'>

ar>d a discussion by
Rohde in RJuin. Mus. vol. xxxvi. pp. 380, sq.

2 Not to mention some trifling papyrus fragments of Hesiod in the

Rainer Papyri, vol. i. 3-4.
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Milan, is the first which gives the whole, and is the Ed.

brinceps for the rest of Hesiod. It contains a great many
other authors, and even stray collections of proverbs. The

Juntine eds. of 1515 and 1540 are said to be mere copies of

the Aldine. That of Trincavelli in 1537 gives the scholia in

full, and has independent merit. Then come the great edi-

tion of Stephanus (1566), and a very complete one of D.

Heinsius. Of later commentators the first place is due to

Gaisford, whose Oxford edition is admirable from its fulness of

research about both MSS. and scholia (Poetce minores Greed,

1814-20). Next may be mentioned Gottling's (3rd ed. by

Flach, 1878, with good Prolegomena and notes). Then the edi-

tions of Lehrs, Marckscheffel, Paley, which last has many
questionable derivations and speculations about the Digamma.

l

We have also the critical ed. of Koechly and Kinkel, which

has been reproduced in the newest Teubner text. The Theo-

gony has been separately published by Flach, and previously

by Wolf and by Welcker. Most recently we have the critical

recension of A. Fick, with his peculiar theories concerning the

text in Bezzenberger's Beitrage, xii. i, sq., and in a separate

number (1887). There are many special dissertations cited in

the article Hesiod in the ninth edition of the Encyclopedia Brit.

The imitations in Virgil's Georgics are too well known

1 I have said nothing about the Digamma, because I do not believe its

presence or absence can as yet be applied in determining the genuineness
or spuriousness of any line in Hesiod. The careful researches of the Ger-

mans have shown that it is present or absent in the same word according
to the exigencies of the metre ; and there seems really evidence for the fact

that the Digamma was a letter which could be arbitrarily used or dispensed

with in epic poetry. There is the most surprising variation, exactly of the

same kind, though without metrical reasons, in the inscriptions of the same

towns. According to the researches of P'ick, the lonians had lost it at a

very early period ; the /Eolians, and probably the Delphian or Boeotian

dialect, which Hesiod used, still retained it. But by transliterating old ^Eolic

poems into the more fashionable Ionic, there arose inconsistency of use, some
old forms resisting the change, while others could be replaced by metrical

equivalents. This jumble of dialects, however, soon became fashionable,

and was used as an epic dialect^ quite artificial, and yet presently becoming

popular. I do not think that the means at our disposal yet enable us to

determine whether a particular passage is an old poem transliterated or a

later poem written in the composite dialect.
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to require closer description. There are translations into

German by Voss, and Uschner, and into French by Gin and

Bergier, in addition to the Latin hexameter translations of the

Italians, N. Valla, and B. Zamagna, in the fifteenth century,
and the early French one of Jacques le Gras in 1586.

As to English translations, I cannot find any mention of

more than three. The first is of the Works only, the '

Georgics
of Hesiod,' by George Chapman (1618). This, like all Chap-
man's work, is poetical and spirited, but often very obscure

to modern readers, though it constantly cites the original in

foot-notes. The book, which was very scarce, has been re-

printed, with other of Chapman's translations, by J. R. Smith

(London, 1858). Next we have the work of Cooke (1743),
who seems unaware of Chapman's translation, and who gives

us a pretentious and dull rendering of the Works and

Theogony in heroic verse. The last and best, and the only

complete translation, including the Shield, is that of Elton

(2nd ed. 1815), who knew his predecessors well, and gives us

scholarly renderings of the Works in heroic rimes, and of the

other two poems in blank verse. Parnell's Pandora, or the

Rise of Woman, is a free imitation of the corresponding pair of

passages in Hesiod.

90. There is no use in discussing the several busts and

statues of Hesiod, which Pausanias saw and describes in his tour

through Greece. It need hardly be stated that these, like the

portraits of Homer, were mere works of imagination, and have

no historical claims. There are five epigrams or epitaphs upon
him extant, two quoted at the end of Tzetzes' Greek preface to

his works, and stated to be set over his tomb in the agora of

Orchomenus one of them ascribed to Pindar. Three others

are in the Anthology, one of which, by Alcseus of Messene, has

considerable merit.

91. There is sufficient evidence of the antagonism between

the Homeric and Hesiodic rhapsodists in the legend of the

contest of the poets, and we may even infer from the alleged

victory of the inferior but more didactic poet, that as the

audience became more reflective, and as they came to regard

the poet as an educator, the more explicit moral purpose, and
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the plainer preaching of the Hesiodic school, came to be

regarded as superior to the mere stimulating of the sense of

honour through the imagination by the heroic poems. But it

might have been easily foretold that the controversy would not

stop there, and that as philosophy arose, the whole system of

the chivalry of Homer and the Theogonic dogmatism of Hesiod

would find opponents from a totally different platform. It

might perhaps even have been anticipated that these opponents
would choose the very form of the Ionic epos to embody their

criticisms. The Golden Verses 1 ascribed to the school of Pytha-

goras, which contain the condensed morals of the older epics,

even were they genuine, are not so natural an outcome of the

clever restless Greek mind as the making of objections and

exceptions.

92. These found their earliest spokesman in Xenophanes
of Colophon, who travelled through the Hellenic world during
most of the fifth century, but who seems to have formulated his

system in early life, and to have disseminated it in his wanderings
as a rhapsode, in opposition to those who were reciting the old

epics at every festival throughout Greece. Xenophanes was

indeed a poet of various accomplishments, and we have ad-

mirable fragments of his elegiacs, which will be mentioned in

their place (below p. 208), as well as a few iambic lines. But

these, though they show the independent and radical spirit of

the man, were chiefly social poems, and evidently did not con-

tain his main philosophy. This he published by going about

as a rhapsode, and reciting it in the same epic form as the

poems of Homer and Hesiod. We have sufficient remnants to

show that he systematically attacked the anthropomorphism of

Greek religion, the plurality and conflicting interests of the

gods, and that he asserted the unity and purity of the Deity.

But the allusions of such critics as Aristotle prove that his po-

lemic was not merely theological, and that his negative criti-

cism was associated with metaphysical speculations on the unity,

not only of the Deity, but of the world. It was from this point

of view that he was the founder of the Eleatic school, as he

lived much of his later life in this Italian city, and as his sys-

tem was taken up and developed by his great pupil Parmenides.

1 Their remains are printed at the end of Gottling's Hesiod.
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93. If we could trust the chronological points in Plato
:

s dia-

logues, Parmenides was sixty-five when Socrates was a 'very

young man,' perhaps between fifteen and twenty ; but Plato

cares for none of these things, and looks only to dramatic and

not to historical propriety. It seems more likely that Parme-

iiides came earlier, perhaps about the opening of the fifth cen-

tury, and he still adhered in philosophy to the old didactic epic,

which had been consecrated to serious teaching by Hesiod

and his school. But it is evident that while prose composition,

both in history and in philosophy, since Hecataeus and Hera-

cleitus showed the way, made rapid progress among the lonians

of Asia Minor, the Greeks of Italy and Sicily adhered to the

poetic form, as is the case with Empedocles, who wrote even

a generation or two later. Thus the fact that Heracleitus had

published his thoughts in prose at Ephesus is no proof that

the hexameter poem of Parmenides may not have been later in

date, though more primitive in form. We fortunately have the

opening of the work preserved by Sextus Empiricus. and there

is no doubt that it combined (like the poem of Empedocles

copied by Lucretius) remarkable brilliancy of fancy with pro-

fundity of thought.
l

' This introduction is preserved by Sextus Empiricus (Ad~L. Math. vii.

in):
"liriroi rai /ue cpepovffiv, oaov T' 67rl Ovfibs iicdvoi,

TTf/LHTTOV, 67T61
fJL

fS 6Sbf firjffaV TToAv^TJ/XOV &yOV<TCLl

Aoi/ioi/os ?; KOTO irivT OUTTJ (pepei elS6ra <pSna'

TTJ (j)fp6fj,7iv, TTJ yap fie tro\v(ppaffroi fytpov wnroi

applet Tiraivovcrai' Kovpai 5' o5bi> fiye/j.6vevov

'HAiaSes Kovpai, irpoXnrovaai S(a/ji.ara WKr6s,

is (pdos, dxra/aej/at Kpartav &TTO X*Pff^ Ka\inrrpas.

"A^cav 8' tv xyoiriffi.v 'lei ffvpiyyos avrfyv

a'96fj.evos, SoioTj yap eireiyero Sivcarottri

KVK\OLS afj.(f>OTepca8ej>,
'6re ffirepxoiaro irefjareiv.

"Ev9a Trv\ai vvK-r6s re ical ^/iarcis flffi Ke\fvQa>v,

Kai fftf>as virepOvpov a./j.<pls X6 ' Ka^ ^d-i" * ov$6s,

aural S' aiOepL K(K\etVTai /j.eyd\ot<ri dvpfTpois

fiav 5e AiKTj iro\inroivos e%ei K\r]'i5as a/j.oifiovs.

T^V 5e Trap<pdfj.et>ai Kovpai /j.aXaKtHcn \6yoiffi

xeiffav e-m((>paSe<as, &s ffipiv $a\avear^ OX^OL

airrepews &aeie irvKwv OTTO" ral 5e dupeTptav
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Other considerable extracts from Parmenides are quoted by

Simplicius, in which we no longer find the theological tone of

Xenophanes, but the purely metaphysical treatment of the doc-

trine known ever since as the Eleatic philosophy. The eternal

and incorruptible unity of Being, as opposed to the fleeting un-

reality of sense, is illustrated with much power and variety. The
celebrated dialogue of Plato, in which Parmenides is the chief

speaker, as well as many allusions of Aristotle, give us full in-

formation concerning his philosophy. But from a literary point
of view, it is to be noted that though he wrote this hexameter

poem on Nature, he was not a poet in the same sense as Xeno-

phanes, who also composed both elegiacs and iambics, and was

a professed reciter. He even repeated his views, according to

Plato (Soph. 237, A), in a prose form the form exclusively

adopted by his immediate followers, Zeno and Melissus.

These therefore we must class under the head of early prose

writers.

94. It is indeed asserted in Aristotle's Poetic, that this sort

of epic composition has nothing in common with Homer but

the metre, wherefore, he adds,, you call the one a poet, and the

other rather a physiologer than a poet. This remark specially

refers to Empedocles, the third and greatest name on the list

of our philosophic poets, and is but another example of the

reckless judgments which the authority of Aristotle has disse-

aves tcoitjffav avairrdfjifvai, Tro\v^d\KOVs

as tv crvpiyiv a/j.oi/3a8bv fl\l^acrat

Kal vfpovriffiv apypSrar fj pa Si avrtev

Idvs e%ov Kovpat KO.T' a/j.aiTbv apfia Kal 'iiritovs.

Kai /tie Ota Trp6<j>pcav VTreSt^aro, X 'Pa 8e xflP^

Sf^trep^v t\fv, >8f 5' ftros <pdro Kai fj,f irpocrrjvSa'

^il Kovp* adavdroiffi ffvvdopos rivi6xoLffiv,

'linrovs ral <re (pfpovcriv iKavcav r]/J.fTfpov $>,

Xa?p' e''jre ^ OVTI Te juo?po KaK$) Trpo(jirfj.Trf vffffQai

r^v 8" oSbv (i? yap air av8pit>irtav fKrbs irarov (priv

a.\\a 6ffj.is re SI'KTJ re. Xpecb Se ffe Travra irvQtffBa

ri/j-ev a\-ridfias evireiBeos arpeKes ?irop,

f)5e &pOTci>i> 86as, TOIS OVK tvi wiffris aAi?6i^s.

'AXA.' fUTnis Kal ravra yuo07j<raj &s ra SoKovvra

Xf$l SOKI/J.US yvSivai Sia iravrbs irdvra
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minated by means of this corrupt treatise. For had the obser-

vation been applied to Parmenides, it might have been possibly

defended, though our scanty remains contain passages of lofty

imagination and true poetic fire. But applied to Empedocles,
the remark is simply ridiculous, and might have been contemp-

tuously rejected, even if there were not preserved to us by

Diogenes
' the opinion of the true Aristotle, which happens in

express terms to contradict the criticisms of the Poetic. We
have furthermore the judgments of the careful Dionysius on

his
' austere harmony,' which he compares to that of ^Eschylus,

and the not inconsistent praise of Plutarch for his inspired en-

thusiasm. Mr. Symonds, in his essay on the poet, goes so far

as to call him the Greek Shelley, and gives some striking

grounds for this singular judgment.
As a poet, therefore, Empedocles must be ranked very high,

and Cicero expressly tells us that his verses were far superior

to those of Xenophanes and Parmenides, themselves no mean
artists on similar subjects. This is the more remarkable be-

cause he came late in the development of didactic poetry,

and in the age when prose had already been employed with

great success by Heracleitus for the purposes ofphilosophic ex-

position. But although Empedocles seems not to have been

born till about 490 B.C., and was about contemporary, both in

birth and death, with Herodotus, he was born, not in the home
of nascent prose, but at Agrigentum in Sicily, where he became

one of the forerunners of a literature widely different from that

of the Ionic race. For Gorgias is called his pupil, and though
he does not appear to have composed any treatise in prose, he

was considered by Aristotle the first founder of the art of rhe-

toric, which Gorgias made the occupation of his life.

Though of noble family his grandfather Empedocles had

won with a four-horsed chariot at the 7ist Olympiad, his

father Meton had been prominent in expelling the tyrant

Thrasydaeus he was firmly devoted to democratic principles,

and fought for the demos of his city against the aristocracy.

1 viii. 3 : eV Se TW irfpl iroit}Taiv fyrjffiv 8rt Kal 'O/tTjpwcJis 6 'E/J.Trs$oK\ij$

Kod Sen/is irepi T\\V (ppdo'iv yeyove, u.fTa<pof>iKus r &>v Kal rois &\\ois rots irfpl

iron)TiKr)i' eiri
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But, like Herodotus and other patriots of that period, he found

it unpleasant to live at home among hostile and jealous neigh-

bours
;

he accordingly left Agrigentum, and retired to the

Peloponnese, where he seems to have died in obscurity. This

we may infer from the many uncontradicted legends which

became current through Greece upon the subject. Empedocles
is one of the most curious and striking figures in Greek litera-

tuer, for he combined the characters of soothsayer, magician
and mystic with those of an earnest and positive speculator,

who first attempted a mechanical explanation of nature. His

account of the gradual growth and development of animated

organisms even gives him the right to be called the oldest

Greek forerunner of Darwin.

These physiological and physical speculations, which fasci-

nated the mind of Lucretius, belong to the province of the

historian of philosophy. But the literary form in which they
were clothed causes much perplexity. For this poet-philosopher,

this positivist-magician, would not clothe his metaphysic in any
but allegorical dress. Thus the four elements l which he was

the first to assert against Parmenides' single Being, and which

lived in philosophy till yesterday, are clothed in the garb of the

people's gods : and his attraction and repulsion, by which the

world of experience was compounded out of the elements, were

called Love and Hate (tfuAorjjc and Netrac), the former even

Aphrodite. Along with these apparent concessions to the popular

faith, he held Pythagorean doctrines as to the transmigration of

souls, and the consequent crime of destroying animal life, though
his politics separate him widely from the Pythagorean school.

His metaphysic is an independent syncretism of Eleatic and

Heracleitic doctrines, with a predominance of the latter, perhaps
on account of the deeper poetry of Heracleitus' prose. But

though the man's personality, his splendid dress, his numerous

attendants, and his bold claims to supernatural power, made
him a great figure in the Sicily of his day, his mystical and

theological turn would not bear the light of positive science,

;

rtffffapa riav vavruv pt^t&fiara vp&rov &KOVC

Zevs [air] apyfys "Hpi] [earth] re qxpfcr&ios rjS' 'A'iStavevs [fire]

NTJCTTIS [water] ff $7 Saicpvois Ttyyfi Kpovv<ep.a. Pporfiw.
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and he is therefore referred to with less respect by succeeding
critics as a philosopher than as a lofty poet. The tragedies
and political writings ascribed to him were spurious ; his tyvaixu.

and KaOappol, the formal exposition of his metaphysic and of

his theology, are the only works recognised by modern critics.

It has been inferred from the fragments that these books were

not very consistent, that the various purifications and rites

recommended (in the Katiappoi) were little in consonance with

the mechanical and positive explanations of his
</>i/<7a-.

95. They were, moreover, very alien to the dialectic of Gor-

gias and the succeeding sophists, who cared little for dogmatic

theology, and consistently rejected the ritual of the old religion

along with its dogmas. The sophists were still more marked in

their rejection of epic verse as the vehicle for philosophic teach-

ing, and in the uniform adoption of prose, which was even then

introduced in the schools of Asia Minor. So strongly was this

felt in the next generation, that there arises a formal oppo-
sition between philosophers and poets, the latter of whom were

regarded as the mere exponents of the popular creed. Of

course this would have been absurdly false in the days of Par-

menides and Empedocles; but even the latter was almost behind

his age, and from the middle of the fifth century B.C. onwards

Greek philosophy consistently adopted prose instead of a poet-
ical form. Anaxagoras was, no doubt, reflected in Euripides,
and Epicurus in Menander

;
but these speculative features in the

drama were the mere natural reflex of the deepest thinking of

the day upon its most thoughtful and serious poets. The phi-

losophy of Euripides was a mere parergon of his tragedy. It

is to this fixed purpose of philosophy to abandon poetry that

we must attribute the defection of such imaginative minds as

Hippocrates and Plato from the ranks of the Greek poets,

among whom the latter (as an epigrammatist) even made his

first essay. The history of philosophy since that day confirms

the Greeks as to the literary propriety of this decision. Despite

the splendid attempt of Lucretius to reproduce in the form of

Empedocles the most prosaic and vulgar of systems, his poem
had little influence upon his age, and is even spoken of

by Cicero with some contempt. The Neoplatonists, however
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mystical and Eleatic in tone, never returned to the more

ancient and indeed natural garb of their vague Pantheism. The
Middle Ages were dominated by the prosaic Aristotle. Nor

did any of the great heralding of modern thought, the rich

imagery of Bacon, the mystic dawning of Boehme, the god-
intoxicated cosmogony of Spinoza, proclaim itself to a world

weary of the dry and arid light of prose logic in the form con-

secrated of old to the union of thought and fancy. In later

days, though modern poetry is full, perhaps too full, of meta-

physic and of anthropology, we have no greater attempt at

writing systematic philosophy in verse than Pope's Essay on

Man, or Mandeville's Fable of the Bees. Thus Empedocles is

peculiarly interesting as the last thinker in European philo-

sophy who brought out a new system in the form of a poem.
His fragments are preserved in Sextus Empiricus, Plutarch,

and Simplicius, and are best collected by Miillach (in Didot's

Fragg. Philosoph.}. There are interesting monographs on him

in all the histories of Greek philosophy, especially Zeller's, and

in Mr. Symonds' first series on the Greek poets. The legend
of his death in the crater of Etna has inspired poets down to our

own day, like Mr. Arnold, and still lingers about the traditions

of the mountain through changes of race and of language.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE HOMERIC HYMNS AND TRIFLES.

96. THERE is yet another class of epic hexameter poetry

extant, besides the proper Ionic epics, and the didactic poems
of Hesiod and the philosophers. There are transmitted to us,

under the title of Homeric Jfymnf, a collection of five longer

and twenty-nine shorter poems in epic dialect and metre,

each inscribed to some particular god, and narrating some

legend connected with him, but in no sense religious hymns,
as were those of Pamphus or the hymns of the choral lyric

poets. The Homeric Hymns are essentially secular and not

religious ; they seem distinctly intended to be recited in

competitions of rhapsodes, and in some cases even for direct

pay ;

l

they are all in form preludes (irpooifun) to longer re-

citations,
2
apparently of epic poems,

3
though the longer five

are expanded into substantially independent compositions.

1 Hymn vi. sub fin. :

Sbs 5* 2i> &yuvi

vltctiv T<p8e (pepeffBcu, fyty 5" fvrvvov aoiSfy.

And v. xxx. and xxxi. subfin. :

irp6(ppo>v $' avr' (pSfjs fiiorov flu/u^pe' 5iroe.

2
of/uT), according to Bergk, meant any song, especially an epic poem,

oljiioy is used with a genitive (<?ireW, &c.) qualifying it. Pausanias calls a

hymn of Alcseus to Apollo a irpooifj.iov, probably because it was like in

character to these Hymns. The v6^oi were really devotional poems, and

are as such contrasted by Pausanias with the secular hymns of the col-

lection before us.

8 Hymn xxxi. :

(K ffeo 5* ap^dutvos KXfiffia ftfp6ir<av ytvos

Tj/j.iQfdtv, Siy tpya Qeol dvrjToiffH <?5ci((u.

VOL. I. I L
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97. The Hymn to the Delian Apollo, apparently the third

in order in the archetype of our MSS., is by far the best known

and oftenest quoted of the collection. It owes this distinction

chiefly to the famous description near its close of the old

festival at Delos, whither all the lonians came, with their wives

and children, to witness dancing, singing and boxing, and to

wonder at the ventriloquism which the Delian priestesses appear

to have studied to great perfection. Then follows a somewhat

boastful assertion of excellence on the part of the rhapsodist

the blind man of Chios (probably Kynsethos ;
cf. Fick, Odyss.

pp. 278, sq.). The main body of the hymn narrates the adven-

tures of Latona before the birth of Apollo, her final reception

by the personified island Delos, and the long-delayed birth

of the god. Artemis is not mentioned, and cannot therefore

have been regarded as his twin-sister in the Delian legend. The

style of the poem is good and clear, and indicates a date

when epic language and metre were perfectly understood. *

98. Our MSS. combine this hymn (178 lines) and what

is now established to be a much older work, the Hymn
to the Pythian Apollo. The allusions of Thucydides and of

Aristides 2
imply that they quote from the end of the former

hymn (v. 172), which is only the case if we separate the Pythian

hymn. Furthermore, the scholiast on Pindar 3
quotes some

lines as Hesiod's, in which he boasts ofcontending with Homer
at Delos in hymns to Apollo. This shows an old belief that a

second hymn to Apollo, by Hesiod, existed. The Pythianhymn
has quite this character

;
it is altogether occupied with Boeotian

and Delphian legends, and celebrates the settlement of the god
at the rocky Pytho after his colloquy with the fountain-nymph

Delphusa, near Haliartus, and his slaying of the Python. Then
follows his adventure, in the form of a dolphin, with the Cretan

sailors, whom he brought round the Peloponnesus from their

course, and established as his priests at the oracle. Besides

the Boeotian character of its legends, the genealogical and

etymological tone of the poem betrays that it was composed

1

Riem, De Hym. Ap. Del. (Minister, 1872), dates this Hymn about

600 B.C. ; Fick (Odyss. p. 285) at 660, and prints a critical text (pp.

286, sq. ) ; in B. B. xvi. 26, at 504 ! ! and gives reasons.
2 Cf. Bergk, LG. i. p. 753. Nem. ii. i.
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by some Delphian or Boeotian poet in imitation of the former

hymn, which it closely follows in its construction, and ofttimes

in diction.

There are many disturbances in the text, and to these may
be ascribed apparent blunders in the geography of Bceotia,

which the author seems to have known accurately. He is also

fully acquainted with the coasts of the Peloponnesus. There are

several remarkable and evidently intentional omissions. The
site of Thebes is mentioned as being still forest, and therefore

supposed to have been occupied after the settlement at Delphi.

Delphi, again, is only known by the name of Pytho. Kirrha, the

seaport of Krissa, is never mentioned, but the latter is said to

be near the harbour. Though describing a curious augury with

chariots at Onchestus (w. 53, sq.), and therefore familiar with

one form of horse-racing, the poet represents Delphusa as

dissuading Apollo from settling near her fountain because the

sound of horses and chariots would disturb him. The Germans
infer that this must have been written before the time when
the Amphictyons, immediately after the sacred war (590 B.C.),

established chariot races at the Pythian games. This seems to

me founded on a mistake, for these games were not carried on
at Delphi, which is quite inaccessible to chariots, and where

the stadium is far too small for such races, but at a special

hippodrome in the plain below, which Pausanias specially

mentions,
1 so that it may always have been held that the god

chose his remote and Alpine retreat in order to avoid such

disturbance. The priests are told prophetically, at the close of

the poem, that through their own fault they will become sub-

ject to a strange power, and this again is supposed to point to

the events of the sacred war. But there is no certainty in these

conjectures.

Both this and the former poem seem to have been con-

siderably interpolated, as for example with the episode
2 of the

birth of Typhon, which is quite in the manner of the Theogony

of Hesiod. Other small inconsistencies may rather be ascribed

to naivete and want of critical spirit than to a diversity of poets.

As the Delian hymn was intended for recitation at Delos, so the

Pythian is clearly intended for some such purpose at Delphi,
1 x. 37, 4. ii. vv. 127-77.

L 2
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and seems not far removed in date from its forerunner. But

as the Pythian contests were with the lyre, a Hesiodic poet
could hardly have competed unless he abandoned his old cus-

tom of reciting without accompaniment ; and indeed the

complete silence of the hymn about the Pythian contests sug-

gests some definite reason for not mentioning them.

99. The Hymns to Hermes (iii.) and to Aphrodite (iv.) may
be brought into comparison on account of their familiar hand-

ling of gods, though in other respects they are widely contrasted.

The text of the former is the most corrupt of all the Hymns,
so much so that G. Hermann and other destructive critics

urge with great force their theory of its being a conglomerate
of various short pieces by different authors. The opening lines

are repeated almost verbatim in the lesser Hymn to Hermes,
numbered xviii. in the collection; but it is clear from the critical

discussion of the prefaces to Hesiod's poems, and from the many
short prooemia actually found in this collection, that these intro-

ductions were movable, and that the rejection of the preface

entails no presumption against the unity of the main body of

the poem. The Moscow MS. differs remarkably frorm the rest

in its text of this poem ; according to Hermann, because it

followed another recension, according to Baumeister, with

whom I agree, because the scribe copying the archetype was a

learned man, and set himself to correct and emend what he

thought corrupt.

The text of the Hymn to Aphrodite is, on the contrary, the

purest and easiest of all, and it is only the perverse ingenuity
of the Germans which has ventured to thrust upon us here

their suspicions of interpolations. There appears to be also

a considerable contrast between the two poems as to diction.

While the Hymn to Aphrodite is in very pure Ionic almost

Homeric Greek, and clearly composed in Asia Minor, the

Hymn to Hermes abounds in phrases only to be found in

Hesiod,
1 and shows evidence of Boeotian or Arcadian origin.

Again, there is a good deal of humour, and of a low popular

tone, about the latter, while this homely tone is not at all felt

in the other. Nevertheless, these poems, as I have said, have
an all-important feature which makes it suitable to connect

1 Cf. Mure, ii. p. 344, note.
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them together I mean the bold and familiar handling of the

foibles and passions of the gods. Their moral tone is per-

haps lower than that of any other old Greek poem, if we

except the episode called the lay of Demodocus, in the

Odyssey a poem which bears the most striking resemblance

in tone and diction to the fourth hymn. The passion of

the goddess is in both represented as a foible, but hardly as

a fault, and her adventures in the hymn are represented as

brought upon her by a sort of retaliation on the part of Zeus.

The description of her progress through Mount Ida, her power
over the lower animals (vv. 70, sq.), and her meeting with An-

chises, are told with great beauty, but apparently without any

feeling of reserve on the part of the poet.
1 It was not till

Praxiteles that sculpture dared to represent the undraped

beauty of the goddess in marble. Poetry cast away such re-

strictions far earlier. There is also a fine description of the old

age of Tithonus (vv. 237-46), and of the life of trees as bound

up with that of the wood-nymphs. The main object of the

poem is to extol the family of Anchises and ^Eneas, whose

alleged descendants (as is prophesied in the Iliad) were evidently

important people in the poet's day.
8 We have no evidence

where they ruled, or whether they encouraged Greek poetry.

The Hymn to Hermes does not describe such passion, and

is an account of the birth and adventures of the god, setting

forth his thieving and perjury with the most shameless effron-

tery. To the ordinary Greeks great ingenuity was enough at all

times to palliate or even to justify dishonesty, and though Hesiod

and the Delphic oracle raised their voices in favour of justice

and truth, there can be no doubt that the nation was thoroughly

depraved in this respect. The Hymn to Hermes goes through

a variety of adventures of the god his stealing of the oxen of

Apollo immediately after his birth, his invention of the lyre, his

trial and perjury before Zeus, and the amusement and good-
nature of Apollo in being reconciled to him. The mention of

the seven-stringed lyre has induced most critics to date the

poem after Terpander's time, but, on the other side, it is declared

1 See the opposite view in Sittl, L. G. i. p. 198.
2 Fick (B.B. ix. 200) argues for its Cyprian attribution at the feasts of

the goddess there.
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absurd that the poet should describe as an original invention of

the god a new improvement in the instrument made by a well-

known man at a well-known date. It is therefore argued that

the seven-stringed lyre was not unknown in ancient days in

some parts of Greece, though not generally adopted by literary

lyric poets till Terpander. This is indeed to be inferred from

Pausanias, who says that Amphion naturalised the Lydian

seven-stringed lyre in Greece. At all events, this improved

lyre must have been in common use when the poem was

composed, probably not before 600 B.C.

As to the literary merits of these hymns, authorities are

divided. Most of the Germans place the hymn to Hermes

very high, and think that but for its corruptions it would be

the most original and striking of the collection. Mure, on the

other hand, thinks the fourth to be the most beautiful of all

the hymns, and almost worthy of Homer himself. Both seem

to me to have great, but contrasted merits. The humour and

variety of the one are perhaps equalled by the luxurious richness

of the other. Both are precious relics of old Greek poetry,

and curious evidences of the rapid decay of the old Greek

religion. Shelley has left us a translation of the third as well as

of some ofthe shorter hymns. His version is of course very poe-

tical, but accentuates the comic element perhaps too strongly.

100. The Hymn to Demeter (v.), of nearly 500 lines, is of

a very different character, and is to be identified with some
Athenian worship, either the Panathenaic festival, if there was

any occasion at that festival for such a recitation, or some

religious ceremony at Eleusis. The hymn narrates the carry-

ing off of Persephone, who wandered in search of flowers through
the Mysian plain, and was entranced with delight at the nar-

cissus, which is described with great enthusiasm as being an

important emblem in the Mysteries. The crying out of Perse-

phone is heard by Hecate and Helios alone, from whom the

distracted mother finds out what has happened to her daughter.
But Demeter is still more wroth at hearing that it was done
with the connivance or approval of Zeus, and she deserts the

immortals to live among men. So she comes to Eleusis. where

she sits by the wayside and meets the daughters of Keleus going
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to draw water. They accost her with kindness, and she is

installed as nurse of their infant brother Triptolemus.

It is not necessary to go at greater detail into the story,

which is told in this hymn with singular clearness and beauty.

Any difficulties which occur are due to the corruptions of

our single MS., or to the covert allusions to the Mysteries
which are evidently before the poet's mind all through the nar-

ration of the legend. The critics generally do not speak with

sufficient warmth of the beauty of this poem, which is, in my
opinion, far the noblest of the hymns. A good many Atticisms

have been detected in it by the grammarians, but I am not aware

ofa single solid argument to prove its date, even approximately.
1

It was well known to the ancients, and is quoted four times

by Pausanias, with considerable variations from our text, but

these are probably due both to its corruption and to inaccuracy
in Pausanias himself. This author also quotes an ancient hymn
of Pamphos on the same legend, which seems to have been

very similar in argument.
101. Of the lesser hymns the longest (vii.) is that to

Dionysus, which describes his adventure with pirates, whom he

astonished and overcame by miracles, when they had captured
and bound him on their ship. The critics think that the portrai-

ture of the god as a youth points to the age of Praxiteles, be-

cause older Greek plastic art had uniformly made him of severe

aspect, and apparently middle age.
2 I have shown above

(p. 149) that in the case of Aphrodite poetry outran sculpture in

its development, and I feel convinced that the change in the

form of Dionysus also was adopted in poetry long before it was

attempted, or perhaps could be attempted, in sculpture. The

hymn seems certainly to have been known to Euripides, who
builds some of the plot of his Cyclops on it, and this subject,

perhaps even this detail, was borrowed from the older Aris-

1 Baumeister ( Comm. in Hymn. p. 280) conjectures it to be of the time of

the Peisistratidse, when epic poetry experienced a considerable revival. Pick

{B.B. xvi. 27) has given reasons for placing it between 540 and 504 B.C.

2 This story is beautifully illustrated in the frieze of the choragic monu-

ment of Lysicrates at Athens (erected 332 B.C.) a monument which is now
best studied in the drawings of Stuart and Revett, made a century ago,

when the work was less shattered.
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tias.
1 The next hymn (viii.), to Ares, is quite of a later and

metaphysical turn. It abounds in strings of epithets, and rather

celebrates the mental influences of the deity, than his personal

adventures. But it is surely a satirical or comic poem, in which

the epithets are consciously heaped together, and the conclusion

is ridiculously Trapa. Tr/soo-So/aW. Yet it is attributed by most

critics to the Orphic school, as is also Hymn xiv., To the Mother

of the Gods ; though these Homeric hymns differ widely from

the Orphic hymns on the same subjects.

I will only mention among the rest that to Pan (xix.),

which is supposed to have been composed after the time

when the worship of Pan was introduced at Athens (490 B.C.).

This little poem is remarkable as one of the few extant Greek

works which show a love and sympathy for the beauties of nature,

and which indulge the fancy in fairy pictures of bold cliffs and

leafy glens peopled by dancing nymphs, and resounding with

the echo of piping sweeter than the nightingale, and the voices

of sportive and merry gods. It is common among English
critics to assert that only in Euripides and Aristophanes of

earlier poets can we find this peculiar and delightful form of

imagination. The Hymn to Pan,
2 which reminds us strongly of

1

Patin, Etudes sur les tragiques grecs, iv. 290.

oi 'Epfj.ftao ipiKov y6vov evveirf, yiovcra,

<pi\6Kporov, Scrr' &va ir'uri)

alrt KO.T' atyi\nros irtrpris ff-rtlfiovffi icd

Tlav avaKfK\6fjifvai, v6/j.tov 6f6v, ayXaeB

leal Kopv<pas opeuv KO.I irerp^fvra K\evda

(poira 8" evBa Kal tvBa. Sict fxairfi'ia irvKvd,

&\\OT fJLfV f)idpOl(TlV tye6(J.ei>OS (JLaXaKOl

&\\ore 5' aS trerpriffiv iv i]\i&dTotffi

aKpordr't))' Kopv(f>iiv /Aij^ffKoirov flffavafiaivtav.

Tro\\a.Ki 5' o.pyiv6evTa. SifSpa/nfv otpea yua/cpo,

iro\\dici 5' tv Kvrjfioifft $rfi\curc, 6rjpas iva.ip<av,

o|ea SfpicSnevos
1 Tore 5' fffirfpos ^K\aytv olos

&ypys t^aviuv. SovaKuv Ztro fiovffav advpwv

JjSu/uoj' ou/c &v r6>>yf irapaSpdfjioi Iv fi.e\ftffffiv

opvis, 5)r' eopoy iro\va.vQfos iv verd\otffiv

Bprjvov tTrnrpoxfovff' Idxei fj.e\iyijpvv

avv St
o-<f>iv r6rf N^^at opeffridSes,

4>oiTw<rat irvKva irofftrlv tirl
Kp-fivr; uf\avvSp(f
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Euripides' chorus (w. 167 et seqq.) in the Helena, shows this

limitation to be unfounded. The rest are short proems to various

gods, very similar in character to the spurious opening lines of

Hesiod's Works ; one of them (xxv.) is even made up of lines

from Hesiod's Theogony. The short Hymns (xiii. and xviii.),

to Hermes and Demeter are mere selections from the greater

poems in honour of the same gods.

It appears from this brief review that the so-called Hymns
are a very various and motley collection of proems to the gods

sung by rhapsodes on secular occasions. In some cases these

preludes were expanded into independent poems. The older

and Ionic pieces breathe a familiar and very secular handling of

the adventures of the gods ; the Hesiodic pieces were more

serious and intended to instruct the hearers in theology ; while

the semi-Orphic pieces were still more reflective and solemn.

But they all assume the tone and style of the Ionic epic school.

It is not impossible, in spite of the later complexion of some
few of them, that the collection was made by the commission

of Peisistratus when they were editing or collecting the remains

of both Homer and Hesiod.

102. This kind of poetry was revived, as might be expected,
at Alexandria, and we have still five hymns extant from the wreck

of Alexandrian literature, by the celebrated Callimachus,
1 whose

wonderful fertility was not destined to produce much permanent
fruit. These hymns are to Zeus, Apollo, Artemis, Delos, and

Demeter respectively. They are all of considerable length, those

to Artemis and Delos being the longest, but none of them are

interesting. They celebrate, like their Homeric prototypes, the

birth and early fortunes of the god addressed
;
but in the case

of Delos, the wanderings and sufferings of Latona, who is, how-

ever, encouraged by the consolations uttered by her unborn

(if\Ttovrai
'

Kopv^v Se irepiffrfvfi oSptos T\%<S>

SaifjMV 5' ilvQa. Kal evQa xop<av, TOTS 5" /ueVov tpiruv,

miKva. irofflv Strrrer \cu<t>os 5" tirl vura $a.<poiv&v

XvjKbs xet
> fayvpyffiv a,ya\\6/j.evos (ppeva fj.o\ircus

fv fj.a\aKw \eifj.uvi, roBi Kpoxos ?;5' vaKivdos

fvuSijs QaKfQtav Karafilffyfrai &Kpira iroijj.

1

Bergk thinks (LG. i. p. 749) that Callimachus imitated not the secular

hymns, but the old religious names on what evidence I know not.
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child ! Perhaps the best of these over-learned and frigid

poems is the Hymn to Demeter, which, unlike the rest, is

in Doric dialect, and which describes with some humour the

insatiable hunger of Erysichthon, with which Demeter visited

mm for cutting down a poplar in her sacred grove. The text

has been lately edited, with more care than it deserves, by
Meineke (Berlin, 1861); there is also an old metrical translation

by Dodd (London, 1755). But modern scholars have long
since decided that Callimachus, however famous among the

Romans, is not to be regarded as a classical author, though he

had the honour of being printed by Const. Lascaris, at Florence,

in 1494, in capital letters, among the very earliest Greek texts.

103. We have, in the collection of so-called Idylls ascribed

to Theocritus, three poems which may properly be considered

in connection with the Homeric Hymns. One of them (Idyll

xxii.) is professedly a hymn to the Dioscuri, celebrating the

victory of Pollux over Amycus, and of Castor over Lynceus.
The work is both well conceived and executed, but Theocritus'

mimic talent makes his dialogue between Pollux and Amycus
rather more dramatic than was the fashion of the old hymns.
There are also picturesque touches (vv. 37, sq.), which speak
the poet of the pastoral Idylls. Of the two poems (xxiv. and

xxv.) on Heracles, the first, which is called the Infant

Heracles, and narrates his killing of the snakes in his cradle,

is very like the Hymns, especially that to Demeter, though com-

posed in the Doric dialect. It is not certain that we have the

end of the poem preserved. The second poem is somewhat

more epic in form, and is probably a fragment of a longer

work, or composed with a larger plan. It narrates the visit of

Heracles to Augeias of Elis, where he tells the king's son his

adventure with the Nemean lion. There are bucolic expres-
sions scattered all through this epic poem, which seem to vouch

for its authorship. Many critics are disposed to view it as a mere

fragment of Peisander or of Panyasis or Rhianus. Nevertheless,

as the poem stands, it detaches one or two adventures of a god,

and tells them in epic form, so that it is fairly to be connected

1 There is an admirable study on Callimachus by A. Couat, who devotes

most of his volume entitled La Poesie alexandn'ne, Paris 1883, to that poet.
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with the professed imitations of the Hymns in the other Theo-

critean poems just mentioned. They all show not only a perfect

handling of epic style and manner, but considerable force and

beauty, and are quite worthy of the great name of their author.

104. Of the IIatyvia, or sportive effusions attributed to

Homer, I have already discussed the Battle ofthe Frogs and Mice.

It is greatly to be regretted that a much more important

poem, the Margites, has not been preserved, inasmuch as it

was treated as the genuine work of Homer, even by Aristotle,

who quotes it more than once, and sees in it (though falsely)

the first germ of comedy.
1 It was a humorous description of a

foolish young man, dabbling in various knowledge, but ignorant
of all practical matters, and making terrible blunders in the

more delicate situations of life. From the extract quoted in

the good editions of Suidas,
2

it seems that the poem was not

very decent in its wit. There was a very remarkable feature

about its form a feature which has exercised modern critics

greatly. Iambic lines were inserted at irregular intervals among
the hexameters of which it mainly consisted. As Suidas and

Eudocia attribute the poem to Pigres,
3

it has been thought that

he may have added or interlarded these lines. This is the con-

clusion to which Bernhardy comes, without positively asserting

Pigres to be the individual interpolator ;
but the conclusion is

not very safe, for in another of the iraiyi-ia, the Etptfftw y/, we
have the same feature, and there is no reason to believe that

iambics were invented by Archilochus
; they were rather an

old popular form of verse adopted by him for literary purposes.
4

The Margites was held in high esteem by the ancients, and

was quoted by Cratinus, possibly Aristophanes, Callimachus,

and the stoic Zeno. By Dio Chrysostom, apparently quoting
from the latter, it was regarded as a juvenile work of Homer.
In Suidas' day it seems to have been already lost The mere

1 Arist. Poet. 4 ; Nic. Eth. vi. 7.
* Sub voc. yiapyirris.
8 Sub voc. Tli-ypT)s, the brother of the famous Artemisia, who is said to

have interpolated the Iliad with pentameters.
4 The mixture of hexameters and iambics is to be seen in the 1 25th

frag, (an epigram) of Simonides, ed. Bergk.
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names of two other poems classed under this head are preserved,

the 'firUMYX/2e and the 'EirTarre^rog cu.

105. In the pseudo-Herodotean Life of Hcmer there are

preserved several other curious little poems, and fragments of

poems, which were falsely ascribed to the great poet, but which

are to us inestimable as showing a glimpse of the popular songs
of early Greece. There is a beautiful epitaph on King Midas

of Phrygia, who had taken a daughter of Agamemnon, despot
of Kyme, to wife, and who died at the time of tne Kimmerian

invasion (fire. 680 B.C.). It is strictly an epigram on a bronze

statue set over the tomb. l There is also an address to the poet's

home, Smyrna, which he left on account of the little apprecia-

tion of his art, which is probably (as Bergk well says) the earliest

echantillon of lyric feeling, though clothed in epic verse. It is

entitled to tfie Kymceans, which is thought a mistake, arising

from the false reading Ku/^c for S^vpv^c in the end of the poem.
The poems numbered i. and ii. are fragments of similar personal

addresses. Ofthe rest two deserve special notice that entitled

KO/KJ/OC or Kepu/itTc, a little address of a wandering minstrel to

the potters as they are putting their work into the oven, praying

success for them if they reward him, but calling upon a strange

assembly of demons, Sabaktes and his comrades, Circe and the

Centaurs, to spoil the work and crack the ware if they treat him

with stinginess. The second, called Eipffftwvi;,
2

is a song of

* Xa\Kei) irapOevos et/tJ, M(5eo> 8* eirl a~f)fj.aTt

ear' &V vSoip re per), iced SevSpfa fiaKpa

i)e\i6s T' a-vitjiv <paivri, Xa/uwp^ re fff\i]vi\,

Ko.1 itorofUil ir^Ouffiv, a.va.K\vri Sf 6d\cuTffo.'

avrov TJJSe fitvovffa iro\vK\a.vr<f Itrl rvp.^(f

a.yyf\fta irapiovffi, MfSrjj on rjJSe reOairrai.

It was by some attributed to Cleobulus. It was known to Simonides, and

is referred to by Plato (P/uzdrus, p. 264) as being a sort of poetical

Round, in which the verses can be transposed without spoiling the sense.

1 Acoua vpoffrpairSfifffff avtipbs fieya Suyafievoio,

t>s /Jitya ft.fv Svvarai, /j.tya 5e ftptfj-ti 6\&ios etei.

aural a.vaK\lvtff9t Ovpaf ir\ovros yap fffttfftv

woAAbj, <rvv it\ovrtf tie KtH fixppoffvvii TeflaAuJa,

tipfifQ T ayaO)] t
S<ra 5

s

&yyta, /j.fffra

5' cue! Kara KapSdirov tptroi /
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children going from house to house in autumn during Apollo's

feast, and levying what they can get, just as poor children now go
about on SL Stephen's or May-day. As already observed, this

little piece ends with iambic trimeters. It was probably sung
at Samos, but its age is unknown. These two poems, both in

the practices they imply, and in the superstitions they mention,

give us one of the few glimpses we have into the life of the

lower classes in early times. They have nothing to do with

Homer or with epic poetry, but as we have no class of poetry
or of literature where they could find a natural place, they may
still hold the place assigned to them by the ancients, as vener-

able fragments of what the common people sang, while the

rhapsodists were reciting their refined epics at the courts of

kings and nobles.

1 06. It may be well finally to dispose in a few words of the

external history of the collection. Our oldest testimony to the

existence of these Hymns is a citation by Thucydides (iii.

104) from the first (to the Delian Apollo). His quotation is

remarkable for differing considerably in expression, though
not at all in sense, from our MSS., so that there appears
to have been much liberty allowed the rhapsodists in the

rendering of their texts. The historian goes on to cite the

famous personal passage in which the poet describes himself

as ' the blind old man of Chios' rocky isle
'

a passage which

Thucydides. and with him all the ancients, considered as clear

proof of the blindness and of the Chian parentage of Homer.

Accordingly, though seldom cited in antiquity, the hymns
generally went under the name of Homer. There seems to be

another allusion to the same hymn in Aristophanes' Clouds^

roC iraiSbs Se yvv^i Karci 8i(ppa5a

riplovoi 8' &%ovffi KparaliroSes es rdSe

avrfy 8" Itfrbv iHpaivoi fir T]\tKrptf /3e/3ama.

Vv/j.ai TOI, vfvfJLai tviaiiffios, &ffT

effrrix' tv irpodvpois, fyi\)j ir6$as

irtpffai T<f$" "AirdAAwj'j yvid-rtSo

KOi,

(I /J.&V ri St&ffeis' el 5e
fj.^1,

oi>
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and to the Pythian or second hymn in the Knights (v. 1015),

where he quotes (apparently) v. 265
l

; but after his day, the first

allusions, and those indirect, appear in a corresponding hymn
of Callimachus, and a note of Antigonus Carystius about lyre

strings. Though five or six scholia, gathered from the Iliad,

Pindar, and Aristophanes, allude to them, we do not possess a

single remark upon them directly ascribed to the great Alexan-

drian critics. Diodorus quotes the hymns generally as Homer's,
and so does Philodemus, in one of the recovered Herculanean

fragments. Pausanias also speaks of Homer's hymns generally,

but specially cites that to the Delian Apollo, that to the Pythian,

and that to Demeter. Athenaeus cites the Hymn to Apollo,
but hesitates about its authorship. The scholiast on Pindar

ascribes it to Kinaethon of Chios. Suidas and the Lives of

Herodotus and Homer ascribe them without criticism to

Homer.
Thus we find almost no quotations from them in antiquity.

There is very seldom a reference to any other hymn but that

to the Delian Apollo. Yet about the first century B.C. we find

the Hymns of Homer mentioned, and Pausanias seems specially

acquainted with that to Demeter. The authors of good Greek

scholia cite them, and then we lose all trace of them till the

time of Suidas.

107. Bibliographical. Our extant MSS. are late, none of

them earlier than the fourteenth century. Of these the most re-

markable is that found at Moscow by Matthias in 1780, and now
at Leyden, for it contains at the opening a fragment to Diony-

sus, and next the famous Hymn to Demeter, not elsewhere pre-

served. Nevertheless, a good authority, Baumeister, prefers

the Laurentian codex (Plut. xxxii. 45), of about the same date,

for purity of text and general merit. All the extant MSS. seem

taken from one older copy, now lost ; but the Moscow copy
was written by a more learned scribe than the rest, and there-

fore more seriously interpolated and emended. 2 The arche-

1 v- S75> where Homer is said to have represented Iris winged ; cf. the

schol. on the line, who refers to the Hymns.
2 A Codex Estensis at Parma is now supposed to be important, but not

yet collated, except by Gemoll.
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type was already damaged, as is shown by the short fragment of

the Hymn to Dionysus, with which the Moscow codex opens.

But, before it was again copied by the writers of our other

codices, it had lost several more of the early pages, which con-

tained the Hymn to Demeter. From the mistakes made in our

MSS. we can infer that even their archetype was not very old,

and certainly not written in capitals. They were first printed

at Florence in 1488 in Demetrius' Chalcondylas' editio princeps

of Homer. Then follow H. Stephens, Joshua Barnes, and the

Epistola critica of D. Ruhnken (1749). After the discovery of

the Moscow codex (now Leidensis), we have, among others,

editions by F. A. Wolf (Halle, 1796), by Ilgen, a very complete

book, by Matthiae, Godf. Hermann, and Franke, almost all with

the Batrachomyomachia and Trifles; then the Hymns alone

with commentary by A. Baumeister (Lips. 1860), who has also

revised the text in the Teubner series; Gemoll, Die horn.

Hymnen (Leip. 1886), is now the best editor of the text. There

is a remarkable article by Aug. Fick in Bezzenberger's Beitrdge,

ix. 195, sq. (1884), where he analyses the hymns, and gives his

theory of the text. He argues that two of the longer hymns

(II. IV.), composed, the one for Delos, the other probably for

the Cyprian festivals of Aphrodite, show in their metric a con-

sistent observance of the digamma, while I., III. and V. do

not. These latter, then, he considers to have been originally

composed in Ionic Greek. He appends a 'purified' text of

the greater and lesser Hymns to Aphrodite, that to Hermes,
and that to Demeter. Of translations the only older one was

that of Chapman (reprinted 1858), of course without the hymn
to Demeter

;
but this latter has suggested to Mr. Swinburne one

of his finest Poems and Ballads. Mr. Edgar has just "published

(Edinburgh, 1891) a new prose version, of considerable merit,

of the whole collection.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE LATER HISTORY OF EPIC POETRY. 1

1 08. WITH the so-called cyclic poets, the natural course

of epic poetry had reached the close of its development Other

species of poetry arose and satisfied the wants of a newer age.

The historical sense of the Greeks, late in growth and slow

in development, at last substituted prose narrative of real

facts for the poetical treatment of myths. Nevertheless, the

unsurpassed greatness of the old masterpieces perpetually

tempted men of learning and refinement to try a new develop-
ment on these models, which had shown a sustained grandeur
that no succeeding form or metre could ever attain. But all

these attempts were, nationally speaking, complete failures,

though some of them which remain delight us by their beauty
and the elegance of their execution. 2

They were in an-

cient days the study of the learned few, in later the arena for

displaying grammatical accuracy and artificial culture. Even

1 This chapter offers no interest to the general reader, and Apollonius

is the only literary figure which it contains. But some information con-

cerning the later epic poets may fairly be demanded by the special student,

perhaps even because they are obscure.

2
Choerilus, in an extant fragment, probably from the opening of his

Perseis, states the difficulties of the later epic poets with good sense and

feeling :

*A fj-axap, 8<mj ei)v Kftvov XP^" * ?ty* do87js,

Mouadwv dfpd-rrwv, Sr' iatiiparos %v en \ft/jubv

vvv 5* tire ird,vra StScurrai, xot"rt &e ireipara rfxvcu^

Scrraroi &<rr( fyxfyiou Ka.Tf\.eiir6fiftf, oiiSt in; <rr

irdvry vatrrnivovra vto^vyts ap/xo ire\dffffat.
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in the last agonies of expiring heathenism, the school of Egypt

poured out its turbid utterance of mystery and magic in long

mythological epics, which are now unknown save to the curious

student of obscure books. All these epics are outside the

proper course of the national literature of Greece, whith seems

always to have exhausted all the originality in each kind of

writing before it passed on to the next. Nor do they fall

properly within the scope of this book, which is concerned

with that literature which was in Greece national, and not the

heritage of the few. It seems well, therefore, to dispose of

them briefly here, in order to write the history of succeeding
kinds of literature without interruption. Those who desire

full and accurate information on this very dry and unprofitable

subject will do well to consult the elaborate and unwearied

work of Bernhardy, who has devoted 120 very long pages to a

thorough examination of these poems and fragments.
1

109. The earliest development of this kind seems to have

been in Asia Minor about a century after the chief cyclic poets,

and the favourite subject the adventures of Heracles. These

were specially treated in a poem called Herackia by PEISANDER
of Cameirus, a poet of early but unknown date, whose authority

on the labours of Heracles is often invoked, and who was the

first to arm him with the club and lion's skin. Asms of Samos

seems to have been an equally early genealogical poet, who is

quoted by Duris as describing the luxury of the lonians at

Samos in terms not unlike Thucydides' account of the old

Athenians. Athenaeus cites a few comic lines from an elegy of

the same poet, and Pausanias refers to him on obscure genea-

logical questions about local heroes. These two poets are

generally placed much earlier than those about to be mentioned,

and Diibner 2 believes there was a long sleep of epic poetry, till

the excitement of the Persian wars caused it to wake up again.

Herodorus of Heraclea, though a prose writer, was like them

in subjects and style.

PANYASIS, uncle of Herodotus, a man of political note

1 LG. ii. i, pp. 538-458.
2 In his Preface to the Didot ed. of the Epic fragments, following

Suidas' 6s a/3fff9f'i<Tav rV iroirjriK^v fTtav

VOL. I. I M
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at Halicarnassus, where he fought for the freedom of the town

against the tyrant Lygdamis, gained a good deal of temporary

celebrity by another Heradda, in fourteen books. Consider-

able fragments of a social nature are quoted from it by Stobaeus

and Athenseus, which specially refer to the use and abuse of

wine-drinking. They are elegantly written, and remind 113

strongly of the elegiac fragments on the same subject by Xeno-

phanes and Theognis. He was also, according to Suidas,

author of elegiac poems, in six books, called lonica, on the anti-

quities of Athens, and especially on the Ionic migration. This

work was not without influence on his nephew Herodotus.

His younger contemporary, ANTIMACHUS of Colophon,
lived up to the end of the Peloponnesian War as a very old

man, and has been already mentioned (p. 31) as one of the

learned critics who published a special edition of Homer,

quoted in the Venetian scholia. His great interest in Homer
led him to attempt a learned and scholastic imitation (for

original genius he had none) in a very long and tedious

Thebais. His Lyde, an elegiac poem, does not belong to

the present chapter. He is said by Plutarch, in a suspicious

anecdote (Vit. Lys. 12), to have contended for a prize in a

laudatory poem on Lysander, and, being defeated, to have de-

stroyed the poem. But Plato, he adds, being then young and a

personal admirer of Antimachus, consoled him with animad-

verting on the blindness of his critics. Plato is further said to

have wished for a collection of his poems. Hadrian preferred

him to Homer, and introduced him to notice after he had long

been forgotten. It was left for Mr. Paley to tell us that the little-

noticed edition of Antimachus, the friend and contemporary of

Plato, was perhaps the first publication of the Iliad and Odyssey
in their present form ! The extant fragments of Antimachus

with other epic poets are collected with care by Diibner

at the end of the Hesiod in the Didot collection. They
have no literary interest, being chiefly citations to explain ob-

scure words, which he affected, obscure myths, which he illus-

trated or narrated, or lastly, phrases either borrowed from

Homer, or contrary to Homeric use. The Alexandrian critics

constantly quote him, and greatly admired him, and he may
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fairly be regarded the model or master of the Alexandrian epic

poets. This did not save him from the criticism and ridicule

of Callimachus. Quintilian
1

speaks of him as being indeed

generally thought by the learned as second to Homer, but as

second by an enormous interval. Plutarch, in his tract on

Talkativeness, gives an amusing example of a babbler flooding
the man who asks him a question with his answer, which

comprises a whole history,
'

especially if he have read Anti-

machus of Colophon.'
CHCERILUS (of Samos also), a younger contemporary of

Herodotus, and said by Plutarch to have been intimate with

Lysander, is remarkable for having attempted a great novelty
to relate in the epic form the very subject with which

Herodotus founded Greek history. His Perseis sang the

struggle of Hellenedom with Persia. Its style is said to have

been less artificial than that of Antimachus, who was his rival in

the estimation of the learned. Only three fragments of interest

are left us from this poet, that above cited, then his description
of the Jews in the army of Xerxes an inaccurate picture,

but very interesting from its early date and lastly a striking

sentence, supposed to be spoken by Xerxes after his defeat. 2

If a judgment upon such scanty evidence were allowable, I

should be disposed to agree with the minority, who placed him

above Antimachus.

no. These three authors, together with the older Asius

and Peisander, are the obscure representatives of the Greek

epic poetry down to the Alexandrian period, when there was

larger room for literary revivals, as the original genius of

the nation was exhausted. Accordingly, the only later epic
which has ever enjoyed any real celebrity is the Argonautica
of the Alexandrian ApOLLONius,

3
commonly called the Rhodian,

1
x. i, 53, Plutarch de Garr. cap. xxi.

Xfpcrlv S" o\$ov 6Xa)
>
KV\IKOS rpixpes afj.(f>ls fay6s,

avSpiav $airv/j.6vcav vavdyiov, old, re iroAAefc

weCjua Auavuffoio irpbs"V/3pios eK&a\ev nurds.
3
Rhianus, the editor of Homer, and contemporary of Eratosthenes,

was the author of several voluminous epics, from one of which, the Mes-

seniaca, Pausanias quotes the romantic legends concerning Aristomenes,
the great Messenian hero.

M2
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from his long residence and citizenship there. He was a pupil

of the famous Callimachus, afterwards his bitterest opponent
on aesthetic questions, and hence his personal enemy, on whom
Callimachus wrote a bitter libel, the Ibis} Ultimately he suc-

ceeded Eratosthenes as libranan in Alexandria. Apollonius,

indeed, deserves more than a passing notice. The aspect of

criticism has veered constantly as regards him, nor can his posi-

tion be yet considered finally determined. For, on the one

hand, we find a good many enthusiastic admirers, especially

among older scholars, who see in him a man of genius, and in

his poems not only a revival of an old and splendid style, but

a revival with distinct and original features. By them he is

praised as one of the greatest lights in Greek literature. On
the other hand, the general neglect of later critics, backed by
that of our classical public, consigns him to that oblivion in

which all Alexandrian work, except that of Theocritus, has lain

during the present century.
2 This judgment is so completely

based upon neglect, not upon critical censure, that we may well

hesitate to endorse it, and may turn to a brief examination of a

work once so famous, and so largely commented on in the days
of the scholiasts, but which is now almost a novelty to the

majority of our scholars.

The poem
3
opens with a catalogue of the heroes, and a very

picturesque description of their departure, amid the tears and

sympathy of their relations
(i. 247, sq.). It then proceeds

to narrate their various adventures on the journey. The

writing is simple, and little ornamented, as if the poet's

main object had been to record geographical and mythical

lore, and not to fascinate the reader by his fancy. There are

few and short digressions throughout the work, too few, indeed,

for an epic on the old model. The more ornate passages
in the first book are the descriptions of the song of Or-

1 Cf. Mr. Ellis's learned article on this quarrel in the Academy for Aug.

30, 1879.
2 The same variance of opinion existed of old; while Virgil must have

greatly admired him, and Varro Atacinus translated him, Quintilian speakg
of his poem as non contemnendum opus <zguali quadam mediocritate.

*
It is arranged in four books, but each of them so long as to equal two

books of Homer. The whole amounts to some 5,800 lines.
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pheus, which is justly described as Theogonic in character,

of the cloak of Jason, and lastly some similes which are not

very apt (as the scholiasts note), except a very fine one compar-

ing Keracles, when he hears of the loss of Hylas, to a bull

maddened by a gadfly.
1 It may, indeed, be here remarked that

the poet's similes are rather introduced for their prettiness than

for their aptness, and that when he expands one taken from

Homer (as in ii. 543, sq.) he does not improve it.

In the second book, which continues the adventures of the

Argo, the description of the miseries of Phineus is very in-

teresting, as is also the stirring account of the passage of the

Symplegades. Various curious notices, such as that of the
' black country

'

of the Chalybes and the couvade of the Tiba-

reni,
2 maintain our interest, which is, however, the same kind of

interest as that excited by Xenophon's prose narrative on the

same topics towards the close of his Anabasis.

In the third book we are introduced to the second great

subject, which is combined with the adventures of the Argo-
nauts the passion of Medea. It is this intensely dramatic ele-

ment which gives the poem its main value, and is an unique

phenomenon in old Greek epic literature. This book is so

vastly superior to all the rest, that we at once suspect the

existence of some great model, from which Apollonius must

have copied his great and burning scenes. But we look in vain

through scholiasts and older poets for such a model. Sophocles'

Colchians, which were on this subject, certainly did not make
the psychological drawing of Medea prominent, or we must

have heard it from the commentators either on Apollonius,

or on Euripides' Medea. This latter picture is quite distinct

from that of Apollonius, and he has not borrowed from it.

There is, indeed, a sort of modernness, a minuteness of psycho-

logical analysis in Apollonius, which we seek in vain even in

Euripides, the most advanced of the classical poets. The
scene where Medea determines in her agony to commit suicide,

but recoils with the reaction of a strong youthful nature from

death, is the ancient parallel, if not the prototype, of the

1

496, sq., vv. 721-68, and vv. 1265, sq.
2

178, sq., and especially vv. 305-6, 551, sq., v. 1002.
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splendid scene near the opening of Goethe's Faust, and is well

worth reading.
1

It is very strange that the third book of the Argonautica
has not maintained a high place in public esteem. Adverse

critics note that the character of Jason fades out before the

stronger Medea, and that he is the prototype of Virgil's ^Eneas,
2

'H Kal <p(i>pia/J.bv /J.frKla8ft>, 77 evi iro\\a

ipdpfiaKii ol TO. fj.ev fffdXa, TO, Se paicfri\pi e/cetro.

evde/Afirt) 8' eirl yovvar' ofivpero. Seve Se K6\irovs

&\\riKTOv SaKpvoiffi, TO. 5' eppeev affrayts aiircas,

ctiv o\o(pvpofj.fvrjs rbv fbv fj.6pov. 'iero 8' 7) yt
axa \faffdai 6v/j.o<j>6opa, rotppa jcd.ffa.no.

T) Kal Sffffiovs avf\vfTO
<$><apia.ft.o1o,

e\f(H> p.f/j.au'ia. Svffdfj.fj,opos a\\d ol atpvw

lp 6\obv ffTvytpolo KOTO tpptvas ?\Kff "Ai'Sao.

xero 5"
a/j.<[>a.ffiri Sripbv xpovov, afupl Se iraffcu

fiLvflffaro /Jiff TepirvSiv, So' fvl faoiffi Tff\ovTat,

uvritraff d/trjAtKi7;s irepiyrideos, old re Kovpi)

Kai Tf ol rie\tos y\vKi<av yeirr' flo'opdao'Oai

t) irdpos, el irt6v yf voip fir/j,aifff e/cacrro.

icaJ rV fj.V pa ird\it> <r<pfTep<av airoKardero yovixav,

"Hprjs ^vviffififfi fjardrpoiros, ovS' Irt /3ov\as

&\\y SoideffKev eeASero S" oli^o <f>avriva,

fyio Te\\ofievrjv, tva. ol de\KT-fipia Soli]

(t>dp/j.a,Ka ffwOfffir/iri Kal avr^ffeiev ts uirljv.

irvKva S' avd K\rj'iSas etov \veo~Ke Ovpdcav,

a!iy\riv (T/ceTTTO/ueVij' TJ/ 8' affirdffiov (3d\f <f>fyyos

'Hpiyev^s, Kivvvro 8' a.va irTO\ie6pov fKaffrot.

Other remarkable passages are vv. 615, sq., and 961-71.

/c 8' &pa ol KpaSir) ffrrjQfiav irffffv, 6/j.fj.ara 8" aiirus

flX^vffav
'

Oep^bv Se iraprftSas el\ev epev6os.

yovi/ara 8' oijr' oiriffa ofae irpoirdpoiOev aeipai

fffdevev, a\\' virfvepde irdyi} ir68as. al 8" apa tf'uas

a/i^jTroAoj fj.d\a iraffai curb <r<t>i<ev e\ia<r6ei>.

TOI S' avecf Kal avavSot etpfffTaffav oAA^XoKTW,

1) Spvfflv ^ naKpyffiv ffiS6/j.evoi e^drpffiv,

a'/re irapcuTffov e/crjA.oi ev oijpfffw eppifavrai

vrjvf/j.ly
'

fiera 8' alns virb pnrrjs itvtp.oio

Kivvfifvat 6(j.d$riffav attflpiTov &s apa ru> ye

u.f\\ov a\is <f>6eyaffdai inrb trvoiriffiv "Epwros.
* Indeed Virgil's obligations to Apollonius may be traced on every

page of the ^Eneid.
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but this tradition was already established by Euripides in his

Medea.

The fourth book returns to the fabulous adventures of the

heroes, during which Medea only appears occasionally, and

generally as supplicating their sympathy or reproaching them
for their coldness in protecting her from the pursuit of her father.

But the main interest to modem readers is gone. The poet
often lets his own person appear, and even once apologises for

telling an improbable myth.
l Two picturesque scenes, the play-

ing ofEros and Ganymede, and the description of the Hesperides
with the wounded dragon,

2 are evidently drawn from celebrated

pictures, or, as some think, from groups of statuary. The

frequent breaking off with '

why should I pursue the subject

further,' or some such excuse, also points to the modern condi-

tion of the poet, encumbered with an endless store of traditions.

His slightly veiled scepticism produces a similar impression.
in. Bibliographical. As to MSS., the principal one, which

far exceeds all the rest in value, is in that most famous of all

books, the Plut xxxiL 9, of the Laurentian library at Florence,

which contains a copy of the tenth century, along with the

equally invaluable MSS. of ^Eschylus and Sophocles. There

are twenty-five others known, at the Vatican, at Paris, and else-

vhere. But all critical work must depend upon the Medicean

codex. From it the editio princeps of Lascaris (in capital letters,

Florence, 1496) was prepared, the Aldine (Venet. 1521) from

the three Vatican MSS. Then comes the edition of Stephanus.
There are, besides, editions by Brunck, Shaw (Oxon. 1777),

and Schaefer. The newer are Wellauer's text, scholia and

complete indices (Leipsig, 1828), Lehrs' (with Hesiod, &c.

ed. Didot), Merkel's critical text (in Teubner's series, 1872),

and Keil and Merkel's edition in 1854, with critical notes,

and all the scholia a fine book. In all these editions the

Greek scholia form the most important element. Those of

the Florentine MS. arc very old and valuable, and are said at

the end of the book to be selected from Lucillus Tarrseus,

Sophocles, and Theon. These men's notes are chiefly on

mythological lore, but also give many valuable explanations,

1 iv. 1379.
*

iii. 114, sq., and iv. 1395, sq.
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and, especially on the first book, cite the version of the poet's

earlier edition which was then still extant. They criticise the

speeches from a rhetorical aspect, and occasionally censure the

similes, which they analyse with prosaic accuracy. Perhaps
the most curious point in them is their frequent objecting to

the poet's use of pronominal adjectives, which they roundly

(and I think rightly) assert he did not understand. 1 The
Paris MSS. contain a great many grammatical additions of

later date. There are said to be three English translations,

by Fawkes, Greene (1780), and Preston (1803), the last ot

which is a very scholarly work. They have fallen into such

oblivion as to be now rare, even in large libraries.

1 1 2. I know not whether it is worth wearying the reader with

the later history of epic poetry. But as this obscure and feeble

after-growth will give some idea of the sort of contrast which

exists between classical and post-classical literature, I will for

once inflict upon him a page of names and titles. These will

serve me as a good apology for having avoided any fuller treat-

ment of the Alexandrian epoch.

In the age of Apollonius, we have the epic studies

among the poems of Theocritus, which have been already

mentioned, but they seem to me more in the style of the

Homeric Hymns than of the longer Homeric epics. They are

careful and very perfect studies by the learned Alexandrian of

the old epic style in short and complete episodes in fact, idylls

in the strictest sense of the term.

The Europe of Moschus (about 3rd cent A.r>.) seems to be an

epic idyll of the same kind, of great elegance and finish, but

with the erotic element more prominent than would have been

natural to the real epic age. The description of the basket of

Europe (vv. 37-63) is elaborated almost like that of the shields

of Achilles and Heracles, and perhaps marks the contrast

in the old and the new epic significantly enough. In the

same category may be classed the Megam, or dialogue, of

125 lines, between Megaraand Alcmene, concerning the absent

Heracles, which is attributed to the same poet This poem,
like most of the short epic fragments of the Alexandrian epoch,

1 Cf. schol. on ii. 544 ; iii. 186, 395, 600, 795 ; iv. 1327.
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is not a whole in itself, but a sort of fragment, as it were,

intended for a longer poem. This Megara ends with

the dream related by Alcmene, which evidently portends the

death of Heracles. These somewhat monotonous but elegant

exercises will be most easily consulted in Ahrens' Bucolici

(Teubner, 1875), where, however, too many of the Theocritean

collection are called spurious, and printed at the end of the

volume.

113. From this period onward there is a long gap in our

epic records, though we know that sophists and grammarians

paid much attention to this style, and that the Indian adventures

of Alexander gave rise to a taste for Indian and other Orien-

tal fables, and especially descriptions of the Indian adven-

tures of Bacchus. But we find no enduring result till the

beginning of the fifth century, when an epic school was founded,

principally in Upper Egypt, and of whom two representatives

are well known Nonnus and Musseus. There are several

others mentioned in the fuller literature of the time. First,

Quintus Smyrnaeus (called Calaber, from the finding there of

the MS.), who wrote a continuation of Homer in fourteen

books, thus taking up the work of the cyclic poets, who were

probably lost before his time. Then Tryphiodorus, who wrote

an Odyssey and an extant Capture of Troy, in some 700

lines, and Colluthus, who wrote a Rape of Helen. These

latter were Egyptians, and lived in the fifth or sixth century.

They can be conveniently studied in the Didot collection,

in which they are all printed after Hesiod. 1 But these

works are not worth describing. Nonnus only, standing
between the living and the dead, composing, on the one hand,
his long epic on tne adventures of Dionysus, and, on the other,

his paraphrase of St. John's Gospel into Homeric hexameters,
is a most interesting figure, though beyond the scope of the

historian of Greek classical literature. Even the life of Christ

1 Before the publication of this most useful volume (edited by F. S.

Lehrs and Diibner), the later epics, and the fragments of the earlier, were

very inaccessible, and only to be found in old uncritical or stray modern
editions. Most unaccountably, the epic of Nonnus is excluded from this

otherwise complete collection, which includes even Tzetzes.
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was put together in Homeric hexameters, called Centones

Homerici, which were attributed to the Empress Eudocia, and

thought worthy of being printed by Aldus (1501) and Stephens

(1568), but apparently as Christian literature.

The Hero and Leanderoi Musaeus has, perhaps, maintained

a higher place and greater popularity than any of the poems of

this later age, and deserves it from the exceeding sweetness

and pathos of both style and story. But it is hard to find a

reader who has ever seen the original, though it has been

immortalised by Byron in his Bride of Abydos, and thus kept

alive in modern memories.

Perhaps some mention should be made of the Alexandra

of Lycophron, an account of the prophecies of Alexandra,

daughter of Priam, made to her father by a domestic, so ab-

struse and filled with recondite learning, that but for the exist-

ence of good scholia and a later paraphrase, we should hardly
understand a word of it. As regards the name Alexandra, it

was doubtless intended for Cassandra. Pausanias
(iii. 19, 5 ;

25, 3) tells us that at Amyclae and at Leuctra she was known
and worshipped under that name.
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CHAPTER X.

THE RISE OF PERSONAL POETRY AMONG THE GREEKS. 1

114. THERE is a sort of general impression produced by
the marked divisions of Greek Literature in our handbooks, that

the newer kinds of poetry did not arise till the epic had decayed,
and that this latter quickly disappeared before the splendour
and variety of the new development. This is a great mistake.

The most celebrated and popular of the cyclic poets were either

contemporary with, or even subsequent to, the greatest iambic

and elegiac poets, and the revival of epic poetry about the

time of the Persian wars, and again at Alexandria, proves how

deep and universal a hold it maintained upon the Greek mind.

Nevertheless, after the opening of the seventh century B.C. it

ceased to supply the spiritual wants of the Greeks of Asia

Minor. No original successor of the poets of the Iliad and

Odyssey had arisen, and the Greek public were not satisfied

with the perpetual imitation of these old masterpieces. They
were still less attracted by long mythical histories in epic verse,

which pretended to be epic poems, but missed the tragic unity

necessary to interest the hearer, and seemed rather designed to

instruct the calm reader in mythical lore than to satisfy the

1 We have at last a special history of Greek lyric poetry by Prof.

H. Flach (Tubingen, 1882), a far better work than its very personal

preface would lead us to expect. My principle, in this practical hand-

book, was to treat authors in proportion to their extant remains, and

consequently I have been very brief about these lyric poets, whose genius

only survives in stray fragments. But the elaborate discussions of Flach

really contain little more than was already known ; and, while correcting
with his aid some inaccuracies, I am content to refer to him for all the

subtleties of metric and of music, which no modern man can realise.
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longings of the heart, or feed its emotions. While, therefore,

epic poetry was making no advance, the social and political de-

velopment of the Asiatic Greeks was growing with giant strides.

Contact with the old Empires of the East gave them material

culture, while traffic with barbarians brought them wealth to

carry out their ideas. Perpetual conflicts, and fusions of classes,

and adventures of war and of travel in the Odyssey still the

appanage of kings brought out the feeling of personality, of

self-importance in the poorer classes, and this feeling could not

but find its expression in popular poetry.

We cannot sever the poets of this age according to their

metres, for they almost all used various metres indifferently ;

nor even according to their dialect, for this often varied

with the metre ; nor does Melic poetry stand in any real con-

trast (as to matter) with elegiac and iambic. The division

which I desire to follow is, first, subjective or personal poetry,

including the early elegiac, iambic, trochaic, and such like

verse, also those more strictly lyric poems which are called

^Eolic, and in which Alcaeus or Sappho sang their personal joys

and griefs; secondly, public or choral poetry in this age

always lyric, which consisted of those hymns to the gods, or

processional odes, or songs of victory which were of public

significance, yet into which the poet gradually introduced his

personality. These public poems were not at first composed

by special bards, but as schools and tendencies became fixed

and developed, poets like Stesichorus and Pindar came to

devote themselves almost exclusively to this side.

114*. Since my last edition appeared, there has been a

complete rehandling of the lyric poets, not from an aesthetic, or

formal, but from a purely linguistic point of view. This theory
is set forth by A. Fick in Bezz. Beitr. ix. 242, xiii. 176, and xiv.

258, and the substance of it is as follows. The reader has

already seen (above, 52*) what Fick's views are on the lan-

guage of the extant epic poems, and that he thinks an earlier

^Eolic form of both Iliad and Odyssey must be assumed.

When in this older form, they would naturally be more or less

foreign to the poets of another Greek dialect, just as the poems
of Burns are now foreign to English readers. The earlier group
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of Ionic poets comprise Archilochus (who writes the dialect

of the Cyclades), Callinus, Semonides, Mimnermus, Hipponax,

Anacreon, Xenophanes, Phocylides, and, in some measure,

Tyrtaeus. All these lived before the date of the Persian invasion

of Ionia and the capture of Miletus. These early poets ought

not, according to Fick, to be credited with non-Ionic forms, of

which he accordingly proceeds to purge their texts.
1 Among

the later poets, such as Theognis, and men of his age, there are,

on the contrary, many distinctly ^Eolic forms, and these can be

traced with certainty to the influence of the Homeric epic. Fick

asserts that in the earlier poets (down to 540 B.C.) no such

forms are found, unless it be that they have crept in by mistake,

and can be easily removed. If anybody still holds the view

that what we call yolisms in Homer are really ancient Ionic

speech, let him consider that in all our remains of really old

Ionic poetry from Archilochus onward, these so-called archaic

forms are completely absent. The later poets, on the other

hand, have them in plenty. Whence comes this curious con-

trast ? From the fact that the older poets only knew an

yEolic Homer, which was not convenient for quotation, or

perhaps even popular, whereas the later were provided with a

Homer in Ionic garb, adapted for their use. They were natu-

rally not critical as to some remaining .^olisms, and so the

composite speech of Homer (in this condition) became the

model for them and later poets. This striking combination

assumes that the transcription of Homer did not take place till

540 B.C., or two centuries later than Fick had originally placed
it. To me this change of date involves many difficulties

;
if

the Mo\\c Homer had lasted till near 500 B.C. I think we
should probably have clearer traces of it and clearer accounts

of it. But as A. Fick has never yet left a subject he grasped
in the place where he found it, but always carried it with him in

his advance, the reader should have before him this newest

speculation on the early poetry of Ionia.

115. As I have already explained (p. 4), short lyrical

effusions were never wanting among the Greeks, and irregular

1 The reader may examine this interesting edition of the old Ionic per-
sonal poetry in Bezz. Beitr. xiii. 176, sq. ; Solon, xiv. 259, sq.
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or varying metres were already common among the people,
when the long pompous hexameter w*s constructed by educated

men, and raised to the universal form of higher literature.

Short halting rythms for fun and ridicule, bold anapaests for

%var and for procession these were no new inventions among
the Greeks. Yet this in no way detracts from the capital merit

of the great man who felt that epic poetry had exhausted its

national history, and that he must seek among the people, and

among the songs of the people, the inspiration for a^enovation

of poetry. The ancients are unanimous about the man, and

fairly agreed as to his date, which they mark by the reign of

Gyges, king of Lydia.
1 Later researches have brought the date

of Gyges considerably below 700 B.C.,
2 so that while Hesiod

was in the poor and backward parts of central Greece modify-

ing, with timid hand, the tone and style of epic poetry, without

abandoning its form, ARCHILOCHUS, storm-tost amid wealth

and poverty, amid commerce and war, amid love and hate, ever

in exile and yet everywhere at home Archilochus broke alto-

gether with the traditions of literature, and colonised new terri-

tories with his genius.

The remaining fragments show us that he used all kinds of

1
It is, indeed, fixed by his frag. 25 (ed. Bergk, whose Fragg. Poet. Lyr.

I quote throughout), quoted by a scholiast as the earliest use of the word

rvpavvls :

oti not TO Tvyew rov iro\wxpv<Tov fi.f\ti,

0118' fl\4 via fj.e fj\os, ovS' aya.iofj.at

Ofiav epya, fieyd\ijs 5' OVK fptta Tvpa.vvi8o\

a-irOTrpoOfi' yap fffTiv o(pQa\iJ.S>r ffJ.wi>.

Archilochus further mentions the devastation of Magnesia by the Kim-

merians. The evidence is summed up by Susemihl in a learned note to

his translation of Aristotle's Politics (vol. ii. p. 185).
"' Cf. Gelzer's curious paper Das Zeitalter des Gyges, who fixes his reign

at 687-53 B.C. by references to him in Assyrian inscriptions. According
to Fick (Odyssee, p. 285) Arch. frag. 3 refers to the Lelantine war, which

he also places about 660 B.C. But Fick puts Gyges too early. The re-

searches of the astronomer Oppolzer (
Wien. Ber. Ixxxvi. pp. 790, sq. )

show that the eclipse mentioned in frag. 74 agrees best with that of April

647 B.C., total at Thasos, where the poet spent his later years, though

beginning in the forenoon, which seems not quite to agree with the poet's

notion. These combined arguments make the later date pretty certain.
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metre elegiac, iambic, trochaic and irregular lyric.
1 He is

often said to have invented iambic and elegiac verse. But we

know that older poems, such as the Margites, contained iambics,

and this verse seems associated from the beginning with the

feasts of Demeter,
2 who was specially worshipped at Paros,

where Archilochus was born. And no doubt all the other

metres he used, though improved and perfected by his genius,

were known among the people.

One of them, however, deserves special mention, because

even the ancients felt an interest about its origin the so-called

elegiac. The word IXeyos (eAcyetov) can hardly be originally a

Greek word, and seems of Phrygian derivation. 3 It was ap-

plied in early times to a melody of plaintive character on the

Phrygian flute, whether with or without a song is uncertain.

The old shepherd's pipe (o-uptyf) seems to have been sup-

planted by this better instrument (auXds),
4 made of reeds,

which is alluded to in the marriage scene in Iliad 2, and in the

description of the Muses in the Hymn to Hermes. But the

name elegy was gradually restricted to that peculiar modifica-

tion of hexameters, by interposing the halting pentameter,
5

1 Cf. the account in Plut. De Musica, c. 28.

2 This is described in the legend as the cheering of the sad goddess by
the maid lambe and her coarse wit. Cf. Hymn to Demeter, v. 199, sq. :

oi>5e TIV' ovr' fire'i irpoff-irTvcrffero o#re TI fpyy
oAA.' ayf\airros, &Traffros eSr)Tvos Tj8e iroTrjros,

$lffTO, ir66<f fj.ivvdovffa fiaBv^dvoio Qvya.rp'bs,

Ttpiv -y ore Srj x^-e^Vs f
t-lv 'I<fy*|8ij KfSv" eiStmz

iroAA.a Tra.pa.ffKiairTOvff' frptyaro irti-rviav, ayvfyv,

;uei5r}<rai 7e\acrai re xal 'i\aov ffx^v 6vfj.6v

?) $$1 ol Kal eirerra fj.fQvff-repov evaSev opyais.

3 It is not older than the fifth century, em/ being at first applied even

to elegiac verses. Cf. Theognis, v. 20. Cf. Flach, p. 159 note, who says
it is Armenian, and means a song of mourning, with a flute. He assumes

that Callinus must have written dirge-elegies, though no trace remains

(p. 171).
4 Mr. Chappell has shown (Hist, of Music, i. p. 276) that it was pro-

bably constructed on the clarinet principle, with a vibrating tongue of

reed inside the mouthpiece.
5
Always sung to the av\6s, not recited. Cf. Rohde, Griech. Roman,

p. 140 note.
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which remained through the rest of Greek history a favourite

mode of expression in personal poetry. We have all manner

of subjects treated in this metre morals, military and political

exhortations, proverbial reflections, effusions of love and grief,

epigrams of praise and epitaphs of sorrow so much so that it

is difficult to say what is its proper province. Perhaps there

are three points, and three points only, which may be called

permanent features in elegiac poetry. In the first place, it is

personal, subjective as the Germans call it, and this feature

comes out plainly enough even where the poet is discussing

public topics, as in Solon's elegies, or narrating epic myths, as

Antimachus in his Lyde. Even these were strictly personal

poems. In the second place, it is almost always secular, reli-

gious poetry being either hexameter or strictly lyric in form.

Thirdly, it is Ionic, and except in the case of epigrams or

epitaphs, which are always of a local colour, is restricted to the

dialect where it first arose. 1

We usually speak of the elegiac poets of Greece as if they
were a distinct class, but there is hardly one of them at this

epoch who did not use various metres, as appears even from

the extant fragments. Thus Archilochus, so celebrated for his

iambic satire, used the elegiac metre freely and with great

elegance; Tyrtseus employed anapaests, and Solon iambics.

There is in fact hardly an early poet of whom we know much,

except perhaps Mimnermus, who does not follow the example
of Archilochus in the use of various metres. The previous use

of elegiacs, of which the invention was attributed to Archi-

lochus, may perhaps be established by the alleged quotations

from CALLINUS, a poet of Ephesus about the fourteenth

Olympiad (720 B.C.), who during the conflicts of Magnesia
with his native town, and during the dreadful invasions of the

Kimmerians, wrote warlike exhortations in elegiac metre, of

1 There is a whole literature on the relation of epic to elegiac poetry,
which may be found in Sittl, L. G. pp. 246-7. Reuner's tract Uber das

Formelwesen der Elegie (Leipzig, 1872) is the most interesting. The
treatment of it as a distich seems not the original form, but came into

fashion with the Alexandrians. Cf. Sittl, i. p. 248, and Croiset, voL ii.

chaps. I and 3 ; and below on Demodocus of Leros (p. 198, note), whose

epigrams seem to disprove the remark.
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which a considerable fragment has been preserved by Stobaeus.

There is, however, room to doubt whether this passage is not

the work of Tyrtaeus, or some other early poet, and the shadowy

figure of Callinus can hardly stand for us at the head of this

department of Greek poetry, though Strabo distinctly asserts

him to have been slightly anterior to Archildchus.

1 1 6. This latter poet is plainly the leading figure in the new

movement, and a strong and vigorous personality, who spoke

freely and fearlessly of all his own failings and misfortunes. 1 He
was born of a good family at Paros, but lived, owing to poverty,

a life of roving adventure, partly, it appears, as a mercenary

soldier,
2
partly as a colonist to Thasos

;
nor do his wanderings

appear to have been confined to eastern Hellas, for he speaks
in praise of the rich plains about the Siris in Italy (frag. 21).

He was betrothed to Neobule, the youngest daughter of

Lycambes, his townsman
;
but when she refused him, pro-

bably on account of his poverty, he vented his rage and dis-

appointment in those famous satires, which first showed the

full power of the iambic metre, and were the wonder and the

delight of all antiquity. He ended his life by the death

he doubtless desired, on the field of battle. In coarseness,

terseness, and bitterness he may justly be called the Swift of

Greek Literature. But even the scanty fragments of Archilo-

chus show a range of feeling and a wideness of sympathy far

beyond the complete works of Swift. He declares Mars and

the Muse to be his enduring delights, but yet what can be

more passionate than his love and his hate in all other human

1 ' Critias (says Lilian, Var. Hist. x. 13) blames Archilochus for re-

viling himself extremely, for had he not (says he) circulated this character

of himself through the Greek world, we should not have learned that he

was the son of Enipo, a slave, or that, having left Paros on account of

poverty and distress, he came to Thasos, and there quarrelled with the

inhabitants ; or that he reviled alike friends and enemies ; nor should we
have known hi addition, but for his own words, that he was an adulterer,

nor that he was licentious and insolent ; and, worst of all, that he threw

away his shield.'

2
Mercenary soldiers, generally thought to belong to a later age, were

common at that time, for the Greeks were always ready to sell their ser

vices to the rich Asiatic kings. Cf. Archil, fragg. 24, 58.

VOL. I. I N
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relations? He has noble passages of resignation too,
1 which

sound like the voice of his later years, when his hardest task-

master had lost his sway. But even these are as nothing com-

pared to the real gush of feeling when he describes his youthful

passions,
2 his love for Neobule, passing the Homeric love of

women. Here he has anticipated Sappho and Alcaeus, as in

his warlike elegies he rivalled Tyrtseus, in his gnomic and

reflective wisdom Solon and Theognis, in his jibes Cratinus

and Aristophanes, in his fables ysop. His metaphors from

beast-life are peculiarly various.

Of his Hymns to Heracles and Dionysus we are not able

to form any opinion. Moreover these belong to the choral lyric

poetry of the Greeks, which we separate and regard under a

different head. But it is clear that his Hymn to Heracles and

lolaus, also called an Epinikion of Heracles, after his labours,

was so popular that it was regularly sung at Olympia by a

friendly chorus in honour of the victors on the day or evening

of the victory. This the scholiasts on Pindar's ninth Olympian
ode tell us, and the custom must have lasted till the later

lyric poets Simonides and Pindar were paid to write special

odes for these occasions. It is remarkable that in this hymn,
of which the scholiasts just mentioned have preserved two or

three lines, the leader sang the refrain (in the absence of an

instrument), while the chorus sang the body of the hymn.
Archilochus' poems, which were considered by competent critics

1

Frag. 66: 0w/xe, 0i5/i' a/j.i}x<ivoiffi K-f)8f<rtv KvKiififVf,

[SveX6
] Suo-^evajx 8' aAe'|t/ irpotr/SaAciix tvcutrlov

fTfpvov, tvSoico'tffiv IxQpiav irXviffiov Ka

*fcU fj.'fjrf mitSiv a.fj.<f>d.8rit> ayd\

riKijdels 4v olxtf /coraireo'ciij' oSvpfo
'

fji^l A.njv yiyvcaffKe 8' olos pvfffibs a.v6p<airovs X ' g

Cf. also fragg. 56, 74.
2
Frag. 84 : ^.v<m\vos f'yicfina.i rdfly

7rfira.pfi.ivos Si offTftav.

And frag. 103 : ToToy 7^p ^>i\6rriros Zpcas inrb KapS.'Tjv c\v<rdfls
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inferior to none in Greek Literature, except in their subjects,

were preserved and known down to the Byzantine age, when
their outspoken coarseness caused them to be left uncopied, and

even deliberately destroyed by the monks.

117. The next poet of this period is SIMONIDES,' or, as

Chasroboscus insists, SEMONIDES, son of Krines, of Samos,
who led a colony to the island of Amorgos, after which the poet
is called, to distinguish him from the later Simonides of Keos.

Here he dwelt in the town of Minoa. The chronologists place
him about Ol. 29 or 30 (660 B.C.), and make him contemporary

with, if not later than Archilochus. Though chiefly celebrated

as one of the earliest iambic poets, he wrote the Archeology of

Samos, in two books of elegiacs, of which no trace now remains.

About forty fragments of his iambic verse are to be found in

Bergk's collection, but only two of them are of any importance.
One (25 lines) reflects on the restlessness and trouble of life,

and recommends equanimity in a spirit of sad wisdom. The
other (120 lines) is the famous satire on women, comparing them
to sundry animals, owing to their having been created of these

respective natures. Though sceptical critics have endeavoured

to pull this fragment in pieces, and subdivide it into the work

of various hands, we cannot but see in it the stamp of a pecu-
liar mind, and a sufficient unity of purpose. The end only is

feeble, and may possibly be by another hand, if feebleness be

accepted as proof of spuriousness. The tone of the poem is

severe and bitter, but with seriousness and strong moral con-

victions
;
the picture of the good woman at the close is drawn

1

Bergk (Fragg. Lyr. pp. 515, 596, sq.) has shown considerable grounds
for the existence of an early Euenus of Paros, who wrote erotic and sympotic

elegies, of which fragments remain in the collection called by Theognis'

name, and addressed to this Semonides as a contemporary. There was a

later Euenus of Paros, with whom he may have been confused, and so

forgotten. This is possible, but still so early an elegiast should have at-

tracted sufficient notice to have escaped oblivion. I therefore hesitate to

rehabilitate him, but think Bergk's arguments well worth indicating to the

reader. This view is now supported by Flach, G.L. p. 424, who calls him
' a fiction of the grammarians.' The later Euenus is classed among the

sophistical elegiasts, and seems to have lived in the latter half of the fifth

century. There was also an erotic poet of the name in Hadrian's time,

N 2
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with warmth and feeling, and shows that the poet did not un-

dervalue the sex. 1

I have elsewhere 2 commented on the special features of the

poem. The general idea recurs in the fragments of Phokylides.
One of the latter fragments (16) is notable as implying the

craipa of later days to have been fullblown in the seaports of

Ionia, even in the seventh century B.C., nor do I know of any
other early mention so explicit.

3

There is another early Iambic poet, Aristoxenus of Selinus,

cited by Hephaestion on no less authority than Epicharmus' ;

but he quotes from him only one anapaestic line :

rls a\aove(av ir\tiffTa.v irope'x rtav avBpdirav ;
rol (idvrits,

and we wonder at such scepticism in Ol. 29, the date attributed

to the poet by Eusebius. But we can say nothing more of him
than to record the echo of his name. 4

1 1 8. We pass to a more famous and better preserved

poet, TYRTVEUS, who does not hold a place among the 'lambo-

graphi,' as his remains are either elegiac, or anapaestic the

metre suited for military marches.

When the famous Leonidas was asked what he thought of

Tyrtaeus, he answered that he was dyaflos vcwv i/a>xas awcaAAeiv

good for stimulating the soul of youth and the extant frag-

1
TJ)? 8' IK fj.tKiaff^s' TT]v ns evrvxfi \al3cav

Ktivri yhp tity /uoi/uos ov irpoffi^dvec

5' uir' aiiTTjs cairaf|6To /3ios'

ffiv fyiXevv-ri yr)pffKfi ir<fei
t

TfKovffa KaXbv KOvyo/j.aK\vrov ytvos'

KopnrptirT/s /J,fv tv ywail yiyvfrai

vdrrriffi, 6fir] 5' afMpiSfSpOfjLfv %P'S
oiiS' eV yvvai^l r}5erot KaQri/jiei>r),

8/cou \eyovtriv atypoSiffiovs \6yovs'

Toms yvvouKas avSpaffiv xap'LC Tal

Zfvs TOS apfcrras <col iro\v(f>paStffrdTas,
2 Social Greece, 6th ed. p. in.
3 Archilochus' frag. 19 is not so characteristic.
4 He is classed by O. Miiller (ii. 55) as an actual forerunner of Epi-

charmus among the originators of comedy, which, if his date be truly

ascertained, would be a grave anachronism. The tone and spirit of all

the early iambic poets was of course akin to comedy, yet we can hardly
confuse them with a school so distant and so unlike.
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ments confirm this judgment. We have several long exhor-

tations to valour (about 120 lines), with pictures of the

advantages of this virtue, and the disgrace and loss attending

on cowardice. There are also slight remains of his e/A/fo-rr/pia,

or anapaestic marches, which were sung by or for the Spartans

when going to battle, with a flute accompaniment. His elegiac

fragments differ little from those of Callinus, so little that many
critics attribute the chief fragment of the latter to Tyrtaeus.

He is also said by Pollux to have composed songs for three

choirs one of old men, one of middle-aged, and one of youths,

and this is curiously illustrated by a fragment of such a com-

position preserved in Plutarch,
1 where each line is sung by a

chorus of different age.

There are also some remains of a poem cited as ewo/xta,

which was distinctly political in character, and intended to

excite in the public mind of the Spartans an attachment to their

constitution, and especially to Theopompus, the Spartan hero of

the second Messenian war. This leads us to the circumstances

of Tyrtaeus' life. He tells us himself that he was contemporary
with the second Messenian war, which was carried on by the

grandsons of the combatants in the first. We are told that the

hardships of this war to the Spartans were very great, that a

1

Lycurgus, 21 : "Afj.fj.ts TT&K %/J.ts &\KI/J.OI veavlai.

"Afji.fj.ts 5e 7' elfifs ai 5e \f,s, av-ydffSfo.

''A./j.fj.fS 5e y' iffaofjuaOj. iro\\if Kappovts.

Bernhardy (ii. p. 604) thinks that the tripartite v6/j.os mentioned by Plutarch

(On Music, p. 1134 A), which Sakadas composed, with the first verse

Phrygian, the second Doric, the third Lydian in scale, may have been

similarly intended to convey the temper of various ages of human life, but

the actual combination of Dorian and ^Eolian modes by Pindar seems

rather to weaken the conjecture. The fragments of Tyrtseus are mere

extracts quoted by Lycurgus, or Stobaeus, or other authors, and have,

therefore, no separate MS. authority. So also there are no separate

editions, as far as I know, except that of W. Cleaver (anon. 1761), with

an English metrical translation and notes, and the new Italian version,

also with a text and notes by Felix Cavalotti (Milan, 1878). The most

convenient text is that of Bergk in his Lyrici (frag. 10 improved by a

collation of a MS. at Oxford by Blass, Jahrbb. Ill, 597, sq.). The reader

will find in his critical notes references to a number of special essays upon

Tyrtseus by Osann.
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large part of their territory adjoining Messene was left unculti-

vated
;
and Messenian elegies long preserved the tradition of

the hero Aristomenes chasing his enemies across hill and dale.

Under these trying circumstances chronic discontent, or what

the Greeks called o-rao-ts, broke out, and the Spartans, by the

direction of the Delphic oracle, came to seek from Athens

an adviser. Later panegyrists of Athens added that the

Athenians sent in derision the lame schoolmaster of Aphidnse,
1

whose songs so inspirited the Spartans as to give them finally

the victory. Herodotus
(ix. 35) clearly did not know this story.

Other allusions, however, speak of him as a Lacedasmonian,

others as an Ionian. 2 How much of these legends is true it is

very hard to say. That the Spartans a race very susceptible

of excitement through poetry and music, but not productive in

these arts should have been advised to borrow a famous poet

of warlike elegies from some foreign city is in itself credible ;

it is equally so that the style, though produced in the home of

Callinus and Archilochus, should have been already domesti-

cated at Athens. The consistent tradition as to Tyrtseus' origin

cannot be rejected by us, though he completely identifies him-

self in his poems with his adopted country, and writes as a

Laconian. 3

The story that he was summoned to Sparta on the authority

of the Delphic oracle is told of a number of other remarkable

poets about the same time, and shows, if true, that the priests

1 There appears to have been a Laconian Aphidnse (Steph. Byz. ), but

perhaps invented in later days to find a home for Tyrtseus.
2 Flach positively asserts (from Suidas) that he came from Miletus (p.

183); but this is probably a mere blunder of Suidas (cf. Sittl, p. 252).

Wilamowitz (fferakles, \. 69) 'sensibly suggests that the Laconian elegy

a distinct school was fathered upon the name of a celebrated and poetical

military leader, a sort of Spartan David.
8 It should be observed that he adheres to the traditional Ionic dialect

in his elegiacs, but writes his marching songs in the Spartan :

"Ayer", 3> 'Sirdpras fvdvSpov

Kovpot irarfpiov iroAjaroj/,

Acua /j.fv 1-rvv

$6pv 5"

ou yap irdrpwv
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of the shrine had in their minds the fixed policy of improving

the culture and education of Sparta in the seventh century B.C.

It is not unlikely that they (and the Spartan kings) foresaw the

dangers arising from the one-sided Lycurgean training, which

was now in full force there, and sought to counteract them by

stimulating a love of poetry and music. Thus a whole series

of poets is reported to have been invited to Sparta at the

behest of the Delphic oracle, and to have ordered and esta-

blished not only the national songs of the Spartans, but public

contests in music, poetry, and dancing.

119. This brings us for the first time into contact with

the true lyric poets of Greece, who, however, have been so

constantly confounded with iambists and elegists (themselves

also lyric poets) that it is necessary to call them by a technical

name, and style them, as is always done in Germany, Melic

poets. The distinctive feature of these poets, who were exceed-

ingly numerous, but are exceedingly ill-preserved, and very

various in character, was the necessary combination of music,

and very frequently of rythmical movement, or orchestic, with

their text. When this dancing came into use, as in the choral

poetry of the early Dorian bards, and of the Attic dramatists,

the metre of the words became so complex, and divided

into subordinated rythmical periods, that Cicero tells us such

poems appeared to him like prose, since the necessary music

and figured dancing were indispensable to explain the metrical

plan of the poet. I have no doubt many modern readers of

Pindar will recognise the pertinence of this remark. It is

therefore certain that the rise of melic poetry was intimately
connected with the rise or development of music, and accord-

ingly most historians of Greek literature devote a chapter in

this place to that difficult subject. It is, however, so completely

unintelligible to all but theorists in music, and there is even to

them so much uncertainty about the facts, that I feel justified

in passing it by with little more than a mere reference to the

many special treatises on the subject.
1

1 Cf. Westphal's Musik des gr. Alterthums, Leipzig, 1883; Fortlage's

article in Ersch ur.d Gruber's Griechenland ; Mr. Wm. Chappell's Hist, of
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120. It may, however, be well to enumerate briefly the

various technical terms for the many different kinds of melic

poetry. The simple song of the ^olic school was sung by
one person, and was never complicated in structure, as it was

merely intended to reveal personal and private emotion : the

choral melic poetry of the Greeks was, on the contrary, grand,

elaborate, and public in its tone. It was devoted to state interests

and public affairs
;
nor did the poet venture to obtrude himself

except by passing allusions. In very old times, it seems that the

name (vo/tos)
' addressed to the gods was sung before the altar,

with the lyre, by one singer ;
but this fashion early made way

for choral performance, when it was called hymn (w/ivos). Quite

distinct was the Trpoo-oStov, a processional song, accompanied

by flutes, as the chorus marched to the temple. The/a# and

dithyramb are hymns addressed to Apollo and Dionysus respec-

tively. When the melic poem was accompanied with lively

dancing it was called hyporcheme (uVo'px1?/^)-
2 All these poems

were performed by men and boys, but there were special com-

positions for a chorus of maidens, called parthenia (iro.pQf.vCia).

These titles all indicate religious poetry, and no doubt this was

the earliest field of melic verse
;
but although secular matters

had many other forms (such as the elegy and the /Eolic song)
suited to them, even the forms of religious song were adapted
to them on great public occasions, and so we have in Pindar's

day cyKw/ua, songs of praise ; eTrtviKia, songs of victory ; and

Oprjvoi, laments for the dead all secular applications of melic

Music, vol. i. ; and the chapter on the intelligible results of much abstruse

investigation in my Social Life in Greece. The reader may further con-

sult the long chapter in Flach, which shows how little advance has been

made. I am glad to see a high German authority taking my view of the

matter, e.g. Sittl, L. G. i. p. 286.

1 Cf. the note on v6/j.os, Flach, p. 285, and Liddell & Scott in new ed. ;

cf. our Cathedral use= Weise, and Alcman's (fr. 67) bpv'xuv vd/x&jy ; also the

texts on the Terpandrian name of seven parts in Flach, p. 293.
2
Perhaps, however, trpoolij.ta should have len added to the list (cf.

above, 96), and <r(coAo, which Flach ascribes to Terpander, p. 207. As

specimens of what a pcean was, we may take the first chorus in Sophocles'
(Ed. Rex

; of hyporchemes, the ode to Pan in his Pkiloctetes, and the

closing hymn in Aristophanes' Lysistrata.
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poetry. These technical details seem necessary to explain the

constantly recurring terms, which the historian cannot avoid
;

but as Wilamowitz justly says, they are only pedantic distinc-

tions. The main fact is that the poet as an individual addresses

the public in all of them, and that the chorus is merely his

vehicle.

121. As I have already mentioned, the poets of this early

period, if we except the epic poets, were almost all composers
in various metres, and, what is more important from the point
of view of this work, they did not clearly separate their private

feelings and public functions. The iambic metre, which in

Archilochus was essentially personal and subjective, became,
in the hands of the earlier Simonides and others, the vehicle

for general sketches and for proverbial philosophy. The earlier

elegy, which is essentially public and patriotic in character,

down even to Solon's day, was, nevertheless, by Mimnermus

brought back to its original scope that of amorous complaint
and tender grief, nor did subsequent ages and languages

accept the tone of manly endurance and of political teaching

as the natural voice of the elegy. When Tyrtseus and Alcman

were friends or rival bards together at Sparta, the melic hymns
of the Lydian were not recognised as more essentially public

than the warlike elegies of the Athenian. Thus even Theognis
and Solon cloak their public advices under the form of per-

sonal exhortations to friends, or even to themselves, and Pindar

carries on his private controversies under the cover of public

hymns of victory and praise of the gods. But according as

the various styles were developed, certain precedents began to

make themselves felt. No severance, however, took place till

after the rise of Doric choral poetry, when this division of

melic poetry appropriated all the public affairs of men. On the

other hand, the iambic, and more especially the elegiac, metres,

which had been of universal application hitherto, began, with

the ^Eolic songs, to affect a personal and private complexion.

Hence, from this period onwards a division according to

metres, though even now far from satisfactory, to some ex-

tent accords with that I have adopted above (p. 172). I

purpose treating first the personal poetry in the later iambic
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and elegiac poets, as well as in the ^olic melos, and then the

public lyrists of the Doric type, including the sepulchral

epitaphs, which were generally elegiac in form, but public in

character.

122. The student should carefully distinguish between

KiOapu>8t.Kr) and (^(Ai/) Ki^apicris, singing with a string accom-

paniment and mere harp playing, and similarly avAwSiK?; and

avX.rjTLKTJ. Thus Olympus was a mere auXr/ri/co?, to be expunged
from the list of lyric poets, and Clonas of Tegea seems to be

the first avAujSi/co's, or composer of melic poetry with a flute

accompaniment ;
and this innovation was supported by the

similar advance of Terpander.
1

For this remarkable man, who stands at the head of the

melic poets, is called the first /a0apu>8o's, or composer of melic

poems accompanied throughout by the lyre, in contrast, I sup-

pose, to those epic recitations which began with an ava/SoX-^ or

prelude on the instrument. If this be true, it puts him in com-

petition with his great contemporary Archilochus, who is said

to have first composed independent accompaniments (VTTO TTJV

wSr/v), as previously the instrument had followed the voice note

for note (Trpoa-^opBa /cpovetv).

We know nothing of Terpander's youth, save that he was

born in Lesbos, the real home of melic poetry, and came, or

was called, to Sparta, where he established the musical contests

at the Carnean festival about 670 B.C. (Ol. 26).
2 He was said

to have been the victor at the Pythian contests for four conse-

cutive eight-year feasts, which brings down his activity at least

to the year 640 B.C. Thus we may imagine him the older con-

temporary of Tyrtasus. Not twenty lines of his hymns remain

solemn fragments in hexameters or heavy spondaic metres,

which show that hymns to the gods (names) were his chief pro-

1 For a discussion of the names attributed to Clonas by Plutarch, cf.

Flach, pp. 257-60. But he denies (p. 262) his very existence ; also the

elaborate discussion in the same author, p. 119, sq., who thinks that the

melodies of Olympus led the way to Greek lyric poetry. But these specu-

lations will ever remain uncertain.

2 Hellanicus said that his name opened the list of Carnean victors.

Sosibius makes this Ol. 26.
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ductions. 1
It is evident that epic poetry was still predominant

when he wrote, and affected his style. One interesting per-

sonal fragment is quoted by Strabo to prove that he increased

the strings of the lyre from four to seven. 2 Strabo seems sure

about the sense, though not about the genuineness of the lines.

But in spite of his authority, supported by that of Mr. Chap-

pell,
3 and the curious statement of Plutarch,

4 that he deliber-

ately gave up the use of many strings, and won his prizes by

playing on three, I think Bergk has hit the truth where he in-

terprets the passage not of the strings of the lyre, which accord-

ing to the Hymn to Hermes had been originally seven, but to

the divisions of his odes, which having been four, were, accord-

ing to Pollux, increased by him to seven.5

123. The names of Clonas of Tegea, of Sakadas of Argos,
of Polymnestus of Colophon,

6 of Echembrotus of Arcadia, are

mentioned as successors to Terpander in the art of combining
music and poetry, but have no place now in the history of

Greek literature, as all their works have long perished. The
same is the case with the more celebrated Thaletas of Crete,

summoned by the oracle (as Tyrtaeus was) to heal pestilence

and sedition, and attach the citizens more firmly to the Lycur-

gean constitution. He is reported to have organised afresh

1 Here is one : ZeD itivruv apxd, ira.vr<av ayijrup,

ZeD, ffol ffirfvSca ravrav v^vov apxdv.

On the metre cf. Bergk, FLG. p. 813. The lines are best scanned as

molossi with a catalectic syllable. Cf. the parody in Aristoph. fiubes,

275, sq.

~2,o\ 5' rifj.f'ts TfTpdyripvy cnroo'Tfpl-a.vTfs aoi$ai>

firTar6v<f <p6p/j.iyyi veovs Ke\aS'f)o'OfJifv v/j.vovs.

3 Hist, of Music, i. p. 30.
4 De Mus. 1 8.

5 Viz. tirapxd, fj.fTa.pxd, KaraTpoird, fjifraKaraTpotrd, 3/j.(pa\6s, fftppayis,

firl\oyos. Regarding the first two as equivalent to irpooifuov and apx<*,

the third and fourth (transition members on either side of the 6n<pa\6s),

and the firi\oyos, were evidently the newer members.
6 Pindar (fr. 188) cites an expression of Polymnestus as popularly

known. On Sakadas, cf. above, p. 181, note, and Flach, p. 281, sq. These

were the fathers of the Doric Cultlyrik as contrasted with the Gefiihh-

lyrik of the /Eolians ; Flach, p. 276.
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the Gymnopcedia in Ol. 28 (664 B.C.),
l and to have composed,

not only nomes, like Terpander, but hyporchemes and p<zam,
which were sung by a choir with rythmical movements. He is

referred by Plutarch to the school of Olympus' nomes, played
with the flute, and not to Terpander's. Sittl (L. G. p. 293) justly

remarks that as the proper production of melic poetry required,

not only the composing of a good poem, but the composing of

proper music, and moreover the arranging and training of the

dancing, as well as the singing of the chorus, such men as

Thaletas or Pindar were much sought after and honoured by
Greek states. We have no parallel now except Wagner, who
held the same sort of position.

124. The first essentially lyric poet that lives for us is

ALCMAN (about 630-600 B.C.), who stands somewhat isolated

at the head of the melic poets, and still belongs to that remark-

able epoch of literary history when Sparta, during the seventh

century, was gathering from all parts of Greece poets and musi-

cians to educate her youth. Pausanias saw his tomb at Sparta,

among those of celebrated and noble Spartans, and speaks of

his odes as not deficient in sweetness, though composed in the

unmusical Spartan dialect. 2 This is true, the fragments are of

great merit
;
but if the dialect does not impair their beauty, it

certainly makes them to us, as it did to the old grammarians,

very obscure. We learn from Alcman that he boasted his origin

to be from no obscure or remote land enumerating many
countries which perplexed even the old commentators but

from the lofty Sardis. a It is to be presumed that he had, at

1 Flach puts him about 700 B.C. ; Hoeck and O. Muller, 640-580 I

think, more probably. Cf. the list of obscure names mentioned as early

successors of Terpander and of Thaletas in Flach, pp. 212-3 and 273, sqq.
2 $ iroii\ffavri ^fffj.ara ovSev is TI^OV^V avruv eAu/iijvaTO rS>v h.aK<av(av TJ

yXwircra, ^/citrra irapexo/xeVrj rb stitytavov. It was, however, enriched with

Epic and ,-Eolic forms. Cf. Ahrens, in Philolog. xxvii. 619.
3
Frag. 25 : OVK els avrjp &ypoiKos oiiSe

ffKaibs otiSe irapa ffoQolffiv

ovSf fffffa\bs ytvos

ovS" 'Epvtnxeiios ovSf iroiphv,

a\\a 2ap5iW aw' aicpav.

And cf. frag. 118, quoted from Aristides, ii. 508 : 'Erfpo>9i rolwv ica\\wvi-

ofievos wap offois tvSoKtfj.fi, roaavra. Kai roiavra edv^ Kara\(yei Siar ert vvt

TOWS ad\iovs 7pap/tar icrras ^Tew, oa yrjs TOVT'
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least, an Ionian mother (if he was not brought as a slave to

Greece in early youth) ;
for no pure Lydian could have written

as he did, not even in the Ionic dialect, but in that of his

adopted country. But the whole history of the man, and the

main features of his fragments, show us how completely the

Sparta of the seventh century differed from the Sparta of the

fifth, and how utterly the Spartan gentleman who warred against

Messene would have despised the ignorant professional warrior

who afterwards contended against Athens. The very adoption
of a Lydian at Sparta (Suidas says a Lydian slave), and his

proud enumeration of geographical names, imply a spirit the

very reverse of the later exclusiveness (fcvrjAacna). So also the

love of eating and drinking which the poet confesses of himself,

his account of the various wines produced in the districts of

Laconia, his open allusions to his passion for Megalostrata, and
the loose character of his erotic poems generally,

1 are quite

foreign to the ordinary notions of Lycurgean discipline. I

suppose that the royal power, which endeavoured to assert itself

in early times, and was only reduced to subjection by the murder

of Polydorus, the submission of Theopompus, and the gradual

strengthening of the power of the ephors, attempted to carry

out a literary policy like that of the Greek despots. In the

seventh century, before the struggle was finally decided against

them, the kings, aided by the Delphic oracle, sought to eman-

cipate the subject races from political, the dominant from edu-

cational, slavery ;
and so it came that poets like Alcman, who

sing of wine and love, who delight in feasting and eschew war,

could be tolerated and even popular at Sparta. But the first of

the melic appears also the last of the Spartan poets.

1 Athenceus cites (through Chamseleon) Archytas to the effect that

Alcman yfyovevcu. ruv fpcoriKtav yuEAwp r)yffi6i>a, Kal ticSovvai irpiarov jite'Aos

a.K6\affroj> ovra K.r.\., and then quotes frag. 36. Of course Alcman had

before him the example of his earlier contemporary Archilochus. The

fragg. 35-9 are unfortunately inadequate specimens of this side of his genius.

Flach (p. 302), who does not feel the difference of this earlier Sparta, tries

to account for Alcman's freedom and rollicking by his Lydian extraction,

as if that would have made it tolerable to a really strict modern Spartan !

Wilamowitz, who does, calls Alcman the poet of the Periceci, as contrasted

with Tyrtseus, the poet of the Dorian nobility (Herakles, i. 71).
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His six books contained all kinds of melos, hymns, paeans,

prosodia, parthenia, and erotic songs. His metres are easy and

various, and not like the complicated systems of later lyrists.

On the other hand, his proverbial wisdom, and the form of his

personal allusions, sometimes remind one of Pindar. But the

general character of the poet is that of an easy, simple, pleasure-

loving man. He boasts that he imitated the song of birds

(fr. 17, 67) in other words, that he was a self-taught and

original poet. Nevertheless, he shows, as might be expected,

a knowledge and appreciation of Homer. Several fragments

express a peculiar love and study of nature, somewhat excep-
tional for a Greek lyrist. Of these, the most remarkable is his

description of night,
1 which is more like the picture we should

expect from Apollonius Rhodius or Virgil than from an early

Greek poet. Another is evidently written in advancing age,

and with a presentiment of approaching death. 2

1

Frag. 60 : evSovffiv 8' opeW Kopvfyai re Kal tpdpayyfs,

TTpOlOVfS T Kal ^O.pdSpO.1,

<pv\\a d' epirfrd 6' Sffffa rpttpei fj.4Ka.iva yaia,

Bijpes bpfffKtfoi Tf Kal ytvos fifXiffaav

Kal KV(aSaX' fi/ fitvQfffi irop<pvpfas a\6s'

tvSovffiv 5 b'i(avu>v

<pv\a TavvTTTfpvycov.
1 A beautiful peculiarity,' says Mure (Hist. Gk. Lit. iii. 206),

' of this

description is the vivid manner in which it shadows forth the scenery of

the vale of Lacedasmon, with which the inspirations of the poet were so

intimately associated ; from the snow-capped peaks of Taygetus down to

the dark blue sea which washes the base of the mountain. The author

would find it difficult to convey to the imagination of the reader the

effect produced upon his own by the recurrence of the passage to his mind,

during a walk among the ruins of Sparta, on a calm spring night, about an

hour after a brilliant sunset.'

2
Frag. 26 : otf /*' rt, irapBevtKal fj.f\iydpves i(J.fp6<pa>voi t

ytua <pfpfiv Svvaraf /3aA.e 8^ jSaAe Kripv\os efrjv,

8s T' irl Kvfiaros avQos a/j.' a\Kv6ve<Tffi woTTjrat

vr)\eyfs %rop fX">Vi> a\iir6p(pvpos ttapos opvis.

The term Kripv\os was used for the male halcyon. On fid\e, the mar-

ginal note says the full word is a&d\e, <n\ft.avTiKbv (VXTJS, and equal to

&pe\ev, e!0e, e18e. The frequent /Eolisms of Alcman have given rise to

much discussion. So far as they were Epic there seems no difficulty ; hence

it may be inferred that the text of Homer which he knew was far more
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But by far the longest and most interesting relic of Alcman
was found in 1855, by M. Mariette, in a tomb near the second

Pyramid a papyrus fragment of three pages, containing a por-

tion of his celebrated hymn (J>arthenion) to the Dioscuri. Two
of the pages are wretchedly mutilated, and the sense of the

whole composition is very obscure and difficult. This extraordi-

nary discovery was not so precious in actual results as in the

hope it gave us of rescuing in the same way other portions of the

old Greek poets from their oblivion. It also gives us a very

early specimen of Greek writing, and one of great value for the

history of palaeography. I append the more intelligible part in a

note below. l

Wilamowitz, in the brilliant sketch of early Greek

JEolic than ours are. Cf. Sittl, L. G. p. 300. The Alexandrians Arist-

archus, &c., wrote about his dialect as Spartan.
1 Its restoration has been attempted (since its first publication by Egger

in his Memoires ifhistoire ancienne) by Ten Brink and Bergk, with some

success ; by F. Blass in Hermes, vol. xiii. p. 27 (cf. now Bergk, FLG. 4th
ed. iii. p. 30), from whose text I quote, as it differs considerably from

earlier restorations. After celebrating the victory of the Dioscuri over the

Hippocoontidce, the poet proceeds to sing the praises of Agido and

Agesichora. It seems partly sung by soloists, partly by chorus.

COL. II. 2rp. 5'.

2 "Effri ns ffiStv riffis' 36
85" 8\/3ios, Sffris fij(ppav

a/j.fpav 8iair\fKfi

5 &K\avffTOS. e-yiW 8' dei5o>

'AyiScas rb <$>S>s' 6pco 40

^' $T' a\iov, cWep &/JLIV

'AytSoii fiaprvpfrai

fyaivtv. e/xe 6' OUT' eiraivfv

10 cure fjLca/^fffOai viv a K\evi>&, xPaybs

uv8a/j.ws ?) SOKeet yap ijfueif aZra. 45

fKtrpeir^s rhs cpirep al ris

(V ftoTois ffTaffeiev 'iirirov

vaybf a.fQKo^>6pov KavaxdiroSa,

15 TUV {nroirerpiSicai/ bveipoiv.

2rp. e'.

*H ovx &pT)s ;
6 fifv ice\iis 50

'EvfTii

ras ffn
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literature which introduces his theory of the Attic drama

(Herakles, i. 71), notes that two things are clear about Alcman :

(i) the mixture of yEolic, Epic and Laconian features in his

poetry , (2) his combination of a choral lyric form with the in-

dividual expression of the poet's feelings. From this point of

T(5 T' apyvpiov Trp&trioTrov, 55

SiaipdSav rt TOJ \tyca ;

Ayriffixdpa fj.ev aura"

a& Sevrtpa ir(6' 'A.yiS(i>v rb tlSos

25 "iriros tlf$4]V<p /c<5Aa| des Spa/j-tirai.

TOLL H(\eidSes yap 8,/j.tv 60

'Opdia, (papas (ptpoiffats

viiKTa. 5t' apPpotriav ayen"fjpiov

Hcrrpov avfipo/j-evai fid^ofrai.

2ro. s-'.

30 O&re ydp rt irop<pvpas

r6<r<Tos ic6pos &<TT' o.fj.vvai, 65
oi)T itoiKi\os Spdxeav

irayxpvffios, ovSf pirpa

AvSia, vfaviS&v

COL. III. Ttiv oT5o <papSiv &ya\/jM,

ovSe ral 'Navvces K6ft,ai, 'JO

oAA' ovS' 'Epara crtetS^s,

ou5e 2uAow(j re KCU K.\j]a'iff'fipa,

5 ovS' 4s A.ivTjfft/j.fip6Tas tvQolaa. <pa<reis

'

'Affratpls re fj.oi ytvoiro,

Kal iroTi/3\firoi 4>i'AuA.Xa, 75

Aa/xaiVa T' tpard re 'lavQefds?

a\\' 'A.yriffix^pa. pe rrjpfi

2rP. r.

10 Ou y&p a xa\\iff<pvpos

rdp' avrei ;

fifff<p' tip pfvfi, 80

BcaffT-fipia. K&fS tirau/fi.

15 8'|a(r6'* airovTjrl Sva

Kal reAoj' 7/)o{>s T<{ rts

elfiroiu/ K ' &irav /J.tv aina, 85

irapffevos pdrav airb dpdvta \e\aita

y\av . ly&v Se T$ ptv 'A.<ari /tdAttrra

2O oj'Srfi'Tjv ^pcS' ir6vti>v y&p

S.p.iv Idrwp fyevro'

^{ 'A-yr/ffix^pas Se vedvitts go
^

'

olras
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view he makes an important onward step in the development
of Greek melic.

125. Returning to the elegy, or personal poetry of the

epoch, we come to a very distinctive and remarkable man,
MIMNERMUS (called Liguastades, for his sweetness), the first

composer of purely private and sentimental, as opposed to

political, elegies. There are, indeed, in his fragments historical

allusions, and he describes (fr. 14) with much fire, and in a

spirit not unworthy of Tyrtseus, the valour of a hero ' who scat-

tered the dense phalanxes of the Lydian horsemen through the

plain of Hermus.' This he had heard from the elders who
remembered the wars with Gyges, for the date of Mimnermus
is given as Ol. 37, or the close of the seventh century, and he

was an early contemporary of Solon. But his other fragments
are those of the greatest interest, and are chiefly from his book
or books, called Nanno, after a flute player whom he loved

without success. He is himself called an auAwSos, or singer
with a flute accompaniment, and he probably revived the old

plaintive elegy of the Phrygians, in close sympathy with the

sorrowful laments of his sweet and tender muse. To the later

Alexandrians, and the Romans, whose reflective age peculiarly

appreciated the sad world-weariness of this bard of Colophon,
the Nanno elegies of Mimnermus were a favourite model, and
we may perhaps assign to him the position and title of the

Petrarch of Greek literature.

It is remarkable that the contemporaries and immediate

successors of Mimnermus were of a different opinion. The
poets who desired to sing of love and passion did not adopt
his elegiac metre as their fittest vehicle. It still remained the

metre of political and philosophical expression, of wise advice,
of proverb and of epigram. To early Greek love, to the passion
of Alcaeus, Sappho, and Anacreon, no form could be more un-

utterably slow and cold than the deliberate hexameter. When
bookworms at Alexandria and Roman dilettanti began to talk

about love, it suited them well enough, and it was the subdued
and resigned attitude of Mimnermus, his modernism, if I may
so say, which made him to them, and to many of the moderns,
so sweet and perfect a singer of love.

VOL. i. i o
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I do not think the famous fragment (12) on the perpetual

labours of Helios so striking or characteristic as those which

sing of the delights of love, and the miseries of old age
'

y?7/3as dpyoAe'ov, as he calls it, applying an epithet which he used

with curious consistency of all manner of disagreeable necessi-

ties. In his hatred of old age, he struck a note which found

response in many Greek hearts at all times, and Sophocles and

Euripides repeat without improving the burden of his elegies.

Almost all the fragments (some 90 lines) express the same

gloom and the same despair. We owe the preservation of most

of them to Stobaeus
;
Strabo has cited a few of geographical

importance ;
Athenseus that on the sun's course. His ninth

fragment tells how ' we left the lofty Nele'ion of Pylos, and came
in ships to the lovely Asia, and into fair Colophon we settled

with might of arms, being leaders of wild daring, and starting

from thence by the counsel of the gods we took the ^Eolic

Smyrna.' This is a very early and clear piece of evidence

for what is called the Ionic migration, which has been doubted,

or relegated to the region of myths by some sceptical historians.

1 26. Mimnermus leads us over naturally to SOLON, who
addressed him in a still extant fragment, in reply to his lines :

at yap artp vovfftav re nal apya\t<ev /j.eXfSurui'

f^KOvraeTr] fjLOipa KI'XOI Oavdrov.

1

rififls 8' old re <f>v\\a tp{iet Tro\vav6fos SipT]

eapos, %T' o?^' avyys a#|eTai i)e\iov,

TOIS %Kf\oi irfixviov tirl xpdvov &v6efiv $?/3r?y

repir6fj.t6a, trpbs QeSiv tlSSres oSrt Ka*2n>

O&T' ayad6v itfjpfs 8e n-apfcrr-fjKaffi /j.\aivai,

rj ijiev exovffa. rt\os yfjpaos auyahtov,

j) 8' ereprj Bavdroio' fj.ivvv6a 5e ylyverai -/ifrris

Kapir6s, tkroif 8' eirl yrjv KiSvarai 7jf\ios
'

avrcip firijv 8^ TOUTO re\os Trapa.fj.eiil/fTcu &pr/f,

ourfjca TeBvdfi.ei'a.i f$t\riov t) P'toros'

iroAAa yap tv 0ufji$ KOKO yiyvtrcu.- &\\orf olicos

rpvxovrat, itevir^s 8' tpy' oSvfijpa ve\et'

&\\os 8' ou TraiStuj' eirtSeueTot, aWe fui\iffTa

^eipuv Karci yrjs epx*Ta< f ' s 'Af5r;p'

&\Aos vovffov xet 6v(io<p06pov ov$e

avQpciiriav, if
Zeus ui] Ka/ca iro\Aa SLSoi.
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Solon's answer was as follows :

dAA.' ft (uoi K&J/ vCi/ eri :rei<reai, ee\e rovro,

jui)5e fifyatp' STL trev \(pov fTrt<t>pa<rdiJ.ijv,

Kal jueTaTro/Tjow, AiyvaardSri, d;5e 8' SeiSe'

x"' 6a.va.rov.

Itappeais, then, that these elegies were well known, and the

poet yet alive, when Solon was a literary man. The events of

Solon's great life (639-559 B -c
-)

form an important chapter in

Greek history, and can be found there by the student. 1 We
are here only concerned with his literary side. He is remark-

able in having written poetry, not as a profession, nor as his

main occupation, but as a relaxation from graver cares. He
was first a merchant, then a general, then a lawgiver, and, at

last, a philosophic traveller
; and all these conditions of life,

except the first, are reflected in his extant fragments. As usual

with the personal poets of that epoch, he employed various

metres, of which the elegiac was the chief, but the trochaic and
iambic also prominent, and not for satire and invective, but for

political and philosophic reflections. Some lines, apparently
from early compositions, are cited to show his high apprecia-

tion of sensual pleasures, and there are features in his laws

which prove that he made large allowance for this side of

human nature in his philosophy. Amid the various feelings

which appear in his personal confessions we miss the poetical

despondency of Mimnermus, and that peculiar beauty and

sweetness of expression, which made the latter an unapproach-
able master of the elegy in our modern sense. Solon is a prac-

tical man, at times a philosopher who speculates on Providence

and the life of man
; again, a noble martyr for his country, who

feels beset by foes and jealous rivals, and complains bitterly

that he stands alone and unfriended in the state which he has

saved. But he is always manly, and, perhaps, somewhat hard

and plain in his language, choosing poetry as the only known

vehicle of expression in his day, but saying in verse what in

after days would have been said in prose. Hence it is that the

later orators found him so suitable for quotation. His political

1 On the sources of his life in Diog. L. and Plutarch, cf. Volquardsen
in Buisuai'tJaAresfertcftt, vii. 389, sq.

O 2
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recollections, and his advices to his friends, were in Athens

handbooks of political education.

There remain but eight lines of his famous elegy called

Salamis, whereby he incited his people to persevere in wrest-

ing this island, the place of his birth, from Megara. Of his

Meditations ('YTTO^KCU cts 'Aflr/vat'ous and ek eavrov) several

long passages are quoted, one by Demosthenes,
1 to which the

student can easily refer
;

several by Plutarch and Diogenes
Laertius in their lives of Solon, another by Stobseus. The last,

a passage of seventy lines, is of great interest as containing a

summary of Solon's philosophy concerning human life, but can

hardly be fairly conveyed by quoting short extracts. Many
other snatches of proverbial wisdom, or gnomes, are cited from

these inroOrJKai, and are among the sententious fragments which

have made historians speak of the Gnomicpoets of Greece as a

distinct class. 2 This was never the case, though there can be

no doubt that the personal poets from this time onward

adopted a philosophical tone which made them peculiarly fit

for educational purposes. Many of his poems bore on their

titles personal dedications, irpos Kpm'av, TT/SOS JHAoVvTi-pov, Trpos

<J>iKov, thus preserving the personal character of the elegy,

while treating public topics. The last cited was in tetrameters,

and told of the temptations and solicitations to which the great

lawgiver had been exposed.
3 He also composed melic poems

1 In his Tlxpuirpto-Pfia, p. 254. A few more lines are now recovered in

the 'A.9Tqvaiwv Uo\irela of Aristotle.

2
e.g. iroXXol yap ir\ovTfviri Ka/cot, ayaOol 8 irevovrai,

oAA* rifj.f'is aiiro'ts ou Sia/xenJ/rfwefla

TTJS apfTTJs rby tr\o\nov, fwel rb fj.ff 1/iTreSov aid,

Xprjjuara 8' avOputruv &\\orf &\\os ex 6 '-

And ndvrri 5' aOavdruv a<pavris v6os avdpunroiffiv,

a. text admirably developed in his frag. 13, of meditations (viroBriKai els

fa.ur6v}.
3 He was thought a fool by his friends not to seize and hold the

tyranny of Athens when he had the power, for in their opinion it was

worth being flayed alive to have once enjoyed such a position. Euripides

gives an admirable expression of this Greek passion for holding a tyranny
in the speech of Eteocles in his Phanissa, vv. 500, sq. the solitary

passage which may have come from Euripides through George Gascoigne
into Shakespeare, as will be shown in a subsequent chapter.
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for musical recitation at banquets. All these varied scraps,

full of precious historical information, do not now amount to

more than 250 lines.
1 I will quote the elegy on the nine ages

of man (though doubted by Person), because it seems pre-

served entire in a somewhat inaccessible treatise of Philo, and

because it develops an idea often since repeated in philosophi-
cal poetry. This poem is, indeed, constantly referred to by
ancient authorities. 2

It is often maintained that Solon is the one great politician

who holds a place in Greek literature, but this is only true for

us, and would never have been asserted had the works of his

contemporaries reached us. It seems, on the contrary, to have

been the fashion at this period for every important political

man to teach his fellow-citizens in elegies, and to write con-

vivial songs, as we may see from the notices of Diogenes about

Pittacus, and Periander, and Bias. 3 Hence the reputation of

1 His remains are printed by Fick (Bezz. Beit. xiv. 259, sq.) with a

special attention to the Old-Attic dialect, which Solon probably represents
better than any other extant source. We have now a fragment on marble

giving the ordinances for the first cleruchs to Salamis (circ. 560-70 B.C.),

but very mutilated. Cf. Bull, de corresp. hel. xii. I, sq.

irols PL\V avrifios ewv eri viiinos epicos b56vT(ay

(pvtrat tK.fid.KKf i Trp&Tov tv ewr' treffiv

TOWS 8' ertpovs 3re 8}j TeA.e'<77j 6ebs eirr' eviairrovs,

T7J Tpirdrr) Se yeveiov de^o/J.fvcav eri yvlcav

Xa-xvov-rai, xfOW &vdos d/xet^o^tej'Tjs

rrj 8e rfrdp-rri iras TIS Hi> e@5o,u.<i5i pey' &piffTOS

Iffxvv, TJPT' &vSpfs cr^/iar' ex """' operas'

Tre'jUTTTj?
8' apiov &v8pa yd/J.oi> /^.tfj.vrtfj.fvov fivcu

KOU Trai8<ai> (tfTtlv eiffoiriffca yen4\v

rfj S' eKTT) irfpl TrdvTa KarapTiierai v6os avSp6s,

ouS' tpSftv efl' dfjius epy' a-irdKajjiva 6e\ef

firrb. 5e voiiv Kal yKtaffffav tv tpSopdo'ii' jj-iy
1

&pi<nos

oKrta r' dfj.(pOTfpcai' -rfffffapa Kal 5eV err)'

Trj 5' eVaTp en
(j.ei> Svvarai, na\aK(l>repa 8' avrov

xpbs fj.yd\r)v apeTrjv y\u>(Tffd re Kal ffotpii]'

TTJ SfKarrj 8' 3r6 Si] re/Ve'irp 0ebs firr' tvtainovs,

OVK Uv aaipos tiav jj.oipav ex' davdrov.
3
By comparing Herodotus, i. 1 70, concerning Bias' political advice to

the lonians, with the verbally similar statement of Diogenes Laertius, i. 5,
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the so-called Wise Men, who, according to all the different

lists of them, agree in combining poetical teaching with practi-

cal politics. Thus the wild confessions of Archilochus, which

were followed up in Lesbos by no less passionate effusions, led

the way to confessions of far different men, and to the develop-

ment of the didactic side of elegiac and iambic poetry. The

elegy assumes from this time onward this special character,

and, if we accept its public side, as epigram, and a few imita-

tions of the older social tone, appears confined within limits

unknown in the seventh century.

127. Contemporary with the serious and philosophical

poetry of Solon, we have that remarkable burst of genius in

the island of Lesbos, which, though it lasted but a generation,
2

has affected the lyrics of the world more than all the rest of

Greek poetry. This school, though strictly melic, and always

accompanied by music, differs fundamentally from the Doric

melos, in being personal, secular, and composed in a different

and local dialect, the JEolic. I therefore prefer classing it

with the personal poetry of the Greeks, and separating it from

the public choral poetry, with which other historians have

combined it. At the head of this famous JEolic poetry stand

Alcaeus and Sappho, contemporaries, and both of Lesbos,

flourishing from the 42nd Olympiad onward.3

We know of ALCEUS that he was an aristocrat of Mytilene,
that he fought against the Athenians for the possession of

Sigeum, but fled, and threw away his shield, which was hung up

by his adversaries as a trophy. He was ever busy in the con

flicts of the aristocrats against the rising power of the people,

tirolifOt 5e iffpi 'loiviat, rlva fid\iffra &c rp6irov euSaifnovoii], tls ftn] St<rxiA.ia,

I am persuaded that in Theognis, vv. 757-68, we have an actual frag-

ment of Bias preserved, describing the blessing of the proposed Ionian

settlement in Sardinia. Of the same date is Demodocus of Leros, whose
distichs (Bergk, p. 65) tempt critics to call him the earliest epigrammatist.
Cf. 143.

2 We can trace no connection with the poetry of Terpander, who lived

two generations earlier.

3
According to Rohde : 640 (?), birth of Alcseus ; 620, Melanchros

king; 612, Melanchros killed ; 610, Myrsilus killed ; 608 (?), Sigean war;
606, Pittacus strategus ; 595, exile of nobles ; 590, arbitration of Peri-

ander, Pittakus /Esymnet ; 580, Alcseus recalled ; 570, death of Pittacas.
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and against the tyrant who professed to represent them. About

Ol. 45 he assisted, along with his brother Antimenidas, and with

Pittacus, in the overthrow of the tyrant Melanchros ;
but when,

after much trouble and the death of another tyrant, Myrsilus,

the great body of the citizens chose Pittacus as their dictator (a

power which he held 589-79 B.C., and then resigned), Alcaeus

and his party were exiled, and lived a roving and adventurous

life. Alcaeus went as far as Egypt ;
Antimenidas as a mercen-

ary to fight under Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, and dis-

tinguished himself by slaying an opposing Goliath. At some

time during Pittacus' rule Alcaeus' party attempted a forcible

return, when Alcaeus was taken prisoner, but at once liberated

by the man whom he had reviled with the greatest bitterness

and fury in his poetry. These few facts, and his cruel spite

against the tyrants and the noble Pittacus, show us in Alcseus

the perfect picture of an unprincipled, violent, lawless Greek

aristocrat, who sacrificed all and everything to the demands of

pleasure and power. These are the men, and this the type of

aristocrat, which gave the tyrants all their opportunities.

128. Of SAPPHO (in her own dialect ^d-rr^a
1

) we know
that she was the daughter of Skamandronymus (or Skamon)
and of Kle'is. She was small and dark, but, notwithstanding
these defects, often called beautiful. The official position of

brother Zarichus, who was public cupbearer, and the adven-

tures of her brother Charaxus, who was in the wine trade with

Naucratis, and spent his substance on the fair Rhodopis, would

imply that she, too, was of rich and aristocratic birth. She is

said to have had a daughter Kle'is, and to have stood in friendly

relations to Alcaeus. She gathered about her a society of various

maidens, who were inspired by her example to cultivate music

and poetry. Of these the most celebrated was Erinna, whose

poem called 'HAaKa-n; (the Spindle) was quoted and admired.

But both date and work of this poetess are very doubtful. 2

There is no hint of political writing in the remains of

Sappho. She seems to have devoted all her genius to the

subject of love, and was decidedly the greatest erotic poet of

1 If not ydtfxpa, as Mr. E. Gardner suggests on the evidence of the very

early Naucratis inscriptions, which double the aspirates consistently. Cf. his

chapter in Naucratis, part ii.
* On her date cf. Sittl, i. p. 332.
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antiquity. The exceeding passion in her extant fragments, and

the constant travesties of her in the middle and new comedy,
to which her position as a literary woman made her peculiarly

exposed, have produced a general impression against her moral

character. She sang of her unrequited love for Phaon, and a

legend came to be believed that she had in despair cast herself

from the Leucadian rock, at the remote end of the Greek

world. She is further accused of having felt an unnaturally

violent passion for her girl friends, and her poetry has been

called licentious and immoral. There has been a warm con-

troversy between Welcker, on the one hand, who with over-

chivalry has vindicated the honour and purity of Sappho, and

Mure, on the other, who has turned aside from his path
l to

undertake the unpleasant task of proving that her passion was

no mere enthusiasm, and that she was no better than she ought
to be. Without entering upon this unsavoury discussion, I

venture to suggest that both advocates are wrong in assuming
that their own view excludes that of the other. If I under-

stand the aristocratic society of these times rightly, what we
call purity and virtue, and what we call unchastity and vice,

were as yet to a great extent fused in that larger and more

human naturalism, which embraces impulses of both kinds in

their turn, and which refuses to consider momentary passion a

permanent stain upon honour or even purity. The highest

virtue of the Greek aristocrats did not exclude all manner of

physical enjoyment.
2

1 Hist, of Greek Lit. iii. pp. 315, 496, sq. Cf. now K. Riedel, Stand

der S. Frage, Waidhofen, Progr. 1881 ; Postion, Griech. Dichterinnen,

"Wien, 1882 ; and Rohde in Kh. A/us, xxxiii. 214, sq. ; also Theodor

Kock's Alkaus u. Sappho, an excellent monograph. Flach (Gr. Lyrik,

p. 504) points out that the Greek comedy is silent on this charge against

Sappho, and that Lucian is the first to use \e<r$i&iv in this sense.

" M. E. Burnouf (Lit. grecque, i. p. 194) points out with great good sense

that most literary historians have falsely imagined the society and habits of

the /Eolians at Lesbos to have been exceptionally free and even loose. They
probably differed in no social or moral respect from their Ionic neighbours
in Samos, Teos, and elsewhere. Both contrasted with the notions deve-

loped in course of time at both Sparta and Athens. 'A 1'epoque de Sapho
et d'Alcee, les cites eoliennes et ioniennes avaient encore ces mceurs aris-

tocratiques qui les font ressembler, a beaucoup d'egards, a la republique de
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129. Having thus summarised our scanty information

concerning the lives of these great artists, we may approach at

more leisure the more important question of their position and

services in the development of Greek literature. The first

point to be settled is their filiation, if any, or their utter inde-

pendence from previous art, and their recurrence to the pure
source of popular song. It seems to me that the direct

heredity of Alcaeus, at all events, from Archilochus has been

very much overlooked. 1 No two poets in Greek literature are

so like in temper. Not to speak of distinct copying, such

as the confession of throwing away his shield in Alcaeus, we
can see in the abuse of Pittacus a political counterpart to

the attacks on Lycambes, we can see the same employment of

very various metres, the same enjoyment of love and wine, of

rambling about the world, and of adventure. Neither poet
uses the unvarnished dialect of his native town, but from ex-

perience of travel, and probably from purely artistic reasons,

both write a literary form of their national speech. Sappho
herself refers to Terpander, as if her model. So far as the

love poems of Archilochus are extant, they seem also the dis-

tinct forerunners of the poetry of Sappho ;
there is the same

flow of passion, the same indescribable power of painting the

agony of desire. In these features they both contrast with the

gentler and more resigned complaints of Mimnermus, who

naturally uses the calm elegiac metre, while the others felt the

necessity of shorter and more hurried rythms. The dialect of

Sappho is more strictly the local language of Mytilene, and not

Venise du temps ou le noble Marcello composait pour la haute societe du

Grand-Canal les psaumes qui ont rendu son nom celebre : les relations

sociales y etaient libres et faciles, quelquefois licencieuses, mais toujours

empreintes d'elegance et de cette noblesse de manieres qui appartienne aux

aristocraties. Du reste le climat des iles et des rivages eoliens est d'une

douceur qui tourne a la mollesse, et qui engendre aisement la volupte ;

le canal de Lesbos est eclaire le soir d'une suave lumiere et parcouru sans

cesse par des brises tiedes, mais non enervantes, que parfument les arbustes

odoriferants des montagnes. Les richesses et le luxe de 1'Asie abondaient

sur ces rivages et donnaient aux nobles Grecs de ces contrees ces habitudes

de langueur et de poesie passionnee, dont nous retrouvons encore quelque
chose dans leurs descendants italiens et asiatiques.'

1 Horace (Epist. i. 19, v. 28) points out clearly the metrical filiation.
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so purified as that of Alcaeus, but both were full of hard expres-

sions, which are perpetually commented on by lexicographers.

On the whole, antiquity seems to have placed Sappho in

the first rank, and despite the variety of subjects and of interests

in Alcaeus, preferred the pure voice of gentle and womanly

feeling in her love poems. But the Alexandrians thought

differently, and while several of them edited critical texts of

Alcseus, they seem to have paid no similar attention to Sappho.

Nevertheless, according to M. Burnouf, both poets survived

till the eleventh century A.D., when they were burned at Con-

stantinople and at Rome, in the year 1073, during the popedom
of Gregory VII. 1 Thus these inestimable exponents of Greek

feeling have only reached us in slight and scattered fragments,

most of them by mere grammatical or lexicographical notes. 2

130. Their lyrics, apart from the difficult dialect, are fat

more easy to comprehend than the more elaborate rythms of

Pindar, Alcman, or Stesichorus. For instead of long compli-
cated systems, which required all the help of music, and even

of dancing, to bring out the symmetry, and carry on the hearer

to the antistrophe and the epode, the odes of Alcaeus and

Sappho were constructed in short simple stanzas, which were

easily comprehended, and recitable even without their musical

accompaniment. They were in fact the earliest specimens of

what is called in modern days the Song or Ballad, in which

the repetition of short rythms produces a certain pleasant

monotony, easy to remember, and easy to understand. It is

this quality, in contrast with the elaborate systems of Pindar's

metres, which makes Horace exclaim that Pindar is inimitable,

and which led him to confine himself to the yolic poets of

Lesbos, and their simpler art. We know perhaps as much of

Alcasus and Sappho through Horace as through their own

fragments. For though the genius of the Roman poet was

1 Cf. Sittl. p. 331.
2
Gregory of Corinth (in twelfth century) professes to have read Alcseus.

Eustathius does not know him. Two papyrus frags, of poems in Lesbian

dialect, apparently either of Sappho or Alcaeus, have recently come from

Egypt, and lead us to hope for more. They are now printed in the fourth

edition of Bergk's FLG. iii. 704. The first account was Blass' in Rh.

Mas. xxxv. p. 287. The MS. seems to be of the eighth century.
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totally different, though the political and erotic passions of

the Greek artistocrat were not only strange to his nature, but

the very reverse of his teaching, yet he adhered so closely to

the idiom as well as the measures of his models, that much of

the old Greek grace and some of the fire are felt through the

colder medium of his translations.

But while Romans and moderns have proclaimed this side

of the lyric poetry as the best and the most perfect, the verdict

of the Greeks was quite different. No one doubted the intense

genius of both poets, or of their successor, Anacreon
; Sappho

especially is praised through all Greek literature as a tenth

Muse, as equal to Homer, as unapproachable in grace and

sweetness. Yet the course and development of lyric poetry
drifted away from them

;
the simple song did not speak to the

Greeks like the great choral systems of Stesichorus and Arion,

and thus the last and most perfect development of this kind of

poetry, of the melos of the Greeks, was no offshoot of the

school of Lesbos. For the character of this Lesbian poetry was

such as to dispense with orchestic, and this was to the Greeks

so important an element in melic poetry, that the higher
kinds were not to be appreciated without it. All this will

appear clearly when we come to treat of choral lyric poetry.

The poems of Alcaeus were divided according to subjects

first Hymns, then Stasiotica, telling of adventures in politics and

war, then Skolia? then Erotica; nor were the latter three very

clearly distinguished. Two books are cited from the editions

of Aristophanes and Aristarchus. Sappho's poems, on the

contrary, were divided into at least nine books, and according to

metres, but all called indiscriminately yue'Ai?. She wrote hymns,
like Alcaeus, but both poets composed in a free and secular

spirit, nor did they take their place among the really religious

poets of the Greeks. Their metres are very various some of

them very difficult to analyse in our fragments, and there is no

reason to think that what we know as the Alcaic and Sapphic
metres were the most prominent in their works. They are so

fully described in the prefaces to Horace,
2 that I need not

1 Cf. Engelbrecht, De Skol. Poesi, Wien, 1882.
2 Cf. also the account of Flach, Gr. L. p. 479, sq., and 514, sq., who

gives many more than Horace used.
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detail them here. Sappho was said to have first introduced the

key known as Mixo-Lydian, and to have raised the epithala-

mium to a place in artistic poetry, though the form seems to

have been fixed by Alcman or Stesichorus. Her two longer
extant fragments have been preserved as specimens of excel-

lence by Dionysius and Longinus.
1

We have no fragment equally long from the works of

Alcteus, though there are many beautiful thoughts still sur-

viving, such as that cited by Plutarch, which makes Eros the

child of Iris and the West wind of the sunlit showers and

soft breezes of spring. His fragment 40 is directly copied from

a passage in Hesiod if both do not repeat an older popular

song. His metaphor of a storm-tossed ship for the agitated

state became at once a commonplace in Greek literature. 2

1 $aiv*rai jitoi KTJVOS teas Otolffiv

f/j.fj.fv

1

&vrip, tjffrts tvavrios rot

idvei, Kal ir\afflov aSv tytavtv-

ffas inraKovfL

Kal ye\aiffus Ifj.ep6fi> r6 fj.oi (JLO.V

KapSiav iv ffr^Offfiv tirr&afftv,

us yap f&iSov /3poxs fff, tptavas

ovStv ?T' elf/cei

fv y\<affffa eayt \tinbv 6'

oirirdrffffftv 8' ouSev opTj/u.', eirifyo/j,-

fifvfft 8' &KOVCU

a Se p 'ISpcas KOKxeWai, rptfUt 8

jruffav aypel, )(\it;portpa. Se Troias

l/xjui
'

Tf6va.Kr\v 8' 6\iyca 'TrtSeuTjs

(pa[vojj.a.i a\\a.

a\\a iruv ro\p.a.r6v

'AffvvtTfiiJ.1 T>V a.vffj.<av trraffiv '

rb fj.ev yap tvQzv KVfua Kv\ii/Serai,

rb 8' evdev &/jifj.fS 8' av rb fifffff

veil (popfifteBa ffvv (j,e\aivq,

Trip fj.ev yap &VT\OS lffr6neSai/ eX '

Aa?$os 8e irav d8ri\ov ijSi]

Kal \ani8fs nfya\ai /car' alro

x6\atfft 8' ayKupai

Horace's imitation (Od. i. 10) of his Hymn to Hermes (fragg. 5-8) is
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131. This is the proper place, in accordance with the plan
of my work, to notice the three imitations of the dialect,

metre, and manner of the old ^Eolic poets by the Alexandrian

Theocritus. They are the 2 8th, 2gth, and 3oth idylls in the

collection ascribed to him (at least in the most recent editions,

such as Ziegler's and Fritzsche's second editions), for the last of

them was only recovered from a Milan MS. in the year 1864.

The 28th is an elegant little address to an ivory spindle which

the poet was sending as a present to the wife of his physician-

friend, Nikias of Kos, and was probably composed on the model

of a poem of Sappho. The other two are properly called TrcuSiKa

AioAi/ca, and are poems on the sort of love most prominent in

the society of Alcaeus. One of them has been even suspected
to be the real work of Alcseus. To me that last in order,

though in a most corrupt and hopeless state, as anyone may
see in the transcript printed by Fritzsche before his emended

version, seems poetically the best, and is full of grace and

elegance. The dialect is believed to be an artificial Doric, to

some extent coloured with the later local speech. The metres

are either the asdepiadics common in Horace's Odes, which are

imitated from the same source, or what are called ^Eolic

dactylics. There is no trace of strophes in any of the three

poems. Though Theocritus was probably one of the best

imitators in any age, it cannot be said that this attempt to

reproduce the love poetry of Alcseus has made much impression

upon the world. It is, at all events, quite eclipsed by his

bucolic side, in which his originals were far less known and less

splendid, and his imitation fresher and full of genius.

well known, and the sophist Himerios (Or. 14, 10) has paraphrased his

Prean to Apollo (Sittl, p. 320). An epithalamium can be reconstructed

from fraggs. 93-7, Catullus' copy (C'arm. 62), and the paraphrase of

Himerios (cf. Bergk, LG. iii. p. 121). The unusual forms of the ^Eollc

dialect make the readings of all these fragments very uncertain and con-

tested. We have now a bold attempt to reconstitute the text from Fick

in his Odyssee, pp. 22-3. This is done with a special regard to the dia-

lect, in which he justly notes the tendency to ictus on accentuated vowels,

as opposed to the lengthening of the Ionic dialect. Cf. V/* e
> &c. ,

(fi;deTs in Ionic).
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CHAPTER XI.

THE PROGRESS OF PERSONAL POETRY.

132. WE now come to the epoch of Greek poetry which

was so brilliant and many sided, that it is not possible to treat it

in chronological order, nor to separate clearly the various threads,

which were becoming closely connected and interlaced. We
find Ol. 60 mentioned as the date of the flourishing of so many
poets, that we begin to wonder what circumstances favoured

literature at this juncture. Of the many which suggest them-

selves, three may be noted as of great breadth and importance.

First, the caste feeling ofthe Greek aristocracy was brought out

and intensified by the conflicts with tyrants and democracies; and

this stimulated the bitter hate, and the complaints of travel, ot

exile, and of unfriendliness, which we find repeated in the re-

mains of Theognis. Secondly, the rise of brilliant courts under

the tyrants, who reached perhaps their highest point about this

time Samos, Syracuse, Athens, Corinth were now swayed

by them had again created a lofty patronage for poets, and

high remuneration for their art, not to speak of the rivalry among
the cities of victors at the games to obtain their praises. Most

of the later lyric poets would have greatly disgusted Alcseus or

Solon. They had sunk back to the social position of depend-
ants on princes, like the old epic rhapsodes, when they did not

assert their liberty in turbulent exile by vehement and bitter

railing. Still the comforts and luxuries which attend well-

paid and well-honoured court poets favoured Anacreon, and

Pindar, and Simonides of Keos, and many others who lived in

the great art-centres of Greece.

There remains yet a third widely different reason. While

education and consequently literature were being more and
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more disseminated, prose had not yet been adopted as a

vehicle of thought, and thus the whole intellectual outcome

of the nation took the form of verse. Much of what re-

mains is indeed prosaic in idea. Xenophanes followed the

older wise men in attempting to clothe philosophy and this

time real philosophy in a poetic form. The wisdom of Pho-

kylides and of Theognis is not half so poetical as Plato's prose.

But the Greeks awoke very slowly, as is well known, to the

necessity of laying aside metre in writing for the public, and

even when they did, we shall find their prose never shaking otf

a painful attention to rythm.
Thus the whole of the Hellenic world, now better informed,

better read, better educated, had no other expression than poetry,

and so this age, the end of the sixth century, became the greatest

and most brilliant epoch in all the history of Greek poetry.

Now for the first time, perhaps for the only time, the Greeks of

Sicily, Italy, Hellas, Africa, the islands, and of Asia Minor were

all contributing independently to the national literature. They
did not all crowd to Sparta, as formerly, or to Athens, as after-

wards. They were not all epic poets, as of old, or dramatic, as

all the great ones of later days. They kept up elegiac, iambic,

and hexameter verse
; they cultivated personal and choral lyrics

with equal success ; nor was it till the close of this epoch that

the latter form of lyrics asserted itself as having gained the

suffrages of the entire Hellenic world. For this reason I have left

the history of public choral poetry to the last, and will not take

it up till I have sketched the varied developments of personal

poetry in connection with the authors already discussed.

133. Unfortunately, our most considerable remains from

this epoch are those of elegiac poetry, which was perhaps the

poorest and least characteristic species. Its day was gone, and
with the exception of its survival in epigrams, it fell asleep till

it was resuscitated by the Alexandrians, and became a favourite

form of Roman poetry. Thus at this period, elegiacs and the

lame iambics of Hipponax seem to have been the form adopted

by less poetic minds, which would in a later century have

spoken simple prose. We have a few pithy fragments of

PHOKYLIDES of Miletus, giving his experiences in short proverbs
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with the formula This too is Phokylides
1

(KO.I roSe

hut we know nothing of his life (flor. Ol. 60). He imitates

Semonidt s in satirising women by comparing them to domestic

animals
;
he speaks of Nineveh familiarly as a great city ; he

wishes to be of the middle class (/u.eo-os eV TroAet), and even

ridicules the advantages of high birth, so that he can in no

wise be regarded as an instance of the common statement, that

all the poets of the lyric age were aristocrats. He rather fol-

lows the Hesiodic school. There are similar feelings scattered

through the collection called that of Theognis, not to speak of

Hipponax. But of Phokylides nothing more can be learned. 1

134. XENOPHANES (of Colophon, son of Dexios. most of

whose wandering life was spent in Sicily, and at Elea, in Italy,

which he helped to found, according to Diogenes L.) is a

clearer personality, whose life is not only in other respects very

interesting,
2 but whose extant fragments are far the finest left

us from this epoch of the elegy, if not altogether the finest we

possess. The first describes the conditions of a really pleasant

feast 3
;
the second is an attack on the increasing mania for

1 I purposely pass by in silence the spurious moral poem once attributed

to him, consisting of some 250 hexameters (Bergk, pp. 455-75) neatly

put together, and stating the Jewish moral code pretty completely. There

can be no doubt that it is the work of a late Alexandrian Jew, but before

the spread of Christianity.
2 He stems to have written as much in epic hexameters (on which cf.

above, p. 138) as in elegiac form. In hexameters he also composed Silli,

or parodies ridiculing not only Homer but earlier poets and philosophers.
These attacks were scourged by Timon of Phlius, who took their form

as his model. The judgment of Flach (pp. 419-22) on this poet is very
different from mine. He blames him for self-consciousness, a love of

abstraction, and a want of interest in the public affairs of the day.

NCv yap Sr) ^dirfSov KaQaphv Kal X f^Pfs airdfrcav

Kal Kv\iKes ' ir\KTovs 5' a./j,^>tTLdf7 <TTf<pdvovf

a\\os 5' 6i>a>5es fj.vpov (v <pid\ri irapartivti

KpyrTip 5' effTTj/cei' peffrbs ev<ppoo'6>'T]s
'

oivos S' fffrif eroifws, fcs oforore tpriffl TrpoStafffiv,

/j.ti\ixos tv Kepd.fj.ois &v6tos 6cr86fj.fvos

tv 8 (ifffois ayv^iv 65^*' Ai/Savavrbs Itja'iv,

\l>vx.pbi> 5' tffTiv voivp Kal y\vKv /col Kc.dapov
'

irapKfiVTa.i 5' &p-roi 00/601
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athletics and for physical training, which, keeping pace with

the growing national importance of the public games, began
to infest Greece, very much as it has been infesting the

England of later years. We know that Solon had protested

against this evil a generation earlier, and had diminished the

public rewards given to victors at the games. In the next

century Euripides (whose scholiast quotes this fragment of

Xenophanes) writes in the same spirit. In later days generals

like Alexander and Philopoemen set their faces steadily against

athletic training as unserviceable for military purposes. We
hear from Xenophanes (fr. 7) that he began to philosophize at

the age of twenty- five, and had been spreading his thoughts

through Greece for sixty-seven years, so that it is probable (as

he mentions the rise of the Persians, fr. 3) that his activity

began while Solon was yet alive, at all events in the sixth

century.
1

135. The same may certainly be said of his contemporary

THEOGNIS, under whose name we have a little volume of

rvpov Kal fj.f\ITOS -rioros axOofntvi]

fiia/riis 5' avOftnv a.v rb (itcrov itavTri TrftrvKaffrai,

^loXir); 5' a/jKpls exe* SC^OTO Kal 0oA.hj.

XP$I 5)j irpeorov fifv Qf-bv vfnvtiv ftf<j>povas avSpas

fv<p-f)liots fivffois Kal K<*6apo'iffi \6yois.

ffirtiffavras 8e Kal ev^afievovs TO Sffcaia SvvaffOcu

irpTtfffffiv
' ravra yap Siv etrrt Trpoaiptrtov,

ai>X vfiptis iclvtiv 5' dir6ffoi> Kev t\tav afy'iKoio

olxaS' &veu irpOTTO\ov, ^ irdvu yripa\eos

avSpuv 8' aivtiv TOVTOV, t>s fffd\a irtbiv avatyaivr],

Sis ol ii.vi\fjiOffvvti al v6os o.p.tfi' dper^s

oi/Ti fjLO.\a3 Sifiretv TtT^viav oiiSf riydvrcav,

ovSf ra Kfrravptev, irA.a<r^oTO ruv irporfpuv

^ ffraffias <r<f>fSavas
' rols ouSev ^p^a-rov evtanv

Ofay 5e vpofj.rjOfiriv altv X*"/ aya66v,
1
Bergk places his appearance as a philosopher so far back as Ol. 46, 7,

so that he would come quite close to Thales ; and this would account for

his not departing from the poetical form of teaching, as Heracleitus did,

whose work may be fifty years later. But this explanation is- unnecessary ;

cf. above, p. 139. Flach (p. 416) adds that, coming from the home of

Mimnermus, he would naturally write elegies, one of which seems to have

been on the founding of Colophon, (frag. 3 in Bergk's FLG.). On his

philosophy, cf. above, p. 138.

VOL. I. I P
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elegies (nearly 1,400 lines) of which the greater part, called the

first book, contains all manner of political and social advices,

while the rest is devoted to amorous complaints of the coldness

or faithlessness of a favourite boy, whom the poet addressed

throughout his works. From the allusions in these poems it

appears that Theognis, who belonged to Megara in Greece,

though he is also called a citizen of the Sicilian Megara, was

one of the old aristocratic party, which had crushed and op-

pressed the lower classes, till, after many internal feuds and

troubles, Theagenes, the father-in-law of Kylon, defeated and

exiled the oppressors, and gave liberty and property to the

common people. After the fall of Theagenes the party

struggles recommenced, but with this difference, that the

people had got possession of a considerable portion of the

property of the better classes, and entered upon the conflict

with some idea of their own rights and claims. This was of

course most galling to the aristocrats, who remembered their

opponents
'

wandering about in sheepskins and goatskins,' and

glad to accept any benevolences in their despair.

The genuine elegies of Theognis (yvw/AoXoyta Si' eAeytiW),

appear to have been advices to a young aristocratic favourite,

perhaps his ward, Kyrnus, also called by the patronymic Poly-

pa'ides, on the importance of high breeding, on the essential

vileness of the lower classes, on the decay of party spirit

among the Megarian nobles, and the rising influence of wealth.

The nobles are called the good, as we call them the better

classes, and the mere citizens (doroi) are called the bad sys-

tematically, but by no means in such a way as to warrant the

absurd inference that in the poet's mind good (dya$o9, r$Aos)

and bad (KCIKOS) had a purely political meaning. There are

ample evidences in the elegies of these words in their strictly

moral sense, which indeed was established long before The-

ognis. The many elegies addressed to other people by name
are explained by Flach (p. 408), to be addresses to various

members of an aristocratic dining club, and he cites Suidas'

note : KCU ercpas VTro6r)Ka<i TrapatveTiKas.

There are other allusions, such as to the threatened wars of

the Medes, which might lead us to further inferences about
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the poet's life, if the elegies now collected under his name
were the unalloyed expressions of one poet, and not a sort of

politico-moral 'elegant extracts' put together for educational

purposes, long after the poet's death, and without any attempt

to maintain his real teaching. There is no Greek poet to

whom the application of this Wolfian theory has been more

eminently successful. The allusions to the Lelantine war on

the one hand, and to the Medes on the other, stretch far

beyond the life of any one man,
1 even were he to make such fla-

grantly inconsistent assertions about morals and politics as are

found in the collection. Moreover, lines elsewhere preserved
as Solon's and as Tyrtseus's reappear as Theognis's ; and with

this change, that in more than one case the opening and con-

cluding lines (containing some general summary or reflection)

are set down, omitting ihe body of the poem, as it appears in

Stobseus, and as assigned to the older author. This shows clearly

the intentions of the compiler. He only wanted moral saws,

and not personal poems. Bergk, who has worked all this out,

shows furthermore that only the old elegiasts are excerpted, no

notice being taken of such poets as Ion or Critias. The date

of the compilation is limited by a passage of Isocrates, who
wishes that such a collection were made, and again in the other

direction by a passage in Plato's Laws (also Menon, 95 E), who

says that some such plan was being adopted by practical edu-

cators. Our so-called Theognis therefore probably took its

present form about the middle of the fourth century.
2 I have

already noticed how there is perhaps a fragment of Bias of

Priene, among others, here preserved to us. Possibly Callinus

and Mimnermus are also represented. Unfortunately, the most

valuable parts, both historically and aesthetically, have been

1 Flach (L. G. p. 392) argues, from the allusions to the Medes, that the

subjugation of Ionia was begun by Mazares, and followed up by Harpagus

545 B.C. This agrees with the chronographers, who place Theognis's

floruit in Ol. 59 or 60, at least approximately. Cf. also the suggestion
of Gutschmid, quoted by Flach, p. 410.

2 An account of our book is quoted by Stobseus from Xenophon, for

whose name various others have been conjectured by the learned. Cf.

Flach, op. cit. p. 401.

F2
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omitted by the dry schoolmaster who made the selection.

The poetical value of the collection is small, and the tone

approaches the modesty and tameness of prose, as old critics

observed. The convivial fragments are perhaps the best. It

is to be remarked that the second book,
1 which contains love-

complaints almost exclusively, breathes a manly and vigorous

tone, and reminds us of what the ancients have reported of the

character of such attachments among the old Cretans and

Euboeans. Fragments of the poems seem indeed to refer to

Euboea, others to Sparta, and the whole is composed in the

educated Ionic dialect, which was far removed from the ordi-

nary speech of the Megarians.
2 This is accordingly the most

striking instance of the close connection between a peculiar

dialect and a peculiar form of poetry, to the exclusion of the

ordinary language of the poet.

136. Bibliographical. As to MSS. they are very numerous,
at Paris and the Vatican especially, but also at Venice, Florence,

and elsewhere. Bekker's collation has shown the paramount
value of one (A) known as Mutinemis (which alone contains

the second book), now in Paris (Codd. Grcec. Suppl. 388), but he

has not specified its age. Then one (K) of the Venetian (Marc.

522), and one (O) of the Vatican (Vatic. 915), which have been

shown by Bergk to be of separate and considerable value. 3 All

the rest are far inferior and not independent. The editio

princeps is the Aldine of 1495 (together with Theocritus, Hesiod,

&c.) ;
the most important subsequently are those of Camerarius

(1551), of Brunck and Gaisford (as Poeta Gnomici). The
critical editions are by Bekker (2nd ed., Berlin, 1827), Welcker

(1826), Orelli (1840), Ziegler (2nd ed., 1880), Sitzler (Hdbg.

1880) with an index, and in Bergk's Lyric Poets. There are

four or five German translations, and a partial English version

1 It is regarded as mostly a set of silly parodies, dating from shortly

before the Alexandrian period, by Welcker (and also by Flach).
- It has been argued that there are still traces of the Doric digamma in

the best MS., but this seems doubtful. Cf. Flach, p. 412.
3 The authority for the many citations in Stobseus for emending the

text is discussed in tracts by Kriiger (Konigsbg. Diss. 1882) and II.

Schneidewin (Stettin, 1882).
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in J. H. Frere's Theognis Restitutus
( Works, vol.

iii.),
which en-

deavours to construct the poet's life and opinions from his

poems ;
but the whole attempt is vitiated by the assumption of

the unity of authorship of our text. The somewhat similar

speculation of O. Miiller in his History of Greek Literature has

been severely handled by Bergk (Neues Rhein. Mus. vol. in,

pp. 227, sq.).

137. We may here fitly sum up in a few words the later

history of the elegy, which for us may be said to close with

Theognis. There were indeed many other elegiac poets, both

Ionic and Attic, of whom traces still remain, but to us they are

lost, nor have we reason to think that if extant they would occupy
a high place in Greek Literature. The last important poem
of the species in older days was the Lyde of Antimachus,
whose learned epic was above mentioned ( 109). This lament

on the death of his beloved was a sort of In Afemoriam, like

the great poem of our own day, passing from personal grief into

larger questions but in Antimachus questions of mythical and

genealogical lore. Though good critics always speak of the poet
as laboured and pedantic, there can be no doubt that his elegy,

as well as his learned epic, had great influence in moulding both

the epics and elegiacs of Alexandria, where these cold and
formal qualities were in high repute. The few extant lines of

the Lyde give us no idea of the poem.
1 There are other well-

known names handed do\vn to us as having composed social

elegies, principally at Athens, such as Ion of Chios, Euenus of

Paros, and a certain Dionysius (nicknamed
' the Copper '),

from all of whom a few lines survive of grace and of elegant

workmanship.
2 In the next generation the notorious CRITIAS,

1

Bergk, FLG, p. 610.
2 From Ion, indeed, two complete elegies for banquets, dithyrambic in

style, and difficult of interpretation, one of them for the Spartan royal

house of Prokles. There is also a poem on the famous innovation of

Timotheus, who raised the number of the strings of the lyre to eleven.

Cf. Bergk, FLG, iii. I, 251. The elegy to Eudemus, attributed with good
reason to Aristotle, is also remarkable, and has been cited among his frag-

ments in my chap, upon him in vol. ii. of this work (2, p. 184). The

elegy quoted by Demosthenes (De Corona, 289) appears to be copied
from an old tomb-relief, and fitted into its place by some early editor.
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among his varied literary work, composed political elegies,

or descriptions of polities (TroAn-eiai e/t/xerpoi is their title), in

the style, though far removed from the temper, of Solon, and of

these two considerable and interesting fragments survive. 1

138. An elegiac complaint in the Andromache of Euri-

pides,
2 in Doric dialect, is a curiosity in dramatic literature.

But while we have these few formal representatives of sustained

composition in elegiac metre, it seems that with Simonides

came in the fashion 3 of composing short epigrams of a votive

character on monuments, or epitaphs on tombs, for which that

form was generally adopted. Those of Simonides were most

famous, but in the later collections of the anthologies we have

short elegiac inscriptions attributed to all manner of literary

men, tragic poets like ^Eschylus and Euripides, lyric poets,

even to prose writers like Thucydides and Plato. 4 The genuine-

1

Frag. 2 : Kal rdS' tdos ^irdprri ^eXerrj/ia re Keifj.ev6l> la-nv

iriveiv T))I> avr^v olvo(f>6pov Ki>\iKa,

/X7)5' airoSfoftttcrdai irpoirofftis ovofiaffrl \eyovra.,

^trjS' tirl SttTfpat> Xe*Pa KVK\OVI> Bidffov

ayyfa.....
. . . AvSij x*lp tvp' 'AffiaToyfrfs,

Kal irpoirSfffis opeyeiv err<8e|(a, Kal irpoKa.\etff8at

eoi>Ojj.OK\ii8-r)v, $ irpoTrtflv eOf\ei.

fir' airb roiovrtav ir6fffa>v y\wffffas re \vovffiv

els aiVxpous p.v6ovs, crufjid T' a/xaupciTepoj'

Tfvxovcrw Trpbs 8' o^ar' axA.i'S a/i/SAaiiris c<f>iei'

\ri<ms 8' ^KT-f]Kfi fj.vrjfj.affvvijt' irpa.iri$<av
'

vovs 8e Tt-apfcr(pa\ra,i S/j.wes 8' a.K6\a.ffrov exovffl"

/iBos' ^TreiffiriiTTfi 8' oiKorpt^s SairaJ'r).

ot AaKcSaijuoffwf 8e K.6poi Trivovffi roffovrov,

&ffre
<f>pft>'

fls l\apav f\iriSa Trdv-r' airdyeiv,

eJs re <t>t\o<ppo<rvviii> -yXSiffffav /j.Tpt6v Tf ye\tTa.

Totavrt] Sf w6ffis ffc&fnaTt T' oxpf\inos

yvcanri re Kv()fffi re Ka\S>s 8' fls tpy' 'A^poSir^j,

irp6s 6' ftirvov ?ipp.offrai, T~bv Ka/j.drwi> \tptva,

Trpbs T^I' TepTrvoTaTTjj' re QtSiv OvnTots 'Tyifiav,

Kal T$IV Eu<rerjs yeirova 2axfpo<rui/iji', K.r.\.

2 vv. 104, sq.
8 But compare p. 198, note on Demodocus of Leros.
4 On the history and development of the epigram cf. now Flach, pp.

441 sq., who gives all the modern authorities. Starting from Junghahn's
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ness of these little pieces is always a very difficult question ;

but that the general fashion prevailed, and that various literary

men amused themselves in this way, apart from great competi-
tions for public dedications, is certain. The reader will find

in Bergk's Lyrici many such epigrams of great beauty under

the authors to whom they were attributed. To discuss them

together is rather the task of the historian of post-classical

literature. For the Alexandrians not only revived the Ionic

elegy in the hands of Callimachus, Philetas, Eratosthenes, Par-

thenius, and others, but exercised their wits in making subtle

epigrams full of dainty conceits. These are well worth reading
in the anthology, where they are confused with many specimens
of older and simpler work, and have been tastefully reviewed in

a special chapter of Mr. Symonds' Greek Poets.

The erotic elegy of Callimachus, Philetas and their school

is chiefly interesting as having been the model of the Roman

elegy, which is one of the glories of Latin literature in the

hands of Ovid, Catullus, Tibullus, and Propertius. But the

scanty remains of Callimachus,
1 and the almost total loss of

the others, relieve me of the necessity of discussing them with

the detail I have allowed to Apollonius.
2 Yet it is from the

Alexandrian and Roman elegy that the whole modern notion

of that kind of poem has been derived. Thus the exceptional

Nanno of Mimnermus was more lasting in idea than the far

more ambitious and famous works of Solon and Theognis, of

Xenophanes and Tyrtasus.
3

tract (1869) on Simonides, Kaibel (J. Jahrbb. vol. cv. 801) ; Bergk (in his

FLG. pp. 446, sq. ), and Kirchhoffon the history ofthe Attic elegy {Hermes,
vol. v.), have collected all the evidence for the genuineness of the epigrams
ascribed to great Greek poets.

1 One elegy on the annual bathing of the statue of Athene at Argos in

the Inachus, 140 lines in Doric dialect, and after the style of a Homeric

hymn, on the adventures of Athene in Bceotia, and the blinding of Teire-

sias. On Callimachus, cf. above, 102.
2 The reader will now find a review and appreciation of Callimachus

and his rivals in my Greek Life and Thought, chap, xi., and of the prin-

cipal epigrammatists in the last chapter of my Greek World under Roman

Sivay.
3
Flach, p. 439, gives a good summary of the three stages of the elegy :
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139. While the elegy had taken its completed pragmatical
form in Theognis, and while, as we shall see, Ibycus and Ana-

creon were each following up special forms of lyric poetry, the

iambic metre, of which we hear hardly anything since the elder

Semonides, revived with peculiar modifications under the hands

of HIPPONAX of Ephesus, who is generally mentioned as the

third iambic poet of the Greeks, along with Archilochus and

Semonides. He lived about the 6oth Ol. at Clazomenae, being
exiled from his native town by the tyrants Athenagoras and

Comas, and was chiefly noted for his scurrilous poems on

Bupalus and Athenio, the celebrated sculptors, who had repre-

sented or exaggerated his personal deformity in a portrait statue.

He seems, however, also to have attacked a contemporary

painter, and to have been a man of violent hates, and of an

unhappy life. Ovid (in his Ibis) says that he died of hunger,
but this may be a poetical inference from the complaints of

cold and hunger in his extant fragments, which German critics

take seriously, but which are more probably the comic outbursts

of a somewhat low and pleasure-loving nature, as we may guess
from the many allusions to cookery quoted from him. Though
he used ordinary iambic trimeters, tetrameters, and also hexa-

meters in epic parodies (which he perhaps invented), his distinc-

tive feature was the use of choliambics, or iambics ending with

a spondee, which, according to the Germans, gives the metre a

halting low plebeian tone, only fit for vulgar and coarse subjects.

Nevertheless, the refined Callimachus and Babrius came to use

it for short fables of an innocent and even graceful descrip-

tion. There is no poetical beauty in the extant fragments,
which are chiefly cited by grammarians either for peculiar cus-

toms, such as the sacrificing of (frap/jLaKoi the human sin offer-

ings at the Thargelia or for hard and obscene words, probably
local or slang in character. Though well-known and oft

quoted, Hipponax naturally formed no school, but there are

fragments of a certain Ananius, who wrote in the same metre,

and who seems to have lived about the same time. The con-

stant invocations of Hermes in the fragments of Hipponax are

viz. (i) didactic and patriotic; (2) didactic and ethical; (3) didactic

and artificial.
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remarkable, and point to some unexplained cause. This god

may possibly have been the favourite deity of the lower classes

in Ionic cities, and represented in the streets, as we know was

the case at Athens. The names of the later choliambists are

not worth enumerating.
1

The spirit of personal satire was transmitted to Attic comedy,
which is generally agreed to have started with an iambic vein,

and in its political days, the attacks of the comic poets on

leading men, or on notorious libertines at Athens were not less

direct and angry than the verses of Archilochus and Hipponax.
The close alliance in spirit between these two branches of

Greek poetry is further illustrated by the fact that Hermippus,
one of the bitterest opponents of Pericles among the old comic

poets, was also the author of a book of iambic and trochaic

poems, often quoted both by Athenaeus and the scholiasts on

Aristophanes.
2 These poems were personal attacks of the

same kind as those in the parabasis of the earlier comedies,

but here even in form imitated from the ancient masters of

satire among the Greeks.3

140. The most striking possible contrast to Hipponax was
his contemporary ANACREON of Teos, who migrated with his

townspeople to Abdera, when they were driven out by Harpargus.

1 Cf. Bergk, FLG. pp. 788, sq. Herodas alone is still of interest, and

his fragments worth reading. But his date is variously assigned from the

age of Xenophon to that of Callimachus, and his history unknown. To
him is ascribed the invention of Mimiambics (dramatic choliambics) and

also of Hemiambics, the dimeter catalectic iambics so common in the Ana-

creontics. I strongly suspect these two titles refer to the same thing,

though carefully separated by modern critics. Meliambics (whatever they

were) were ascribed to Kerkidas, the contemporary of Philip of Macedon.
2 Cf. Meineke, Hist. Com. p. 96.
3 When the Romans lay claim to the invention of satire, as their sole

originality in poetry, it is to be remembered that this is only true in the

peculiar Roman sense of satira, as a poetical medley, such as the satires of

Horace and Persius ; and this we are not in a position to deny, as we have

lost the mimes of Sophron. But we know that Sophron was the model of

the latter, and therefore may have anticipated this phase of literature also.

To say that satire, in the other and now received sense, was invented by
the Romans is quite ridiculous.
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From thence he was called to grace the court of Polycrates

of Samos, then the greatest man in the Greek world; and

after Polycrates' murder he is said to have passed his old

age with the scarcely less splendid Hipparchus at Athens. Of
his death nothing certain is known. 1 Instead of the low viru-

lence and bitter wants of Hipponax's life, we have here an

accomplished courtier, a votary of love and wine, a man who

enjoyed every human pleasure to the full, and felt no trouble

save the touch of silver in his hair, and the scorn of stately

youth or fair maiden for his advancing years. He concerned

himself with no politics ;
he gave no serious advice in morals ;

he stands aloof from all the higher aims and aspirations of his

age ;
he was essentially

' the idle singer of an empty day,' the

minion in poetry of a luxurious and sensual court. The vigor-

ous attack on Artemon (fr. 21) seems incited by erotic jealousy ;

the hymns to Dionysus, who is with him as prominent as

Hermes with Hipponax, were in no sense religious, but worldly

compositions. Fr. 2 seems a complete hymn, and among the

few certainly genuine remains of the poet :

"nj/a|, $ Sa/idAr/s "Eptas

Kal NvyU<j>cu KuavdiiriSes

irop<J>vp7j T' 'AtppoS/TTj

ffvfjnrai^uvffiv e'iri<TTp(>eai 8*

tyri\(cv KopvQas opfiav,

yowov/j.ai <re' <rp 8' fvfjifvfys

\l?' T]friv, /cexaKrfu'jTjs 5'

K\fvfiov\cp 5' a-yadb* ytvtv

ffvfj,0ou'nos' rbv 4fibv 8' pr',
Si Afvvvfff, 5fX(r0oj.

But this want of seriousness reached the very core of his

nature. His praise of love and of wine are not the passionate

outbursts of Archilochus or Alcaeus, but the elegant encomia of

an Aristippus, who lays hold of pleasure, but is not held by it.

The glow of passion and the pang of grief could not agitate

that worldly and selfish soul, even though he ventures to assert

1 There was a famous bronze statue of him on the Acropolis of Athens,

which Pausanias saw (L 25. I) of which the Borghese Anacreon may lie a

copy.
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' that Eros struck at him with a mighty axe, and plunged him

in a wintry torrent.' The great body of his fragments,
1 and the

numerous imitations of his poems, speak of love as an engross-

ing amusement, of feasting as spoilt by earnest conversation,

nay even of old age with a sort of jovial regret, very different

from the dark laments of the earnest Mimnermus. The poetry

of Anacreon is no longer the outburst of pent-up passion, but

the exercise of a graceful talent, the ornament of a luxurious

leisure. Had the court of Augustus not affected moral reforms

and national aims, we should have had in Horace a very simi-

lar poet. In both the very absence of intensity permitted a

peculiar polish and grace of form, so much so, that no Greek

poet excels Anacreon in the variety and elegance of his metres,

or in the purity of his diction. 2

It was for this very reason, because perfect form was com-

bined with trivial and shallow sentiment, that the Alexandrians,

Romans, and the poetasters of a worn-out culture chose him

above all others as their most suitable model. For a long time

the Anacreontics composed in the schools of the fourth century

A.D., especially at Gaza, imposed their conceits upon the world

as the work of Anacreon an imposture of which the brilliant

translations of Thomas Moore are a happy result, but an im-

posture inconceivable had they attempted to copy the redhot

.aristocrats, whose lyrics spoke their troubled and turbulent life.

I will not discuss these well-known love poems, which were

printed repeatedly with great elegance at Parma and at Rome
in the last century, so much so that they have become of con-

siderable value to lovers of beautiful books. The Roman

reproduction in plates and in type of the eleventh, century
Palatine MS. (Spaletti, 1781) is particularly interesting. They
are again edited with more care than they deserve by Val. Rose

1

They are ekgantly characterised by Critias (in his 7th extant fragment,

Bergk, p. 695) as fvfar^fflitf tpiQiapa., fwaiKuiv rjirfp6irevij.a, av\uv avriiraAov,

<pt\opdpfiiTO>', riSvv, &\VTTOV.

Cf. Flach's careful account of his various metres (L. G. p. 542, sq.),

who justly calls him the most universal of all the /Eolian yrists. He also

notes that Anacreon alludes to more and more complex instruments than

his predecessors.
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and by Bergk, though they are not without a certain elegance,
and have produced innumerable translations and imitations.

To us they are chiefly useful as evidences of the effect pro-

duced by the complete works of Anacreon upon the schools

which studied him.

In form Anacreon belongs to the ^Eolic school of Sappho
and Alcaeus, and his poems were sung without chorus to the

accompaniment of a lyre of twenty strings. His verses were

monostrophic, like theirs, repeating simple but varied rythms,

mixed iambics, choriambics, and tribrachs, after the manner of

the verses of our modern songs. But he seems to have avoided

the special metres called by us Alcaic and Sapphic, and to have

preferred glyconics. In adopting this simple and personal

form of the ^Eolic bards, he was led by a truer instinct than his

contemporary Ibycus, who attempted to combine the erotic

tone of the Lesbian school with the choral lyric form of the

Dorians. But it will be better to class Ibycus with the latter

and we shall accordingly return to him.

1 Stark (Qutzsf. Anacr.), Rose, Hanssen and others have lately been

analysing the Anacreontics as to metre, dialect, and their analogies to the

genuine fragments. The result seems to be that the collection was gradually

put together, beginning perhaps about the first century A.D. , and embodying

many hemiambics from the school of Herodas. Cf. Flach, L. G. p.

550, sq.
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CHAPTER XII.

THE PUBLIC LYRIC POETRY OF THE GREEKS.

141. WE have already recognised the first beginnings of this

strictly Greek form of poetry in our notice of Alcman, though
personal allusions are still frequent in his fragments, and his

provincial character was noted in contrast to the broader fea-

tures of his successors. The first of these who is sufficiently

important for this brief history is ARION of .Methymna, specially

celebrated as having organised the dithyrambic
1 choruses in

honour of Dionysus, whose worship, orgiastic and oriental in

character, had hitherto been unsanctioned by either states or

literary men, but was popular about the Isthmus. He arranged
the chorus of fifty, so as to produce antistrophic effects, and

brought into use dancing the science of orchestic as sub-

sidiary to music and poetry. Historians of the drama have

laid great stress on this improvement of the popular dithyramb.
Arion was the first to introduce it into a Doric town, Corinth,

and to give the chorus an artistic form, called cyclic, which was

not changed till Thespis rearranged his tragic chorus to a square

form. It seems, furthermore, that the dithyrambic choruses of

Arion were not wildly joyous and licentious, like the original

country dances which were his model, but honoured Dionysus
as Zagreus, or god of the nether world, in a solemn Doric tone.

Arion is even called the inventor of the tragic tropos, which

corresponded to the e/x/xeXcto, or solemn dance of subsequent

1 The derivation of the word dithyrambos, which appears to have been

another name for Dionysus, is not yet satisfactorily explained. It was

always used to designate those mimic combinations of music, poetry, and

dancing which were performed in honour of the god. It was used by
Archilochus, though Herodotus says Arion was the first to name and

teach (owopdaavTa re al 8i5d|ai'Ta) this lyric exercise.
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tragedy. It seems that his cyclic chorus did not wear masks,

but was a serious body of men, so that the dithyramb assumed

in his hands something of the dignity of the choral worship of

Apollo. The rude wild dithyramb of the country folks no

doubt still subsisted, but Arion created a new literary form.

These important innovations are indirect inferences, in some

cases not very certain, from the stray notes surviving about his

literary position, which is little discussed by the ancients.

Yet his personal fame was very great, as appears from the

story of his being compelled by sailors, who coveted his

amassed wealth, to jump into the sea on his return route from

Italy, when a dolphin carried him to Taenarum. He re-

appeared at the court of Periander, to the dismay of his would-be

murderers. He seems, in fact, as intimate with Periander as

Anacreon was with Polycrates. This fixes his date, and he

is besides called a pupil of Alcman. As to the story of the

dolphin, our evidence for it is curiously old and respect-

able. There is the charming narrative of Herodotus
(i. 23),

who mentions the figure of the poet on a dolphin, dedicated at

Tgenarum. This figure was well known, and was copied, or

paralleled, by numerous coins of Methymna, Corinth, Tarentum,

Brundusium, and other cities in Italy. Legends of Tarentum,

however, connect both Taras and Phalanthus in a similar way
with dolphins, so that we cannot be sure that all the coins

represent Arion. But ^Elian, in repeating the story, quotes a

passage from Arion himself, distinctly alleging the facts. This

elegant poem
1 has been, of course, declared spurious, because

KOixpOHTi TroStav pifj.fj.affiv

Kovpav NrjpefSctfj/ dtav,

tis fyfivar' 'A/j,(piTpiTa
'

o't /u' (Is Fie\oiros yav itrl Taivaptav

KVpTO'lO'l V't'TOlS 6%* VVTfS,
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it asserts a miracle, or because it is unworthy of such, a poet as

Arion that poet's works being otherwise unknown ! ! or be-

cause it is supposed to contain Attic modernisms. 1 All these

are matters of opinion, and, on the whole, the absence of any
mention of the poem by earlier authorities makes me doubt its

genuineness, though I suspect it must be the ancient work of

some immediate pupil, who passed it off as the poet's own.

It has not, I think, been observed that the close connection

between Arion and the cult of Dionysus may have suggested
the dolphin legend, for we see from the Homeric hymn to

Dionysus (above, p. 151) how that god was early identified

with marine adventure, and more especially with dolphins, as a

sort of sporting sea satyrs, whose gambollings might be thought

analogous to a dancing chorus.

142. There is yet another alleged composer of tragic

cJwruses like Arion's, whose work Herodotus notices in one

of his precious literary digressions Epigenes of Sicyon. Hero-

dotus says that the Sicycnians honoured Adrastus in every

possible way, and even celebrated his sufferings in tragic

choruses, honouring, not Dionysus, but Adrastus. Cleisthenes,

for political reasons, restored the due honours to the god.
But this early attempt to substitute a mortal hero's sufferings

for those of Dionysus is a curious anticipation of the great stride

to tragedy made in Attica at the close of the same century.

143. Before passing on, a word may be said on the melic

fragments quoted by Diogenes Laertius, as the most favourite

of the songs composed by the seven wise men. He cites with

this formula (roiv Se dSojuei/wv /xaAtcrra tu^wd^UJtrv avrov raSe)

from Pittacus, Bias, Chilo, Thales, and Cleobulus. 2 The metres

are dactyls and trochees combined in logocedic manner.

The diction seems antique. Yet I agree with the sceptical

critics who deny their genuineness. Diogenes borrowed most

&\oKa N.Tjpefoj irAa/cbs

Tt/j.voi'Tes, affTiftrj irJpot', ty&Tfs So'AiOt

Sis
fj.' a<p' a\nr\6ov y\a.q>vpa.s vt&s

els olSfi a.\tir6p<(>vpov \lfj.vas fpt^/av.
1

Especially, according to Flach (i. 351-2), in its metre, which points

(he imagines) to the period of the Attic dithyramb. Cf. also Sittl, i. p. 316.
2 Cf. above p. 198.
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of them from the book of the Argive Lobo, about whose age
or authority we know nothing.

1

144. The inscription of Echembrotus the Arcadian, quoted

by Pausanias from a tripod at Thebes, is genuine, and relates

that this man contended at Delphi (evidently after the wide

growth of the festival) and composed, for the Hellenes, songs
and elegies. But his date is unknown. Another poet, Xanthus,
is distinctly mentioned as older than Stesichorus, and his model
in some things. But he too is a mere name, and only serves

us to introduce his successor.

145. STESICHORUS of Himerawas a great figure in Greek

literature, and evidently a man of the first importance, but his

fragments, though numerous (above 50), do not afford us the

materials for an independent judgment. His family was said

to proceed from the Locrian colony Mataurus in Sicily, and, as

we have seen (p. 121, note), the Locrian legends connect him

with Hesiod. His original name is said by Suidas to have

been Tisias. He lived about 630-550 B.C., and appears to have

died at an advanced age in Catana, where a curious octagon

monument, with eight pillars and eight steps, marked his tomb.2

As the oldest poet of Sicily, he was specially distinguished.

More particularly he is praised for his Homeric tone, and only

slightly censured by the later Roman rhetoricians for redund-

ancy. His poems once comprised twenty-six books, of which a

group of twelve poems with epic titles is speciallynoticed, such as

Eriphyla, the Fall of Troy, Helena, the Oresteia, &c.
;
of these

we shall speak again. There were also religious poems, of

which we know very little
; songs of revelry, sung in Athens at

wine-parties ;
bucolic love poems about shepherds (particularly

Daphnis), which are called by ^Elian the forerunners of Theo-

critus' poetry, and lastly love stories in verse, which seem to

have been unlike anything in Greek literature, except the Mile-

sian tales, and their successors, the late Greek novels. Of

1 He is set down as a mere liar by Hiller in Rhein. Mus. xxxiii. pp.

518, sq.
- Ol. 37-56 ; in Hesychius a tomb at Himera is also mentioned.

Flach (i. p. 318, note) says that Sicily was used like the two Sicilies after-

wards, and puts Matauros in Italy.
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these the JZalyke, much in fashion among women, told of that

maiden being enamoured of a youth, and praying to Aphrodite
that she might be joined to him in lawful wedlock ;

but when
her desire could not be accomplished, she took away her own
life. This sentimental poetic novel was remarkable for its

moral tone, and indeed all Stesichorus' poetry produces the

same impression.

J46. His position in the history of Greek religion is very

important, for finding the taste for epic recitation decaying, he

undertook to reproduce epic stories in lyric dress, and present
the substance of the old epics in rich and varied metres, and

with the measured movements of a trained chorus. This was a

direct step towards the drama, for when any one member of the

chorus came to stand apart and address the rest of the choir,

we have already the essence of Greek tragedy before us. He
added to the strophe and antistrophe the epode, and so gave
choral lyric poetry the complete form, found in Pindar and the

tragic choruses. But apart from these formal changes, he freely

altered and modified the substance of the legends,
1 or perhaps

brought into notoriety old and little-known variations which

from his day became popular, and passed into Attic tragedy. To

judge from like variations in Pindar, some of these changes
were suggested by moral lessons, but possibly most of them

merely by a love of variety, and of refreshing the somewhat

worn-out epic legends. On the siege of Troy especially he

differed much from our Homer, and his famous palinodia about

Helen gave rise to the most celebrated story about him. 2 He
had, in the opening of a poem, spoken disparagingly of the

heroine, who struck him with blindness. He then composed
his recantation (the 'EAeVa), which asserted that not the real

1 Flach (i. 338) thinks, from the epic of Peisander.
2 From the authorities cited by Bergk (FLG. p. 981), it appears that

Plato (Phtzci. 243 A) is our earliest voucher for the legend; then Iso-

crates (in his Encom. Hel. p. 64). But the fullest account is in Pausanias

(lii. 19. ii) and the schol. on Plato. A host of other allusions is also

cited. It is important to observe, that among them a scholion on Lyco-

phron speaks of Hesiod as the first deviser of the story of an et8<\ot> of

Helen.

VOL I. I Q
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but a phantom Helen had gone to Troy (a legend recurring

in Euripides' Helena), and he accordingly recovered his sight.
1

The poet was apparently no politician, though his apologue of

the horse who called in a rider to help him against the stag was

reported to have been composed for the citizens of Agrigentum
to open their eyes to the danger of giving Phalaris the power
which he afterwards so grievously misused. The language of

Stesichorus, as befitted public choral poetry, was not a^ local

idiom, and is seldom quoted as peculiar by the grammarians,
but is epic in tone, and pure and classical in its diction.

Though apparently somewhat staid and formal in his style (' Ste-

sichori graves Camenae
'),

he is highly praised by Quintilian,

Dionysius, and all the critics. Alexander the Great said kings
should read him. He was even recited at table, like Simonides,

and placed in the Alexandrian canon. Unfortunately, his

fragments, chiefly cited for new versions of legends, are more

barren than usual for us
;
nor is there any poet of whom so

much has remained, who now presents so indefinite and vague
a figure in Greek literature. But he has a certain family like-

ness to Pindar, whose 4th Pythian ode is probably similar in

type to the poems on epic subjects.

147. The remains of the poet IBYCUS are of a far more

definite complexion. This poet, a native of Rhegium, flourished

about Ol. 60, and has been variously regarded as a successor

of Stesichorus, and as an offshoot of the ^Eolic school. There

are' strong reasons for both these views, but that which main-

tains the former is, in my opinion, the more correct. He lived

at Polycrates' court, perhaps as the instructor of the tyrant.

The poems of Ibycus were essentially choral poems, and in-

tended for public performances. They have the complicated
structure of Stesichorus' poems and some fragments on epic

subjects ascribed in turn to either poet, show how strong

was the similarity between them. Such, at least, are our

extant fragments. There are indeed a great many references

1 The first lines of this palinodia have survived :

OVK tffT eVujuos \6yos OTO?,

oiiS" eBas eV vavalv evfff\/j.ois

oiiti' '//ceo riepyafia Tpolas.
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in geographers and scholiasts to Ibycus as an autnority on epic

legends. But, on the other hand, the exceedingly glowing and

beautiful confessions of love, and the fact that these were some-

times addressed to individual youths, seem to place the poet

among the personal lyrists of the ./Eolic school, and suggest

that he should be treated along with Sappho and Anacreon.

Some critics think he had a Stesichorean epoch in his life,

before he left the west and went to Samos, where contact

with Anacreon changed his style from Doric choral to ALolic

monody. But I can see no evidence sufficient to support
this fancy.

It has been surmised that these love poems were not

really personal, that the Chalcidians had of old contests of

beauty among boys, and openly legalised the love of them,

and that Ibycus composed these passionate addresses as the

public expression of the love of beauty among his fellow-

citizens, so that we have here a literary effort even more

artificial and self-conscious than the philosophic gaiety of

Anacreon. But such excessive refinements are surely an ana-

chronism in Ibycus' age, and we ought rather to regard his

poetry as a very important attempt to combine the chief merits

of the ^Eolic school with the richer and more popular forms of

the Doric choral poetry. We know that many of his poems
were of this strictly Stesichorean character, and it does not at

all appear that he devoted himself wholly to love, like Sappho,

or that he touched politics, like Alcaeus. On the other hand,

we find the feeling of love almost avoided by the public choral

lyrics, so that these fragments stand out in peculiar relief. It

is very remarkable that this noble attempt of Ibycus did not

find imitators. Anacreon and Ibycus are the last lyric poets

who touched these magic chords in human nature. The

poetry of love disappears (except in skolia) during the period

of the political greatness of Greece, and only revives as an

artificial plant in the decay of its literature. It may have been

felt that such personal and private feelings were unsuitable to

public choirs, and the artistic sense of the Greeks may have

forbidden such a combination. When this artistic sense was

rapidly developing the rich antistrophic periods, and various

Q2
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metres, with orchestic to expound them to the eye as well as to

the ear it may have been felt that these complicated forms

were greater and more national than the simple songs of Sappho
and Anacreon, however pathetic and beautiful these latter

might be. So it came that Ibycus, who is quoted with great

enthusiasm by Athenaeus, and other critics of late date, is not,

so far as I can remember, commonly praised among the an-

cients, or placed at all on a level with Stesichorus. To us the

extant fragments justify the reversing of this judgment, those

of Ibycus being exceptionally beautiful. 1

The legend of the cranes which exposed his murderers has

been best told in a famous poem by Schiller, but does not rest

on any very ancient authority.
2

1

Frag. 2 : "Epos aSre /j.f Kvavtoiffiv inr'b &\e<papois raxtp'

5epic6fj.evos

Kn\i\iwffi Tca.vTo5a.irois es &ireipa SiiCTva KinrptS

^ fj.av Tpofifta viv eirfp^Sfitvov,

SiffTf <pepfvyos "iriros a.ed\o<(>6ps irorl frjpcu

atKcay ffvv oxfff<pt 6oo?s es a/xiAAaf tfia.

2 Some grammarian brought the name together with ?/3uf, probably a

crane, and hence the legend arose. Cf. Flach, i. p. 602. Cf. also the list

of obscure poets of the Dorian lyric school given in Flach, i. 321, note.

They are mere names, not worth recording here.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE AGE OF SIMONIDES AND PINDAR.

148. WE come at last to the two great masters of what

the Germans call universal melic, Simonides and Pindar. Uni-

versal melic implies that these men rose above all local

idioms and parochial interests, and were acknowledged as

national poets
1 and composers of all sorts of lyric poetry. It

must, however, be remembered, in limitation of these notions,

that the love-songs of the ^Eolic school are not reproduced,

that the personal experiences of the poet are no longer promi-

nent, and that these men distinctly represent the triumph of

the public lyrics over the personal lyrics of earlier schools.

This change was either the cause or the effect, or both, of a

changed social position in the poets themselves. Neither

Simonides nor Pindar has anything in common with the tur-

bulent aristocrats of earlier lyric days. The rise and pre-

valence of tyrants in Greece, and their desire of spreading cul-

ture about them, had created a demand, and a comfortable

prospect, for professional court poets, of whom Anacreon has

already been noticed as a specimen. Thus both Simonides

and Pindar lived and composed at the courts of tyrants. But

fortunately for them their epoch coincided with the outburst of

democracy after the Persian wars, and the rise of free states

which could rival the tyrants in patronising letters. Thus we

1 This claim is, however, made by an earlier poet, Echembrotus, the

Arcadian ; cf. above, p. 224. The dialect of both these poets in their

choral songs was not their native tongue, but the conventional Doric dia-

lect used by Stesichorus for this kind of poetry. Pindar, indeed, appears

to have used some of his native Bceotisms, and Simonides in his elegiac

poems his native Ionic, but in general their language was as fixed and as

artificial as that of the odes in the Attic tragedy.
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find these distinguished men equal favourites with despots and

with their bitterest enemies, and we can see how carefully they
must have avoided politics. In the great national contest

against Persia, Simonides took part by his numerous elegies

and epigrams,
1 for which he seems to have revived the elegiac

metre, which had fallen into disuse for philosophical and moral

purposes. But Pindar, whose city had taken the wrong side,

and had Medized, was unable to glorify the Greek cause ade-

quately at the expense of the Thebans, and hence Simonides

maintained, among his contemporaries, a higher reputation.

SIMONIDES, son of Leoprepes, was born at lulis, on the

island of Keos an island afterwards noted for good laws

and for culture and was consequently distinguished from his

older namesake as 6 Ketos. As his life reached from 556 to

469 B.C., he may be said to have lived through the most glo-

rious and certainly the most eventful period of Greek history.

In one department of poetry, in his elegies and epigrams, he

indeed always held the foremost rank, but the sacerdotal and

grandiloquent splendour of Pindar has long gained the day
over the smoother and more worldly compositions of Simonides,

which were more obvious and are believed to have been less

profound. He wrote concerning Lycurgus, and his influence

on Sparta, probably in some choral piece intended for recitation

there. He was intimate with both Pausanias and Themistocles;

he was long the favourite leader of the cyclic choruses (in spite

of his plain appearance) and composer of dithyrambic hymns
at the Dionysiac festivals, which had become popular since the

days of Peisistratus. He was intimate with the Skopadae, the

hereditary grandees of Thessaly, who may have been far behind

Athenian culture, but were able to pay princely fees for the

praise even of their dogs. He was also intimate with the great

tyrants in Sicily, with Theron and Hieron, whose quarrels he

allayed by his prudent advice. It seems that anyone could pur-

chase his services, and this purely professional attitude appeared
mean to most Greeks when compared with the red-hot passion

of the old aristocratic lyrist, or the national importance of the

Attic dramatist, whose aims were far above pecuniary rewards.

1

Fragg. 90-110.
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Most unfortunately we have no complete poem (save epi-

grams and epitaphs) now remaining from this great master
;

but the exquisite beauty, the pellucid clearness, and the deep
but chastened pathos of his fragments make us wish to ex-

change a few of Pindar's more laboured odes for the master-

pieces of his rival. Besides sepulchral inscriptions, we have

remains of Epinikia, of Hymns, Dithyrambs, Parthenia, Hy-
porchemes, and Threni, or laments. Our finest fragments be-

long to the latter, and lead us to suppose that pathos was the

peculiar gift in which he excelled. It was that calm and digni-

fied grief which is so marked a feature in the monumental art

of the Greeks, and of which the specimens in sculpture reach

from the Attic tomb reliefs to the famous Laocoon.

Simonides was, moreover, famed for wise and witty sayings,

and paid attention to the art of mnemonics. His modifications

of the Greek alphabet point rather to his having brought ad-

ditional letters, already known, into fashion in monumental

inscriptions, than to his being the actual discoverer. He de-

scribed poetry as -word-painting, a remark with which Lessing

opens his Laocoon, and styles Simonides 'the Greek Voltaire,'

a very unhappy comparison. Of the great number of epigrams
handed down to us in the Anthology under his name, many are

doubtless spurious, nor is it easy to detect a clever imitator in

such short and simple pieces, where a far inferior poet might
often succeed in rivalling his master. 1 Some of them, however,

are attested by indubitable authority, such as that of Herodotus,

or by respectable scholiasts. These are rather remarkable for

extreme simplicity and for an avoidance of the conceits of

later epigrammatists.
2 But in any case they are of inferior in-

terest to the fragments of his greater poems, as, for example,

' Even if critics did not differ widely in their estimates. Thus the

epigram on the slain at the Eurymedon (fr. 105) in any case of doubtful

authenticity on account of its date, which was about that of the poet's

death at Syracuse is considered by Kriiger a poor imitation, by Bergk
and Flach (i. p. 6 1 8) a noble poem of the best period.

2 His high esteem for terse clear utterance, as a privilege of Greeks

and of educated men, appears from the proverbs about his juoxpbj \6yos

(cf. Bergk, frag. 189).
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the exquisite lament of Danae. 1 The form of this poem is

peculiar. It is no proper threnos on the death ofa real person,

but the poetical account of a pathetic mythical situation. It

approaches the lyrical monody of a tragedy.

Apart from his splendid expressions of nationality and of

patriotism,
2 there is, apparently for the reasons above cited, an

avoidance of politics in the remains of Simonides. On the

other hand, we find a considerable advance in the critical and

philosophical temper which pervades them. He dissects and

censures the current saws of elder sages,
3 and sometimes

repeats them in a finer and richer form. Thus Hesiod's

famous lines on the ' narrow way that leadeth unto virtue
'

1

Frag. 37 : "Ore Xapvam Iv ?ai5aAe'a &vefj.is re /ur

KanjQeiffd, re \iu.va

Sfifiari tfpnrfv, OVK aSiavroiffi irapeiats

flW re 2> reitos, oiov fx v&vov

<r* 8' cuarels ya\adiivy r' IjQei Kyuffffets a

Sw/iart xa\Ktoyop.<ptf,

vuKri\a.inrel Kvavtif re Sy/itfxa rcu/wrBfls.

ava\eav 5' vveoOe reav Kou.au flaBf'tcu'

trapt6vros Hvfaaros OUK iAe'yeir,

ou8' avefiov <f>86yytfv,

K(iu.fvos ef voptpvpfq x^ai/iSt, Ttp6<ranrov

E 8e rol Seivbv r6 "ye Seivbv ^r,

KOI Kev f/uty ^fidraiv Xfirriv inr(?xts ofias.

Ke\OfjiCU 8' ev?e jSpe^os, fvoerca 5e TT^VTOS,

euSeVai 8' Uperpov KO.KOV

/j.eTuifio\ia 8 TIS (pavtiri, "Lev icdtep,

{K ffeo 8rn 8t 6apffa\eor ?T*

eKxo/j.ai t rfKv6<f>L Sifcai/ ffvyyvtaQ'i fiat.

*
Frag. 4 : Tiv ev 0fp/j.oirv\ais Gavovrav

evicXefys fj.fv a rv^a, ita\bs 8' 6 irSr/ios,

/3o)ju.bs 8' 6 rdtpos, irpb y6<*>v tie jjivaffris, A 8" olitros %iraivos.

evra<pioi> 8f roiovrov eiiptas

ovd' 6 TravSafj.dr(ap a/j.avpwffei xpdi>os.

avSpwv 8' a.ya6S>v oSe ffaicds oiKfiav ei>5oiav

'EAAttSos i'A.6To fJMprvpel Se Ae<ari8as

& 2iropras $cun\evs, operas fieyav \f\onrds

tcAffiiov d.eva6v re K\eios.

1 See also among his &TOKTOI \6yoi, or ' wit and wisdom,' the advice

(frag. 192) Tatted' ev ry fiiif Kal ftpl jujiey airXus airovfici^civ.
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are beautifully rendered. 1 But the leading feature in his philo-

sophy seems a gentle and resigned fatalism, dwelling patiently

on the weakness and the ills of men, and the inscrutable

paths of Divine Providence. 2 The longer elegiac fragment

(85) bears quite the stamp of Mimnermus, and may, as Bergk

suggests, have strayed hither (through Stobaeus) from the older

Semonides. It seems a natural consequence of this fatalism,

which is curiously at variance with the splendid speculations

of Pindar on the future life of the blessed, that there should

be passages in Simonides asserting the paramount importance
of pleasure.

3 His other rival in cyclic choruses was Lasus of

Hermione, the teacher of Pindar, and one of the literary men

employed at the court of Peisistratus, of whose works but a

single fragment of three lines remains.

In concluding our account of these manifold fragments of

Greek poetry between Hesiod and Pindar, it may be well to

mention that English versions of the most striking pieces will

be found appended to Milman's Agamemnon, to Mr. Fitz-

gerald's Hippolytus, and in the chapters which Mr. Symonds
has devoted to them in his Greek Poets.

1

Frag. 58 :

"Effn TIS \6yos,

rai/ "Aperov valfiv 8vffa.fj.fid.TOis tirl TreVpats,

vvv 5e
ji.iv 6oav x&pov ayvbv a.jj.<pttrfiv.

oi>5e iravriav /3\f<pdpois Qvaruiv tffoirros,

&
/j.^1 SaKe6vfj.os ISpciis

fvSoQtv fJ.6\ri, JK7J7OI T' ts unpov avSpeias.

2 Thus (fragg. 38, 39) :

FlaVra yap ft'iav iKVflrai SaffirXrira Xapi/^Sic,

at fJLtyd\ai r' aptral Kal d it\ov-ros.

rioAAbj yap 6.fJ.fuv (Is rb rtGvavat xp&vos,

&(J.fV 5' api6fjLy iravpa KaKus erea.

And again :

'AvOpdtnrwi' 6\iyov [*fy Kapros, aTTpauTot S( fjit\ir)86vfs,

aHafi 5e iravpcp TT&VOS ifupl ir6vca

6 8' atpvKTOs 6fj.cO>s eiriKpt/jiaTai Bdvaros '

Kfivov yap Irrov Ka^ov futpos o'l r' ayadol

bffrts re KO.KOS.

3 As we have in fragg. 70 and 71. His rivalry with Pindar and

jealousy of him are said to have been expressed in the words of frag. 75,

i\e-/x ft & v* os olvos, &C.
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149. The Theban Pindar is the only Greek lyric poet of

whose works any considerable or complete portion has been

preserved, and it is fortunate that even this scanty dole should

come from an artist of the highest name and fame. He was

born at Cynoscephalae, close to Thebes, the son of Daiphantus,
in the spring of 521, or end of Ol. 64, 3.

1 His ancestors were

known as flute-players, and apparently connected, through the

/Egidoe, with Doric blood, as we may infer from his 5th Pythian
ode. Lasus of Hermione was his master,

2 and indeed Thebes
was generally celebrated at the time for flute-playing,

3
though

an old proverb, which he twice quotes, spoke of his people as
'
Boeotian swine.' Yet celebrated women, Myrtis and Corinna,

contended against him and conquered him in his early youth
in poetical contests, and from the latter he is said to have

received advice and encouragement. But he became known
and esteemed at an early age, for we have one poem (Pyth. x.)

apparently written when he was not above twenty. Two
others (Pyth. vi. and xii.), which date from before the Persian

wars, are simpler and less ambitious than his later poems,
and may be regarded as showing the earliest phase of Pindar's

style. The great crisis of the Persian wars seems to have

affected him as little as was possible, for being a Theban and

opposed to the patriotic states of Greece, he could not offend

1 He was certainly born at the very time of the I7th Pythian Games,
but there is a grave doubt whether this may not correspond with Ol. 65, 3

(518 B.C.), for though the Pythian contest seems to have originated in the

48th Ol., the first contest was an ay&v xpTj/taTtTrjs, for money prizes,

whereas in Ol. 49, 3 it was made <rre<j>avirris, and from this date the

scholiasts on Pindar begin their reckoning. Boeckh, who counts from

Ol. 48, 4, depends on Pausanias only, who seems hardly so good an

authority as the excellent scholiasts on Pindar. Cf. on the question Bergk,
f'LG. p, 9, who says he probably lost his father early, and that his step-

father Scopelinus was a flute-player. There is now an excellent and

ample monograph on Pindar by A. Croiset (La Poesie de Pindare, second

edition, 1886).
-
Apollodorus and Agathocles are also mentioned, and it is more than

probable that he received his instruction from all three masters at Athens.
3 This fashion was not introduced at Athens till later, and is mentioned

in connection with Alcibiades.
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his townsmen, and would not offend the greater states with

whom his sympathy probably lay. Polybius, indeed (iv. 31),

censures him for his ' most disgraceful and mischievous utter-

ance '

in favour of the Thebans keeping aloof from the great
national conflict with Persia, on the plea of peace at any price.

From this time on he was employed writing occasional poems
for the kings or citizens of various Hellenic cities, and it seems

almost certain, from his allusions, that he visited Thessaly,

^Egina, Argos, and, of course, Delphi and Olympia. He pro-

bably knew all the great cities
; but wrote very little for

Athenians, and not at all (I believe) for Sparta. He went to

visit Hieron at Syracuse in Ol. 76 or 77, and made friends in

most of the Sicilian cities, but seems to have been annoyed at

the rivalry and fame of Simonides and Bacchylides. Thus he

may fairly be called a national lyric poet, and one who was

honoured and rewarded by all manner of Hellenes alike. The
end of his life was without incident

; he died in his eightieth

year at the Boeotian Argos (441 B.C.).
1 There was a bronze

statue erected to him at Athens, and he was specially paid by
the Athenians for one of his poems. His house was spared by
Alexander when destroying Thebes. He had the character of

a pious reserved man, specially devoted to the worship of

Apollo among the gods, and learned in the myths and cere-

monies of local cults. He often gave proverbial advice like the

older elegiasts, to whose tone and style his wisdom bears much
resemblance. A closer estimate of his genius will occupy us

presently.

His poems comprised Hymns, Paeans, Prosodia (of which

two remain among our collection), Parthenia, Hyporchemes,

Encomia, Skolia, Dithyrambs (of which one considerable frag-

1 Other authorities place his death in his sixty-sixth year (OI. 82, i).

That the obscure Argos, mentioned as the birthplace of Acusilaus, is in-

tended, seems likely from the other account, which speaks of him as dying
in his own country. Four lives of Pindar from Suidas, the MSS. and

elsewhere, were collected by Boeckh, and are copied from him into later

editions. A fifth is prefixed to the Teubner text (ed. Christ). The fullest

and best seems to be that in a Breslau MS. (Vratisl. A, which also con-

tains the best scholia), which was first edited by Schneider.
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ment remains), Threni,
1 which seem to have been exceptionally

fine, and the Epinikia, or hymns of victory, which form the

chief part of the poems we possess. I do not believe the

notice in Suidas that he wrote tragedies. For the theory that

there existed lyrical tragedies, intermediate between the choral

lyrics and the Attic tragedy, though sustained by Bockh and

O. Miiller, seems devoid of any better foundation than that

grammarian's notice.

150. The general features of all these varied poems may
be gathered up under the following heads. In the first place,

they were non-political. The poet seems to have carefully

avoided identifying himself with any party or form of govern-
ment. His patrons were sometimes free aristocrats, sometimes

hereditary rulers, sometimes tyrants ;
and the poet is willing for

pay to praise the good points in all of them. Secondly, they
are religious, and here a strong feature in the man shines

through every line that he wrote. He was honestly attached

to the national religion, and to its varieties in old local cults.

He lived a somewhat sacerdotal life, labouring in honour of

the gods, and seeking to spread a reverence for old traditional

beliefs. He, moreover, shows an acquaintance with Orphic
rites and Pythagorean mysteries, which led him to preach the

doctrine of immortality, and of rewards and punishments in the

life hereafter. 2 This striking feature was not generally adopted

by later moral teachers, and shows that the religious teaching
of Pindar had no lasting effect on the nation. Thirdly, the

poems of Pindar are learned, and learned in this particular

sense, that while he repudiates the newer philosophy, he lays

1 Suidas gives seventeen separate titles for the seventeen books, if we
omit the tragedies. The author of his life in some of the MSS. has only

eight titles, giving two or more books under some of them. From the

fact that Theophrastus, Aristoxenus, and other old authorities quote from

the skolia, which do not appear in the second list, Bergk (FLG. pp.

280, sq.) infers that there was an old Attic collection in seventeen books,

which Suidas' authority knew ; and that the more systematic list, reduced

under fewer heads, was the Alexandrian recension, probably first edited by

Aristophanes.

The most explicit fragment (eprjvoi, 3) is, however, not considered

genuine by recent critics.
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great stress on mythical histories, on genealogies, and on ritual.

He is indeed more affected by the advance of freethinking

than he imagines : he borrows from the neologians the habit of

rationalising myths, and explaining away immoral acts and

motives in the gods; but these things are isolated attempts
with him, and have no deep effect upon his general thinking.

Fourthly, they are stately, often grandiloquent, often obscure,

but never smooth or witty, never playful with success, but

striking from their splendid diction and strange imagery. The
extant odes are exceedingly difficult, not as the choruses of

^Eschylus are difficult, from an inability to compass sublime

thoughts with words, but from the involved constructions, the

inverted order, and the imperfect logic of his long and compli-

cated sentences. Possibly the requirements of his elaborate

metres may have further increased these difficulties. And yet

Eustathius tells us that these Epinikia were more popular than

his other works. 1 If this be so, what must the other poems
have been ? for the extant odes teem with myths, often local

and obscure, myths of little interest, and full of difficulty.

Nevertheless, it is certain that Pindar has kept his place as

the very highest and noblest representative of Greek lyric

poetry. He was honoured and courted all over Greece. One
of his poems was inscribed on a stele in the temple of Jupiter

Ammon at Thebes. 2 The Athenians certainly set up a statue

in his honour, and are said (in a letter of the pseudo-^Eschines)

to have paid him double the fine imposed upon him by the

Thebans for calling Athens the mainstay of Greece,
3 as well as

for calling Athens the glorious (AiTrapcu). These silly stories

represent both Athens and Thebes as infinitely more childish

than we know them to have been. As for calling Athens

\nrapat, the epithet is applied in his extant remains to Mara-

1 5ia rb avdpcairiKtarfpoi elvat Kal 6\ry(5^u0oi, Kal fu;5e irdvv %x f

Kara, ye ra &\\a.
2 Paus. ix. 1 6 I

3
fpfiffpa 'EAAdSoj. I ask the reader to observe the growth of the

story. Isocrates (Antidosts, 166) merely says that for the sake of the

one phrase the Athenians made him a proxenus, with a present of 10,000

drachmae the later letter embellishes the matter.
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thon, Orchomenus, Naxos, Smyrna, Egypt, and Thebes
;
nor

do I think the story anything but a scholiast's invention a

propos of a well-known passage in Aristophanes.
' As for the

Thebans fining a professional poet for praising his patrons, I

cannot believe such an absurdity. Pindar was quite ready to

praise tyrants, to praise democracies, to praise Dorians, with

whom he felt special sympathies, to praise lonians, and he did

this professionally and for pay.
2 He was a good friend of all

parties, a religious and respectable man, and hated nobody

except rival poets, at whom he is always sneering, and philo-

sophers, who were becoming serious rivals to the poets gener-

ally, as teachers of morals and expounders of nascent science.

These two classes of people Pindar is constantly attacking ;
he

is constantly asserting his own powers and achievements against

them in a rather undignified way in fact, the personal allusions

in Pindar's poems are not at all pleasant or in good taste.

But as my own judgment of Pindar is somewhat at variance

with that of most classical scholars, I advise the reader to turn

to the texts themselves, and decide for himself. 3
Apart from

1 Acham. 636.
2 He alludes feelingly to this lower condition of this muse, as compared

with the older lyric poets, in Isthm. ii. 6, et sqq.

a Molira yap ov <J>i\OKep5^s ira> r6r' 3\v ou8' ^pytirts'

ovS' sirepvatno y\VKeicu jj.\uj>96yyov TTOTI

apyvptaQtiacu. irp6aci>ira ina\Qa.K6<$><avoi

vvv 8' &f>fr)Tt rb rupyeiov (u\dat

prjfj.'
a.\adelas 68>v &yxio"ra* fiaivov,

wi}(>, t>s (pa KTtavta

3 He may also consult Croiset's excellent book, La Poesie de Pindare,
to me, however, too much a mere panegyric. He has repeated most of

the substance in his chapter (vii.) on Pindar in the second vol. of his

Greek Literature. On the other hand Wilamowitz, a great authority, in

his brilliant sketch of the course of lyric poetry, seems to feel as I do.
' The poet is an imposing figure : but this kind of poetry, where the nar-

rative in conventional style is coupled with intolerable enumerations ot

earlier prizes, compliments to trainers and grooms, and what is true indi-

vidual poetry is confined to narrow limits this is the questionable product
of a Mischkultur, developed in a society that has outlived its proper life,

and bears the stamp of decay
'

(Herakles, i. 104)
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exceptional compositions, like that above alluded to as inscribed

on stone, Pindar's works, being all occasional and special, soon

passed out of note, and were forgotten by the masses. He was

not a patriotic poet, in the larger Hellenic sense. He wrote

little even for the greater Greek states, Sparta and Athens.

Above all, he appeared at the close of the lyric epoch, and

at the season when his contemporary ^Eschylus had found

a newer and better way of touching public sympathy. So
Pindar came to be ' silenced by the want of taste in the

public,' as an early comic poet says. Yet Plato often quotes
him with respect, and we may feel sure that he at no time

wanted readers.

151. But when the learned men of Alexandria began

studying old Greek poetry, and analysing and explaining myths,
Pindar was a welcome and much-prized field for research. To
such poets as Apollonius Rhodius, who revelled in mythologi-
cal lore, Pindar's accounts of the local genealogies and legends
afforded endless material, and so we find full and excellent

scholia upon his works. We have ninety quotations from him

in Plutarch, who specially studied and prized him for patriotic

reasons, as he was the greatest of Boeotian poets a very small

class in Greek literature. The Romans, who took most of

their opinions about Greek literature from the Alexandrians,

esteemed Pindar very highly, and Horace speaks constantly of

him in terms of the most extravagant praise. His metres were,

of course, impossible to reproduce for mere readers like the

Romans, and Horace saw well (what some obscurer Romans
failed to see) that any attempt at imitating the rich and com-

plicated systems of Pindar's verse would be ridiculous. In

fact, without orchestic, without the rythmical motions of a

chorus, of which the figures corresponded to the strophes

of the odes, such vast and intricate structures are perfectly

incomprehensible. Anyone who questions this may study the

whole subject in the learned essays of Boeckh's edition, and

in the discussions of Von Leutsch, and of Westphal and

Rossbach.

I pass the metrical questions by in this history as unsuited

to a handbook of Greek literature.
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But I may not omit to mention one curious theory pro-

pounded as regards his odes, in connection with those of

/Eschylus, by R. Westphal (Prolegg. zu SEsch. Trag. 1869).
This theory has been further expanded and strongly asserted

in the case of Pindar by Mezger in his German Commentary
on Pindar (Leipzig, 1880). It has received very little atten-

tion in Germany, none in England till the former edition of

this book, and is nevertheless well worthy of further exami-

nation. Westphal asserts that both Pindar and .^Eschylus

(discounting his amcebean commoi) composed their odes on
the plan of the Terpandrian nome (cf. p. 187). If so, the full

form of the ode was as follows : first, a -Trpoot/xiov (or e-rrapxa),

passing into the ap^d. (fjierapxd of Pollux). This was followed

by the Kararpo-n-d, which introduced, as a transition piece, the

9/w/xxAo's or main body of the hymn, in which (in Pindar's case)
we always find a mythical narrative. A second transition, the

/j.Ta.KaTCLTpoird, corresponding closely to the KaraTpoird, leads to

the
cr</>payi?, and the ode ends with the emAoyos. Pindar occu-

pies his dpxd and ox^payts with the praise of the victor and his

family, and the transition movements contain some personal

remark, often repeating the same metaphor, and in the same

words, by way of index. 1 Thus the full Pindaric or yEschylean
ode might be compared in its grouping to that of the pedi-

ments of the Greek temples, which decrease symmetrically,

so that the several members correspond according to their

respective distances from the great figures in the centre. The

correspondences of Greek art dispose us to consider this

attractive theory very seriously, especially as both Pindar and

^Eschylus certainly do not bind themselves (like Euripides

and Sophocles) to the divisions of strophe and antistrophe in

the matter of their odes. The end of a strophe is often with

them no halting-point in either the construction or the sense.

1 Cf. the varying view ofBergk (L. G. ii. 213, note), who cites a hymn of

Callimachus as an illustration. Sittl (L. G. 290) allows the application to

/Eschylus, but not to Pindar. A. Croiset (Poesie de Pindare, p. 126) rejects

it altogether. Mr. Bury (in his ed. of the Nem. and Isth. Odes, 1890)

shows that while the suggesting words which mark a transition are even

more frequent than Mezger supposes, his theory will not fit into the facts.
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But if this was more than a mere license, if it was a principle

to divide their odes differently, is it not strange that they
should universally have adopted a strophic form calculated to

mislead and bewilder the hearer ? Why should the rythm of

the figures of the dance have violated the deeper meaning of

the poem? This appears to me an unanswered difficulty,
1

though it is quite true that the later poets were far more
obedient to the form indicated by responsive verses. In addi-

tion to this formal objection, it may be argued against Mezger,
in the case of Pindar, that the members do not correspond in

length, the a.px<*- and
o-</>payis,

for example, being seldom of

equal compass. This is a serious objection in'a symmetrical
work of art, whose very beauty consists in its symmetry. Lastly,

when we come to Mezger's analysis of individual odes, we find

the seven members hardly ever clearly marked, and in most of

them some subordinate member is omitted. These mutually
corroborative objections are decisive against accepting the

theory without further support, even if the speculations he

hazards on the central thought of each ode were not as vague
and uncertain as those of his predecessors. The strength ofthe

theory is best seen in Ol. vi., where his division happens nearly

to coincide with the strophic arrangement, viz, Trpoot/x., 1-7 ;

dp^a, 8-21
; Karapxa, 22-8

; o/A/>aAos, 29-70; //.era/car., 71-7 ',

er<payi's, 78-100 ; eiriAoy., 100-5.

152. As to the structure of the odes of Pindar in the way
of argument, a curious revolution of opinion has taken place.

The Greek scholiasts seem, from various hints, to have thought
that the many sudden changes, the many covert allusions,

a.id interrupted digressions in the odes are due to some fixed

plan in the poet's mind. But the Romans and the general

public, from that day onward, rather looked upon him as an

intoxicated bard, whose poetic fervour carried him along

(as he himself often pretends) by a sort of inspiration alien

1 Flach (Gesck. d. griech. Lyrik, i. 299) discusses this change of

form from nomic to strophic, and attributes it to the desire to sim-

plify the music and rythms for a dancing chorus, which could not be

so perfect as the single virtuoso. But this seems hardly an adequate

reason.

VOL. I. I R
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to the laws of sober argument This opinion prevailed till the

present century, when the Germans have revived the old theory
with great exaggeration, and have endeavoured to show that

each ode is based on one central idea, and that there is not a

single clause without special reference to, and a logical nexus

with, the leading idea of the poem. Boeckh, Hermann, Dissen,

Rauchenstein, Schneidewin, and others, have ridden this theory
to death, and nothing can be more unpoetical than their

lumbering importation of beauties into Pindar. Westphal's

Terpandrian theory is far the best. Nevertheless, it is certain

that the circumstances of the victory, or of the victor, constantly

suggested to Pindar casual and transient allusions, of which the

point has now been lost. Thus, much of his apparent obscurity

or irrelevancy has arisen from the speciality of his compositions.

We must also remember that the introduction of local myths,
to us wearisome, was another feature specially pleasing to the

hearers of the poems.
An ingenious French critic, Havet, has shown great general

resemblances between the stately lyrics of Pindar and the stately

orations of Isocrates. The main object of both was epideictic,

that is, both encomiastic in subject and elaborate in form. The

complicated strophes of the poet may have even directly sug-

gested the elaborate periods of the sophist. It is also to be

noted that neither of them touches the heart, though they as-

tonish the reason and fire the imagination ;
both were too arti-

ficial for that deepest of all functions in great poetry and oratory.

In both, again, we may admire the consummate skill with

which they manage their transitions from one topic to another :

Pindar, as I have explained already, with long-concealed art
;

Isocrates with ever-praised and admired invention. On the

whole, we may say of Pindar that he is so intensely Greek as

to have lost much of his beauty by transference from his

native soil and society ; and, again, that his work was so strictly

special and occasional that, of all the great poets left to us, he

suffers most by being removed from his own time and cir-

cumstances. Taking all these things into account, and, more-

over, that he worked for pay, his lasting and deserved reputa-

tion is perhaps the most wonderful tribute to Greek genius.
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153.' The extant Epinikia of Pindar are divided into four

books, determined (without strict accuracy) by the feasts at which

the victories they celebrate were won, viz. Olympian, Pythian,

Nemean, and Isthmian odes :

l the three last Nemean, the 2nd

Pythian, and perhaps others, were intended for other occasions.

None of these poems has had its authenticity questioned ex-

cept the 5th Olympian, for metrical reasons, as it approaches
in structure to the ^Eolic school

;
and it is remarkable that as

soon as the critics doubted its genuineness they immediately
discovered that it was feeble and unpoetical, and unworthy of

Pindar's greatness. I have no doubt that many of Pindar's

poems, were they taken from under the aegis of his name,,

would suffer the same injustice.

The rythms are divided into Dorian, ^Eolianr and Lydian ;

and the researches of the commentators have pointed out that

the Dorian are chiefly dactyls and trochaic dipodies, giving a

slower and more solemn movement, with which the tenor 06

these odes corresponds. The ^Eolian and Lydian are lighter

in character, and the latter specially used in plaintive subjects.

Why the metres should vary with the quality of the scales em-

ployed is a matter for which we can now see no solid reason,

and, indeed, we are told that Dorian melody might be set, and

was set by Pindar, to an ^Eolian accompaniment. The odes

are generally strophic and antistrophic, and meant for a

marching or dancing chorus, which stood still when epodes
were added. Some were performed at Olympia after the

victory ;
some at the victor's home, far away, and even a.

long time after the victory had been gained.

The general treatment of the subject shows that Pindar was

expected to make the rejoicing a public one, reflecting on the<

whole clan and ancestry of the victor
;
still more on his city, and

on its tutelary heroes. Thus the poet conforms to the general,

law of Greek art, which ordained that it should be public,

and not confined to private interests or private appreciation..

1 There were at this period innumerable athletic and musical contest*

throughout Greece, but the four specified were the most celebrated, and

national.

a 2
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He usually starts from the mythical splendours of the victor's

family or city, selects such points in their history as have

some practical lesson bearing upon the present circumstances

of his hearers, and insists upon the importance of inborn

qualities and high traditions. Such a line of argument was, of

course, peculiarly meant for aristocrats. He then passes to the

victor's family, enumerates any prizes gained by his relations,

and ends with some sort of summary or moral reflection.

This general sketch is, however, so much varied, that it

must be regarded only as the vaguest description of Pindar's

odes. In some, such as the 4th Pythian, the longest and most

important of those extant, an account of the adventures of

the Argonauts, in relation to Thera and Cyrene, is developed
at almost epical length ;

in others, such as the two odes

addressed to Athenians,
1 the mythical narrative is left out.

But the Athenians, being at this time poor, and doubtless

devoted to higher objects than athletics, come in for little

share of Pindar's praise. The wealthy mercantile ^Eginetans,

on the contrary, and the luxurious Sicilians (especially the

tyrants) occupy a very large place in his poetry. He must

have been a peculiar favourite with both, for fifteen odes cele-

brate Sicilian, and eleven ^Eginetan victors. At Nemea espe-

cially, which was very close to them, the ^Eginetans contended

with great success.

154. If we proceed to consider the extant poems and

fragments more specially, we find that the Olympian odes are.

perhaps, the most splendid, not only as celebrating victories in

the greatest Greek games, but as being composed for great

personages, and probably most splendidly rewarded. The Py-
thian are more difficult, and replete with mythical lore, on

account of Pindar's close connection with the worship of

Apollo, and his probable intimacy with the colleges of priests

at Delphi. About half the odes, in both cases, are for victors

with chariots or mule-cars ;
both of which implied wealthy

owners, such as the Sicilian or Cyrengean tyrants. The narra-

tive of the birth oflamus,
2 the opening of the i2th, and the

1 4th Olympian odes, seem to me particularly fine.

1
tytA. vii., Nem. ii.

* 01. vi. 25, sq.
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The last, being a short and very perfect specimen of Pindar's

excellence, may here be quoted.
'

Among the Pythian, the opening of the first is splendid
*

1
Kcupifficav vtiartav Ka^ol-

<rcu dl re va'are Ka\\iirca\ov e-

Spav, Si \nrapas aoiSi/j.oi fiaaiXeiai.

Xdpirts 'OpxofJ-fvov,

waXaiy6viav Mifvav eiriffKOiroi,

K\UT\ eirel ev^o/uou.

ffvv yap vfuv Tti repirva. Kal rcb yAuKc'a

yivfrai irdvTa fiporois'

el ffo<p6s, ei KO.\OS, et ris ay\ads

avf)p. otjre yap Ofol

(re/j.vav Xapirtav &rep

afire Sutras' a\\a Trdvrwv

Ta/j.iai fpytav eis ovpavif,

Xpvff6Toov de/j.ft>at

irapa Ylvdiov 'Av6\\eava 6p6vovst

afvaov aefiovri irarpbs

'O\vfj.irioto Ti/uof.

Tltirvi 'Ay\ata, <pi\rj(rifj.o\Trf

T' Ei><ppo<Tvi'a, 6f(av Kpariffrou

tTra.Kooi vvv, a\ia re i
1

-

e, iSo'ia'a r6v5e

Kov<pa ftifruivra. Av5iy yap

'Affa>iri)(.ov ei> rp6ircp

tv fj.e\erais re afLScav

n6\ov ovvtit' 'O\v/j.iri6>>iKos a Mivfata

ffev fKart. Me\avTfi%ea vvv 86/j.or

$fp<rt<f>6vas fdt, 'AXOI,

irarpl K\vraj/ (pfpotff" ay-

ye\tav, K\evSa/J.ov u<ppa ISo'to* vl-

bv efirps on ol veav

K6\irois Trap
1

u5J|oi Htcras

("ffretydtxaffe Kt/Si^taiv af6\a>if

*
Xpvfffa <p6p[i.iy, 'A.ir6\\o>-

vos Kal loir\oKd/j.o>v

ff6v8iKOi> Moiffav Kreavov'

raj aitovei p.fv ffdcrts. ay\atas
5' dotSol ffd/j.a(Tiv,
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There is a very picturesque narrative of the youth and adven-

tures of the nymph Cyrene in the gth.
1 The Nemean (with

their appendix) and the Isthmian, though not less difficult,

are, I think, less striking, both in general elevation and also in

those peculiar beauties which I have pointed out in the Olym-

pian and Pythian odes.

155. The fragments left to us are very numerous (more
than 300), and very various in form and style. Perhaps foremost

in interest are the Oprjvoi, orfuneral laments, in which Pindar was

wont to preach the purer doctrines either of the Pythagoreans,

or of the Orphic and other mysteries. The first three fragments
transmitted to us under this head support the famous passage
in the 2nd Olympian ode,

2 in which this new hope, and this

higher aspiration, are set forth with no faltering tongue. But it

is not a little remarkable that in other poems the ist Olympian
and 5th Pythian

3 the older, or, perhaps, the more general

view of the state of the dead is maintained, and we have here

the doctrine of JEschylus preached, which is quite distinct from

the more modern view. Accordingly the most explicit fragment

in the new doctrine (fr. 100) is declared spurious by the best

recent critics.
4 From his Dithyrambs we have a fine pas-

sage, written for one of the Dionysiac feasts at Athens, and

preserved by Dionysius of Halicarnassus. The metre is re-

markable for the frequent resolutions of long syllables, so

KO! rbv alx/xaraj' Kepavvbv

aevdov inp6s. fS-

Sei 5' civet ati6.in<f Aibs atercJs, w-

Kt'iav irrepvy' a/j.(poTfp(o-

Qev xaA*f|a*

ap%os ol<av3>v, Kf\aiva>-

KIV 8' eiri of vftf>t\at>

ayKv\tf Kpar'i, y\e<t>dpa>y

o5i> K\atffTpov, Kare'xeuas 6 5^ Kvwffffttv

iiypbv VUITOV ai<op(t, recus

1 w. 14. ?q.
* w. 56, sq.

* w. 85, sq.

Zeller, Phil, der Griechen, L p. 56, note.
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giving a peculiarly rapid effect. The same critic has pre-

served another poem of similar character, a hyporcheme com-

posed for the Thebans, which treats of a recent eclipse of the

sun (probably April 30, 463 B.C.), and which in diction and

style reminds us strongly of some of the choral odes in the

tragedies, especially those of Sophocles.
1

I will close these details with a word about Pindar's skolia.

His ponderous and splendid style was not suited to light or

frivolous subjects, and we can note, even in the scanty remains,

a great contrast to the more favourite skolia of other poets. In

fact, Pindar's lighter effusions seem to differ only in subject,

not in style, from his solemn odes
; and the prominent subject

in the skolia seems to have been love. The first was composed
for a chorus of 100 traipai, whom the Corinthian Xenophon
offered to bring to the temple of Aphrodite, to obtain the

goddess' favour for an Olympic competition. The poet ex-

cuses the trade of these women on the ground of necessity,

but in another fragment apologises for appearing at Corinth in

connection with such company. This poem, which was com-

posed in his best style, shows how completely professional his

1 'A/cris 'AeAiou, rl iroAutr/coTre yuij5ojuei/a, /torep

bfifj-CLTtav ;

&ffrpov virepTarov tv a/iepo K\ftrr6fiLevovt

fQrjKas a.fjLa\avov la"xyv iroravbv

avSpdcrt Kal ffotpias 686v, tiriffitorov

a.rpa.ir'bv (ffffvfj.fva

e\avvfiv TI veurfpov t) vapos ;

a\\d (re irpbs Albs (Wois Goats iKeTfvta,

aTTTJjUOi/' es v\0of rpdirois Q'fificus,

Si iroTVia, irdyKoivov rtpas.

iro\f/J.ov 5' fi 0-a/ia ipepeis Ttv6s, ^ ffTd<rtt>

ov\ofj.evav,

1) irayerbv Kapirov (p8i(riv, ^ vuperov ffOfvos

{nrfpftaTOv,

^ vAuTou Kevitacnv ava. irfSov

Xftov6s, ^ v6nov 6fpos,

vSart aK&T<a Stfp6v,

tl ycuav Ka.Ta.K\vffat<ra 6^<rfis

M$piav v4ov e apx"s Jfvos,

d\otf>vpop.ai ovSfv o TI irdvTUV ite-ra. ir
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work was. and bow little his moral saws need be taken as evi-

dences of a lofty character. The second skolion in the modern

collections is addressed to Theoxenus of Tenedos, a boy whom
the poet loved passionately in his old age. Indeed, this Greek

form of the passion is prominent enough all through his works,

as we should expect from a Theban poet, and we find it in

other scraps of his skolia.

I have already spoken of his philosophy. If in religion he

shows great advance beyond earlier lyric and elegiac poets,

this is probably to be attributed to the influences of the

Delphic priesthood. In politics his opinions are not valuable,

because they were accommodated to the views of his patrons.

In morals he expresses the average feelings of the Greeks of

his day ;
while he is sometimes raised above them by his lofty

conceptions of the unity and power of God, he often preaches

the suspicion, the jealousy, and the selfishness which we find in

Theognis. The resignation which he constantly inculcates is

based on the same gentle fatalism which meets us in the con-

solations of Simonides.

156. Bibliographical. I turn to the MSS., editions, and

translations of note. We know that the greatest of the Alexan-

drians expended critical care on Pindar
;
and the notes of

Zenodotus and Aristarchus, with others, were put together by
the indefatigable Didymus into a commentary, from which our

best sets of scholia are excerpts. Other Byzantine scholars

added inferior work. The commentary of Eustathius is lost all

but the preface.

As to our extant MSS., Tycho Mommsen has established

several families, and has collated a vast number of copies

under each. The oldest and best are the Ambrosian C, 122,

of the 1 2th cent, (called by him A) ;
the MS. of Ursini in the

Vatican (No. 1312), called B
;
and a Medicean of the thir-

teenth century all furnished with scholia. These older MSS.
are far better than the Thomani or Moschopulei. The earli-

est edition was the Aldine of 1513, followed by Calergi's

(Rome) in 1515 ;
then Stephanus (1560 and 1599) ; Erasmus

Schmid (1616) ;
an Oxford edition by West and Walsted in 1697.

Modern studies began with Heyne's great book (1778, and
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reprinted) ;
then A. Boeckh's monumental work (1811-22),

supplemented by G. Hermann's notes, and Dissen and

Schneidewin's elaborate commentary. The latest texts in

Germany are Bergk's (in his Lyrici), and the exhaustive

critical edition of Tycho Mommsen (Berlin, 1864), who first

ordered and classified the legion of MSS. In England we
have three good recent editions : Donaldson's (1841), a careful

and scholarly work
; Cookesley's (Eton. 1852) ;

and the third

by Mr. C. A. M. Fennell (Cambridge University Series,

1879-83); Professor Gildersleeve has produced another in

America. These, together with H. Bindseil's elaborate Con-

cordance (Berlin, 1875), are quite adequate for the study of

this difficult poet. We may now add Mezger's Commentary
(Leipzig, 1880), and Rumpel's Lexicon (1883); lastly, Mr. J. B.

Bury's remarkable edition of the Nemean Odes. The scholia,

enriched by some recent discoveries in Patmos, are being

critically edited by Abel (Berlin, 1884 ;
the third part of the

work, Berlin, 1890).
The translations of Pindar form a whole library, and are

remarkable for having so many important prose versions

among them. The earliest, in Latin verses, by Sudorius (in

1575), was followed in Germany by Damm (prose), 1771 ; then

by Bothe, Thiersch, Hartung, Tycho Mommsen, W. Hum-
boldt, and Donner, all weighty names. The Italians had a

full text and Italian verse translation with notes, by G. Gautier,

in four vols., a handsome work (Rome, 1762-8) ;
and since,

Borghi (1824). Our own Cowley, approaching the study of

Pindar about 1650, speaks very severely of the extant transla-

tions, and, indeed, of the very attempt to render him into

literal prose.
' If a man,' says he,

' would undertake to

translate Pindar word for word, it would be thought that

one madman had translated another, as may appear when he

that understands not the original reads the verbal translations

of him into Latin prose, than which nothing seems more

raving ;
and sure rhyme, without the addition of wit and

the spirit of poetry, would but make it ten times more dis-

tracted.' The English Pindar, Virgil, and Horace, as he is

called in his fulsome epitaph, proceeds to give specimens of
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loose versions of two '

Pindarique odes
' l so loose that all

the Pindar vanishes, and only Cowley remains. Gilbert West
made a version in 1749 ;

there was an Oxford prose translation

in 1824 ; then very beautiful paraphrases by Bishop Heber in

1840, and a highly praised version of A. Moore (with Turner's

prose, Bohn, 1852). We have also Wheelwright (1830), Gary

(1833), Tremenheere (1866), with a good preface, and omitting
the mythical narratives, except in summary ;

also T. C. Baring

(1875), mto irregular rhymed verse
;
Frank D. Morice (1876,

Ol. and Pyth. only) ;
and an anonymous version (Winchester,

1876). Lastly, there are the new prose versions by Mr. Paley
and Mr. Ernest Myers (1874), the latter of peculiar merit.

Almost all these translations are enriched with dissertations

on Pindar's genius, on the Olympic games, and on the diffi-

culties of translating choral lyric odes into English. Their

laudations of Pindar are, I think, indiscriminate ;
but I am

bound to say that they show a general agreement against the

view I have taken of the poet's position in his age.

157. The other rival of Pindar's mature life was the nephew
of Simonides, BACCHYI.IDES of Keos, son of Meidon, or

Meidylus. He lived with his uncle at the court of Hiero, and

flourished about the 7oth to 8oth Olympiads. The scholiasts

on Pindar tell us constantly
2 of the jealousy of Pindar, and

even of the preference shown to Bacchylides. His art, and
the subjects he treated, seem quite similar to those of Simonides

and Pindar
;
but it has been the modern fashion, following the

judgment of Longinus, and of Longinus only, to describe him
as a man ofno genius, who by careful study and great correctness

attained a moderate position, and never rose to real fame.

There is no doubt that he was not equal to either of his

great contemporaries, but the extant fragments show that later

criticism has underrated the man. Had they been attributed

to the greater poets, many of the critics who now barely

condescend to approve of them would have been full of en-

thusiasm about them. It should be noticed particularly that

the ideas developed in the few extant fragments seem copied

1 Ol. ii. and Nem. i.

2 On 01. ii. 154, Pyth. ii. 97, 161-7, Nem. iii. 143.
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by the greatest writers of the next generation. Thus the second

and third

&varo"tffi fj.^1 fyvvai tytpiarov,

fi-rjy ae\iov
irpofftSe'ii' (peyyos

'

o\|3ios 5' ovSels fiporiav irdvra xpovov.

TlavpoKTi 5e Qvariav rbv airavra. j^p6vov

Satuaiv HScaKev

irpdcrcrovra.? ev tca.ipy iro\ioKp6ra<pov

yrjpas iKve'tffBat, irp\v eyKvptrat Sva.

contain the substance and almost the words of the famous
chorus in Sophocles' second CEdipus, and the no less splendid

prose paraphrase in Herodotus. 1 The beautiful pcean on

peace has more than one parallel in the choruses of Euri-

pides :

TiKTfi 8e re SvaTolffiv JLlpdva [iey&\a

trXovrov Kal fi.fKiy\<a<ra<aii aoiSav &y0a,

5oi5aA.eo>J' T' eVt fican&v Gfolffiv aWfffGai /SoSiv

^av6a <p\oyl /uijpa va&vrfiywf re ni\\<av,

yvftvaaiuy re Vf0<s awAai^ re Kal KW/J.UIV /j.e\fiv.

ev St ffiSapoSerois ir6pTratv alOuv

apa\va.v l(rrol ire\ovrai '

eyXed re \oyx<ara |i(/>ect r' afjiCpaKta 5d/j.varai evp&i'

Xa\Keav 5' ou/c effrt aa.\iriyy<av Krinros

ovSf crvXarai fj.e\l<pp<av vifvos airb y\e<pdpow}

afibv t>s 6d\irn Keap.

ffvfj.iroaidii' 8' tparuv PpiBoVT* ayvtal ira.i8i.Koi 6' V/J.VDI

<p\eyovrat.

It is surprising that great German critics should depreciate this

beautiful fragment, and call it a mere correct school-exercise
;

but as I have quoted it in full, the reader may judge the matter

for himself. A good many lines of erotic skolia are also extant,

which appear to approach much nearer to the ^Eolic metres

and style than the skolia of Pindar. He also composed choral

drinking-songs, which can hardly be called skolia, but show a

tendency to fuse styles, not uncommon at this epoch. On
the whole, then, Bacchylides seems hardly to have received

justice, if the extant pieces are not far above his average

performance.
1 0. C. v. 1 21 1 ; Herod, vii. 46.
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Little is known of either Myrtis or Corinna, the Boeotian

rivals of Pindar. Myrtis seems to have composed lyric love

stories, like the Kalyke of Stesichorus, and Corinna is chiefly

cited by grammarians for her local dialect, of which some forty

specimens are given.
1 Two Dorian poetesses, Telesilla of

Argos, and Praxilla of Sicyon, are cited as of the same age,

and of the same character, the few lines we have of Praxilla

indicating a somewhat erotic tone.

158. A more distinct and interesting personality is that

of TIMOCREON the Rhodian. He was an athlete of renown,

and an aristocrat of lalysus, who was banished through sus-

picion of medising ; he himself asserts that he bribed The-

mistocles to obtain his recall, and he reviles him for his

refusal to interfere. He also quarrelled with Simonides, and

the two poets gave vent to their anger in verses, of which

those of Timocreon were the stronger, those of Simonides per-

haps the keener. What is really interesting in Timocreon is

his curious position as an aristocratic poet born out of due

time. He wrote not for pay, but through passion, like Archi-

lochus, like Alcaeus, and the other stormy-lived bards of an

earlier generation. Nevertheless, so firmly had the choral

lyric form taken hold of the Greek mind, that this man's

lampoons and satires are produced in the elaborate strophes

of the Dorian hymns, and have puzzled the critics to assign

them a title, which Bernhardy has made that of antistrophic

skolion. This misfortune of a false form prevented Timocreon

from pouring out his passion with the simple vigour of Archi-

lochus
;
for the choral forms are not lyric in the modern sense,

but epical and didactic, while real passion will not deck itself

with such pomp and circumstance. We can imagine, too, how

the paid poets of the early fifth century combined against this

turbulent aristocrat, whose life was spent in war and travel, and

who doubtless despised their mercenary muse. The ancient au-

thorities concerning him are collected concisely by Bernhardy;
2

1 Pausanias says (ix. 22. 3), speaking of her picture in Tanagra, that

she defeated Pindar on account of her writing not in Doric but /Eolic

dialect, and on account of her beauty, to judge from the picture.
2 " P- 744-
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the chief of them is Plutarch, who quotes a famous passage.
1

The scholiast on Aristophanes
2
cites also a well-known skolion

on Wealth, because it is parodied in the text with reference

to a decree of Pericles.

159. The student who examines Bergk's Lyric Fragments
will perhaps wonder at the numerous poets in his list who are

not mentioned in this chapter. It is due to him, and to myself,

that I should explain that, in the first place, several of them,
such as Aristotle, will be considered again under that species

of literature which they cultivated with most success. Others

are post-classical ;
and this objection is brought by the critics

against many fragments attributed by Athenaeus and Stobaeus

to classic names. Many others are known to us merely from a

single citation, and neither their age nor their character can

now be determined. Thus I have felt justified in avoiding
here another list of barren names, such as we find at the close

of the history of both epic and tragic poetry. Yet there are a

few who are still interesting, and concerning whom I should

gladly have said something in a more elaborate work. The

fragments worth reading are those of Euenus, above mentioned ;

of the philosopher Crates
;
of Herodas, a writer of Mimiambics

in the style of Hipponax ;
of Praxilla, a poetess who composed

social lyrics ;
of Ariphron a fine Ode to Health

;
of Timo-

theus, a celebrated musical composer at the end of the classical

period ; of Philoxenus, whose culinary ode, of which long

fragments are extant, was in Aristotle's day very popular ;
and

1 Themist. 21 : 'AX\' et rtye fla.vaa.vlav ^ xat rvyf s.A.v6imrov alvfta

% rvyf AeuTUX^oj', fyiii> 8' 'A.pi<rTtiSai> tiratveta

&vtip' Ifpav &*' 'A.6avat> t\6e/j.er

XytrTov eV, jreJ 0e/waTo(cA.T)' IJxjBapt Aortfi,

^fvffrav, &$IKOV, trpuS6rav, tts TinoKptovra

^tlvov MIST', apyvpiots ffKv^a\iKToifft irfiffdfls ov na.ra.ytv

in Ttdrpav '\6.\vaov,

Aa.Sd'v 8e -rpC apyvpiov TaXair' Ij3o v\4o>v (Is o\tOpov,

rovs /J.(V Ka.rd.ytav atiiiccas, TOUJ 8' IK&KUKWV, rovs 8 Kaifcvc,

d.pyvpiuii' inr6ir\e<i>s, 'l(rO/j.oi Se iray^dKtvt y\oiws

\^u%pa Kpia irapfxtav, ol 8' ^ffOiov,

Ke6 \OVTO n$] 8>pa.v 8e/x7TOK\'os yevtcrQcu.
* Acharn, 532 (frag. 8).
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of Telestes. There are also many fine anonymous fragments,

which seem to come from the greatest poets, such as Stesi-

chorus or Pindar, and a few piquant popular songs, in addition

to those already mentioned in this book. They indicate to us

how small a fraction of Greek lyric poetry has survived, and

how many great artists yet await a literary resurrection from

the research of some fortunate explorer.

With the angry Timocreoji I close the history of Greek lyric

poetry, for though Pratinas and others were the contem-

poraries of the latter mentioned, they are .closely connected

with the dithyramb, and will be better discussed in the intro-

duction to tragic than at the close of lyric poetry. The student

should be reminded that in studying Greek Literature chrono-

logically, he must now turn, before approaching the Attic

Drama, to the history of prose writing, which was growing

silently, and almost secretly, all through the sixth century B.C.,

though its bloom did not come till after the completion of

Greek poetry by ^Eschylus and Scphocles. He will find this

side of the subject treated in the opening chapters of my
Second Volume.

-



APPENDIX.

ON THE LANGUAGE OF THE GREEK EPIC POETS, AND MORE
ESPECIALLY OF THE ILIAD AND ODYSSEY.

IN determining the age and character of the Iliad and Odyssey,
the most certain and important evidence to which we can

appeal is the language of the poems. Here there can be no
room for the individual taste or fancy of the critic

;
the conjec-

tures and probabilities of the '

higher criticism,' as the Germans
call it, have to make way for solid facts. If we know the age
and locality of a particular word or grammatical form, we know
also the limit of time to be assigned to the passage in which it

1 Mr. D. B. Monro has criticised certain statements and conclusions of

this Appendix, in the Journal of'Philology, x. 18 (1881). My reply will be

found in the same periodical, x. 19, pp. 110-120 (1881). Since then, in

a very able article in Bezzenberger's Beitrage, vii. 2 (1882), August Fick

has pursued the same line of argument as myself, and with the help of the

/Eolisms embedded in our present Homeric text, endeavoured to restore

the /Eolk: original of the first 427 lines of the Iliad. His facts are mainly
derived from Harder's Dissertation,

' De alpha vocali apud Homerum

producta' (1876), and more especially the admirable treatise of Hinrichs,
' De homericos elocutionis vestigiis yEoIicis' (1875), to which I take this

opportunity of recording my own obligations. Fick, writing as a com-

parative philologist, aptly calls the Homeric dialect ' a marvellous hodge-

podge,' and holds that the digamma had been lost in Ionic before 700 B.C.,

when he supposes the old ^Eolic poems to have been handed on to the

rhapsodists of Ionia. Much of what other scholars regard as Old Ionic, he

would term /Eolic. Like myself, he endorses MerzdorfS summing-up of

an elaborate examination of the Ionic dialect (Curtias' Studien zur g. und
I. Gramm. 1876, p. 214), to the effect that the Ionic of Homer and the

Ionic of Herodotos axe in the same stage of development.

As I find that what I have said about Middle Ionic has been misunder-
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occurs, as well as the geographical horizon of the author. A
form like ckwr,

1 instead of the older oftKwv, could not have

come into existence until all recollection of the digamma had

disappeared, while the yEolisms, which, as we shall see, occur

here and there in Homer, point to an early connection of epic

poetry with the ^Eolic towns of Asia Minor.

stood, it is as well to explain here that the philological periods through
which a dialect passes are of course not the same as chronological periods,

all intermediate forms not being necessarily contemporaneous, any more

than the use of stone or bronze tools in all parts of the world. In one im-

portant point, it will be seen from my reply to Mr. Monro, I have changed my
opinion since this Appendix was written, as I now feel convinced that Prof.

Paley is right in considering our present Homeric text not older than the

age of Perikles. This, however, only supplements, and in no way corrects,

the conclusions already arrived at in the Appendix, which is accordingly
left unchanged. I also now feel doubtful whether the lengthening of a

short vowel before ptyas is due to false analogy ; at all events, as I have

pointed out in the Journal of Hellenic Studies, i. I, p. 258 (1880), the

initial of the word is aspirated in Pamphylian, being written juH, and may
have been so in Cyprian, a dialect of which traces can be detected in

Homer. I have only to add that the Appendix offers nothing more than a

summary of linguistic criticism on the text of Homer. Most of the facts

adduced have already been published by former scholars.

I have to thank Mr. George MacMillan for verifying and correcting the

references.

Additional nte. I have suggested another explanation of a(v)o'poTfjr&

than that given above, in the Journal of Hellenic Studies, i. p. 258 (1880).

As O'TTOU is found in the New Ionic inscription of Halikarnassos published

by Newton (Assays on Art and Archaology, pp. 427, &c. ), which seems to

belong to the age of Herodotus, it is possible that the Homeric 8iro>s, &c.

should be ascribed to one of the New Ionic dialects. But in this case the

form (derived from the old Epic oirirais) would be a very late one. In the

American Journal of Philology, Mr. Packard has impugned some of the

statements made in the text. His corrections, however, are usually wrong,

e.g., &v Ktv occurs only once in the Iliad, not twice ; api6/j.6s and eux^J are

not found in the Iliad
;

for the purposes of the argument it does not matter

whether <pv\o.icos is a common noun or a fictitious proper name
;

I have

naturally not said that &vu> and rlca do not occur in Homer, as my argument
is that old and new are mixed together in the Epic dialect

;

' Attic poets
'

are not necessarily the tragic poets ; Sappho's dialect is certainly an
'
artificial

'

one.
1 //. 366 ; Od. 7 484.
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Thanks to Comparative Philology and the discovery and
accurate study of numerous inscriptions during the last quarter
of a century, the history of the Greek language and its dialects

is now fairly well known. We can tell with certainty what

sounds and grammatical forms are later than others, what are

the dialects to which each must be referred, what words must

be regarded, not as the creations of a living speech, but as the

artificial products of a learned language. Thus a word like

iiriaXpivot;,
1 which preserves a lingering trace of the original

sibilant we find in the cognate Latin salio, is plainly of older

date than the contracted iTcaX/j.evoc,'
2 in which all such trace

has vanished. Thus, again, the form evi-ooryaioe, which is

found twenty-one times in the Iliad and fifteen times in the

Odyssey, and in which the initial digamma of its second com-

ponent element (Greek f<*>6iw, Sanskrit vddh} has been assimi-

lated to the preceding nasal, belongs to the vEolic dialect ;

while the form eivofftyvXXoc, which is found twice in the Iliad 3

and once in the Odyssey,
4 declares itself to be Ionic by its

initial diphthong. And thus, finally, a form like kdaa-o* from

tl/jit,
the Latin ire, has evidently been coined for merely

metrical reasons after the analogy of words like i7roi> and
itiaart) (from vid, 'to wit'), where the hiatus really represents a

lost digamma.
A close examination of the language of Homer shows that

it is a mosaic in which words belonging to different ages and
three different dialects ^Eolic, Ionic, and Attic are mixed

together in such a way as to prove it to be an artificial dialect,

never really spoken by the people, but slowly elaborated by
successive generations of poets for the needs of epic composi-
tion. In its present form it cannot be earlier than the seventh

century before the Christian era the age, in fact, to which

Euphorion and Theopompus assigned Homer. Let us review

as shortly as we can the evidence on which these assertions are

based.

In the first place, then, the staple of the Homeric dialect is

1
77. H 15 ; Od. o> 320.

2
//. H 260, A 421, M 404 ; Od. f 22O.

II. B 632, 757. Od. J 22.

* //. 0415,544; Od. X 89.

VOL. I. I S
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Ionic, but Ionic of three different periods, which may be con-

veniently termed Old Ionic, Middle Ionic, and New Ionic. By
New Ionic is meant the language of Ionia as it existed in the

time of Herodotus, and ofthe greater part of the Ionic inscrip-

tions we possess ;
and it may be considered to date back as far

as the beginning of the sixth century B.C., to which two or three

inscriptions belong. For both Old and Middle Ionic we have

only the Homeric poems themselves, the older grammatical
forms of which can be determined by a comparison with Sans-

krit, Latin, and the other allied languages. The New Ionic

genitive singular in -ov, for example, presupposes an older uncon-

tracted genitive in -oo, and this again must be connected with the

Sanskrit -asya, which, after the usual Greek change of y into a

vowel and loss of the sibilant, would have taken the form of

-oio. Now in Homer, besides the New Ionic genitive in -ov, we

also find the older form in -oto, as well as in a few instances the

intermediate form in -oo. Examples of the latter will be seen

in such phrases as 'IMoo Trpoirapwdev,
1 'AtdAoo cXura,

2 and on

iv-paroc,
3 where the ignorance of copyists has introduced into

the text the impossible forms 'IXiou and oov, and by reading
'AioXov has ruined the metre of the passage in the tenth book

of the Odyssey.
4 The discovery of these Middle Ionic geni-

tives and the consequent restoration of Homeric grammar and

metre are due to Comparative Philology.

It would be both tedious and useless to multiply instances

of this juxtaposition in Homer of forms which belong to different

stages in the growth of the Ionic dialect. Thus we have the

older genitive plural wfjupauir, where the sibilant, which appears
as r in the Latin nympharum tot nymphasum, has been dropped
between the two vowels in accordance with Greek custom, and

by the side of wfjujtawv we have also the later vvptyiuv with a

shortened vowel, and the still later contracted 'u/xoi)'.
5

Thus,

1
//. O 66. * Od. K 60. Od. a 70.

4 See also //. B 518, F 340, I 137, 279, A 130, 715 ; Od. o 334, *3I3,

396, </> 124, 149. Ahrens was the first to discover this form (Khein.Mus. ii.

161).
5 The old genitive in -day, like most archaic forms in Homer, always

occupies a fixed place (except in //. 2 364 and fl 615, and in the case
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too, along with the Old Ionic vrjoc, where the initial vowel

represents the long vowel and digamma of the Sanskrit nav-as

and Latin ndv-i's, we meet the shortened New Ionic reoQ and

the datives ?/.-wi and yf/pat
! stand by the side of the abbrevi-

ated ijpy and y/p?'
2 When we find the late contracted //Xioc

3

with the erroneous Attic aspiration, we may feel sure that we
are dealing with a passage of much more modern date than

the phrases and formulae which contain the older j/t'Xioe (for

}ff\ioc, the Old Latin Aurelius or Auselios, from the root ush,
'
to burn

'). So, too, the short quantity of the first syllable of

0i'/w, Xvw, 0i/w, and rid) (for 0Ww, Xu/'w, <pv/w, and r(yw) reminds

us that Homer is in all these cases adopting the usage of the

New Ionic dialect, and is thus less primitive than the Attic

poets who preserve the original length of the syllable in ques-
tion.4 Still more instructive is the varying employment of

certain words, sometimes with a double s, sometimes with a

single one, the choice of the form being frequently determined

by metrical reasons alone. Comparative Philology teaches

us that in almost every instance the form with double s was

the original one, the form with single s being the result of

that phonetic decay which made Old Ionic pass successively

into Middle and New Ionic. A large number of stems both

of nouns and verbs ended in a sibilant, which was naturally

doubled when a suffix which began with another sibilant was

attached to them. From the stem /utXec, for example, we

of the pronoun Tacav). This place is either (i) the end of the line, or

(2) the thesis of the first or second foot (in the //. only in disyllabic stems,

contrary to the use of the Odyssey, see Od. a. 334, 7 307, v 126, ^416,
<f 210, $ 65), or (3) the fourth foot (in the arsis when preceded by a short

syllable, in the thesis when preceded by along one).
1 II. T 150, E 153, K 79, 2 434 ; Od. 16, o 357.
2

//. H 453 ; Od. 6 483, \ 136, ^ 283. Similarly we find tpt? (Od.

0-212), yi\cf (Od. ff 100), '(Spy (II. P 385, 745).
3 Od. 6 271.
4 However, we find Hrlros in //. H 484, though &TITOS occurs in the

preceding book (N 414). Similarly we meet with irpiv sometimes with the

vowel long (as in //. B 348, E 288, Z 81, H 390, 474), sometimes with

ihe vowel short (as in //. B 344, 354, 413, T 132, A 114, E 127, 472,
Z 125, I 403).

S 2
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ought to get /jtt\ff-ffi by adding the suffix of the dative plural,

and from the stem reXsar the verbal forms reXeV-o-w and

iriXta-aa by adding the suffixes of the sigmatic future and

aorist. In the same way from a stem like TroS we should

have the dative plural irol-ai, and then by assimilation Troffai,

The shortened forms could have come only gradually into

use in the actual language of the lonians, and their existence

in the epic dialect side by side with the fuller and older forms

reveals unmistakeably its real nature. We may gain some idea

of the relative antiquity of the Iliad and Odyssey from the fact

that whereas there are fifty-eight aorists with double s as

against forty-two with single s in the first poem, the proportion
in the second poem is fifty-four to fifty-three.

The use of the digamma, however, affords the clearest

illustration of the mode in which the Homeric dialect was

formed. This letter, which corresponded in sound to our w,
tended to disappear at an early date in the Ionic dialect, much
as w tends to disappear in certain English dialects, which say

'ooman for woman, or as it has universally disappeared in the

pronunciation of proper names like Woolwich and Harwich.

The other Greek dialects retained it up to a considerably later

date, though it was eventually lost in all of them. The Eleian

inscriptions found at Olympia show that the digamma was there

in common use, official documents from Boeotia write it in cer-

tain words up to the third century B.C., and the JEolic dialect of

Cyprus, as revealed to us by the decipherment of the so-called

Cypriote syllabary, preserved it in everyday speech at least as

late as the fourth century before the Christian era.

We may approximately refer the disappearance ot the

digamma in Ionia to the beginning of the seventh century
B.C. No example of it happens to occur in the inscriptions

scratched by the Ionic mercenaries of the Egyptian king
Psammetichus on the colossi at Abu-Simbel, B.C. 620 (or, as

is perhaps more probable, B.C. 590) inscriptions which show

how widely spread a knowledge of writing must have been at

the time in Ionia. A short inscription, however, assigned to

about B.C. 500, has been discovered in Naxos, on which we
read the word AFYTO (=uvrob), though unfortunately the
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genuineness of this inscription is disputed. But no doubt

hangs over certain Chalcidian inscriptions of Magna Grsecia,

which contain examples of the digamma ;
and since the Chalci-

dian colonies were sent out about 700-660 B.C., the digamma
could not have been lost in the Ionic dialect until a subsequent

period. Accordingly the Old Ionic of Homer in which the

digamma is preserved must have been still spoken in Eubcea

at the beginning of the seventh century B.C.

But besides digammated words we find in Homer a number
of undigammated ones. These fall into two classes. The first

class consists of words like ovpavog, x ? > wvoc, which we know
from the cognate languages once possessed a digamma, but

which show no trace of it in Homer, that is, which have lost

the sound in question in the earliest form of Old Ionic with

which we are acquainted. The second class contains words

which appear in the poems sometimes with, sometimes without,

a digamma, the pronunciation bieng frequently determined by
metrical reasons alone. Of such words there are at least thirty-

five. Examples of them are given in the foot-note. l

1 Olreoy always with digamma except in //. n 572 ; Od. /JL 135, "42,

| 223, 318, o 21, IT 70, 303, <r 419, to 208
;
oZcoy always with digamma

except in //. B 641, E 706, 813, I 224, K 497, 5 545 ; Od. y 40, 46, 51,

f 77, \ 61, o 334, 507, T 122, v 260, <(> 142 ;
olSa always with digamma

except in //. 2 185, and Od. p 573 ; <ty always with digamma except in

//. A 137, * 98 ;
Od. e 61 ;

'OSvfffftvs without digamma except in //.

A 140 ; Od. a 21, v 126, | 152, p 157, v 239, <j> 197, 204, 244, X45, "> 328 ;

oifffiv without digamma (//. A 89, B 229, E 257, 400, K 337, N 820, E 308,

X 425, 663, 858 ; Od. y 429, T 438, r 24, v 154, x IO1 ) except in //.

Y 441 ; ovpos without digamma (//. A 479, E 19 ; Od. y 176, 5 360, 585,

e 167, 176, \ 640, n 167) except in Od. 5 520 ; di-)(0f-al without digamma

except in Od. ir 142 ;
'Air\ov without digamma except in Od. & 430, <J> 390;

(.Icavos without digamma except in //. Z 76. So, again,
T
Ipoj 1 as digamma

in Od. ff 73, 75, 333, 334, 393, but wants it in a 233 ; and TJX^ which

has the digamma in four passages of Hesiod (Scut. 279, 348, 438 ; Opp.

582), wants it in Homer. Olftrns in //. B 765 preserves the initial di-

gamma of eros (Sanskrit vatsas), which is elsewhere lost, as in the com-

pound e'lre-Hjerios of Od. t\ Il8. Cauer has drawn up the following table

of the cases in which the pronoun of the third person, which was the last

to retain traces of its consonantal beginning, (i) must be pronounced with

digamma, (2) may or may not be so pronounced, (3) cannot be so pro-

nounced :
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From these examples it is clear that three conclusions must
be drawn : (i) Portions of the Homeric poems consisting of

certain phrases and formulae belong to the Old Ionic dialect in

which the sound of the digamma was still heard. (2) Other

portions belong to a later stage of the dialect, when the di-

gamma had ceased to be pronounced, and even such traces of

it as a hiatus or a lengthened vowel had passed away. (3) A
time arrived when the existence of the digamma had so far

faded from the memory of the rhapsodists that they came to

regard the hiatus representing the lost digamma in certain tra-

ditional verses and expressions as due to '
metrical necessity/

and consequently to be admitted or excluded according to the

requirements of the verse.

The last conclusion is confirmed by the occurrence of the

hiatus in the case ofwords in which no consonant had ever been

lost. Thus, as has already been noticed, we find ctieraro from stf.it,

the Latin ire, a form which owes its origin to the mistaken

analogy of words like eenrov (for iFifeirov, root ftTr). Another

instance will be vfoapib/e in II. <& 346, where the second part

of the compound represents the Sanskrit ardras,
'

wet,' unless

we adopt the variant reading rtoaXt'. In fact, the use of the

digamma shows that a large part of the Iliad and Odyssey is

Composed in quite as artificial a language as the epics of

Apollonius Rhodius or Quintus Smyrnaeus. The digamma is

frequently observed in appearance only, a hiatus being allowed

by the poets, not because they remembered that it took the

place of an original consonant, but because they found what
seemed to them a hiatus in the poetical

'

tags
' and formulae

which had been handed down to them. In this way alone can

we explain the disproportionate preponderance of the hiatus

in a few words like oc, ol, and ola the very words which also

show a hiatus in other epic and elegiac poetry or the fact

Digamma necessary Not necessary Neglected

elo, ?o, 5 . 14 times . 7 times . i time

*6ev . . 7 . II ,, .

of . . . 643 ,, over 180 . 23 tim?s

* ... 64 ,, 15 .1 time

45 176 31
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pointed out by Hoffmann, that although in the Iliad a short

final syllable remains short before ol, the latter word never

causes the elision of a preceding vowel or the shortening of a

preceding long syllable.
1

If we enquire into the use of the digamma in Hesiod, the

Homeric Hymns, the fragments of the Cyclic poets, and in

Empedocles, Tyrtseus, and the Elegiac and Iambic writers

generally, we shall find some reason for the old Greek tra-

dition which assigned all epic heroic literature, along with

the Hymns, the Margttes, and the Batrachomyomachia, to the

author of the Iliad and Odyssey. In the earliest of these

productions remains of the Old Ionic dialect are embedded
much as in the Homeric poems, while in the rest the hia-

tus that distinguishes originally digammated words is due to

the mere repetition or imitation of ancient epic formulae. Thus
in the Theogony the proportion of cases in which the digamma
is observed to those in which it is not is as 3 or 4 to i, a larger

proportion than that presented by the Odyssey ;
in the Works

and Days the proportion is as 3 to i, as also in the Hymn to

Aphrodite ;
whereas in the Hymn to Demeter the proportion is

exactly equal, in the Hymn to Hermes as i to i^, and in the

cyclic fragments (excluding the Kypria) and the Batrachomyo-
machia as i to 6. On the other hand, the proportion in Em-

pedocles is as i to 3, though how little Empedocles was

acquainted with the true origin of the epic hiatus is shown by
his incorrect introduction of it in such analogic coinages as

(5/ufj'cu (root ad) and da.airi.Toc. The Elegiac and Iambic

poets preserve the digamma, or rather the hiatus which had

taken its place, in a good number of the words in which it

occurs in Homer, and Theognis has it even in 'tor,
' a violet,'

and 'icioc, where it has been lost in the language of our Iliad

and Odyssey (except e 72, <S 314). In his use of these two

words, however, Theognis was probably imitating some portion

of the old epic literature.

But the digamma is not the only lost letter of which traces

survive here and there in Homer. Another sound which dis-

appeared at a yet earlier time than the digamma was the yod
1 Hoffmann, Qutzstiones Homerica, p. 56.
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or y. The conservative dialect of Cyprus was the only one in

Greece which preserved the yod into the days of writing ; here

it regularly occurs along with the digamma in inscriptions

written in the characters of the Cypriote syllabary as late as the

fourth century B.C. It is commonly supposed that 6'e, wc> and
on primitively began with this letter, and answered to the

Sanscrit yas and yavat ; in this case the yod would have to be

restored to these words in such phrases as 0ee olc, where the

lengthening of the final syllable of the first word implies an

initial consonant in the second. 1 The Locrian inscriptions of

the fifth century B.C., however, write /ore with digamma and
not yod; and it is therefore better to connect 6'c and its' deriva-

tives with the Latin gui, quis, and
f
Sanskrit chit, and to regard

its lost letter as a digamma. A ftiore certain instance of the

presence of the yod is 'ierrdai (from the root ya), which has a

consonantal beginning in twenty-two passages.

A tendency to drop a sigma seems to have set in at an even

earlier period than a tendency to drop the yod. Words like

icpus (English sweat], which originally began with two conso-

nants (sw), must have lost the first at quite a remote date ;

indeed, in this particular word and its derivatives even the

digamma is only once preserved (in II. A 27). Sometimes,

however, the digamma became 0, as has happened in the case

of the reflexive pronoun atye, though even this change did not

always preserve the sibilant. 2 When the second consonant

was X, ft,
or v, the initial sibilant was generally retained in

yEolic (as ap.iKpoQ) and probably also in the Old Ionic of Homer,
or else was assimilated to the sound that followed. Thus we
have u-\\r)KToe for a-oAjjm>c (our slack), or <piAo-/z/uul/7e for

<pi\u-(T[*iSri(; from the root smt, 'to smile' Wherever such

compounds occur in the poems, or wherever the lengthening
of a short syllable indicates the preservation of the sibilant at

the commencement of the following word, we may be sure that

we are in the presence of an old formation. It is quite other-

1 When the final syllable remains short, as in .4es 3>s (OJ. x 299)
we may feel sure that we are dealing with the product of a later age.

"

Bugge, for instance, has argued that <pi-\6s has the same root as
<r<f>*,

and originally meant 'one's own.'
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wise, however, when the word before which the short syllable

is lengthened or a letter doubled can be proved by comparison
with the allied languages to have never possessed more than

one initial consonant. When, for example, we find such com-

pounds as ETTiXt'yOTjr, 'grazing,'
1

(brtrt'AAw,
2 or such expressions

as aWwva fieyadvpoi',
3 A'iavra /ueyaA/yropa,

4
Kara. /J.o~ipar }

5 we
are transported to a wholly new era, an era when the poets had

forgotten the real origin of the doubled letter and the length-

ened syllable, and imagined that they too might double a

letter or lengthen a syllable at will should the metre so require.

Such cases of false analogy belong to an artificial dialect which

is separated by many generations from the Old Ionic of the

earliest parts of Homer. -The origin, for instance, of ZXXafte

(root labJi) and t'/zjua0 (root mant/i) is the same as that of

tAXiTre in Apollonius Rhodius the misleading analogy of mis-

understood archaisms.

We must here turn aside for a moment to point out the

cases in which the hiatus or the lengthening of a naturally short

syllable may be assumed to imply a lost consonant. It is well

known that other causes may be called in to account for both.

Sometimes such violations of Greek metrical usage are due to

the caesura, sometimes to the misconceptions of the later poets.

A careful examination of Homeric literature, however, would

seem to show that licenses of this kind were not originally

permissible,
and only crept in through the progress of phonetic

decay in the Ionic dialect which occasioned the shortening of

syllables and the loss of letters, and the consequent belief that

the earlier poets had allowed themselves licenses '
for the sake

of the metre.' Thus the final a of neuters plural and the final

-i of datives singular were once long, and Hartel has shown

that passages exist in Homer in which the primitive quantity of

these terminations is preserved. So, again, the frequent hiatus

after the particle rj arises from the fact that the word was

originally j/Jv, and consequently the apparent hiatus is no hia-

tus at all except in the verses of later imitators. Elsewhere

the hiatus is found after -t and -v, the explanation being that the

1
//. P 599.

2 Od. -1/361.
3

//. n 45:8.

//. P 626. 5 //. n 367.
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semi-vowels y and v were sounded after these letters in Old

Ionic when another vowel followed, so that formations like

^0-owc('c
* or a^-i]KriQ

* must be assigned to the New Ionic

period. Similarly, we find prepositions which, like *r and ,

begin with a vowel admitting the hiatus because of the geni
tives and datives in -ou and -y or -t with which they were used

(e.g. ivTrXwru eri 2/^pw). Wherever another vowel precedes,
there can be little doubt that we have to do with the product
of false analogy and of a later age. In other cases the hiatus

is explained by its coming after stems which originally ended

with a consonant, such as fiaf or raraf. Its occurrence after

Trpo (as in x/jofpfWw or TrpoidAAw) may be accounted for by
the original form of the preposition vpwfi. The contracted

forms TTpovrv-^ar,
3
TrpovdrjMv,* and Trpovx^v

5
betray their more

recent date. Apart from certain composite or polysyllabic words,
all other examples of the hiatus or the lengthening of a short

syllable in the older parts of Homer must be taken to indicate

a lost consonant.

If we assign the transition of Old Ionic into Middle Ionic

to the beginning of the seventh century B.C., we shall not be

far from the truth. New Ionic may be said to commence with

the inscriptions of Abu-Simbel, referred to above, and to con-

tinue to the age of Hippocrates, when it becomes considerably
tainted by Atticisms. It is best illustrated by the dialect of

Herodotus and contemporaneous inscriptions, a dialect, be it

observed, which is substantially identical with that of the New
Ionic portions of Homer. The proof of this it would take

too long to give here, but the fact can easily be tested by com-

paring a dictionary of Herodotus with a dictionary of Homer. 6

,

' Od. p 237.
2 //. K 256 ; Od. * 80. f

//. O 306.
4 //. fi 409.

s //. X 97 ; Od. C 138.
6 Thus Herodotus and Homer have Ti0e?<rj, it?<n, SiSovffi, ftriyvva-i

instead of the Attic Tidtacri, &c. ; Herodotus and Homer alone have the

later etjuep for ffffatv ; Herodotus usually omits the temporal augment,

especially before double consonants (e.g. appiaSeov, tptiov, a.ira.\\dffffovro)

and diphthongs (e.g. fttcafc, aipet), and drops it in XPVV and tne iterative

and pluperfect ; and Homer uses the New Ionic els of Herodotus as well

as the old Ionic iarffi. The analogic StSaScro/uev (Od. v 358, ta 314) re-

minds us of \dptyonai in Herodotus, and the latter's fifnerififvos can l>e
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In two or three respects, indeed, the forms of Herodotus are

more archaic than those of the Iliad and Odyssey. Thus
the MSS. of Herodotus still offer kavcare (for e/a^ave),

1

whereas we have the lonicised form f//r?are in II. 1 25, and
Od. y 143, and the later contracted from i'jvlai's. in II. A 24,

378, S 510, &c. 2 The Attic contraction of delpu, again, which

occurs in li. N 63, is not found in Herodotus, and while

Herodotus has the more original Kopeca, Homer has the later

(Atticising) Koplei and Kopeetg.
3

What is much more remarkable, however, is that the MSS.
of Homer contain numerous examples of two forms which do
not appear in New Ionic inscriptions before the beginning of

the fourth century B.C., and are probably due to Attic influence.

These forms are those of the genitives in -ev and -vc, instead of

the older -to and -toe. Thus we have f^tv, yevtvc, Ofpevc.

No doubt it is possible that the diphthong in question is a

scribe's error, introduced where the double syllable to was pro-

nounced by
'

synizesis
'

as one. But this does not alter the

really important fact of the case. Whether we call it synizesis

or anything else, eo is in very many instances pronounced as a

single syllable in the Homeric poems, that is, has become a

diphthong. It is quite immaterial whether this diphthong was

paralleled in Homer by similar products of false analogy. The hysterogen

ffrairiffav for ffrcufv occurs in the Iliad (P 733) as well as in Herodotus

and Thucydides ; the plural terminations -oiaro, --fiaro, and -euro, which

alone are found in Homer, are Herodotean, as is also fiaOa (II. 408),

instead of the older ffoda
; and Homer and Herodotus alike have the

forms tfta, fjte, tfiffav (//. A 47, H 213, K 197, N 305). Homer also offers

tis the Herodotean <f>v\a.Kos (II, Z 35, Ci 566 ; Od. o 231), and fj.dprvpot

(II. A 338, B 302, F 280, H 274, X 255 ; Od. a 273, | 394). Other New
lonicisms will be lam-f) for tffria, fj.ii>, Tldptos (II. T 325) by the side of

ndpiSos, and the lost aspirate in ^eraA/i^oy (//. E 336), eVaAjuevos (//.

H 260), fTtiffTiov (Od. 265), and avT65iov (Od. 6 449). About ninety

iteratives in -aicov are met with in Homer, as against only ten in Hesiod.

Pindar has three, and the Attic tragedians four, which are plainly adopted
from Homer, and none are found in Attic prose. Many, however, occur

in Herodotus, though it must be added that the iteratives of the sigmatic

lorist (like tXatraa-Kf) all belong to Homer.
1 Herod, ix. 5, 19.

z
Similarly (/rirjvSavf (Od. v 16, &c.).

3 //. 379, N 831.
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sounded exactly in the same way as ev or not The inscrip-

tions show that before the fourth century B.C. eo had not become
a diphthong in New Ionic, and that when it did become a

diphthong it was represented as iv. It is hard to believe that

an artificial dialect like the Epic, which aimed at being archaic,

would have anticipated the innovating pronunciation of the

spoken language.

But there are some other philological peculiarities in the

language of Homer which seem to imply that the poems were

revised and additions made to them here and there as late even

as the New Attic period. Thus we find words known to us

by Alexandrine use like /SAwoxw,
1 onx>, 2

<a4u, *cpoaiVa>
3

and arvytit',* txpaiirfjov and Traupdaau,
5 which are common to

Homer and Apollonius Rhodius, and epvKavaw, which elsewhere

occurs only in Quintus Smyrnaeus. From the post- Homeric

KTIKIC we get the verbal aVt-^we, and the weak passive future

juty/;<7<70<u
6 has been formed after the false analogy of forms

like
fii'iffofjiai.

We must now pass on to the second point we have to

prove, the existence of other dialects than Ionic in the language
of the Iliad and Odyssey. These dialects are the ^Eolic and

the Attic. Of the Doric dialect there is no trace. The forms

which have been quoted as Doric are really archaisms which

belonged to Old Ionic and were preserved among the conserva-

tive Dorians after their disappearance among the lonians. In

tffffelrai, for instance, we have the old formative of the future ya
which existed in Sanskrit as well as in ancient Greek ;

the dative

reiv for
Tt(f>t(>')

is an archaic form which belonged to Old Ionic

as much as to Doric
;
and infinitives like \o\untfiei- are equally

survivals from an early period of the Ionic dialect itself. The

pronoun rvvr), which occurs six times in the poems, similarly

preserves the nasal which makes its appearance in the

yEolic TOVV and the Sanskrit twam, and has been counted as

Doric only because that most conservative of the Greek dialects

preserved a word which in later times elsewhere disappeared.

1 od.* 466, r 25, <t> 239, 385.
2 n. n 258.

* n. z 507, o 264.
4 Od. K 113.

* II. 3 450. //. K 365.
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The Ionic poets would have nothing to do with that de-

tested Dorian race which drove their forefathers from their old

homes in Greece, and the only passage in which Dorians

are named is Od. r 177, where a list is given of the various

tribes inhabiting Krete. The elegiac poets whose dialect was

based on that of epic literature show the same aversion to

anything Dorian. It is only his Embateria that Tyrtaeus

composes in Doric, and even Theognis but once uses the pre-

position Trort, which is found eighty-nine times in Homer and,

though originally common to all the Greek dialects, had come
to be preserved in Doric alone. 1

The avoidance of the Doric dialect on the part of Homer
is brought out into greater relief by the usage of the Hesi-

odic poems in which we find such decided Dorisms as the

shortened final syllable of TrpoTrac,
2 two genitives in -dv instead

of the Ionic -wv,
3 the pronoun lv for ol,

4 and the Doric i\v for

7irrar.
5 Ahrens believes that the Dorisms of Hesiod are speci-

fically Delphian ;
however that may be, the contrast between

the two classes of epic poetry, the heroic and the didactic, in

this respect confirms in a striking way the Asiatic origin of

Homer. It is difficult to believe that a dialect which had

grown up on the soil of either the Peloponnesus or Northern

Greece could have remained so thoroughly untainted by Doric

forms and words.

It is quite different when we turn to the remains of the ^Eolic

dialect which have been detected in the poems. JEolisms are em-

bedded in Homer like flies in amber
; they are scattered up and

down both in the Iliad and Odyssey, though almost always in

fixed places in the verse. Thus we find <z6)eoe with the ^Eolic

a for 3ta as an epithet ofthe JEolic towns Killa,
6
Nisa,

7
Krisa,

8

and Pherae,
9 the Ionic form of which was Therae, but always at

the beginning of the thesis of the second foot
; once, and once

1

Tlp6s is found two hundred times in Homer, and the older irporl sixty

times. The word has no connection, except in meaning, with iro-ri and the

contracted iros.

2
So, too, itovpoa (Th. 60), S^cras (Th. 521).

s
Opp. 144, Th. 41.

Frag. 134.
5 Th. 321, 825. //. A 38, 452.

'
//. B 508. n. B 520. //. I 151, 293.
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only,
1 do we meet the word in a different formula and in a diffe-

rent place, the end of the line. Here, however, it is an epithet

of the Doric Kythera, and belongs plainly to an imitator of a

Liter age who found the old stock epithet convenient for ter-

minating his verse. Other ^Eolic epithets of the same kind

are a>/c,
2

4rp^>'/c,
3 and frxPf'K-

4 Indeed, as might have

been expected, it is especially in the case of epithets that

remains of the ^Eolic dialect have been handed down. 'A^V^MV,

for instance, where the ^Eolic v takes the place of the Ionic <>,

has become so trite and meaningless an epithet as to be applied

to ^gisthus.
5

TaXavpivoQ and raXavpoi//, again, are ^Eolisms,

as also dyavoc, as well as the numerous compounds of which

epi-, instead of the Ionic apt-, forms the first part Since the

use of e in place of a before p characterised ^olic, the form of

the name Qtpirirrig is an evident proof that Thersites belonged
to the older portions of the Homeric poems, and figured in the

legends that circulated in ^Eolis. The same may also be said

of Halitherses,
6
Thersilokhus,

7 and Polytherseides.
8 If Hero-

dian is right, the varying declension of the name Sarpedon as

2rtp7r/c)or7-oe and SapTTjjSovoe is due to the fact that the first is

an ^Eolism ; but this statement is extremely doubtful, since the

vocalisation of the word is Ionic, and the hero himself was a

Lycian, and belongs therefore to Ionic and not ^Eolic legend,

while the preservation of the initial sibilant merely shows that

the name has come down unchanged in its Old Ionic dress. 9

Similarly it is probable that the form o-/m-pde is old Ionic and

1
//. 0432.

2 Od. 6368,^313.
3 //. H 223 ; Od. | 19, 5 451. //. E 525, M 347, 360.
5 Od. a 29.

6 Od. P 157, 253, p 68, u 451.
7 //. P 2 1 6, * 209.

8 Od. x 287.
9 The root is that of epireiv, serpere, Sanskrit sarp. In bringing him

from Lycia the legends made the usual confusion between the terrestrial

Lycia and the celestial Lycia (' the land of light,' Latin lux], though no

doubt the straggles between the Ionic emigrants to Asia Minor and the

Lycian natives occasioned the localisation of the myth in that particular

spot. It is possible, however, that the name Lycia was of Greek origin,

given to a mountainous country where the inhabitants of the coast saw the

sun rise in the morning, since the Lycians called themselves Termilap

(Tramele in the native inscriptions).
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not ^Eolic, which, as in ^/j.vpva, kept the original s before

/, although CT/uw-ytpoe, apvyipuG are certainly ^olisms. Soli-

tary ^Eolisms have been preserved by the metre in Trivvpec,
1

KtK\riyovrfcf and the vocative I'vpfya,
3 and in <p/p.

4 To the

metre, again, we must ascribe the preservation of the ./Eolic

forms of the personal pronouns.
5 Other ^Eolisms, no doubt,

once existed here and there in the text of which no trace

now remains, since in two passages, ^Xi^rai for the received

OXi^erai,
6 and iruplaXig for the Aristarchean 7r<ip<iA,

7 were

read by Zenodotus and the Venetian Codex. A fortunate

chance has preserved for us the specifically yEolic title <a<ru/u-

r^rr]Q in Od. 9 258. Several other yEolisms may further be

detected in the poems ;

8
among these KtV, by the side of the

Ionic cir, is the most noticeable. In the Iliad KCV occurs 121

times before vowels, 78 times before consonants ;
ce occurs

145 times, K 76 times, x' 4 times, flaoxtv 7 times, livoKf. 18

times, eiffoK 3 times, 3c Kev and we n times. On the other

hand, iiv is found 137 times, and the compound &v w once. 9

Such a compound could only Lave been formed when all sense

of the original meaning of KCV had passed away. Perhaps, how-

ever, the best-known holism is the nominative of masculine

nouns of the first declension, like ve^eXrjyipera. We find it

almost always in certain stock phrases and set positions. In

nix/ijjrci
' the form has been half Ionised after the model of

qc, which thrice occurs u in imitation of the older usage.

1
//. O 680 ;

Od. e 70.
7 Od. /* 256, | 30.

3
21. T 130 ; Od. 5 743.

4 //. A 268, B 743.

5
Namely, fiftues (//. * 432 ; Od. i 303, 321, x 55) '> *W"(") twenty-

one times ; fi/x/xe (//. A 59, H 292, 378, 397, K 346, H 62, 2 268, X 219,

ft 355 ;
Od. i 404, K 209, ti 221, x 73) > ^W*" (# A 274, 335, E 481,

469, ft 242; Od. <p 231) ; fyt/x((c) seventeen times; fyxiie (//. V 412 ;

Od. v 357, ff 407, as 109).
' Od. p 221.

7
//. N 103, P 20, * 573.

8 'AA/ti (CW. C 130), &\\v8is (Od. t 71, 369), &/xu5(s, 0iroi0o (five times

in the Iliad alone), eiraa-ffvrepoi (always after the first trochee, //. A 383 ;

Od. if 366, &c.), axevwv, airovpds, Sfvta (by the side of the Ionic 8'a),

tuneven (instead of the Ionic tlptvcu, forty times in //., twenty-one times

in OJ.), eyfrfiyopOa'., e'/cixw'"-
9 //. N 127.

'

//. E 197.
ll //. T 179, P 588 ;

Od. 3 19.
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This has also been the case in rjirvra for cnrvra. 1 The later

Ionic poets, forgetting the origin of the form, identified its

termination with that of the accusative in -a, and hence we find

(vpuoira used as an accusative in II. A 498, 9 206, S 265, ()

152, ii 98, 331. The grammarians of Alexandria carried the

misconception still further, and Priscian and the Scholiasts lay

down that such words are indeclinable and may be used in

any case whatever.

The inferences to be drawn from these facts are irresistible.

ALolic lays form the background of those Ionic poems which

we call Homer. It was among the cities of JEolis, in that very

Trojan land in which the scene of the Iliad is laid, that the Greek

Epic first grew up. From the hands of ^Eolic bards it passed
into those of their Ionic neighbours, but carrying with it

memorials and evidences of its origin. Epithets and phrases

that had become part of the rhapsodist's stock-in-trade were

interwoven into the* Ionic versions of the old lays ;
the proper

names and the legends attached to them were handed on to

the new schools of Homeridae
;
and here and there an ^Eolic

word or form was retained where it suited the metre better

than its Ionic equivalent. Philology thus confirms the tra-

dition which made Smyrna the birthplace of Homer and the

earliest seat of Homeric poetry, and is confirmed in its turn by
the subject-matter of the Iliad which localises the '

tale divine
'

of ancient Aryan mythology in the Troad. It was there that

the ^Eolic fugitives from the Dorians had to wrest a new home
for themselves from the hands of its Asiatic possessors.

But ^Eolisms are not the only alien elements that we find

in Homer. There is an Attic colouring in the poems as well.

So strong, indeed, is the latter that Aristarchus held Homer
to have been an Athenian, and Cobet considers the poems to

have been partially Atticised.

We must, of course, be on our guard against assuming too

hastily that a form is Attic because it occurs in Attic writers

and not in the Ionic of Herodotus. Attic is an offshoot

of the Ionic dialect ;
Old Attic may be regarded as a

sister of Old Ionic ;
and it would only be natural to find

1
21. ii 384.
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many archaic forms in New Attic which have been lost even in

Old Ionic. It does not follow that they did not exist in Old

Ionic. The form dviuye, for example, is not an Atticism,

but an Old lonicism. Only those forms and words must be ac-

counted Atticisms which can be shown by Comparative Philo-

logy to have grown up subsequently to the separation of the

Attic from the remaining Ionic dialects. Forms originating in

phonetic decay or false analogy which are not found in New
Ionic are Attic peculiarities, the growth and creation of Attic

soil
;

but no others. Genuine Atticisms, however, exist in

abundance in both Iliad and Odyssey. Thus we have the

accusatives Ti;?/,
1

MrjaoT?;,
2

'O?v<ri/,
3 like iepij in Euripides;

4

tie.a used about 200 times in place of the older fooc ;
vw occur-

ring twice, IT<PLJ once, atyiav once,
5 and afyiffi fifty-five times ;

contracted futures like Krtrii, rtXCi and KOfjuti, &-y\aieiaOtu $*

heterogen aorists like eVeo-or
;
and optatives like iicio\<>iii with

a instead of e, and the termination dropped in the third person

singular
7

(virile%(. for vwcpaymtifr'j),* Were we to listen to

Professor Paley, the list of Atticisms might not only be largely

extended, but also be referred to the language of the Periklean

age. Among the Atticisms he quotes we find such phrases as

ore
fjiev

ore e
',

ol
a.[i<f>i Hpia/jov,

9
"ira.pa{3d\Xto6cti i//u^?/v,

10

irotelaOai iralSa in the sense of 'adopting,'
u

iiri Swpiav, 'while

gifts last,'
1Z like ^"x^e 7r/,

13
ireptSocrOat nvoc,

' to wager,'
u

c$i7j vtlv iv
&i>y,

'
to take an early dinner,'

I6
eicelvoi, in the sense

of 'the enemy,'
l6

pr) OxpeXXe yevfedai,
11 6 aurdf,

18 a phrase which

' //. A 384.
2 //. O 339.

8 Od. T 136.
4 Alk. 25. Compare Aristoph. Acharn. 1150.

s Od. 8 62.

6 //. O 65, T 104 ; A 161, Od.
<J/ 284 ; //. B 389, T 140, K 331, A 232,

I 132, 274, * 373, Od.
ft. 230, v 229 ; //. K 331, A 454, 2 133 ; Od. o 546.

The contracted futures in -iw, -joCjuai, however, occur eleven times in

Herodotus.
' See //. I 284, 142, H 241 ; //. A 838. Herodotus, however, has

ivfoi (vii. 6).

" Od. | 184 ; //. H 107 ; Od. p 317.
9

//. T 146.
lo //. I 322. n. I 495.

'* //. I 602. '* //. P 368.
" 77. V 485 ; Od.

if/ 78.
15 Od. p 176.

18 //. 2 1 88. >' //. P 686.

>" //. Z 391 ; Od. TJ 55, 326, &c.

VOL. I. I T
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certainly has a very modern ring about it. Equally striking are

some of his instances of single words, as, for example, iro-

^r)/jio(jopfjffai, where KHTCI has its peculiarly Attic sense,
1 iirtcwKt

in the sense given to it by Attic law,
2 aVau<j0a with the mean-

ing of 'reckoning,'
3

eOiXorTrjptt;,
4

vvero,
s

di'ip in the sense

of 'air,' not, as in Old Ionic, of 'mist,'
6 uAXore for er/ore,

irirovCfj for po\tc, aiKwe for a(vaic,
7

7T(V^2C, afidder, air<7a,
8

f ijfffr for e&gffcy,' ytwattis in the sense of '

legitimate,'
10

a'XXoiOC, SffaKig, (TKortof
'

illegitimate,'
u

7rtfoi)>'at,
12 and eVc'iA-

Ifo-t.
13 The use of the old demonstrative pronoun as an

article also points to a comparatively late date,
14 and the same

conclusion may be drawn from verbal forms in -r't^eiv and -t'&ir,

like iranira^tiv, ^ttronrXa^etv, otr(Mroraetr, vvoraeti' and 2(Kactr

(which reminds us of the Athenian law-courts), or 'par '' t>/
>

drifcir, Kt\r]Tieiv, oAry/fecf, /zfyaX/^eerSnt.
18

Perhaps Mr. Paley

goes too far when he claims a philosophic origin for such

Homeric verbs as (fypalmv, SetAatVeiv, p.upaiviiV) ^a\svaiveivt

ftap-yalvciv, oppaivtiv, Qavpalvtiv, fiivtaivtiVj icv^niVetK, though
we should have expected to meet with them in Theophrastus,
rather than in Old Ionic poems addressed to a popular audience.

It is not difficult to account for this Attic colouring. Some
of the Atticisms are probably due to the belief of Aristarchus

in the Attic birth of Homer
; indeed, we know that in certain

passages where he adopted an Attic form the readings of Zeno-

dotuswere different. Others, again, may be explained by early

errors on the part of copyists. But the greater number admits

of but one interpretation. The Homeric poems, as we have

them, must have passed through Attic hands, and undergone an

Attic recension. Nor is this at variance with what we know of

their history. The pseudo-Platonic Hipparchus ascribes to

Hipparchus an edition or redaction of Homer which later

writers, Cicero, Josephus and Pausanias, ascribe to Peisistra-

//. 2 301.
2

//. I 148. Od. 7 245.

Od. 292.
* Od. S 76. //. H 288.

//. X 336.
8

//. K 208, &c. *
II. -S, joo.

//. E 253.
" //. Z 24.

l- II. 559. //. X, 3.

As in //. T 55, Z 201, K II, 2 IO, T 320, * 526, X 59, Y 295.

[The old verb fj.ri$inv disproves this. M.]
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tus. We cannot suppose that the public library Peisistratus

founded was without copies of Homer, or that when one of his

editors was convicted of altering and interpolating documents

so sacred as the Oracles of Musasus,
1 the old epic literature

would have been treated more reverently. Solon is accused of

inserting certain passages in Homer in order to glorify the

Athenians, and this accusation of itself implies a consciousness

of the Attic origin of some parts of the poems. It is not im-

possible that Mr. Paley may be right in referring some of the

Atticisms he has enumerated to so late a period as the Peri-

klean age, since it is hard to see in Od. ?/ 81 an allusion to any
other building than the Erechtheum, which was erected about

the year 432 B.C. At any rate there is plain proof that the Ho-
meric poems underwent a process of manipulation in Attica; at

how late or early a time this process terminated must remain

undecided.

It must now be quite clear that the language of the poems
is an artificial one, a sort of curious mosaic in which archaisms

and modernisms, fragments of ^Eolic, Attic and Ionic are em-

bedded side by side. It testifies to slow growth among guilds

of professional poets who received from their predecessors a

series of stock subjects, a stock mode of treating them, and a

body of traditional words and phrases. This fact is confirmed

though further confirmation is not needful by the occur-

rence in Homer of words and forms which are the product of

false analogy, and owe their existence to the misinterpretation

of the older part of the Homeric language.

Reference has been already made to some of these, and,

indeed, so numerous are the examples ofsuch erroneous forma-

tions in Homer, that it is easy to find illustrations of them. In

some cases we can actually see the process of creation, as it

were, going on. Thus in Od. j] 95 we read : lv & Opovoi

jrcpt Toi-xpv iprjpi^ar 'ivtia KOI ivBa. Here epypfda. is a per-

fectly normal Ionic formation from the root of sptiSu ; the

dental belongs to the root, and accordingly appears in all the

other tenses of the verb. But a few lines before (86) we have

another verse, which is evidently formed on the model of the

1 See Hdt. vii. 6.

T 2
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one just quoted, and only differs from the latter half of it in

substituting eA^Xe'Saro for tpripicaro. 'fcXr/Xidaro, however, is

etymologically and grammatically an impossible form
;

the

present tense is eXauvw and the root is lav, with no trace of

either a de%tal or a vowel e. The word, in fact, is due to the

false analogy of lpriptda.ro and the misunderstanding of the

archaic pluperfect form. In the Odyssey,
1

again, we find a

verse which can only be explained as the creation of false

analogy. The translation,
'

seals, the offspring of the sea-

foam,' gives a radically wrong sense to both vtVo^c and

hXoffvSi'Tj. The last word is a compound of aXe and avlvi], an

old Ionic feminine, answering to a Sanskrit sun-ya (from the

root sit,
' to beget '),

and signifying
'

daughter' or '

offspring.'

The Sanskrit sun-ya (by the side of the masculine sunus,
' son ')

would have been represented in Old Ionic by nwyr], but the_>W
after first developing a dental, as is so frequently the case in

Greek, disappeared, leaving avrlr], and by metathesis avlvi].

Some early
' Homeric '

verse, now lost, must have once existed

in which the seals were called visits aXocn^rcK, 'footless off-

spring of the sea,' vtVo^ec (or rather vijiroSee)
*
being a com-

pound of TroDc and the same negative that we meet with in

i'jjKpS)e or the Latin nefas. The second part of the epithet,

however, came to be misinterpreted ; aXoa'ulrj] was divided

into the genitive o\c, and the non-existent vlrr\, which the

rhapsodists connected with v$up and vtapfo, and the change of

meaning was complete. It only remained to explain viirults,

which, now that its substantive had been turned into a genitive,

necessarily signified 'offspring,' and this was easily done by

referring it to ure'4/toc. The superfluous dental did not trouble

the etymological consciences of the Homeric poets. It is

probable that this passage of the Odyssey was not the only

place in Homeric literature in which the mistaken use of

rciriiSts occurred, since we find both Kallimachus 3 and Theo-

kritus 4
employing the word in the same sense.

1 5 404 : afj.<t>l
5e niv (puKai vtiroSts Ka\rjs a\o<rv$rris.

2 The shortened form would belong to the New Ionic period.
* & Ketos 'V\\txov vtitovs.

*m. 25 : aOdvarot 5e KoAetWo lul
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Two other instances of false analogy may be quoted, which
\vill show even more clearly the artificial character of the

Homeric dialect. In II. Z 289 the loss of the digamma
caused some rhapsodist or scribe to alter the original phrase

TreVXot, Trap-rrotKiXa. fepya yvvuiK&v into TrtVXot a-afnrmKt\ot t

Zpya ywaiK^f, and this corrupt reading has been imitated by
the author of Od. n 105, where we have ve~\oi 7rfi/*jro/\ot,

our; Kt'tfjiev dirt]. A similar blunder occurs in II. O 6, a

verse, it is fair to state, which was rejected by Aristophanes and
Aristarchus themselves. Here the impossible form avZptiTTJra.

originates in the corrupt reading of II. n 857 and X 363,
where Clemm has restored fyor/ra (for vcpo-ijra as cpw\l/ for

V^jOWV/').

Perhaps one of the oddest of these new creations of the

Homeric poets is the adjective toe,
'

one,' in II. Z 42 2.
l From

the root atp, the Greeks had formed a numeral '

one/ which was

declined in the nominative cripg, cre^ia, atp. By the ordinary

phonetic laws of the language these finally became tic, ju/'a (for

0>u'n), ft', and in epic pa sometimes lost its initial consonant

like some other words (e.g. \t//3w, ya7). Then came the mis-

conception of later composers. The feminine to was supposed
to be an adjective declined like rfyuoc, and hence the monstrous

ly instead of Irt.

The intensive o\n has arisen in much the same way. The
root of e'xw could never of itself have passed into the meaning

given to o^a ;
it was only in combination with e (as in t&'xw)

that it was able to acquire an intensive or superlative sense.

But there must have been sortie passage or passages in which

the rhapsodists divided the compound l^,o\a in an incorrect

way, assigning t to the verb of the sentence by supposing
that in the obsolete dialect of early Ionia t>\a alone meant
'

very.' Hence the numerous passages in which it is used

in this sense. If Mr. Paley is right, v-irtp^opa
a has had a

similar origin, being formed after the analogy of such Attic

compounds as TraprJXoyoc or av&Xoyov.

The same scholar has pointed out a passage
3 in which the

1 o! ttev Trdvres Ir? K'OV 4f/unri "AlSos f<ro).
2 //. B 155.

3 11. K 466 : S(f\ov 5' e'irl <r/JMo T' tdr)Ket>.
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adjective litkov (=ctjXov) is used as if it were a substantive

with the meaning of 'mark.' This mistake could only have

been made after the contraction of the original ctfeXog through

ctAoe into the New Ionic c>/Xoe and a forgetfulness that the two

words were really the same. 1 Another example of the same

kind is the use of uyytXuyc, the genitive of uyytX/?/, as a mas-

culine nominative meaning
'

messenger.'
2 A passage must have

occurred in the traditionary lays in which the form of the sen-

tence rendered the blunder possible, and since the primitive

alpha of the termination had already become ta, the passage
in question would have been of later date than the separation

of the Attic dialect from the Ionic stock.3 Other instances of

similar blundering that may be quoted are the confusion of

X'p/a, the accusative of the substantive \fpric, with the com-

parative 'xf.peioraf and the use of irXttc, 'full/ as
' more.'

Of a somewhat different character are the false presents

Ttftytvyu, f'u'wyw, TTt(ppucm), &c. from the perfects clk-a (=oica),

Trifyevya, arwya, iritypafin, which had come to be employed in a

present sense, or the false futures xp" lffp/ rw, irtTriOfirTU),*vtawiieT<t>

(like tc'/<rw in Theoc. 3, 37) from the aorist infinitives xpuirr^t'n;

Trevide'iv, ivLffirtiv, &c., which were confounded with the present

infinitives of contracted verbs in -iw. The contraction they

imply indicates the late date at which they were coined, and

they point to a belief that the forms of the Epic dialect were

so far removed from those of the dialect of everyday life as to

admit among them almost any new coinage which suited the

metre and had an archaic ring.

1 Ae'eAov is the same word as the second part of the compound epithet

fv-Se'i\os, where we ought certainly to read eu-S^eAos. In the latter, how-

ever, the first syllable remains long by way of compensating for the loss ot

the digamma, whereas in 5te\ov it has been shortened in accordance with

the usual habit of New Ionic.

2 //. T 206, N 252, O 640.
8 Since the Attic dialect retains the original alpha.
4 //. A 400.
* //. B 129, A 395 : ritra-ov fy<!> <fwi \e'as tu^fvcu

TpatDv oltevol 5e Trfpi ir\fts f) yvvcunes.
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To the same belief must be ascribed many of the other

products of false analogy in Homer. Thus nineteen aorist

infinitives in -tuv which stand for -tynv are found in the

poems
l which are erroneously formed after the model of the

uncontracted present infinitives of verbs in -ua. Curtius has

shown from a comparison of the forms of the infinitive in

Ionic, Doric, and AZolic that tytpetv represents an original

(/jp-/r, which in Ionic became successively ipepeef and <pfpeu-

(for Qfpth'), so that the first e of the Homeric forms in -inv is

historically false.
2

Thus, again, the futures dvvw from drvrw,
3

tpviu,
4 and Ei'Tavvu),

6 are modelled upon the Atticising futures of

verbal stems in -s, which primitively had a double sigma in this

tense, afterwards in New Ionic dropped one ofthem, and finally

lost both. Thus, too, the form SiSo'itrda,
6 from the root da, is a

mere imitation of o~iada tor oiS-da from the root vid, the sibilant

being erroneously imagined to be part of the second person

ending in the archaic Epic dialect;
7 the compounds IQai-ytrijc*

ywaip-avric? are due to the analogy of 9r)/3aiye)';c, where alone

the locative 6j/3ai is right ;
and the so-called diectasis or

resolution of vowels, which is so frequently resorted to for help-

ing out the metre, has been proved by Mangold and Wacker-

nagel's researches to be an affected archaism. 'E\o'w<r, for

example, in //. N 315, Od. / 319, is a false resolution of the

contracted i\C,xn of Herodotus, Kpepow, in //. H 83, of the

Kpe/jwpey which we find in the Plutus of Aristophanes. Forms
like yavdwffcii, ///Sworee, opotore, yodwvra, atrtowvro, dXeJw, irpw-

oi'tc and 0owKoe are grammatically and phonetically impos-
sible. According to the phonetic laws of the Ionic dialect, the

middle stage between 6pdw and !>pH> is ope'w, not opdw, and the

theory of an assimilation of the vowels is set aside by the in-

variable usage of Ionic authors and of the Epic dialect itself,

1 Ex. gr. //. A 263, 2 511, T 15, V 467, n 608; Od. a. 59, e 349,

137, * 232, M 446, -r 477, X 437-
2 The infinitive in -few is found thrice in Hesiod's Shield ; never in the

Works and Days, or in the elegiac writers.
3

//. A 56, A 365. //.A 454, 0351, X 67.
s Od.

<t> 97, 127, 174. //. T 270.
7
Similarly we find fx fl^a and <pt\eur0a in Sappho, which made the

grammarians fancy the form to be an ^Lolic one.
8 Od. I 203. //. T 39.

lu
v. 312
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except in the limited number of cases under consideration.

Moreover, <>v and n could not become w, much less could o do

so. The whole set of forms is the creation of rhapsodi.sts and

scribes endeavouring to restore the metre of lines which the

contraction of two short syllables, the loss of the digamma, or

the decay of some other peculiarity of early pronunciation, had

violated, and who looked for the means of effecting this to the

supposed analogy of other old words.

If further proof is wanted of the artificial nature of the

Homeric dialect, it would be found in two facts. The first of

these is that the parallel forms of various date and origin which

coexist in the poems are generally of different metrical quantify,

and accordingly highly convenient for the verse-maker's pur-

poses. Thus the ^olic 'ifi^trai serves as a dactyl, t^erai as

an anapaest, tp/jiev as a trochee, e^*" as a pyrrhic, and dvai as a

spondee, and it is plainly metrical necessities that have pre-

served the ^Eolic forms of the personal pronouns. The second

fact is that short syllables are lengthened where too many come

together to allow the word in which they occur to be otherwise

used in the hexameter. Hence it is that the first syllable of

dtfrii/aroc is always long, that v^ripefytog is the genitive of

w^fpe^c, that aop has a in dissyllabic forms and a in trisyllabic

ones, and that we find indifferently direiptviof and cnrepcimoQ

juf'\a>'t and jue/Xart.
1

Hence, too, we find KVWOC, Kvaroirpwpog,

and Kva.V(i)Tri, but Kvaveoc;, KvavvireZa, Kvat'OTrnrXof, and KVIIVO-

The long vowels and diphthongs by which the lengthened

quantity of these naturally short syllables is pointed out in

writing are due to the scribes, and are probably of late date.

How modern the manuscripts were which Aristarchus had

before him is shown, as Giese has remarked, by his uncertainty

regarding the insertion of the aspirate except where it was indi-

cated by an elision. The alterations made in the text by the

scribes both of the Alexandrine and of an earlier period were

numerous and sometimes revolutionary. No doubt of this can

1 n. n 79.
*

So, also, ffv&offia. (Od. IOl), 'dirovffffBai, ijirepo-ireiica (Sanskrit

apara), rivenons, Snjpe/c^s, el\dnvos, 0e/j.ei\ta (II. "9 255), ciawfc (//. H 9),

(Od. to 2l8), elaoiv6s, flpfff'rn, 'aicd/naios, &c.
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remain after the labours of Nauck, Cobet, and Wackernagel.
The hiatus caused by the loss of the digamma was mended in

various ways. Sometimes o' is inserted,
1 sometimes r',

2 some-

times re,
3 sometimes 3',

4 sometimes y' or ye,
5 sometimes k-'.

6

At other times the plural takes the place of the dual (as II. Y

37 1
* 37 2 f r X

~
lPe fffoiKi), or the vocative the place of the

nominative used vocativeiy, as in II. F 277^ New forms,

again, are substituted for older ones, as in II. N 107, where

Zenodotus and Aristophanes preserve the older reading vvv ce

tK-ae TroXtoc corrupted into vvv "8 ei;adev TroXtoc in the MSS. of

Aristarchus, and the words of a verse may even be transposed
or changed, as when 8

trrij 8e Trapoifl' "nnruv ^T/rW-o^Ei'oe is turned

into crrij %' "nr-Kuv Trpoirapotte* ce^icr^opevog or rotorSt fiSof into

roiovrov ittoi'.
9 A frequent source of error has been the con-

traction of short syllables during the age of Attic influence,

resulting in various corruptions of the text in order to restore

the violated metre. Equally frequent has been the misreading
of the older MSS. in which E represented both ij and as well

as
,
and O w and ov as well as o. But it must be remembered

that it is often far from easy to distinguish false forms which

have arisen from the mistakes of the later copyists and critics

from those which belonged to the older period of oral recita-

tion. In many cases we shall never be able to determine with

accuracy whether we are dealing with a corruption of the

written text or with a product of the age before the poems
were first written down.

About one point, however, there need be no hesitation.

Throughout the whole of Homer words which in Doric have K

from an original kw (Latin gu) appear with IT, never K. Thus

we find OTTWC, TWC, irov, TTO?, &c. Yet we know both from in-

scriptions and the MSS. of Kallinos, Mimnermus, and He-

//. B 342, A 467.
* //. E 467, E 348 ; Od. <J> 401.

//. I 379, M 162 ; Od. a. 41, o 507.

77. A 509, A 792, M 412, O 403 ; Od. 332, 7 216, 8 556.

//. A 548 ; Od. a 233.
" H- A 64, Y 2$O.

An instance is quoted by Hoffmann from //. B 8, where for o5A.

bvttpe we should read oSAos.

1 Od. 01 so.
9 Od. Ci6o.
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rodotus, that the New Ionic still preserved the older K up to

the fourth century B.C. It is difficult to ascribe the change of

spelling to the Atticising influence discussed above, since the

latter would not well explain the thoroughness with which the

change has been carried out The change is rather the work

of the copyists of a later day, influenced, no doubt, by the

theory that Homer was of Attic birth. Quite parallel is the

appearance of an aspirated letter in many words which retained

the simple tenuis in the Ionic of Herodotus and the inscrip-

tions. An instance of this is liyppau. in the place of eco/uat.

The conclusions to be derived from a close examination of

the language of the Iliad and the Odyssey make it almost

superfluous to refer to the question whether these two works

were the production of one author or of two. Since, however,

the question is even now keenly debated, it is as well to see

what light can be thrown upon it by the language of the poems.

Though this has shown us that the national Epic of ancient

Greece, like the national Epics of all other peoples the Maha-

bharata of India, the Edda of Scandinavia, the Nibelungen Lied

of Germany, the Kalevala of the Finns grew up slowly and

gradually, passing through the mouths of numberless genera-

tions and schools of poets and reciters, and assuming new

forms among each
;
nevertheless there must have been definite

individuals to whom the arrangement and grouping of this

traditional matter was due, to whom, in fact, the Iliad and the

Odyssey, the Thebais and the Kypria, the Lesser Iliad and the

other specimens of Epic literature, as separate poems, owed
their origin. We know that the last line of the Iliad is but the

protasis of which the first line of the ^Ethiopis formed the

apodosis, and that the poet of the Odyssey
l

appeals to the

Muses to relate to him ' also
'

as to others who had gone before

the adventures of the Greek heroes on their return from Troy.
It is plain, therefore, that some principle was adopted in cutting

off one portion of the mass of Epic matter from another, in

throwing it, that is to say, into the shape of a single indepen-
dent poem. But a merely superficial reading will convince

most people that there is a very decided difference of tone and

1
o. io. The neglect of the digamma in this line should be noted.
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manner between the Iliad and the Odyssey, that the Odyssey
is a much more artificial composition than the Iliad, and
breathes the spirit of a more modern age. And this impression
is borne out by differences in the language of the two poems.
There are about 130 words found only in the Iliad, and about

120 found only in the Odyssey, and among the latter occur not

only abstract nouns like airipp.a, xpij/ia, pop^r), apidpog, f.v\i],

yaXrfVT]) but words which denote a distinct advance in wealth

and luxury, such as Sijpu'owpyof, Slairotva, KOITOS, r/Xtcrpov. The

usage of certain words, too, differs in the two poems, implying
that a different hand has manipulated the old traditionary

materials in the two cases. Thus different epithets are em-

ployed for the same object, or, what is more significant, the

same epithet is employed in different senses. Aa/^wi' and

o\o6<f>p<i)v, for instance, are 'baleful
'

in the Iliad, 'crafty' in the

Odyssey, *VKVK\OG is used only of the shield with the meaning
of ; round '

in the Iliad, of the chariot with the meaning of

'well-wheeled' in the Odyssey. Similarly /BovXjj^opoc is an

epithet of princes in the Iliad, of the dyopa. in the more demo-

cratic Odyssey. So, too, the same word has different significa-

tions. In the Iliad KX'c is
' a collar-bone

'

; Wr^p
' a warrior's

belt'; Xo<f>oc, 'a neck'; ;ye/uw', 'a chief; /iwXoc, 'the moil

of war'
; epic, 'the battle-strife

'

; KaXiw,
'

to call
'

; Koarpeu,
' to

marshal.' In the Odyssey the same words mean '

key,'
' swine-

herd's belt,' 'ridge,' 'guide,' 'struggle,' 'rivalry,' 'invite,' and 'to

set huntsmen '

;
the accusative of e'ptg

in the latter poem being

the analogic tpi' of the Attic dialect. Differences, again,

appear in the use even of words like iloviata, which always

denotes place in the Iliad, time in the Odyssey, or in the expres-

sion of an idea like that of the preposition 'by means of,'

which is represented by eV-ijrt in the Iliad, by IOTIJTI in the

Odyssey (and Iliad). It is, perhaps, of little moment that the

later analogic comparative of ^tXoc, (f>l\Tfpi>c,
is found only once

in Odyssey, 0iX/W being alone employed in the Odyssey ; but,

on the other hand, we cannot overlook the significance of the

fact that the contracted form of napa, Trap, occurs before the

1 So ofoona, which frequently appears in the Odyssey, is found only

twice in the Iliad (F 235, P 260).
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letters y, , c, * and r only in the Iliad, and before K and /u

only in the Odyssey. We seem here referred to a difference of

usage on the part of the poet or redactor, or whatever else we

choose to term him, which points further to a difference of

personality. Whether or not, however, the author of the Iliad

and of the Odyssey was one and the same individual is of small

consequence ;
in any case he has been proved by the sure

evidence of philology to have been but the inheritor of other

men's labours, and, like Castren and Lonnrott in our own age,

to have worked up the materials provided by the spirit and

genius of a whole nation. It was to this spirit and genius that

the old Epic of Greece was due, and rightly, therefore, was its

creation named Homeros,
' the fitted together.'

l

is actually used with this sense by Euripides {Ale. 870), who

applies it to the marriage bond. The form of the name, and probably its

origin also, is Ionic. The word is first found in a doubtful fragment (xxxiv.)

of Hesiod. The statement of the pseudo-Herodotean Life of Homer that

the word signified
' blind

'

in the Cumaean dialect must be a pure fiction.

G. Curtius and Angermann take a slightly different view of the original

use of the word from that adopted in the text. The former says :
' Sic

fere nomen Homeri esse existimaverim, nt primum poetse inter se con-

juncti et apti 3/wjpoi vocati sint, ii deinde gentis sodalitio inito patronymi-
cum 'OpripiSat nomen acceperint, postea vero ex civilium gentium more

eponymus quidam inventus sit"Oyurjpoy, qui gentis potius quam suam per-

sonam sustineret. Nam similem sane in modum qui a cantu fij/j.o\iroi

vocati erant facti sunt Evfj.o\irlSai, Eumolpidarum autem auctor inventus

est Eumolpus. Fiet igitur Homerus nobis auctor vel eponymus poetarum

gentilicia communione inter se conjunctorum Ahnherr der Sdngerinnungen.
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Marcian MS. of Iliad at Venice, 37,

39. 4L 42
Alargites, 21, 30, 32, 80, 106

Mariette, M. , 191
Markscheffel, 129, 131, 136
Martial, 108

Massaliotic edition of Homer, 35
Mattaire, 109
Matthias, 109
Megacles (Megacleides ?), 128

Megara, 168

Meineke, 217
MeA.a/uiro8/o, 130
Melanchros, 198, 199
Melanchthon, 109
Meleager, 19, 85
Meliambics, 217

*

Melic poetry, 172, 184 sq.
Melissus, 140
Menander, 100

Mercenaries, Greek, 27, 177
Merivale, Dean, 45
Merkel, 167
Merry (ed. Odyssey), 43

NUX
Metrodorus of Lampsacus, 33
Mezger, 240, 241, 249
Midas of Phrygia, 74; epitaph on,

cited, 156
Midas, 25
Milman, 233
Mimiambics, 217
Mimnermus, 173, 176, 185, 193 sq. ,

201, 211, 215, 219, 233 ; fragment
cited, 194

Minas, in
Minyans, n, 104
Mommsen, Th. , 115
Mommsen (Tycho), 248
Monro, Mr. D. B. , 41, 43, 102

Moore, A. (trans. Pindar), 250
Moore, Thomas, 219
Morice, F. D. (trans. Pindar) 250
Moschopulos (Manuel), 40, 109, 134
Moschus, 168

Movffa, etymology of, 12
Mullach (FPG.), 109, 144
Muller, Carl (FHG.), 24, 98
Miiller, K. O. , 128, 180, 213
Muller, W. , 44, 54
Mure, Colonel, 52, 53, 54, 82, 86, 88,

104, 105, 190, 200

Musasus, 10, 13, 14, 113, 130, 169,

170
Muses, three, 12

Musgrave, 45
Music, Greek, 183-4
Myers, Mr. Ernest, 250 (trans. Pin-

dar)

Myrtilus, 198
Myrtis, 234, 252

NATHAKTIA
tin), 112, 130

Naxos in Sicily, 96
Nestor, 9, 18

Newman, F. W. , 45
Nibelungen Lied, 49, 56
Nicanor, 39
Nicolaus (of Damascus), 25, 117
Niebuhr, 48
Niese, 5, 21, 28, 85, 92, 95
Nietzsche, 114, 121, 132, 134
Nikias (of Kos), a physician, 205
Nitzsch, 29, 43, 50, 58, 59
Nomic and strophic form, 240-1
No,uos, 184
Nonnus, 135, 169
Nostol, 102, 103
Nutzhorn, 28
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OBELUS,
Aristarchus', 36, 37

Odysseus' character in Odys-
sey, 99

Odyssey, 8, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 sq. ; 64
S(3- I 93'96 sq. ; Appendix, 255 sq.

CEagrus, 14
(Economics, 121

Oi'jurj, olfjws, 145
Olen, 14, 15

Olympus (the av\rtrtK6s), 186

Olympus, Mt. , 78
Onomacritus, 10, 13, 22, 29, 30, 35
Oppolzer (astronomer), 174
Oracular poetry, 15
Orelli, 212

Orpheus (Thracian bard), 10, 12, 13,

14. 130
Orpheus, of Croton, 28

Orphic poems, 10

Orphic rites, 10, 30
Osann, 181

Ovid, 215, 216

, 184
Paley, Mr. F. A., 47, 52, 57,

58, 60, 136, 162, 250
Pamphos, 14
Paneides (ncwefSou i^fj^os), 115
Panyasis, 161

Papyri, with fragments of Homer, 38,

42 ; of Alcman, 191
Parmenides, 139, 140; (citation from),

141, 142
Parnell's Pandora, 137
Parthenius, 215
Particularism, a feature of Greek

poetry, 5
Patroclus, 85, 87
Pausanius, n, 12, 13, 14, 26, 28, 103.

118, 121, 125, 133, 137, 145, 161,

170, 188, 224, 225, 234, 252
Peisander of Cameirus, 161

Peisistratus 26, 28 (commission on

Homer), 35, 47, 48, 51, 57, 67, 80

Pelasgi, ii

Pelasgic Letters, n
Penelope, 94
Penon, 44
Percy, Bishop, 71

Pergamus, School of, 33, 39, 40
Periander, 197, 198, 222

Pericles, 57
Persius, 217
Personal poetry, 171 sq. , 206 sq.

Petrie papyri, Homeric fragments in,

38.42

Phaethon, of Euripides, 20
Phaon, 200

Phemius, 8

Phemonoe, 15
Philammon, 14
Philetas, 35, 215
Philo, 197
Philochorus, 24
Philoctetes, 19
Philommeides (Aphrodite), 17
Philopoemen, 209
Philoxenus, 253
Phoenician letters, u
Phokylides, 173, 180, 207, 208

&op<avls, 131

Phrygo-Thracians, 12

Pieria, 12

Pierron, M. A., 43
Pigres (epicus), 106

Pindar, 6, 16, 31, 80, 119, 137, 172,

178, 181, 183, 184, 187, 188, 190,
202, 225, 226, 229, 234 sq.., 250
citations from, 245 sq.

Pittacus, 197, 198, 199, 201, 223
Planudes, in
Plato (philosopher), 10, 31-4, 57, 58,

80, 99, no, 120, 125, 132, 133,

139, 140, 143, 162, 211, 214, 225,

239
Pleiad, 7
Plutarch, 12, 23, 28, 33, 108, 113,

J3O ' J33< r34. T44' 162, 163, 181,

186, 187, 195, 196, 204, 253
Poetic, the, of Aristotle, 104-5
Poetry, developed before prose, 2

;

real poetry originated by the people,

4, 5 ; anterior to Homer, 8, 15,

17
Pollux, 181, 187
Polybius, 235
Polycrates (of Samos), 218, 226

Polydorus (Spartan king), 189

Polymnestus of Colophon, 187

Pope, 44, 45, 144
Popular songs, ancient, 19

Porphyry, 23, 39, 40
Person, 43, 197
Postion, 200

Praxilla, 252, 253
Prendergast, Mr., 44
Preston's translation of Apollonius,

168

Proclus, 102, 134
Hpoa'6Sioi', 184
Protesilaus, 19
Psalms, 79

27
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Pythagorean
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in Odyssey), 53

s, 10

QUINTILIAN,
131, 163, 164, 226

Quintus Smyrnseus, 106, 169

p AUCHENSTEIN, 242
IV Religious poetry, 9 sq.

Reuner, 176

Rhapsodists, school of, 25, 25, 27

Rhianus, 33, 163
Rhodopis, 199
Riedel, 200

Riem, 146
Rivalry among early poets, 8

Rohde, 135, 175, 198, 200

Rose Val., 219, 220

Rumpel, 249
Rutherford, W. G., in

<~*ACK OF ILIUM, 103O Sakadas of Argos, 181, 187

Sappho, 20, 70, 193, 199 sq., 227,
228 ; fragment cited, 204

Sayce, Professor, 58, 70, and Appen-
dix passim

Schiller, 48
Schlegels, the, 48
Schliemann, Dr.. 97
Schneider, O. , in
Schneidewin, 242
Schomann, 59, 91
Schrader, 40
Schrevelius, 43
Seber, 43
Semonides of Amorgos, 70, 76, no,

115, 127, 131, 132, 173, 179, 208,
216

Seneca, 34
Sengebusch, 23, 24, 25, 31, 33, 38, 41,

56, 61, 93, 94
Separatists, 36, 37, 38, 53 sq.
Sextus Empiricus, 139, 144
Shakespeare, 96, ico, 196
Shield of Hercules, 128

Sicilian Colonies, archaeology of, 97
Sicilian Pastoral, 5
Simonides (of Ceos), 6, 31, 178, 179,

214, 2i5,~229, 230 sq., 252 ; frag-
ments cited, 232

Simplicius, 140, 144

THA

Sittl (History of Greek Literature),

5, 21, 28, 51, 88, 103, 105, 109,

149, 176, 184, 202, 205, 223, 240
Sitzler, 212

Skopadas of Thessaly, 230
Smith, J. Russell, 109

Smyrna, 74, 95
Socrates, 34
Solon, 22, 26, 28, 29, 173, 176, 185,

194 sq., 209, 211, 215
Solon's elegy on nine ages of man,

cited, 197 sq.

Sommariva, 109
Sophists, 33
Sophocles, 32, 58, 99, 165, 167, 184,

S*
Sophron, 217
Spartan State, 181-2, 189

Spencer, Earl (Althorp Library), 109

Spohn, 59
Stark, 220

Stasinus, 67, 102

Statius, 108

Steitz, A., 123, 125, 129
Stephanus (editor), 43, 136, 167
Stesichorus, 5, 6, 16, 31, no, 121,128,

129, 172, 202, 203, 204, 224 sq., 229
Stesimbrotus of Thasos, 30

Stigme, 37
Stobaeus, 162, 177, 194, 196, 211, 212,

253
Strabo, n, 13, 32, 117, 127, 131, 177,

187, 194
2vyypd/j./j.aTa (on Homer), 37
Suidas, 14, 23, 30, 34, 40, in, 162,

210, 224, 235, 236
Susemihl, 174
Swift, 177
Swinburne, Mr., 13

Symmetry, Pick's theory of, 73

Symonds, Mr., 113, 141, 144, 215,

233
Syracuse, date of foundation of, 96
Syriac palimpsest of Homer, 42

ILIACA, 42
Tarentum, 222

Telegonia, 102, 103
Telesilla, 252
Telestes (lyricus), 254
Tennyson, Lord, 45
Teos, inscriptions of, 29
Terpander, 132, 184, 186, 187, 188,

198, 201

Thales, 209, 223
Thaletas, 24, 25, 187, 188
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Thamyris, 8, 9, 14, 15
Theagenes (of Rhegium), 22, 25, 30,

80

Theagenes (of Megara), 210

Themistocles, 252
Theocritus, 5, 7, 15, 135, 168, 205,

224
Theognis, 115, 118, 120, 132, 162,

173, 185, 198, 206, 207, 209 sq.,

215, 216

Theogonies, 9, 16

Theogony, Hesiod's, 13, 17, 117, 125
sq.

Theon, 167
Theophrastus, 236
Theopompus, 181, 189
Thessalian school of poetry, 73
Thiersch, 123
Thracian school of minstrels, 12, 56
Thracians, n, 12, 13
Threnos, 20, 21, 184, 246
Thucydides, 32, 80, 97, 121, 123, 161,

214
Timocreon of Rhodes, 252, 254 ; cita-

tion from, 253
Timon the Sillograph, 33, 208

Timotheus, 213, 253
Tisias (Stesichorus), 224
Tollius, 40
Translations of Homer, 44, 45
Trees, in Iliad and Odyssey, 92
Tremenheere, 250
Trench, Archbishop, 113
Trendelenburg, 40
Trincavelli, 136
Tritogeneia (Athene), 17

Tryphiodorus, 169
Twesten, A,, 123
Tydeus, 19
Tyrtaeus, 173, 176, 177, 178, 180-182,

185, 187, 189, 211, 215
Tzetzes, 40, 121, 134, 135, 137, 169

T T NITY question, of Iliad, 51 ; of

\J Odyssey, 61 ; 82 sq.

'T7rOjUi>r//uaTa, 37, 40
Uschner, 137

VALLA, 44, 137
Van Manders, 44

ZOP

Varro (Atacinus), 164
Vergil, 46, 136, 164, 166, 190
Vico, 46
Villoison, 40, 41, 43, 46
Volquardsen, 195
Voltaire, 46
Von Humboldt, W., 48
Von Leutsch, 239
Vosmaer, 45
Voss, 45, 137

TI 7-ACHSMUTH, C, 41VV Welcker, 101, 104, 105, no,
136, 200, 212

Weilauer, 167
West, Gilbert, 250
Westphal's Griechische Musik, 183,

239, 240, 242
Wheelwright, Mr., 250
Wiedemann, 27
Wilamowitz-Mollendorff, 182, 185,

189, 191, 238
Woermann, K., 42
Wolf, F. A. , 26, 43, 46 sq. , 109, 136
Wood, 46
Works and Days of Hesiod, 114 sq.

Worsley (trans. Odyssey), 45
Wright' (trans. Odyssey), 45
Writing, early specimens of, 27

VANTHUS (Poet), 224
y\_ Xenon (Separatist), 36
Xenophanes, 6, 32, 34, 125, 132, 138,

140, 141, 162. 173, 207, 208, 209
Xenophanes' fragment on a feast

cited, 208 sq.

Xenophon, 29, 125, 133, 165,211

ZAMAGNA,
137

Zarichus (brother of Sappho),
199

Zeller, 144
Zeno (the Stoic), 133, (the Eleatic),

140
Zenodotus, 33, 35 sq.

Ziegler, 205, 212

Zoega, 46
Zoilus (' Scourge of Homer

'), 34

Zopyrus of Heraclea, 29
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